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HENRY KISSINGER offers in World Order a deep 

meditation on the roots of international harmony 

and global disorder. Drawing on his experience as 
one of the foremost statesmen of the modern era

advising presidents, traveling the world, observing 

and shaping the central foreign policy events of 
recent decades-Kissinger now reveals his analysis 

of the ultimate challenge for the twenty-first century: 

how to build a shared international order in a world 

of divergent historical perspectives, violent conflict, 
proliferating technology, and ideological extremism. 

There has never been a true "world order," 
Kissinger observes. For most of history, civilizations 

defined their own concepts of order. Each consid

ered itself the center of the world and envisioned 
its distinct principles as universally relevant. China 

conceived of a global cultural hierarchy with the 

Emperor at its pinnacle. In Europe, Rome imagined 
itself surrounded by barbarians; when Rome frag

mented, European peoples refined a concept of an 

equilibrium of sovereign states and sought to export 
it across the world. Islam, in its early centuries, con

sidered itself the world's sole legitimate political unit, 

destined to expand indefinitely until the world was 

brought into harmony by religious principles. The 

United States was born of a conviction about the 

universal applicability of democracy-a conviction 
that has guided its policies ever since. 

Now international affairs take place on a global 
basis, and these historical concepts of world order 

are meeting. Every region participates in questions 

of high policy in every other, often instantaneously. 

Yet there is no consensus among the major actors 

about the rules and limits guiding this process, or its 

ultimate destination. The result is mounting tension. 

Grounded in Kissinger's deep study of history 

and his experience as National Security Advisor 

and Secretary of State, World Order guides readers 

through crucial episodes in recent world history. 

Kissinger offers a unique glimpse into the inner 

deliberations of the Nixon administration's nego

tiations with Hanoi over the end of the Vietnam 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Question of World Order 

IN 1961, as a young academic, I called on President Harry S. Tru

man when I found myself in Kansas City delivering a speech. To 

the question of what in his presidency had made him most proud, 

Truman replied, "That we totally defeated our enemies and then 

brought them back to the community of nations. I would like to think 

that only America would have done this." Conscious of America's vast 

power, Truman took pride above all in its humane and democratic 

values. He wanted to be remembered not so much for America's victo

ries as for its conciliations. 

All of Truman's successors have followed some version of this 

narrative and have taken pride in similar attributes of the American 

experience. And for most of this period, the community of nations 

that they aimed to uphold reflected an American. consensus-an in

exorably expanding cooperative order of states observing common 

rules and norms, embracing liberal economic systems, forswearing ter

ritorial conquest, respecting national sovereignty, and adopting par

ticipatory and democratic systems of governance. American presidents 

of both parties have continued to urge other governments, often with 

great vehemence and eloquence, to embrace the preservation and 
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enhancement of human rights. In many instances, the defense of these 

values by the United States and its allies has ushered in important 

changes in the human condition. 

Yet today this "rules-based" system faces challenges. The frequent 

exhortations for countries to "do their fair share," play by "twenty

first-century rules," or be "responsible stakeholders" in a common sys

tem reflect the fact that there is no shared definition of the system or 

understanding of what a "fair" contribution would be. Outside the 

Western world, regions that have played a minimal role in these rules' 

original formulation question their validity in their present form and 

have made clear that they would work to modify them. Thus while 

"the international community" is invoked perhaps more insistently 

now than in any other era, it presents no clear or agreed set of goals, 

methods, or limits. 

Our age is insistently, at times almost desperately, in pursuit of a 

concept of world order. Chaos threatens side by side with unprecedented 

interdependence: in the spread of weapons of mass destruction, the 

disintegration of states, the impact of environmental depredations, the 

persistence of genocidal practices, and the spread of new technologies 

threatening to drive conflict beyond human control or comprehension. 

New methods of accessing and communicating information unite re

gions as never before and project events globally-but in a manner 

that inhibits reflection, demanding of leaders that they register instan

taneous reactions in a form expressible in slogans. Are we facing a 

period in which forces beyond the restraints of any order determine 

the future? 

Varieties of World Order 
No truly global "world order" has ever existed. What passes for 

order in our time was devised in Western Europe nearly four centuries 
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ago, at a peace conference in the German region of Westphalia, con

ducted without the involvement or even the awareness of most other 

continents or civilizations. A century of sectarian conflict and political 

upheaval across Central Europe had culminated in the Thirty Years' 

War of 1618-48-a conflagration in which political and religious dis

putes commingled, combatants resorted to "total war" against popula

tion centers, and nearly a quarter of the population of Central Europe 

died from combat, disease, or starvation. The exhausted participants 

met to define a set of arrangements that would stanch the bloodletting. 

Religious unity had fractured with the survival and spread of Protes

tantism; political diversity was inherent in the number of autonomous 

political units that had fought to a draw. So it was that in Europe the 

conditions of the contemporary world were approximated: a multiplic

ity of political units, none powerful enough to defeat all others, many 

adhering to contradictory philosophies and internal practices, in search 

of neutral rules to regulate their conduct and mitigate conflict. 

The Westphalian peace reflected a practical accommodation to re

ality, not a unique moral insight. It relied on a system of independent 

states refraining from interference in each other's domestic affairs and 

checking each other's ambitions through a general equilibrium of 

power. No single claim to truth or universal rule had prevailed in 

Europe's contests. Instead, each state was assigned the attribute of sov

ereign power over its territory. Each would acknowledge the domestic 

structures and religious vocations of its fellow states as realities and 

refrain from challenging their existence. With a balance of power 

now perceived as natural and desirable, the ambitions of rulers would 

be set in counterpoise against each other, at least in theory curtail

ing the scope of conflicts. Division and multiplicity, an accident of 

Europe's history, became the hallmarks of a new system of interna

tional order with its own distinct philosophical outlook. In this sense 

the European effort to end its conflagration shaped and prefigured 
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the modern sensibility: it reserved judgment on the absolute in favor of 

the practical and ecumenical; it sought to distill order from multiplic

ity and restraint. 

The seventeenth-century negotiators who crafted the Peace of 

Westphalia did not think they were laying the foundation for a glob

ally applicable system. They made no attempt to include neighboring 

Russia, which was then reconsolidating its own order after the night

marish "Time of Troubles" by enshrining principles distinctly at odds 

with Westphalian balance: a single absolute ruler, a unified religious 

orthodoxy, and a program of territorial expansion in all directions. 

Nor did the other major power centers regard the Westphalian settle

ment (to the extent they learned of it at all) as relevant to their own 

regions. 

The idea of world order was applied to the geographic extent 

known to the statesmen of the time-a pattern repeated in other re

gions. This was largely because the then-prevailing technology did not 

encourage or even permit the operation of a single global system. With 

no means of interacting with each other on a sustained basis and no 

framework for measuring the power of one region against another, 

each region viewed its own order as unique and defined the others as 

"barbarians"-governed in a manner incomprehensible to the estab

lished system and irrelevant to its designs except as a threat. Each de

fined itself as a template for the legitimate organization of all 

humanity, imagining that in governing what lay before it, it was 

ordering the world. 

At the opposite end of the Eurasian landmass from Europe, China 

was the center of its own hierarchical and theoretically universal con

cept of order. This system had operated for millennia-it had been in 

place when the Roman Empire governed Europe as a unity-basing 

itself not on the sovereign equality of states but on the presumed 

boundlessness of the Emperor's reach. In this concept, sovereignty in • 

the European sense did not exist, because the Emperor held sway over 
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"All Under Heaven.'' He was the pinnacle of a political and cultural 

hierarchy, distinct and universal, radiating from the center of the 

world in the Chinese capital outward to all the rest of humankind. 

The latter were classified as various degrees of barbarians depending 

in part on their mastery of Chinese writing and cultural institutions 

(a cosmography that endured well into the modern era). China, in this 

view, would order the world primarily by awing other societies with 

its cultural magnificence and economic bounty, drawing them into 

relationships that could be managed to produce the aim of "harmony 

under heaven." 

In much of the region between Europe and China, Islam's different 

universal concept of world order held sway, with its own vision of a 

single divinely sanctioned governance uniting and pacifying the world. 

In the seventh century, Islam had launched itself across three conti

nents in an unprecedented wave of religious exaltation and imperial 

expansion. After unifying the Arab world, taking over remnants of 

the Roman Empire, and subsuming the Persian Empire, Islam came 

to govern the Middle East, North Africa, large swaths of Asia, and 

portions of Europe. Its version of universal order considered Islam des

tined to expand over the "realm of war," as it called all regions popu

lated by unbelievers, until the whole world was a unitary system 

brought into harmony by the message of the Prophet Muhammad. As 

Europe built its multistate order, the Turkish-based Ottoman Empire 

revived this claim to a single legitimate governance and spread its su

premacy through the Arab heartland, the Mediterranean, the Bal

kans, and Eastern Europe. It was aware of Europe's nascent interstate 

order; it considered it not a model but a source of division to be ex

ploited for westward Ottoman expansion. As Sultan Mehmed the 

Conqueror admonish~d the Italian city-states practicing an early ver- • 

sion of multipolarity in the fifteenth century, "You are 20 states ... you 

are in disagreement among yourselves . . .. There must be only one 

empire, one faith, and one sovereignty in the world." 
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Meanwhile, across the Atlantic the foundations of a distinct vision 

of world order were being laid in the "New World." As Europe's 

seventeenth-century political and sectarian conflicts raged, Puritan 

settlers had set out to redeem God's plan with an "errand in the wil

derness" that would free them from adherence to established (and in 

their view corrupted) structures of authority. There they would build, 

as Governor John Winthrop preached in 1630 aboard a ship bound for 

the Massachusetts settlement, a "city upon a hill," inspiring the world 

through the justness of its principles, ~nd the power of its example. 

In the American view of world order, peace and balance would occur 

naturally, and ancient enmities would be set aside-once other nations 

were given the same principled say in their own governance that 

Americans had in theirs. The task of foreign policy was thus not so 

much the pursuit of a specifically American interest as the cultivation 

of shared principles. In time, the United States would become the in

dispensable defender of the order Europe designed. Yet even as the 

United States lent its weight to the effort, an ambivalence endured

for the American vision rested not on an embrace of the European 

balance-of-power system but on the achievement of peace through the 

spread of democratic principles. 

Of all these concepts of order, Westphalian principles are, at this 

writing, the sole generally recognized basis of what exists of a world 

order. The Westphalian system spread around the world as the frame

work for a state-based international order spanning multiple civiliza

tions and regions because, as the European nations expanded, they 

carried the blueprint of their international order with them. While 

they often neglected to apply concepts of sovereignty to the colonies 

and colonized peoples, when these peoples began to demand their in

dependence, they did so in the name of Westphalian concepts. The 

principles of national independence, sovereign statehood, national in

terest, and noninterference proved effective arguments against the 
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colonizers themselves during the struggles for independence and pro

tection for their newly formed states afterward. 

The contemporary, now global Westphalian system-what collo

quially is called the world community-has striven to curtail the an

archical nature of the world with an extensive network of international 

legal and organizational structures designed to foster open trade and a 

stable international financial system, establish accepted principles of 

resolving international disputes, and set limits on the conduct of wars 

when they do occur. This system of states now encompasses every cul

ture and region. Its institutions have provided the neutral framework 

for the interactions of diverse societies-to a large extent independent 

of their respective values. 

Yet Westphalian principles are being challenged on all sides, some

times in the name of world order itself. Europe has set out to depart 

from the state system it designed and to transcend it through a concept 

of pooled sovereignty. And ironically, though Europe invented the 

balance-of-power concept, it has consciously and severely limited the 

element of power in its new institutions. Having downgraded its mili

tary capacities, Europe has little scope to respond when universal 

norms are flouted. 

In the Middle East, jihadists on both sides of the Sunni-Shia divide 

tear at societies and dismantle states in quest of visions of global revo

lution based on the fundamentalist version of their religion. The state 

itself-as well as the regional system based on it-is in jeopardy, as

saulted by ideologies rejecting its constraints as illegitimate and by ter

rorist militias that, in several countries, are stronger than the armed 

forces of the government. 

Asia, in some ways the most strikingly successful of the regions to 

adopt concepts of sovereign statehood, still recalls alternative concepts 

of order with nostalgia and churns with rivalries and historical claims 

of the kind that dashed Europe's order a century ago. Nearly every 
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country considers itself to be "rising," driving disagreements to the 

edge of confrontation. 

The United States has alternated between defending the Westpha

lian system and castigating its premises of balance of power and non

interference in domestic affairs as immoral and outmoded, and 

sometimes both at once. It continues to assert the universal relevance of 

its values in building a peaceful world order and reserves the right to 

support them globally. Yet after withdrawing from three wars in two 

generations-each begun with idea~i~tic aspirations and widespread 

public support but ending in national trauma-America struggles to 

define the relationship between its power (still vast) and its principles. 

All of the major centers of power practice elements of Westphalian 

order to some degree, but none considers itself the natural defender of 

the system. All are undergoing significant internal shifts. Can regions 

with such divergent cultures, histories, and traditional theories of order 

vindicate the legitimacy of any common system? 

Success in such an effort will require an approach that respects 

both the multifariousness of the human condition and the ingrained 

human quest for freedom. Order in this sense must be cultivated; it 

cannot be imposed. This is particularly so in an age of instantaneous 

communication and revolutionary political flux. Any system of world 

order, to be sustainable, must be accepted as just-not only by leaders, 

but also by citizens. It must reflect two truths: order without freedom, 

even if sustained by momentary exaltation, eventually creates its own 

counterpoise; yet freedom cannot be secured or sustained without a 

framework of order to keep the peace. Order and freedom, sometimes 

described as opposite poles on the spectrum of experience, should in

stead be understood as interdependent. Can today's leaders rise above 

the urgency of day-to-day events to achieve this balance? 
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Legitimacy and Power 
An answer to these questions must deal with three levels of 

order. World order describes the concept held by a region or civiliza

tion about the nature of just arrangements and the distribution of 

power thought to be applicable to the entire world. An international 

order is the practical application of these concepts to a substantial part 

of the globe-large enough to affect the global balance of power. 

Regional orders involve the same principles applied to a defined geo

graphic area. 

Any one of these systems of order bases itself on two components: 

a set of commonly accepted rules that define the limits of permissible 

action and a balance of power that enforces restraint where rules break 

down, preventing one political unit from subjugating all others. A 

consensus on the legitimacy of existing arrangements does not-now 

or in the past-foreclose competitions or confrontations, but it helps 

ensure that they will occur as adjustments within the existing order 

rather than as fundamental challenges to it. A balance of forces does 

not in itself secure peace, but if thoughtfully assembled and invoked, it 

can limit the scope and frequency of fundamental challenges and cur

tail their chance of succeeding when they do occur. 

No book can hope to address every historic approach to interna

tional order or every country now active in shaping world affairs. This 

volume attempts to deal with the regions whose concepts of order have 

most shaped the evolution of the modern era. 

The balance between legitimacy and power is extremely complex; 

the smaller the geographic area to which it applies and the more 

coherent the cultural convictions within it, the easier it is to distill a 

workable consensus. But in the modern world the need is for a global 

world order. An array of entities unrelated to each other by history 

or values (except at arm's length), and defining themselves essentially 
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by the limit of their capabilities, is likely to generate conflict, not 

order. 

During my first visit to Beijing, undertaken in 1971 to reestablish 

contact with China after two decades of hostility, I mentioned that to 

the American delegation, China was a "land of mystery." Premier 

Zhou Enlai responded, "You will find it not mysterious. When you 

have become familiar with it, it will not seem so mysterious as before." 

There were 900 million Chinese, he observed, and it seemed perfectly 

normal to them. In our time, the 91:l~st for world order will require 

relating the perceptions of societies whose realities have largely been 

self-contained. The mystery to be overcome is one all peoples share

how divergent historic experiences and values can be shaped into a 

common order. 



CHAPTER I 

Europe: The Pluralistic 
International Order 

The Uniqueness of the European Order 
The history of most civilizations is a tale of the rise and fall of em

pires. Order was established by their internal governance, not through 

an equilibrium among states: strong when the central authority was 

cohesive, more haphazard under weaker rulers. In imperial systems, 

wars generally took place at the frontiers of the empire or as civil wars. 

Peace was identified with the reach of imperial power. 

In China and Islam, political contests were fought for control of an 

established framework of order. Dynasties changed, but each new rul

ing group portrayed itself as restoring a legitimate system that had 

fallen into disrepair. In Europe, no such evolution took hold. With the 

end of Roman rule, pluralism became the defining characteristic of 

the European order. The idea of Europe loomed as a geographic des

ignation, as an expression of Christianity or of court society, or as the 

center of enlightenment of a community of the educated and of mo

dernity. Yet although it was comprehensible as a single civilization, 

Europe never had a single governance, or a united, fixed identity. It 
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changed the principles in the name of which its various units governed 

themselves at frequent intervals, experimenting with a new concept of 

political legitimacy or international order. 

In other regions of the world, a period of competing rulers came by 

posterity to be regarded as a "time of troubles," a civil war, or a "war

lord period"-a lamented interlude of disunity that had been tran

scended. Europe thrived on fragmentation and embraced its own 

divisions. Distinct competing dynasties and nationalities were per

ceived not as a form of "chaos" to be ,expunged but, in the idealized 

view of Europe's statesmen-sometimes conscious, sometimes not

as an intricate mechanism tending toward a balance that preserved 

each people's interests, integrity, and autonomy. For more than a thou

sand years, in the mainstream of modern European statecraft order 

has derived from equilibrium, and identity from resistance to univer

sal rule. It is not that European monarchs were more immune to the 

glories of conquest than their counterparts in other civilizations or 

more committed to an ideal of diversity in the abstract. Rather, they 

lacked the strength to impose their will on each other decisively. In 

time, pluralism took on the characteristics of a model of world order. 

Has Europe in our time transcended this pluralistic tendency-or do 

the internal struggles of the European Union affirm it? 

For five hundred years, Rome's imperial rule had ensured a single 

set of laws, a common defense, and an extraordinary level of civiliza

tion. With the fall of Rome, conventionally dated in 476, the empire 

disintegrated. In what historians have called the Dark Ages, nostalgia 

for the lost universality flourished. The vision of harmony and unity 

focused increasingly on the Church. In that worldview, Christendom 

was a single society administered by two complementary authorities: 

civil government, the "successors of Caesar" maintaining order in the 

temporal sphere; and the Church, the successors of Peter tending to 

universal and absolute principles of salvation. Augustine of Hippo, 

writing in North Africa as Roman rule crumbled, theologically con-
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eluded that temporal political authority was legitimate to the extent 

that it furthered the pursuit of a God-fearing life and with it man's 

salvation. "There are two systems," Pope Gelasius I wrote to the Byz

antine Emperor Anastasi us in A.D. 494, "under which this world is 

governed, the sacred authority of the priests and the royal power. Of 

these, the greater weight is with the priests in so far as they will an

swer to the Lord, even for kings, in the Last Judgment." The real 

world order was in this sense not in this world. 

This all-encompassing concept of world order had to contend with 

an anomaly from the start: in the post-Roman Europe, dozens of 

political rulers exercised sovereignty with no clear hierarchy among 

them; all invoked fealty to Christ, but their link to the Church and its 

authority was ambiguous. Fierce debates attended the delineation of 

Church authority, while kingdoms with separate militaries and inde

pendent policies maneuvered for advantage in a manner that bore no 

apparent relationship to Augustine's City of God. 

Aspirations to unity were briefly realized on Christmas Day 800., 

when Pope Leo III crowned Charlemagne, the Frankish King and 

conqueror of much of present-day France and Germany, as Imperator 

Romanorum (Emperor of the Romans), and awarded him theoretical 

title to the former eastern half of the erstwhile Roman Empire, at that 

point the lands of Byzantium. The Emperor pledged to the Pope "to 

defend on all sides the holy church of Christ from pagan incursion and 

infidel devastation abroad, and within to add strength to the Catholic 

faith by our recognition of it." 

But Charlemagne's empire did not fulfill its aspirations: in fact it 

began to crumble almost as soon as it was inaugurated. Charlemagne, 

beset by tasks closer to home, never attempted to rule the lands of the 

erstwhile Eastern Roman Empire the Pope had allotted him. In the 

west, he made little progress in recapturing Spain from its Moorish 

conquerors. After Charlemagne's death, his successors sought to rein

force his position by appeal to tradition, by naming his possessions the 
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Holy Roman Empire. But debilitated by civil wars, less than a century 

after its founding, Charlemagne's empire passed from the scene as a 

coherent political entity (though its name remained in use throughout 

a shifting series of territories until 1806). 

China had its Emperor; Islam had its Caliph-the recognized 

leader of the lands of Islam. Europe had the Holy Roman Emperor. 

But the Holy Roman Emperor operated from a much weaker base 

than his confreres in other civilizations. He had no imperial bureau

cracy at his disposal. His authority depended on his strength in the 

regions he governed in his dynastic capacity, essentially his family 

holdings. His position was not formally hereditary and depended on 

election by a franchise of seven, later nine, princes; these elections were 

generally decided by a mixture of political maneuvering, assessments 

of religious piety, and vast financial payoffs. The Emperor theoreti

cally owed his authority to his investiture by the Pope, but political and 

logistical considerations often excluded it, leaving him to rule for years 

as "Emperor-Elect." Religion and politics never merged into a single 

construct, leading to Voltaire's truthful jest that the Holy Roman Em

pire was "neither Holy, nor Roman, nor an Empire." Medieval Europe's 

concept of international order reflected a case-by-case accommodation 

between the Pope and the Emperor and a host of other feudal rul

ers. A universal order based on the possibility of a single reign and a 

single set of legitimating principles was increasingly drained of any 

practicality. 

A full flowering of the medieval concept of world order was envi

sioned only briefly with the rise of the sixteenth-century Habsburg 

prince Charles (1500-1558); his rule also ushered in its irrevocable 

decay. The stern and pious Flemish-born prince was born to rule; 

except for a widely noted taste for spiced food, he was generally per

ceived to be without vices and immune to distraction. He inherited the 

crown of the Netherlands as a child and that of Spain--with its vast ' 

and expanding array of colonies in Asia and the Americas-at sixteen. 
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Shortly after, in 1519, he prevailed in the election for the post of Holy 

Roman Emperor, making him Charlemagne's formal successor. The 

coincidence of these titles meant that the medieval vision seemed 

poised to be fulfilled. A single, pious ruler now governed territories 

approximately equivalent to today's Austria, Germany, northern Italy, 

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, eastern France, Belgium, Nether

lands, Spain, and much of the Americas. (This massive agglomeration 

of political power was accomplished almost entirely through strategic 

marriages and gave rise to the Habsburg saying "Bella gerant alii; 

tu, felix Austria, nube!"-"Leave the waging of wars to others; you, 

happy Austria, marry!") Spanish explorers and conquistadores

Magellan and Cortes sailed under Charles's auspices-were in the 

process of destroying the ancient empires of the Americas and carry

ing the sacraments together with European political power across the 

New World. Charles's armies and navies were engaged in the defense 

of Christendom against a new wave of invasions, by the Ottoman 

Turks and their surrogates in southeastern Europe and North Africa. 

Charles personally led a counterattack in Tunisia, with a fleet funded 

by gold from the New World. Caught up in these heady developments, 

Charles was hailed by his contemporaries as the "greatest emperor 

since the division of the empire in 843," destined to return the world to 

''a single shepherd." 

In the tradition of Charlemagne, at his coronation Charles vowed 

to be "the protector and defender of the Holy Roman Church," and 

crowds paid him obeisance as "Caesare" and "Imperio"; Pope Clement 

affirmed Charles as the temporal force for "seeing peace and order 

reestablished" in Christendom. 

A Chinese or Turkish visitor to Europe at that time might well 

have perceived a seemingly familiar political system: a continent pre

sided over by a single dynasty imbued with a sense of divine man

date. If Charles had been able to consolidate his authority and manage 

an orderly succession in the vast Habsburg territorial conglomerate, 
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Europe would have been shaped by a dominant central authority like 

the Chinese Empire or the Islamic caliphate. 

It did not happen; nor did Charles try. In the end, he was satisfied 

to base order on equilibrium. Hegemony might be his inheritance but 

not his objective, as he proved when, after capturing his temporal 

political rival the French King Francis I in the Battle of Pavia in 1525, 

he released him-freeing France to resume a separate and adversarial 

foreign policy at the heart of Europe. The French King repudiated 

Charles's grand gesture by taking the remarkable step-so at odds 

with the medieval concept of Christian statecraft-of proposing 

military cooperation to the Ottoman Sultan Suleiman, who was then 

invading Eastern Europe and challenging Habsburg power from 

the east. 

The universality of the Church Charles sought to vindicate was not 

to be had. He proved unable to prevent the new doctrine of Protestant

ism from spreading through the lands that were the principal base of 

his power. Both religious and political unity were fracturing. The 

effort to fulfill his aspirations inherent in his office was beyond the 

capabilities of a single individual. A haunting portrait by Titian from 

1548 at Munich's Alte Pinakothek reveals the torment of an eminence 

who cannot reach spiritual fulfillment or manipulate the, to him, ulti

mately secondary levers of hegemonic rule. Charles resolved to abdi

cate his dynastic titles and divide his vast empire, and did so in a 

manner reflecting the pluralism that had defeated his quest for unity. 

To his son Philip, he bequeathed the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily, 

then the crown of Spain and its global empire. In an emotional 1555 

ceremony in Brussels, he reviewed the record of his reign, attested to 

the diligence with which he had fulfilled his duties, and in the process 

handed the States-General of the Netherlands to Philip as well. The 

same year, Charles concluded a landmark treaty, the Peace of Augs

burg, which recognized Protestantism within the Holy Roman Em

pire. Abandoning the spiritual foundation of his empire, Charles 
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afforded princes the right to choose the confessional orientation of 

their territory. Shortly afterward, he resigned his title as Holy Roman 

Emperor, passing responsibility for the empire, its upheavals, and its 

external challenges to his brother Ferdinand. Charles retired to a mon

astery in a rural region of Spain, to a life of seclusion. He spent his last 

days in the company of his confessor and of an Italian clock maker, 

whose works lined the walls and whose trade Charles attempted to 

learn. When Charles died in 1558, his will expressed regret for the 

fracturing of doctrine that had taken place during his reign and 

charged his son to redouble the Inquisition. 

Three events completed the disintegration of the old ideal of unity. 

By the time Charles V died, revolutionary changes had raised Europe's 

sights from a regional to a global enterprise while fragmenting the 

medieval political and religious order: the beginning of the age of dis

covery, the invention of printing, and the schism in the Church. 

A map depicting the universe, as comprehended by educated Euro

peans in the medieval age, would have shown Northern and Southern 

Hemispheres stretching from India in the east to Iberia and the islands 

of Britain in the west, with Jerusalem in the center. In the medieval 

perception, this was not a map for travelers but a stage divinely or

dained for the drama of human redemption. The world, it was be

lieved on biblical authority, was six-sevenths land and one-seventh 

water. Because the principles of salvation were fixed and could be cul

tivated through efforts in the lands known to Christendom, there was 

no reward for venturing past the fringes of civilization. In the Inferno, 

Dante described Ulysses' sailing out through the Pillars of Hercules 

(the Rock of Gibraltar and the adjacent heights of North Africa, at the 

western edge of the Mediterranean Sea) in search of knowledge, and 

being punished for his transgression against God's plan by a whirl

wind that dooms his ship and all its crew. 

The modern era announced itself when enterprising societies 

sought glory and wealth by exploring the oceans and whatever lay 
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beyond them. In the fifteenth century, Europe and China ventured 

forth almost contemporaneously. Chinese ships, then the world's larg

est and technologically most advanced, undertook journeys of explo

ration reaching Southeast Asia, India, and the east coast of Africa. 

They exchanged presents with local dignitaries, enrolled princes in 

China's imperial "tribute system," and brought home with them cul

tural and zoological curiosities. Yet following the head navigator 

Zheng He's death in 1433, the Chinese Emperor put an end to overseas 

adventures, and the fleet was abandoned. China continued to insist on 

the universal relevance of its principles of world order, but it would 

henceforth cultivate them at home and with the peoples along its bor

ders. It never again attempted a comparable naval effort-until per

haps our own time. 

Sixty years later, the European powers sailed from a continent of 

competing sovereign authorities; each monarch sponsored naval explo

ration largely in the hope of achieving a commercial or strategic edge 

over his rivals. Portuguese, Dutch, and English ships ventured to 

India; Spanish and English ships journeyed to the Western Hemi

sphere. Both began to displace the existing trade monopolies and po

litical structures. The age of three centuries of preponderant European 

influence in world affairs had been launched. International relations, 

once a regional enterprise, would henceforth be geographically global, 

with the center of gravity in Europe, in which the concept of world 

order was defined and its implementation determined. 

A revolution of thinking about the nature of the political universe 

followed. How was one to conceive of the inhabitants of regions no one 

had known existed? How did they fit into the medieval cosmology of 

empire and papacy? A council of theologians summoned by Charles V 

in 1550-51 in the Spanish city of Valladolid had concluded that the 

people living in the Western Hemisphere were hutnan beings with 

souls-hence eligible for salvation. This theological conclusion was, of 
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course, also a maxim justifying conquest and conversion. Europeans 

were enabled to increase their wealth and salve their consciences si

multaneously. Their global competition for territorial control changed 

the nature of international order. Europe's perspective expanded

until successive colonial efforts by various European states covered 

most of the globe and concepts of world order merged with the opera

tion of the balance of power in Europe. 

The second seminal event was the invention of movable-type print

ing in the middle of the fifteenth century, which made it possible to 

share knowledge on a hitherto-unimaginable scale. Medieval society 

had stored knowledge by memorizing or laboriously hand-copying re

ligious texts or by understanding history through epic poetry. In the 

age of exploration, what was being discovered needed to be under

stood, and printing permitted accounts to be disseminated. The explo

ration of new worlds inspired as well a quest to rediscover the ancient 

world and its verities, with special emphasis on the centrality of the 

individual. The growing embrace of reason as an objective force of il

lumination and explication began to shake existing institutions, in

cluding the hitherto-unassailable Catholic Church. 

The third revolutionary upheaval, that of the Protestant Reforma

tion, was initiated when Martin Luther posted ninety-five theses on 

the door of the Wittenberg Castle Church in 1517, insisting on the in

dividual's direct relationship with God; hence individual conscience

not established orthodoxy-was put forward as the key to salvation. A 

number of feudal rulers seized the opportunity to enhance their au

thority by embracing Protestantism, imposing it on their popula

tions, and enriching themselves by seizing Church lands. Each side 

regarded the other as heretical, and disagreements turned into life-or

death struggles as political and sectarian disputes commingled. The 

barrier separating domestic and foreign disputes collapsed as sover

eigns backed rival factions in their neighbors' domestic, often bloody, 
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religious struggles. The Protestant Reformation destroyed the concept 

of a world order sustained by the "two swords" of papacy and empire. 

Christianity was split and at war with itself. 

The Thirty Years' War: What Is Legitimacy? 
A century of intermittent wars attended the rise and spread of the 

Protestant critique of Church supremacy: the Habsburg Empire and 

the papacy both sought to stamp out.the challenge to their authority, 

and Protestants resisted in defense of their new faith. 

The period labeled by posterity as the Thirty Years' War (1618-48) 

brought this turmoil to a climax. With an imperial succession looming 

and the Catholic King of Bohemia, the Habsburg Ferdinand, emerg

ing as the most plausible candidate, the Protestant Bohemian nobility 

attempted an act of "regime change," offering their crown-and its 

decisive electoral vote-to a Protestant German prince, an outcome in 

which the Holy Roman Empire would have ceased to be a Catholic 

institution. Imperial forces moved to crush the Bohemian rebellion 

and then pressed their advantage against Protestantism generally, trig

gering a war that devastated Central Europe. (The Protestant princes 

were generally located in the north of Germany, including the then 

relatively insignificant Prussia; the Catholic heartland was the south of 

Germany and Austria.) 

In theory, the Emperor's fellow Catholic sovereigns were obliged to 

unite in opposition to the new heresies. Yet faced with a choice be

tween spiritual unity and strategic advantage, more than a few chose 

the latter. Foremost among them was France. 

In a period of general upheaval, a country that maintains domestic 

authority is in a position to exploit chaos in neighboring states for larger 

international objectives. A cadre of sophisticated and ruthless French 

ministers saw their opportunity and moved decisively. The Kingdom • 

of France began the process by giving itself a new governance. In feu-
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dal systems, authority was personal; governance reflected the ruler's 

will but was also circumscribed by tradition, limiting the resources 

available for a country's national or international actions. France's chief 

minister from 1624 to 1642, Armand-Jean du Plessis, Cardinal de 

Richelieu, was the first statesman to overcome these limitations. 

A man of the cloth steeped in court intrigue, Richelieu was well 

adapted to a period of religious upheaval and crumbling established 

structures. As the youngest of three sons from a minor noble family, 

he embarked on a military career but then switched to theology after 

his brother's unexpected resignation from the bishopric of Luc;on, con

sidered a family birthright. Lore holds that Richelieu completed his 

religious studies so swiftly that he was below the normal minimum 

age for a clerical appointment; he resolved this obstacle by traveling to 

Rome and personally lying to the Pope about his age. His credentials 

obtained, he launched himself into factional politics at the French 

royal court, becoming first a close aide to the queen mother, Marie de' 

Medici, and then a trusted advisor to her chief political rival, her minor 

son King Louis XIII. Both evinced a strong distrust of Richelieu, but 

wracked by internal conflicts with France's Huguenot Protestants, they 

could not bring themselves to forgo his political and administrative 

genius. The young cleric's mediation between these contending royals 

won him a recommendation to Rome for a cardinal's hat; when given 

it, he became the highest-ranking member of the King's privy council. 

Maintaining the role for nearly two decades, the "red eminence" (so 

called because of his flowing red cardinal's robes) became France's 

chief minister, the power behind the throne, and the charting genius 

of a new concept of centralized statecraft and foreign policy based on 

the balance of power. 

When Richelieu conducted the policies of his country, Machiavelli's 

treatises on statesmanship circulated. It is not known whether Riche

lieu was familiar with these texts on the politics of power. He surely 

practiced their essential principles. Richelieu developed a radical ap-
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proach to international order. He invented the idea that the state was 

an abstract and permanent entity existing in its own right. Its require

ments were not determined by the ruler's personality, family interests, 

or the universal demands of religion. Its lodestar was the national in

terest following calculable principles-what later came to be known 

as raison d'etat. Hence it should be the basic unit of international 

relations. 

Richelieu commandeered the incipient state as an instrument of 

high policy. He centralized authority }n Paris, created so-called inten

dants or professional stewards to project the government's authority 

into every district of the kingdom, brought efficiency to the gathering 

of taxes, and decisively challenged traditional local authorities of the 

old nobility. Royal power would continue to be exercised by the King 

as the symbol of the sovereign state and an expression of the national 

interest. 

Richelieu saw the turmoil in Central Europe not as a call to arms 

to defend the Church but as a means to check imperial Habsburg pre

eminence. Though France's King had been styled as the Rex Catholi

cissimus, or the "Most Catholic King," since the fourteenth century, 

France moved-at first unobtrusively, then openly-to support the 

Protestant coalition (of Sweden, Prussia, and the North German 

princes) on the basis of cold national-interest calculation. 

To outraged complaints that, as a cardinal, he owed a duty to the 

universal and eternal Catholic Church-which would imply an align

ment against the rebellious Protestant princes of Northern and Central 

Europe-Richelieu cited his duties as a minister to a temporal, yet 

vulnerable, political entity. Salvation might be his personal objective, 

but as a statesman he was responsible for a political entity that did not 

have an eternal soul to be redeemed. "Man is immortal, his salvation is 

hereafter," he said. "The state has no immortality, its salvation is now 

" or never. 
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The fragmentation of Central Europe was perceived by Richelieu 

as a political and military necessity. The basic threat to France was 

strategic, not metaphysical or religious: a united Central Europe would 

be in a position to dominate the rest of the Continent. Hence it was in 

France's national interest to prevent the consolidation of Central Eu

rope: "If the [Protestant] party is entirely ruined, the brunt of the 

power of the House of Austria will fall on France." France, by sup

porting a plethora of small states in Central Europe and weakening 

Austria, achieved its strategic objective. 

Richelieu's design would endure through vast upheavals. For two 

and a half centuries-from the emergence of Richelieu in 1624 to Bis

marck's proclamation of the German Empire in 1871-the aim of 

keeping Central Europe (more or less the territory of contemporary 

Germany, Austria, and northern Italy) divided remained the guiding 

principle of French foreign policy. For as long as this concept served as 

the essence of the European order, France was preeminent on the 

Continent. When it collapsed, so did France's dominant role. 

Three conclusions emerge from Richelieu's career. First, the indis

pensable element of a successful foreign policy is a long-term strategic 

concept based on a careful analysis of all relevant factors. Second, the 

statesman must distill that vision by analyzing and shaping an array of 

ambiguous, often conflicting pressures into a coherent and purposeful 

direction. He (or she) must know where this strategy is leading and 

why. And, third, he must act at the outer edge of the possible, bridging 

the gap between his society's experiences and its aspirations. Because 

repetition of the familiar leads to stagnation, no little daring is required. 

The Peace of Westphalia 
In our time, the Peace of Westphalia has acquired a special reso

nance as the path breaker of a new concept of international order that 
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has spread around the world. The representatives meeting to negotiate 

it were more focused at the time on considerations of protocol and 

status. 

By the time representatives of the Holy Roman Empire and its two 

main adversaries, France and Sweden, agreed in principle to convene a 

peace conference, the conflict had ground on for twenty-three years. 

Another two years of battle transpired before the delegations actually 

met; in the meantime, each side maneuvered to strengthen its allies 

and internal constituencies. 

Unlike other landmark agreements such as the Congress of Vienna 

in 1814-15 or the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, the Peace of Westphalia 

did not emerge from a single conference, and the setting was not one 

generally associated with a gathering of statesmen pondering tran

scendent questions of world order. Mirroring the variety of contenders 

in a war that had ranged from Spain to Sweden, the peace emerged 

from a series of separate arrangements made in two different West

phalian towns. Catholic powers, including 178 separate participants 

from the different states constituting the Holy Roman Empire, gath

ered in the Catholic city of Munster. Protestant powers gathered in the 

mixed Lutheran and Catholic city of Osnabriick, roughly thirty miles 

away. The 235 official envoys and their staffs took up residence in 

whatever rooms they could find in the two small cities, neither of 

which had ever been considered suitable for a large-scale event, let 

alone a congress of all European powers. The Swiss envoy "lodged 

above a wool weaver's shop in a room that stank of sausage and fish 

oil," while the Bavarian delegation secured eighteen beds for its twenty~ 

nine members. With no official conference head or mediator and no 

plenary sessions, representatives met on an ad hoc basis and traveled in 

a neutral zone between the two cities to coordinate positions, some

times meeting informally in towns in the middle. Some of the major 

powers stationed representatives in both cities. Combat continued in • 
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various parts of Europe throughout the talks, with shifting military 

dynamics affecting the course of the negotiations. 

Most representatives had come with eminently practical instructions 

based on strategic interests. While they employed almost identical 

high-minded phrases about achieving a "peace for Christendom," too 

much blood had been spilled to conceive of reaching this lofty goal 

through doctrinal or political unity. It was now taken for granted that 

peace would be built, if at all, through balancing rivalries. 

The Peace of Westphalia that emerged from these convoluted dis

cussions is probably the most frequently cited diplomatic document in 

European history, though in fact no single treaty exists to embody its 

terms. Nor did the delegates ever meet in a single plenary session to 

adopt it. The peace is in reality the sum of three separate complemen

tary agreements signed at different times in different cities. In the 

January 1648 Peace of Munster, Spain recognized the independence of 

the Dutch Republic, capping an eight-decades-long Dutch revolt that 

had merged with the Thirty Years' War. In October 1648, separate 

groupings of powers signed the Treaty of Munster and the Treaty of 

Osnabriick, with terms mirroring each other and incorporating key 

provisions by reference. 

Both of the main multilateral treaties proclaimed their intent as "a 

Christian, universal, perpetual, true, and sincere peace and friend

ship" for "the glory of God and the security of Christendom." The 

operative terms were not substantially different from other documents 

of the period. Yet the mechanisms through which they were to be 

reached were unprecedented. The war had shattered pretensions to 

universality or confessional solidarity. Begun as a struggle of Catholics 

against Protestants, particularly after France's entry against the Catho

lic Holy Roman Empire it had turned into a free-for-all of shifting 

and conflicting alliances. Much like the Middle Eastern conflagrations 

of our own period, sectarian alignments were invoked for solidarity 
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and motivation in battle but were just as often discarded, trumped by 

clashes of geopolitical interests or simply the ambitions of outsized 

personalities. Every party had been abandoned at some point during 

the war by its "natural" allies; none signed the documents under the 

illusion that it was doing anything but advancing its own interests and 

prestige. 

Paradoxically, this general exhaustion and cynicism allowed the 

participants to transform the practical means of ending a particular 

war into general concepts of world, ,order. With dozens of battle

hardened parties meeting to secure hard-won gains, old forms of hier

archical deference were quietly discarded. The inherent equality of 

sovereign states, regardless of their power or domestic system, was in

stituted. Newly arrived powers, such as Sweden and the Dutch Repub

lic, were granted protocol treatment equal to that of established great 

powers like France and Austria. All kings were referred to as "maj

esty" and all ambassadors "excellency." This novel concept was carried 

so far that the delegations, demanding absolute equality, devised a 

process of entering the sites of negotiations through individual doors, 

requiring the construction of many entrances, and advancing to their 

seats at equal speed so that none would suffer the ignominy of waiting 

for the other to arrive at his convenience. 

The Peace of Westphalia became a turning point in the history of 

nations because the elements it set in place were as uncomplicated as 

they were sweeping. The state, not the empire, dynasty, or religious 

confession, was affirmed as the building block of European order. 

The concept of state sovereignty was established. The right of each 

signatory to choose its own domestic structure and religious orienta

tion free from intervention was affirmed, while novel clauses ensured 

that minority sects could practice their faith in peace and be free 

from the prospect of forced conversion. Beyond the immediate 

demands of the moment, the principles of a system of "international ' 

relations" were taking shape, motivated by the common desire to avoid 
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a recurrence of total war on the Continent. Diplomatic exchanges, in

cluding the stationing of resident representatives in the capitals of fel

low states (a practice followed before then generally only by Venetians), 

were designed to regulate relations and promote the arts of peace. The 

parties envisioned future conferences and consultations on the West

phalian model as forums for settling disputes before they led to con

flict. International law, developed by trave,ling scholar-advisors such 

as Hugo de Groot (Grotius) during the war, was treated as an expand

able body of agreed doctrine aimed at the cultivation of harmony, with 

the Westphalian treaties themselves at its heart. 

The genius of this system, and the reason it spread across the world, 

was that its provisions were procedural, not substantive. If a state 

would accept these basic requirements, it could be recognized as an 

international citizen able to maintain its own culture, politics, religion, 

and internal policies, shielded by the international system from outside 

intervention. The ideal of imperial or religious unity-the operating 

premise of Europe's and most other regions' historical orders-had 

implied that in theory only one center of power could be fully legiti

mate. The Westphalian concept took multiplicity as its starting point 

and drew a variety of multiple societies, each accepted as a reality, into 

a common search for order. By the mid-twentieth century, this inter

national system was in place on every continent; it remains the scaf

folding of international order such as it now exists. 

The Peace of Westphalia did not mandate a specific arrangement 

of alliances or a permanent European political structure. With the end 

of the universal Church as the ultimate source of legitimacy, and the 

weakening of the Holy Roman Emperor, the ordering concept for 

Europe became the balance of power--which, by definition, involves 

ideological neutrality and adjustment to evolving circumstances. The 

nineteenth-century British statesman Lord Palmerston expressed its 

basic principle as follows: "We have no eternal allies, and we have no 

perpetual enemies. Our interests are eternal and perpetual, and those 
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interests it is our duty to follow." Asked to define these interests more 

specifically in the form of an official "foreign policy," the acclaimed 

steward of British power professed, "When people ask me ... for what 

is called a policy, the only answer is that we mean to do what may 

seem to be best, upon each occasion as it arises, making the Interests of 

Our Country one's guiding principle." (Of course this deceptively sim

ple concept worked for Britain in part because its ruling class was 

trained in a common, almost intuitive sense of what the country's en

during interests were.) 

Today these Westphalian concepts are often maligned as a system 

of cynical power manipulation, indifferent to moral claims. Yet the 

structure established in the Peace of Westphalia represented the first 

attempt to institutionalize an international order on the basis of agreed 

rules and limits and to base it on a multiplicity of powers rather than 

the dominance of a single country. The concepts of raison d'etat and 

the "national interest" made their first appearance, representing not an 

exaltation of power but an attempt to rationalize and limit its use. 

Armies had marched across Europe for generations under the banner 

of universal (and contradictory) moral claims; prophets and conquerors 

had unleashed total war in pursuit of a mixture of personal, dynastic, 

imperial, and religious ambitions. The theoretically logical and pre

dictable intermeshing of state interests was intended to overcome the 

disorder unfolding in every corner of the Continent. Limited wars 

over calculable issues would replace the era of contending universal

isms, with its forced expulsions and conversions and general war con

suming civilian populations. 

With all its ambiguities, the balancing of power was thought an 

improvement over the exactions of religious wars. But how was the 

balance of power to be established? In theory, it was based on realities; 

hence every participant in it should see it alike. But each society's 

perceptions are affected by its domestic structure, culture, and history 

and by the overriding reality that the elements of power-however 
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objective-are in constant flux. Hence the balance of power needs to 

be recalibrated from time to time. It produces the wars whose extent it 

also limits. 

The Operation of the Westphalian System 
With the Treaty of Westphalia, the papacy had been confined to 

ecclesiastical functions, and the doctrine of sovereign equality reigned. 

What political theory could then explain the origin and justify the 

functions of secular political order? In his. Leviathan, published in 

1651, three years after the Peace of Westphalia, Thomas Hobbes pro

vided such a theory. He imagined a "state of nature" in the past when 

the absence of authority produced a "war of all against all." To escape 

such intolerable insecurity, he theorized, people delivered their rights 

to a sovereign power in return for the sovereign's provision of security 

for all within the state's borders. The sovereign state's monopoly on 

power was established as the only way to overcome the perpetual fear 

of violent death and war. 

This social contract in Hobbes's analysis did not apply beyond the 

borders of states, for no supranational sovereign existed to impose 

order. Therefore: 

Concerning the offices of one sovereign to another, which are 

comprehended in that law which is commonly called the law 

of nations, I need not say anything in this place, because the 

law of nations and the law of nature is the same thing. And 

every sovereign hath the same right, in procuring the safety of 

his people, that any particular man can have, in procuring the 

safety of his own body. 

The international arena remained in the state of nature and was 

anarchical because there was no world sovereign available to make it 
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secure and none could be practically constituted. Thus each state 

would have to place its own national interest above all in a world where 

power was the paramount factor. Cardinal Richelieu would have em

phatically agreed. 

The Peace of Westphalia in its early practice implemented a 

Hobbesian world. How was this new balance of power to be cali

brated? A distinction must be made between the balance of power as 

a fact and the balance of power as a system. Any international order

to be worthy of that name-must sooner or later reach an equilibrium, 

or else it will be in a constant state of warfare. Because the medieval 

world contained dozens of principalities, a practical balance of power 

frequently existed in fact. After the Peace of Westphalia, the balance 

of power made its appearance as a system; that is to say, bringing it 

about was accepted as one of the key purposes of foreign policy; dis

turbing it would evoke a coalition on behalf of equilibrium. 

The rise of Britain as a major naval power by early in the eigh

teenth century made it possible to turn the facts of the balance of 

power into a system. Control of the seas enabled Britain to choose the 

timing and scale of its involvement on the Continent to act as the arbi

ter of the balance of power, indeed the guarantor that Europe would 

have a balance of power at all. So long as England assessed its strategic 

requirements correctly, it would be able to back the weaker side on the 

Continent against the stronger, preventing any single country from 

achieving hegemony in Europe and thereby mobilizing the resources 

of the Continent to challenge Britain's control of the seas. Until the 

outbreak of World War I, England acted as the balancer of the equi

librium. It fought in European wars but with shifting alliances-not 

in pursuit of specific, purely national goals, but by identifying the na

tional interest with the preservation of the balance of power. Many of 

these principles apply to America's role in the contemporary world, as 

will be discussed later. 

There were in fact two balances of power being conducted in 
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Europe after the Westphalian settlement: The overall balance, of which 

England acted as a guardian, was the protector of general stability. A 

Central European balance essentially manipulated by France aimed to 

prevent the emergence of a unified Germany in a position to become 

the most powerful country on the Continent. For more than two hun

dred years, these balances kept Europe from tearing itself to pieces as it 

had during the Thirty Years' War; they did not prevent war, but they 

limited its impact because equilibrium, not total conquest, was the goal. 

The balance of power can be challenged in at least two ways: The 

first is if a major country augments its strength to a point where it 

threatens to achieve hegemony. The second occurs when a heretofore

secondary state seeks to enter the ranks of the major powers and sets 

off a series of compensating adjustments by the other powers until a 

new equilibrium is established or a general conflagration takes place. 

The Westphalian system met both tests in the eighteenth century, first 

by thwarting the thrust for hegemony by France's Louis XIV, then by 

adjusting the system to the insistence of Prussia's Frederick the Great 

for equal status. 

Louis XIV took full control of the French crown in 1661 and devel

oped Richelieu's concept of governance to unprecedented levels. The 

French King had in the past ruled through feudal lords with their 

own autonomous claims to authority based on heredity. Louis gov

erned through a royal bureaucracy dependent entirely on him. He 

downgraded courtiers of noble blood and ennobled bureaucrats. What 

counted was service to the King, not rank of birth. The brilliant 

Finance Minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert, son of a provincial draper, 

was charged with unifying the tax administration and financing con

stant war. The memoirs of Saint-Simon, a duke by inheritance and 

man of letters, bear bitter witness to the social transformation: 

He [Louis] was well aware that though he might crush a 

nobleman with the weight of his . displeasure, he could not 
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destroy him or his line, whereas a secretary of state or other 

such minister could be reduced together with his whole fam

ily to those depths of nothingness from which he had been 

elevated. No amount of wealth or possessions would avail 

him then. That was one reason why he liked to give his min

isters authority over the highest in the Land, even over the 

Princes of the Blood. 

In 1680, Louis symbolized the nature of his all-embracing rule by 

assuming the title "the Great" to go with his earlier self-granted appel

lation as "the Sun King." In 1682, France's North American territories 

were named "Louisiana." The same year, Louis's court moved to Ver

sailles, where the King oversaw in elaborate detail a "theater monar

chy" dedicated, above all, to the performance of his own majesty. 

With a unified kingdom spared the ravages of internal war, pos

sessing a skilled bureaucracy and a military surpassing that of any 

neighboring state, France was for a while in a position to seek domi

nance in Europe. Louis's reign resolved itself into a series of almost 

continuous wars. In the end, as was the case with all later aspirants to 

European hegemony, each new conquest galvanized an opposing 

coalition of nations. At first, Louis's generals won battles everywhere; 

ultimately, they were defeated or checked everywhere, most signally in 

the first decade of the eighteenth century by John Churchill, later 

Duke of Marlborough and forebear of the great twentieth-century 

Prime Minister Winston Churchill. Louis's legions could not overcome 

the basic resilience of the Westphalian system. 

Decades after Richelieu's death, the demonstrated effectiveness of a 

consolidated, centralized state pursuing a secular foreign policy and 

centralized administration inspired imitators that united to counte~

balance French power. England, Holland, and Austria created the 

Grand Alliance, joined later by Spain, Prussia, Denmark, and several 

German principalities. The opposition to Louis was not ideological or 
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religious in nature: French remained the language of diplomacy and 

high culture through much of Europe, and the Catholic-Protestant di

vide ran through the allied camp. Rather, it was inherent in the West

phalian system and indispensable to preserve the pluralism of the 

European order. Its character was defined in the name contemporary 

observers gave it: the Great Moderation. Louis sought what amounted 

to hegemony in the name of the glory of Fr~nce. He was defeated by a 

Europe that sought its order in diversity. 

THE FIRST HALF of the eighteenth century was dominated by the 

quest to contain France; the second was shaped by Prussia's effort to 

find a place for itself among the major powers. Where Louis had 

fought wars to translate power into hegemony, Prussia's Frederick II 

went to war to transmute latent weakness into great-power status. Sit

uated on the harsh North German plain and extending from the 

Vistula across Germany, Prussia cultivated discipline and public ser

vice to substitute for the larger population and greater resources of 

better-endowed countries. Split into two noncontiguous pieces, it jut

ted precariously into the Austrian, Swedish, Russian, and Polish 

spheres of influence. It was relatively sparsely populated; its strength 

was the discipline with which it marshaled its limited resources. Its 

greatest assets were civic-mindedness, an efficient bureaucracy, and a 

well-trained army. 

When Frederick II ascended the throne in 1740, he seemed an un

likely contender for the greatness history has vouchsafed him. Finding 

the dour discipline of the position of Crown Prince oppressive, he had 

attempted to flee to England accompanied by a friend, Hans Her

mann von Katte. They were apprehended. The King ordered von 

Katte decapitated in front of Frederick, whom he submitted to a court

martial headed by himself. He cross-examined his son with 178 ques

tions, which Frederick answered so deftly that he was reinstated. 
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Surviving this searing experience was possible only by adopting his 

father's austere sense of duty and developing a general misanthropic 

attitude toward his fellow man. Frederick saw his personal authority 

as absolute but his policies as limited rigidly by the principles of raison 

d'etat Richelieu had put forward a century earlier. "Rulers are the 

slaves of their resources," his credo held, "the interest of the State is 

their law, and this law may not be infringed." Courageous and cosmo

politan (Frederick spoke and wrote French and composed sentimental 

French poetry even on military campaigns, subtitling one of his liter

ary efforts "Pas trop mal pour la veille d'une grande bataille"), he em

bodied the new era of Enlightenment governance by benevolent 

despotism, which was legitimized by its effectiveness, not ideology. 

Frederick concluded that great-power status required territorial 

contiguity for Prussia, hence expansion. There was no need for any 

other political or moral justification. "The superiority of our troops, 

the promptitude with which we can set them in motion, in a word the 

clear advantage we have over our neighbors" was all the justification 

Frederick required to seize the wealthy and traditionally Austrian 

province of Silesia in 1740. Treating the issue as a geopolitical, not a 

legal or moral, one, Frederick aligned himself with France (which saw 

in Prussia a counter to Austria) and retained Silesia in the peace settle

ment of 1742, nearly doubling Prussia's territory and population. 

In the process, Frederick brought war back to the European sys

tem, which had been at peace since 1713 when the Treaty of Utrecht 

had put an end to the ambitions of Louis XIV. The challenge to the 

established balance of power caused the Westphalian system to begin 

to function. The price for being admitted as a new member to the 

European order turned out to be seven years of near-disastrous battle. 

Now the alliances were reversed, as Frederick's previous allies sought 

to quash his operations and their rivals tried to harness Prussia's disci

plined fighting force for their own aims. Russia, remote and mysteri

ous, for the first time entered a contest over the European balance of 
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power. At the edge of defeat, with Russian armies at the gates of Ber

lin, Frederick was saved by the sudden death of Czarina Elizabeth. 

The new Czar, a longtime admirer of Frederick, withdrew from the 

war. (Hitler, besieged in encircled Berlin in April 1945, waited for an 

event comparable to the so-called Miracle of the House of Branden

burg and was told by Joseph Goebbels that it had happened when 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt died.) 

The Holy Roman Empire had become a facade; no rival European 

claimant to universal authority had arisen. Almost all rulers asserted 

that they ruled by divine right--a claim not challenged by any major 

power-but they accepted that God had similarly endowed many 

other monarchs. Wars were therefore fought for limited territorial ob

jectives, not to overthrow existing governments and institutions, nor to 

impose a new system of relations between states. Tradition prevented 

rulers from conscripting their subjects and severely constrained their 

ability to raise taxes. The impact of wars on civilian populations was in 

no way comparable to the horrors of the Thirty Years' War or what 

technology and ideology would produce two centuries later. In the 

eighteenth century, the balance of power operated as a theater in which 

"lives and values were put on display, amid splendor, polish, gallantry, 

and shows of utter self-assurance." The exercise of that power was 

constrained by the recognition that the system would not tolerate 

hegemonic aspirations. 

International orders that have been the most stable have had the 

advantage of uniform perceptions. The statesmen who operated the 

eighteenth-century European order were aristocrats who interpreted 

intangibles like honor and duty in the same way and agreed on funda

mentals. They represented a single elite society that spoke the same 

language (French), frequented the same salons, and pursued romantic 

liaisons in each other's capitals. National interests of course varied, but 

in a world where a foreign minister could serve a monarch of another 

nationality (every Russian foreign minister until 1820 was recruited 
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abroad), or when a territory could change its national affiliation as the 

result of a marriage pact or a fortuitous inheritance, a sense of overarch

ing common purpose was inherent. Power calculations in the eigh

teenth century took place against this ameliorating background of a 

shared sense oflegitimacy and unspoken rules of international conduct. 

This consensus was not only a matter of decorum; it reflected the 

moral convictions of a common European outlook. Europe was never 

more united or more spontaneous than during what came to be per

ceived as the age of enlightenment. New triumphs in science and phi

losophy began to displace the fracturing European certainties of 

tradition and faith. The swift advance of the mind on multiple 

fronts-physics, chemistry, astronomy, history, archaeology, cartogra

phy, rationality-bolstered a new spirit of secular illumination augur

ing that the revelation of all of nature's hidden mechanisms was only a 

question of time. "The true system of the world has been recognized, 

developed, and perfected," wrote the brilliant French polymath Jean 

Le Rond d'Alembert in 1759, embodying the spirit of the age: 

In short, from the earth to Saturn, from the history of the 

heavens to that of insects, natural philosophy has been revolu

tionized; and nearly all other fields of knowledge have as

sumed new forms . . . [T]he discovery and application of a 

new method of philosophizing, the kind of enthusiasm which 

accompanies discoveries, a certain exaltation of ideas which 

the spectacle of the universe produces in us-all these causes 

have brought about a lively fermentation of minds. Spreading 

through nature in all directions like a river which has burst 

its dams, this fermentation has swept with a sort of violence 

everything along with it which stood in its way. 

This "fermentation" based itself on a new spirit of analysis and 

a rigorous testing of all premises. The exploration and systematiza-
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tion of all knowledge-an endeavor symbolized by the twenty-eight

volume Encyclopedie that d'Alembert co-edited between 1751 and 

1772--proclaimed a knowable, demystified universe with man as its 

central actor and explicator. Prodigious learning would be combined, 

d'Alembert's colleague Denis Diderot wrote, with a "zeal for the best 

interests of the human race." Reason would confront falsehoods with 

"solid principles [to] serve as the foundation for diametrically opposed 

truths," whereby "we shall be able to throw down the whole edifice of 

mud and scatter the idle heap of dust" and instead "put men on the 

right path." 

Inevitably, this new way of thinking and analysis was applied to 

concepts of governance, political legitimacy, and international order. 

The political philosopher Charles-Louis de Secondat, Baron of Mon

tesquieu, applied the principles of the balance of power to domestic 

policy by describing a concept of checks and balances later institution

alized in the American Constitution. He went on from there into a 

philosophy of history and of the mechanisms of societal change. Sur

veying the histories. of various societies, Montesquieu concluded that 

events were never caused by accident. There was always an underlying 

cause that reason could discover and then shape to the common good: 

It is not fortune which rules the world ... There are general 

intellectual as well as physical causes active in every monarchy 

which bring about its rise, preservation, and fall. All [seem

ing] accidents are subject to these causes, and whenever an 

accidental battle, that is, a particular cause, has destroyed a 

state, a general cause also existed which led to the fall of this 

state as a result of a single battle. In short, it is the general pace 

of things which draws all particular events along with it. 

The German philosopher Immanuel Kant, probably the greatest 

philosopher of the Enlightenment period, took Montesquieu a step 
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further by developing a concept for a permanent peaceful world order. 

Pondering the world from the former Prussian capital of Konigsberg, 

casting his gaze on the period of the Seven Years' War, the American 

Revolutionary War, and the French Revolution, Kant dared to see in 

the general upheaval the faint beginnings of a new, more peaceful in

ternational order. 

Humanity, Kant reasoned, was characterized by a distinctive "un

social sociability": the "tendency to come together in society, coupled, 

however, with a continual resistance. which constantly threatens to 

break this society up." The problem of order, particularly international 

order, was "the most difficult and the last to be solved by the human 

race." Men formed states to constrain their passions, but like individuals 

in the state of nature each state sought to preserve its absolute freedom, 

even at the cost of "a lawless state of savagery." But the "devastations, 

upheavals and even complete inner exhaustion of their powers" arising 

from interstate clashes would in time oblige men to contemplate an 

alternative. Humanity faced either the peace of "the vast graveyard of 

the human race" or peace by reasoned design. 

The answer, Kant held, was a voluntary federation of republics 

pledged to non-hostility and transparent domestic and international 

conduct. Their citizens would cultivate peace because, unlike despotic 

rulers, when considering hostilities, they would be deliberating about 

"calling down on themselves all the miseries of war." Over time the at

tractions of this compact would become apparent, opening the way 

toward its gradual expansion into a peaceful world order. It was 

Nature's purpose that humanity eventually reason its way toward "a 

system of united power, hence a cosmopolitan system of general politi

cal security" and "a perfect civil union of mankind." 

The confidence, verging on brashness, in the power of reason re

flected in part a species of what the Greeks called hubris-a kind of 

spiritual pride that bore the seeds of its own destruction within itself 

The Enlightenment philosophers ignored a key issue: Can governmental 
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orders be invented from scratch by intelligent thinkers, or is the range of 

choice limited by underlying organic and cultural realities (the Burkean 

view)? Is there a single concept and mechanism logically uniting all 

things, in a way that can be discovered and explicated (as d'Alembert 

and Montesquieu argued), or is the world too complicated and humanity 

too diverse to approach these questions through logic alone, requiring a 

kind of intuition and an almost esoteric element ofstatecraft? 

The Enlightenment philosophers on the Continent generally opted 

for the rationalist rather than the organic view of political evolution. 

In the process, they contributed-unintentionally, indeed contrary to 

their intention-to an upheaval that rent Europe for decades and 

whose aftereffects reach to this day. 

The French Revolution and Its Aftermath 
Revolutions are most unsettling when least expected. So it was 

with the French Revolution, which proclaimed a domestic and world 

order as different from the Westphalian system as it was possible to be. 

Abandoning the separation between domestic and foreign policy, it 

resurrected-and perhaps exceeded-the passions of the Thirty 

Years' War, substituting a secular crusade for the religious impulse of 

the seventeenth century. It demonstrated how internal changes within 

societies are able to shake the international equilibrium more pro

foundly than aggression from abroad-a lesson that would be driven 

home by the upheavals of the twentieth century, many of which drew 

explicitly on the concepts first advanced by the French Revolution. 

Revolutions erupt when a variety of often different resentments 

merge to assault an unsuspecting regime. The broader the revolutionary 

coalition, the greater its ability to destroy existing patterns of authority. 

But the more sweeping the change, the more violence is needed to re

construct authority, without which society will disintegrate. Reigns of 

terror are not an accident; they are inherent in the scope of revolution. 
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The French Revolution occurred in the richest country of Europe, 

even though its government was temporarily bankrupt. Its origi

nal impetus is traceable to leaders-mostly aristocrats and upper 

bourgeoisie-who sought to bring the governance of their country 

into conformity with the principles of the Enlightenment. It gained a 

momentum not foreseen by those who made the Revolution and in

conceivable to the prevailing ruling elite. 

At its heart was a reordering on a scale that had not been seen in 

Europe since the end of the religiq~s wars. For the revolutionaries, 

human order was the reflection of neither the divine plan of the medi

eval world, nor the intermeshing of grand dynastic interests of the 

eighteenth century. Like their progeny in the totalitarian movements 

of the twentieth century, the philosophers of the French Revolution 

equated the mechanism of history with the unadulterated operation of 

the popular will, which by definition could accept no inherent or con

stitutional limitation-and which they reserved to themselves the mo

nopoly to identify. The popular will, as conceived in that manner, was 

altogether distinct from the concept of majority rule prevalent in En

gland or of checks and balances embedded in a written constitution 

as in the United States. The claims of the French revolutionaries far 

exceeded Richelieu's concept of the authority of the state by vesting 

sovereignty in an abstraction-not individuals but entire peoples as 

indivisible entities requiring uniformity of thought and action-and 

then designating themselves the people's spokesmen and indeed em

bodiment. 

The Revolution's intellectual godfather, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 

formulated this universal claim in a series of writings whose erudition 

and charm obscured their sweeping implications. Walking readers 

step by step through a "rational" dissection of human society, Rousseau 

condemned all existing institutions-property, religion, social classes, 

government authority, civil society-as illusory and fraudulent. Their ' 

replacement was to be a new "rule of administration in the social 
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order." The populace was to submit totally to it-with an obedience 

that no ruler by divine right had ever imagined, except the Russian 

Czar, whose entire populace outside the nobility and the communities 

on the harsh frontiers beyond the Urals had the status of serfs. These 

theories prefigured the modern totalitarian regime, in which the pop

ular will ratifies decisions that have already been announced by means 

of staged mass demonstrations. 

In pursuit of this ideology, all monarchies were by definition 

treated as enemies; because they would not give up power without re

sisting, the Revolution, to prevail, had to turn itself into a crusading 

international movement to achieve world peace by imposing its prin

ciples. In order to propel the new dispensation across Europe, France's 

entire adult male population was made subject to conscription. The 

Revolution based itself on a proposition similar to that made by Islam 

a millennium before, and Communism in the twentieth century: the 

impossibility of permanent coexistence between countries of different 

religious or political conceptions of truth, and the transformation of 

international affairs into a global contest of ideologies to be fought by 

any available means and by mobilizing all elements of society. In doing 

so, the Revolution again merged domestic and foreign policy, legiti

macy and power, whose decoupling by the Westphalian settlement 

had limited the scope and intensity of Europe's wars. The concept of 

an international order with prescribed limits of state action was over

thrown in favor of a permanent revolution that knew only total victory 

or defeat. 

In November 1792, the French National Assembly threw down the 

gauntlet to Europe with a pair of extraordinary decrees. The first ex

pressed an open-ended commitment to extend French military sup

port to popular revolution anywhere. France, it announced, having 

liberated itsel~ "will accord fraternity and assistance to all peoples who 

shall wish to recover their liberty." The National Assembly gave added 

weight to this decree and obliged itself to give it force in the proviso 
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that the document be "translated and printed in all languages." The 

National Assembly made the break with the eighteenth-century order 

irrevocable by guillotining France's deposed King several weeks later. 

It also declared war on Austria and invaded the Netherlands. 

In December 1792, an even more radical decree was issued with an 

even more universal application. Any revolutionary movement that 

thought the decree applied to it was invited to "fill in the blank" of a 

document reading, "The French People to the __ People," which 

applauded in advance the next fraternal revolution and pledged sup

port to "the suppression of all the civil and military authorities which 

have governed you up to this day." This process, whose scope was im

plicitly limitless, was also irreversible: "The French nation declares 

that it will treat as enemies the people who, refusing liberty and equal

ity, or renouncing them, may wish to preserve, recall, or treat with the 

prince and the privileged castes." Rousseau had written that "whoever 

refuses to obey the general will shall be forced to do so by the whole 

body ... [H]e will be forced to be free." The Revolution undertook to 

expand this definition of legitimacy to all humanity. 

To achieve such vast and universal objectives, the leaders of the 

French Revolution strove to cleanse their country of all possibility of 

domestic opposition. "The Terror" killed thousands of the former rul

ing classes and all suspected domestic opponents, even those who sup

ported the Revolution's goals while questioning some of its methods. 

Two centuries later, comparable motivations underlay the Russian 

purges of the 1930s and the Chinese Cultural Revolution in the 1960s 

and 1970s. 

Eventually, order was restored, as it must be if a state is not to dis

integrate. The model once again came from Rousseau's "great legisla

tor." Louis XIV had appropriated the state in the service of royal 

power; the Revolution commandeered the people to underwrite its 

design. Napoleon, who proclaimed himself "First Consul for Life," ' 
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later Emperor, represented a new type: the "Great Man'' swaying the 

world by the force of his will, legitimized by charismatic magnetism 

and personal success in military command. The essence of the Great 

Man was his refusal to acknowledge traditional limits and his insis

tence on reordering the world by his own authority. At the climac

tic moment of his coronation as Emperor in 1804, Napoleon, unlike 

Charlemagne, refusing to be legitimized by a power other than his 

own, took the imperial crown from the Pope's hands and crowned 

himself Emperor. 

The Revolution no longer made the leader; the leader defined the 

Revolution. As he tamed the Revolution, Napoleon also made himself 

its guarantor. But he also saw himself--and not without reason-as 

the capstone of the Enlightenment. He rationalized France's system of 

government, establishing the system of prefectures through which, 

even at this writing, the French system of administration operates. He 

created the Napoleonic Code, on which the laws that still prevail in 

France and other European countries are based. He was tolerant of 

religious diversity and encouraged rationalism in government, with 

the end of improving the lot of the French people. 

It was as the simultaneous incarnation of the Revolution and ex

pression of the Enlightenment that Napoleon set about to achieve the 

domination and unification of Europe. By 1809, under his brilliant 

military leadership, his armies crushed all opposition in Western and 

Central Europe, enabling him to redraw the map of the Continent as 

a geopolitical design. He annexed key territories to France and estab

lished satellite republics in others, many of them governed by relatives 

or French marshals. A uniform legal code was established throughout 

Europe. Thousands of instructions on matters economic and social 

were issued. Would Napoleon become the unifier of a continent 

divided since the fall of Rome? 

Two obstacles remained: England and Russia. England, in com-
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mand of the seas after Nelson's crushing victory at Trafalgar in 1805, 

was for the moment invulnerable but not strong enough to launch a 

significant invasion across the English Channel. As it would a century 

and a half later, England stood alone in Western Europe, aware that a 

peace with the conqueror would make it possible for a single power to 

organize the resources of the entire Continent and, sooner or later, 

overcome its rule of the oceans. England waited behind the channel 

for Napoleon (and a century and a half later, for Hitler) to make a 

mistake that would enable it to reappear on the Continent militarily as 
'' 

a defender of the balance of power. (In World War II, Britain was also 

waiting for the United States to enter the lists.) 

Napoleon had grown up under the eighteenth-century dynastic 

system and, in a strange way, accepted its legitimacy. In it, as a Corsi

can of minor standing even in his hometown, he was illegitimate by 

definition, which meant that, at least in his own mind, the legitimacy 

of his rule depended on the permanence-and, indeed, the extent-of 

his conquests. Whenever there remained a ruler independent of his 

will, Napoleon felt obliged to pursue him. Incapable of restraint by 

concept, temperament, or experience, he launched his forces into Spain 

and Russia, neither of them essential to a geopolitical design. Napo

leon could not live in an international order; his ambition required an 

empire over at least the length and breadth of Europe, and for that his 

power fell just barely too short. 

With the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, the age of total 

war-the mobilization of a nation's entire resources-had arrived. 

The scale of bloodshed and devastation harked back to the Thirty 

Years' War. Napoleon's Grande Armee-now manned through con

scription, including even in annexed territories-supplied and main

tained itself on the assets of the conquered enemy and population, 

including gigantic financial "tributes." The results were an enormous 

increase in the size of the army and the subjection of entire regions. 

Not until Napoleon succumbed to the temptation to enter territories 
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where local resources were insufficient for the support of a huge 

army-Spain and Russia-would he face defeat, first by overreaching 

himself, above all in Russia in 1812, and then as the rest of Europe 

united against him in a belated vindication of Westphalian principles. 

At the Battle of the Nations in Leipzig in 1813, the joint armies of the 

surviving European states inflicted Napoleon's first major, and ulti

mately decisive, defeat in a battle. (The defeat in Russia was by 

attrition.) After the Battle of the Nations, Napoleon refused settle

ments that would have enabled him to keep some of his conquests. He 

feared that any formal acceptance of limits would destroy his only 

claim to legitimacy. In this way, he was overthrown as much by his 

own insecurity as by Westphalian principles. Europe's strongest con

queror since Charlemagne was defeated not only by an international 

order that rose up against him, but by himself. 

The Napoleonic period marked the apotheosis of the Enlighten

ment. Inspired by the examples of Greece and Rome, its thinkers had 

equated enlightenment with the power of reason, which implied a dif

fusion of authority from the Church to secular elites. Now these aspi

rations had been distilled further and concentrated on one leader as 

the expression of global power. An illustration of Napoleon's impact 

occurred on October 13, 1806, one day before the Battle of Jena, where 

the Prussian army was decisively defeated. As he left to reconnoi

ter the battlefield with his general staff, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 

Hegel, then a university lecturer (he would later write The Philosophy 

of History, which inspired Marx's doctrine), described the scene in 

panegyrical terms as he heard the clatter of horses' hooves on the cob

blestones: 

I saw the Emperor-this world-soul-riding out of the city 

on reconnaissance. It is indeed a wonderful sensation to see 

such an individual who, concentrated here at a single point, 

astride a horse, reaches out over the world and masters it. 
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But in the end, this world spirit had drawn into Europe an im

mense new power-of Europe and yet with three-quarters of its vast 

territory in Asia: imperial Russia, whose armies pursued Napoleon's 

decimated force back across the Continent and were occupying Paris 

at war's end. Its strength raised fundamental issues for the balance of 

power in Europe, and its aspirations threatened to make impossible a 

return to the prerevolutionary equilibrium. 



CHAPTER 2 

The European Balance-of-Power 
System and Its· End 

The Russian Enigma 
When the era of the French Revolution and Napoleon ended, 

Russian troops were occupying Paris in a stunning display of history's 

reversals. A half century earlier, Russia had for the first time entered 

the balance of power in Western Europe by participating in the Seven 

Years' War and demonstrated the arbitrary nature of czarist rule 

when it suddenly declared its neutrality and withdrew from the war 

because of a newly crowned Czar's admiration for Frederick the Great. 

At the end of the Napoleonic period, another Czar, Alexander, pro

ceeded to prescribe Europe's future. The liberties of Europe and its 

concomitant system of order required the participation of an empire 

far larger than the rest of Europe together and autocratic to a degree 

without precedent in European history. 

Since then, Russia has played a unique role in international affairs: 

part of the balance of power in both Europe and Asia but contributing 

to the equilibrium of the international order only fitfully. It has started 

more wars than any other contemporary major power, but it has also 
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thwarted dominion of Europe by a single power, holding fast against 

Charles XII of Sweden, Napoleon, and Hitler when key continental 

elements of the balance had been overrun. Its policy has pursued a 

special rhythm of its own over the centuries, expanding over a land

mass spanning nearly every climate and civilization, interrupted oc

casionally for a time by the need to adjust its domestic structure to the 

vastness of the enterprise-only to return again, like a tide crossing a 

beach. From Peter the Great to Vladimir Putin, circumstances have 

changed, but the rhythm has remain,e,d extraordinarily consistent. 

Western Europeans emerging from the Napoleonic upheavals 

viewed with awe and apprehension a country whose territory and mil

itary forces dwarfed those of the rest of the Continent combined and 

whose elites' polished manners seemed barely able to conceal a primi

tive force from before and beyond Western civilization. Russia, the 

French traveler the Marquis de Custine claimed in 1843-from the 

perspective of a France restrained and a Europe reshaped by Russian 

power-was a hybrid bringing the vitality of the steppe to the heart of 

Europe: 

A monstrous compound of the petty refinements of Byzan

tium, and the ferocity of the desert horde, a struggle between 

the etiquette of the Lower [Byzantine] Empire, and the savage 

virtues of Asia, have produced the mighty state which Europe 

now beholds, and the influence of which she will probably 

feel hereafter, without being able to understand its operation. 

Everything about Russia-its absolutism, its size, its globe-spanning 

ambitions and insecurities-stood as an implicit challenge to the tradi

tional European concept of international order built on equilibrium 

and restraint. 

Russia's position in and toward Europe had long been ambiguous. ' 

As Charlemagne's empire had fractured in the ninth century into 
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what would become the modern nations of France and Germany, 

Slavic tribes more than a thousand miles to their east had coalesced in 

a confederation based around the city of Kiev (now the capital and 

geographic center of the state of Ukraine, though perceived almost 

universally by Russians as simultaneously an inextricable part of their 

own patrimony). This "land of the Rus" stood at the fraught intersec

tions of civilizations and trade routes. With Vikings to its north, the 

expanding Arab empire to its south, and raiding Turkic tribes to its 

east, Russia was permanently in the grip of conflating temptations and 

fears. Too far to the east to have experienced the Roman Empire 

(though "czars" claimed the "Caesars" as their political and etymo

logical forebears), Christian but looking to the Orthodox Church in 

Constantinople rather than Rome for spiritual authority, Russia was 

close enough to Europe to share a common cultural vocabulary yet 

perpetually out of phase with the Continent's historical trends. The 

experience would leave Russia a uniquely "Eurasian" power, sprawling 

across two continents but never entirely at home in either. 

The most profound disjunction had come with the Mongol inva

sions of the thirteenth century, which subdued a politically divided 

Russia and razed Kiev. Two and a half centuries of Mongol suzerainty 

(1237-1480) and the subsequent struggle to restore a coherent state 

based around the Duchy of Moscow imposed on Russia an eastward 

orientation just as Western Europe was charting the new technological 

and intellectual vistas that would create the modern era. During Eu

rope's era of seaborne discovery, Russia was laboring to reconstitute 

itself as an independent nation and shore up its borders against threats 

from all directions. As the Protestant Reformation impelled politi

cal and religious diversity in Europe, Russia translated the fall of its 

own religious lodestar, Constantinople and the Eastern Roman Em

pire, to Muslim invaders in 1453 into an almost mystical conviction 

that Russia's Czar was now (as the monk Filofei wrote to Ivan III 

around 1500) "the sole Emperor of all the Christians in the whole 
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universe," with a messianic calling to regain the fallen Byzantine capi

tal for Christendom. 

Europe was coming to embrace its multipolarity as a mechanism 

tending toward balance, but Russia was learning its sense of geopoli

tics from the hard school of the steppe, where an array of nomadic 

hordes contended for resources on an open terrain with few fixed bor

ders. There raids for plunder and the enslavement of foreign civilians 

were regular occurrences, for some a way of life; independence was 

coterminous with the territory a peop_le could physically defend. Rus

sia affirmed its tie to Western culture but-even as it grew exponen

tially in size-came to see itself as a beleaguered outpost of civilization 

for which security could be found only through exerting its absolute 

will over its neighbors. 

In the Westphalian concept of order, European statesmen came to 

identify security with a balance of power and with restraints on its 

exercise. In Russia's experience of history, restraints on power spelled 

catastrophe: Russia's failure to dominate its surroundings, in this view, 

had exposed it to the Mongol invasions and plunged it into its night

marish "Time of Troubles" (a fifteen-year dynastic interregnum before 

the founding of the Romanov Dynasty in 1613, in which invasions, 

civil wars, and famine claimed a third of Russia's population). The 

Peace of Westphalia saw international order as an intricate balancing 

mechanism; the Russian view cast it as a perpetual contest of wills, 

with Russia extending its domain at each phase to the absolute limit 

of its material resources. Thus, when asked to define Russia's foreign 

policy, the mid-seventeenth-century Czar Alexei's minister Nashcho

kin offered a straightforward description: "expanding the state in 

every direction, and this is the business of the Department of Foreign 

Affairs." 

This process developed into a national outlook and propelled the 

onetime Duchy of Moscow across the Eurasian landmass to become , 

the world's territorially largest empire, in a slow, seemingly irresistible 
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expansionist urge that would remain unabated until 1917. Thus the 

American man of letters Henry Adams recorded the outlook of the 

Russian ambassador in Washington in 1903 (by which point Russia 

had reached Korea): 

His political philosophy, like that of all Russians, seemed 

fixed on the single idea that Russia must roll-must, by her 

irresistible inertia, crush whatever stood in her way ... When 

Russia rolled over a neighboring people, she absorbed their 

energies in her own movement of custom and race which nei

ther Czar nor peasant could convert, or wished to convert, 

into any Western equivalent. 

With no natural borders save the Arctic and Pacific oceans, Russia 

was in a position to gratify this impulse for several centuries

marching alternately into Central Asia, then the Caucasus, then the 

Balkans, then Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, and the Baltic Sea, to 

the Pacific Ocean and the Chinese and Japanese frontiers (and for a 

time during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries across the Pacific 

into Alaskan and Californian settlements). It expanded each year by 

an amount larger than the entire territory of many European states (on 

average, 100,000 square kilometers annually from 1552 to 1917). 

When it was strong, Russia conducted itself with the domineering 

certainty of a superior power and insisted on formal shows of defer

ence to its status. When it was weak, it masked its vulnerability 

through brooding invocations of vast inner reserves of strength. In ei

ther case, it was a special challenge for Western capitals used to deal

ing with a somewhat more genteel style. 

At the same time, Russia's awesome feats of expansion took place 

from a demographic and economic base that, by Western standards, 

was not advanced-with many regions thinly populated and seemingly 

untouched by modern culture and technology. Thus the world-
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conquering imperialism remained paired with a paradoxical sense of 

vulnerability-as if marching halfway across the world had generated 

more potential foes than additional security. From that perspective, 

the Czar's empire can be said to have expanded because it proved eas

ier to keep going than to stop. 

In this context, a distinctive Russian concept of political legitimacy 

took hold. While Renaissance Europe rediscovered its classical hu

manist past and refined new concepts of individualism and freedom, 

Russia sought its resurgence in its un~iluted faith and in the coherence 

of a single, divinely sanctioned authority overpowering all divisions

the Czar as "the living icon of God," whose commands were irresist

ible and inherently just. A common Christian faith and a shared elite 

language (French) underscored a commonality of perspective with the 

West. Yet early European visitors to czarist Russia found themselves in 

a land of almost surreal extremes and thought they saw, beneath the 

veneer of a modern Western monarchy, a despotism modeled on Mon

gol and Tartar practices-"European discipline supporting the tyr

anny of Asia," in the uncharitable phrase of the Marquis de Custine. 

Russia had joined the modern European state system under Czar 

Peter the Great in a manner unlike any other society. On both sides, 

it proved a wary embrace. Peter had been born in 1672 into a still 

essentially medieval Russia. By then, Western Europe had evolved 

through the age of discovery, the Renaissance, and the Reformation; it 

stood at the threshold of the scientific revolution and the Enlighten

ment. A gigantic (at six feet eight inches), intensely energetic figure, 

the young Czar set out to transform his empire in a reign that ex

pressed the extremes of Russia's many traits and aspirations. 

Determined to explore the fruits of modernity and measure Rus

sia's achievements against them, Peter was a frequent visitor in the 

shops and factories of Moscow's emigre German quarter. As a young 

ruler, he toured Western capitals, where he tested modern techniques , 
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and professional disciplines personally. Having found Russia back

ward compared with the West, Peter announced his aim: "to sever the 

people from their former Asiatic customs and instruct them how all 

Christian peoples in Europe comport themselves." 

A series of ukases issued forth: Russia would adopt Western man

ners and hairstyles, seek out foreign technological. expertise, build a 

modern army and navy, round out its borders with wars against nearly 

every neighboring state, break through to the Baltic Sea, and construct 

a new capital city of St. Petersburg. The last, Russia's ''window to the 

West," was built by hand, by a casualty-wracked conscripted labor 

force, on a marshy wilderness chosen at Peter's personal command, 

when he put his sword into the ground and announced: "Here shall be 

a town." When traditionalists rebelled, Peter crushed them and, at 

least according to the accounts that reached the West, took personal 

charge of the torture and decapitation of the uprising's leaders. 

Peter's tour de force transformed Russian society and vaulted his 

empire into the first rank of Western great powers. Yet the suddenness 

of the transformation left Russia with the insecurities of a parvenu. In 

no other empire would the absolute ruler have felt it necessary to re

mind her subjects in writing, as Peter's successor Catherine the Great 

did half a century later, that "Russia is aEuropean State. This is clearly 

demonstrated by the following Observations." 

Russia's reforms were invariably carried out by ruthless autocrats 

on a population docile in its desire to overcome its past rather than 

energized by confidence in its future. Nevertheless, like his successor 

reformers and revolutionaries, when his reign was over, his subjects 

and their descendants credited him for having driven them, however 

mercilessly, to achievements they had shown little evidence of seeking. 

(According to recent polls, Stalin too has acquired some of this recog

nition in contemporary Russian thinking.) 

Catherine the Great, Russia's autocratic reformist ruler from 1762 
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to 1796 and overseer of a historic period of cultural achievement and 

territorial expansion (including Russia's conquest of the Khanate of 

Crimea and its laying low of the Zaporizhian Host, the onetime au

tonomous Cossack realm in what is today central Ukraine), justified 

Russia's extreme autocracy as the only system of government that could 

hold together such a gigantic territory: 

The Extent of the Dominion requires an absolute Power to be 

vested in that Person who rules -~ver it. It is expedient so to 

be that the quick Dispatch of Affairs, sent from distant Parts, 

might make ample Amends for the Delay occasioned by the 

great Distance of the Places. 

Every other Form of Government whatsoever would not 

only have been prejudicial to Russia, but would even have 

proved its entire Ruin. 

Thus what in the West was regarded as arbitrary authoritarianism 

was presented in Russia as an elemental necessity, the precondition for 

functioning governance. 

The Czar, like the Chinese Emperor, was an absolute ruler en

dowed by tradition with mystical powers and overseeing a territory of 

continental expanse. Yet the position of the Czar differed from that of 

his Chinese counterpart in one important respect. In the Chinese view, 

the Emperor ruled wherever possible through the serenity of his con

duct; in the Russian view, the leadership of the Czar prevailed through 

his ability to impose his will by unchallengeable assertions of authority 

and to impress on all onlookers the Russian state's overwhelmingly 

vast power. The Chinese Emperor was conceived of as the embodi

ment of the superiority of Chinese civilization, inspiring other peoples 

to "come and be transformed." The Czar was seen as the embodiment 

of the defense of Russia against enemies surrounding it on all sides. 

Thus while the emperors were lauded for their impartial, aloof be-
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nevolence, the nineteenth-century historian Nikolai Karamzin saw in 

a Czar's harshness a sign that he was fulfilling his true calling: 

In Russia, the sovereign is the living law. He favors the good 

and punishes the bad ... [A] soft heart in a monarch is 

counted as a virtue only when it is tempered with the sense of 

duty to use sensible severity. 

Not unlike the United States in its own drive westward, Russia had 

imbued its conquests with the moral justification that it was spreading 

order and enlightenment into heathen lands (with a lucrative trade in 

furs and minerals an incidental benefit). Yet where the American 

vision inspired boundless optimism, the Russian experience ultimately 

based itself on stoic endurance. Stranded "at the interface of two vast 

and irreconcilable worlds," Russia saw itself as endowed with a special 

mission to bridge them but exposed on all sides to threatening forces 

that failed to comprehend its calling. The great Russian novelist and 

passionate nationalist Fyodor Dostoevsky cited "this ceaseless longing, 

which has always been inherent in the Russian people, for a great uni

versal church on earth." The exaltation over Russia's world-spanning 

synthesis of civilizations evoked a corresponding despair over Russia's 

status as (in the words of an influential nineteenth-century critique) an 

"orphan cut off from the human family ... For people to notice us, we 

have had to stretch from the Bering Straits to the Oder." 

A conviction lingered in the expansive, brooding "Russian soul" (as 

Russian thinkers would come to call it) that someday all of Russia's 

vast exertions and contradictions would come to fruition: its journey 

would be vindicated; its achievements would be lauded, and the dis

dain of the West would • transform into awe and admiration; Russia 

would combine the power and vastness of the East with the refine

ments of the West and the moral force of true religion; and Moscow, 

the "Third Rome" inheriting fallen Byzantium's mantle, with its Czar 
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"the successor of the caesars of Eastern Rome, of the organizers of the 

church and of its councils which established the very creed of the 

Christian faith," would play the decisive role in ushering in a new era 

of global justice and fraternity. 

It was this Russia, in Europe but not quite of it, that had tempted 

Napoleon with its expanse and mystique; it was his ruin (just as it was 

Hitler's a century and a half later) when Russia's people, steeled to 

great feats of endurance, proved capable of weathering deeper priva

tion than Napoleon's Grande Armee, ~or Hitler's legions). When Rus

sians burned down four-fifths of Moscow to deny Napoleon the 

conquest and his troops' sustenance, Napoleon, his epic strategy thus 

doomed, is said to have exclaimed, "What a people! They are Scythi

ans! What resoluteness! The barbarians!" Now with Cossack horse

men drinking champagne in Paris, this massive autocratic entity 

loomed over a Europe that struggled to comprehend its ambitions and 

its method of operation. 

By the time the Congress of Vienna took place, Russia was argu

ably the most powerful country on the Continent. Its Czar Alexander, 

representing Russia personally at the Vienna peace conference, was 

unquestionably its most absolute ruler. A man of deep, if changing, 

convictions, he had recently renewed his religious faith with a course 

of intensive Bible readings and spiritual consultations. He was con

vinced, as he wrote to a confidante in 1812, that triumph over Napo

leon would usher in a new and harmonious world based on religious 

principles, and he pledged: "It is to the cause of hastening the true 

reign of Jesus Christ that I devote all my earthly glory." Conceiving of 

himself as an instrument of divine will, the Czar arrived in Vienna in 

1814 with a design for a new world order in some ways even more 

radical than Napoleon's in its universality: a "Holy Alliance" of princes 

sublimating their national interests into a common search for peace 

and justice, forswearing the balance of power for Christian principles 

of brotherhood. As Alexander told Chateaubriand, the French royalist 
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intellectual and diplomat, "There no longer exists an English policy, a 

French, Russian, Prussian, or Austrian policy; there is now only one 

common policy, which, for the welfare of all, ought to be adopted in 

common by all states and all peoples." It was a forerunner of the 

American Wilsonian conception of the nature of world order, albeit on 

behalf of principles dramatically the opposite of the Wilsonian vision. 

Needless to say, such a design, advanced by a victorious military 

power whose divisions now bestrode the Continent, posed a challenge 

to Europe's concept of a Westphalian equilibrium of sovereign states .. 

For on behalf of its new vision of legitimacy, Russia brought a surfeit 

of power. Czar Alexander ended the Napoleonic Wars by marching to 

Paris at the head of his armies, and in celebration of victory he oversaw 

an unprecedented review of 160,000 Russian troops on the plains 

outside the French capital-a demonstration that could not fail to 

disquiet even allied nations. After consultation with his spiritual 

advisor, Alexander proposed a draft joint declaration in which the 

victorious sovereigns would proclaim their agreement that "the course, 

formerly adopted by the powers in their mutual relations, had to be 

fundamentally changed and that it was urgent to replace it with an 

order of things based on the exalted truths of the eternal religion of 

our Savior." 

The task of the negotiators at Vienna would be to transform Alex

ander's messianic vision into something compatible with the continued 

independent existence of their states, to welcome Russia into the inter

national order without being crushed by its embrace. 

The Congress of Vienna 
The statesmen who assembled in Vienna to discuss how to design 

a peaceful order had been through a whirlwind of upheavals overturn

ing nearly every established structure of authority. In the space of 

twenty-five years, they had seen the rationality of the Enlightenment 
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replaced by the passions of the Reign of Terror; the missionary spirit of 

the French Revolution transformed by the discipline of the conquer

ing Bonapartist empire. French power had waxed and waned. It had 

spilled across France's ancient frontiers to conquer almost all of the 

European continent, only to be nearly extinguished in the vastness of 

Russia. 

The French envoy at the Congress of Vienna represented in his 

person a metaphor of the era's seemingly boundless upheavals. Charles

Maurice de Talleyrand-Perigord (or Talleyrand, as he was known) was 

ubiquitous. He started his career as Bishop of Autun, left the Church 

to support the Revolution, abandoned the Revolution to serve as Napo

leon's Foreign Minister, abandoned Napoleon to negotiate the restora

tion of the French monarch, and appeared in Vienna as Louis XVIII's 

Foreign Minister. Many called Talleyrand an opportunist. Talleyrand 

would have argued that his goals were stability within France and 

peace in Europe and that he had taken whatever opportunities were 

available to achieve these goals. He had surely striven for positions to 

study the various elements of power and legitimacy at close hand 

without being unduly constrained by any of them. Only a formidable 

personality could have projected himself into the center of so many 

great and conflicting events. 

At Vienna, Talleyrand's contribution was to achieve for France a 

peace that preserved the "ancient frontiers," which existed when it had 

started its foreign adventures. And within less than three years-in 

1818-he managed France's entry into the Quadruple Alliance. The 

vanquished enemy would become an ally in the preservation of the 

European order in an alliance originally designed to contain it-a 

precedent followed at the end of World War II, when Germany was 

admitted to the Atlantic Alliance. 

The order established at the Congress of Vienna was the closest 

that Europe has come to universal governance since the collapse of , 
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Charlemagne's empire. It produced a consensus that peaceful evolu

tions within the existing order were preferable to alternatives; that the 

preservation of the system was more important than any single dispute 

that might arise within it; that differences should be settled by consul

tation rather than by war. 

After World War I ended this vision, it became fashionable to at

tack the Congress of Vienna order as being excessively based on the 

balance of power, which by its inherent dynamic of cynical maneuvers 

drove the world into war. (The British delegation asked the diplomatic 

historian C. K. Webster, who had written on the Congress of Vienna, 

to produce a treatise on how to avoid its mistakes.) But that was true, 

if at all, only in the decade prior to World War I. The period between 

1815 and the turn of the century was modern Europe's most peaceful, 

and the decades immediately following the Congress of Vienna were 

characterized by an extraordinary balance between legitimacy and 

power. 

The statesmen who assembled in Vienna in 1814 were in a radically 

different situation from their predecessors who drafted the Peace of 

Westphalia. A century and a half earlier, a series of settlements of the 

various wars that made up the Thirty Years' War was conjoined with 

a set of principles for the general conduct of foreign policy. The Euro

pean order that emerged took as its point of departure the political 

entities that existed, now separated from their religious impetus. The 

application of Westphalian principles was then expected to produce a 

balance of power to prevent, or at least mitigate, conflict. Over the 

course of the next nearly century and a half, this system had managed 

to constrain challengers to the equilibrium through the more or less 

spontaneous alignment of countervailing coalitions. 

The negotiators at the Congress of Vienna faced the wreckage of 

this order. The balance of power had not been able to arrest the 

military momentum of the Revolution or of Napoleon. The dynastic 
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legitimacy of government had been overwhelmed by Napoleon's revo

lutionary elan and skilled generalship. 

A new balance of power had to be constructed from the wreckage 

of the state system and of the Holy Roman Empire--whose remnants 

Napoleon had dissolved in 1806, bringing to a close a thousand years 

of institutional continuity-and amidst new currents of nationalism 

unleashed by the occupation of most of the Continent by French 

armies. That balance had to be capable of preventing a recurrence of 

the French expansionism that had pr~1uced near hegemony for France 

in Europe, even as the advent of Russia had brought a similar danger 

from the east. 

Hence the Central European balance also had to be reconstructed. 

The Habsburgs, once the Continent's dominant dynasty, were now 

ruling only in their ancestral territories from Vienna. These were large 

and polyglot (roughly present-day Austria, Hungary, Croatia, Slove

nia, and southern Poland), and now of uncertain political cohesion. 

Several of the smaller German states whose opportunism had provided 

a certain elasticity to the diplomacy of the Westphalian system in the 

eighteenth century had been obliterated by the Napoleonic conquests. 

Their territory had to be redistributed in a manner compatible with a 

refound equilibrium. 

The conduct of diplomacy at the Congress of Vienna was funda

mentally different from twenty-first-century practice. Contemporary 

diplomats are in immediate real-time contact with their capitals. They 

receive minutely detailed instructions down to the texts of their 

presentations; their advice is sought on local conditions, much less 

frequently on matters of grand strategy. The diplomats at Vienna 

were weeks away from their capitals. It took four days for a message 

from Vienna to reach Berlin (so at least eight days to receive a reply to 

any request for guidance), three weeks for a message to reach Paris; 

London took a little longer. Instructions therefore had to be drafted in 

language general enough to cover changes in the situation, so the dip-
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lomats were instructed primarily on general concepts and long-term 

interests; with respect to day-to-day tactics, they were largely on their 

own. Czar Alexander I was two months from his capital, but he 

needed no instructions; his whims were Russia's commands, and he 

kept the Congress of Vienna occupied with the fertility of his imagi

nation. The Austrian Foreign Minister Klemens van Metternich, per

haps the shrewdest and most experienced statesman at Vienna, said of 

Alexander that he was "too weak for true ambition, but too strong for 

pure vanity." Napoleon said of Alexander that he had great abilities 

but that "something" was always missing in whatever he did. And 

because one could never foresee which particular piece would be miss

ing in any given instance, he was totally unpredictable. Talleyrand 

was more blunt: "He was not for nothing the son of [the mad] Czar 

Paul." 

The other participants at the Congress of Vienna agreed on the 

general principles of international order and on the imperative of 

bringing Europe back into some form of equilibrium. But they did not 

have congruent perceptions of what this would mean in practice. Their 

task was to achieve some reconciliation of perspectives shaped by sub

stantially different historical experiences. 

Britain, safe from invasion behind the English Channel and with 

unique domestic institutions essentially impervious to developments 

on the Continent, defined order in terms of threats of hegemony on 

the Continent. But the continental countries had a lower threshold for 

threats; their security could be impaired by territorial adjustments 

short of continental hegemony. Above all, unlike Britain, they felt vul

nerable to domestic transformations in neighboring countries. 

The Congress of Vienna found it relatively easy to agree on a defi

nition of the overall balance. Already during the war--in 1804-then 

British Prime Minister William Pitt had put forward a plan to rectify 

what he considered the weaknesses of the Westphalian settlement. 

The Westphalian treaties had kept Central Europe divided as a way 
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to enhance French influence. To foreclose temptations, Pitt reasoned, 

"great masses" had to be created in Central Europe to consolidate the 

region by merging some of its smaller states. ("Consolidation" was a 

relative term, as it still left thirty-seven states in the area covered by 

today's Germany.) The obvious candidate to absorb these abolished 

principalities was Prussia, which originally preferred to annex contig

uous Saxony but yielded to the entreaties of Austria and Britain to 

accept the Rhineland instead. This enlargement of Prussia placed a 

significant power on the border of France, creating a geostrategic real

ity that had not existed since the Pea~~ of Westphalia. 

The remaining thirty-seven German states were grouped in an en

tity called the German Confederation, which would provide an answer 

to Europe's perennial German dilemma: when Germany was weak, it 

tempted foreign (mostly French) interventions; when unified, it be

came strong enough to defeat its neighbors single-handedly, tempting 

them to combine against the danger. In that sense Germany has for 

much of history been either too weak or too strong for the peace of 

Europe. 

The German Confederation was too divided to take offensive ac

tion yet cohesive enough to resist foreign invasions into its territory. 

This arrangement provided an obstacle to the invasion of Central 

Europe without constituting a threat to the two major powers on its 

flanks, Russia to the east and France to the west. 

To protect the new overall territorial settlement, the Quadruple 

Alliance of Britain, Prussia, Austria, and Russia was formed. A terri

torial guarantee-which was what the Quadruple Alliance amounted 

to-did not have the same significance for each of the signatories. The 

level of urgency with which threats were perceived varied significantly. 

Britain, protected by its command of the seas, felt confident in with

holding definite commitments to contingencies and preferred waiting 

until a major threat from Europe took specific shape. The continental 

countries had a narrower margin of safety, assessing that their survival 
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might be at stake from actions far less dramatic than those causing 

Britain to take alarm. 

This was particularly the case in the face of revolution-that is, 

when the threat involved the issue of legitimacy. The conservative 

states sought to build bulwarks against a new wave of revolution; 

they aimed to include mechanisms for the preservation of legitimate 

order-by which they meant monarchical :rule. The Czar's proposed 

Holy Alliance provided a mechanism for protecting the domestic sta

tus quo throughout Europe. His partners saw in the Holy Alliance

subtly redesigned-a way to curb Russian exuberance. The right of 

intervention was limited because, as the eventual terms stipulated, it 

could be exercised only in concert; in this manner, Austria and Prussia 

retained a veto over the more exalted schemes of the Czar. 

Three tiers of institutions buttressed the Vienna system: the Qua

druple Alliance to defeat challenges to the territorial order; the Holy 

Alliance to overcome threats to domestic institutions; and a concert of 

powers institutionalized through periodic diplomatic conferences of 

the heads of government of the alliances to define their common pur

poses or to deal with emerging crises. This concert mechanism func

tioned like a precursor of the United Nations Security Council. Its 

conferences acted on a series of crises, attempting to distill a common 

course: the revolutions in Naples in 1820 and in Spain in 1820-23 

(quelled by the Holy Alliance and France, respectively) and the Greek 

revolution and war of independence of 1821-32 (ultimately supported 

by Britain, France, and Russia). The Concert of Powers did not guar

antee a unanimity of outlook, yet in each case a potentially explosive 

crisis was resolved without a major-power war. 

A good example of the efficacy of the Vienna system was its reac

tion to the Belgian revolution of 1830, which sought to separate today's 

Belgium from the United Kingdom of the Netherlands. For most of 

the eighteenth century, armies had marched across that then-province 

of the Netherlands, in quest of the domination of Europe. For Britain, 
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whose global strategy was based on control of the oceans, the Scheldt 

River estuary, at the mouth of which lay the port of Antwerp across 

the channel from England, needed to be in the hands of a friendly 

country and under no circumstances of a major European state. In the 

event, a London conference of European powers developed a new ap

proach, recognizing Belgian independence while declaring the new 

nation "neutral," a heretofore-unknown concept in the relations of 

major powers, except as a unilateral declaration of intent. The new 

state agreed not to join military alli~~ces or permit the stationing of 

foreign troops on its territory. This pledge in turn was guaranteed by 

the major powers, which thereby undertook the obligation to resist 

violations of Belgian neutrality. The internationally guaranteed status 

lasted for nearly a century; it was the trigger that brought England 

into World War I, when German troops forced a passage to France 

through Belgian territory. 

The vitality of an international order is reflected in the balance it 

strikes between legitimacy and power and the relative emphasis given 

to each. Neither aspect is intended to arrest change; rather, in combi

nation they seek to ensure that it occurs as a matter of evolution, not a 

raw contest of wills. If the balance between power and legitimacy is 

properly managed, actions will acquire a degree of spontaneity. Dem

onstrations of power will be peripheral and largely symbolic; because 

the configuration of forces will be generally understood, no side will 

feel the need to call forth its full reserves. When that balance is de

stroyed, restraints disappear, and the field is open to the most expan

sive claims and the most implacable actors; chaos follows until a new 

system of order is established. 

That balance was the signal achievement of the Congress of 

Vienna. The Quadruple Alliance deterred challenges to the territorial 

balance, and the memory of Napoleon kept France-suffering from 

revolutionary exhaustion-quiescent. At the same time, a judicious 
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attitude toward the peace led to France's swift reincorporation into the 

concert of powers originally formed to thwart its ambitions. And Aus

tria, Prussia, and Russia, which on the principles of the balance of 

power should have been rivals, were in fact pursuing common policies: 

Austria and Russia in effect postponed their looming geopolitical con

flict in the name of their shared fears of domestic upheaval. It was only 

after the element of legitimacy in this international order was shaken 

by the failed revolutions of 1848 that balance was interpreted less as an 

equilibrium subject to common adjustments and increasingly as a con

dition in which to prepare for a contest ~ver preeminence. 

As the emphasis began to shift more and more to the power ele

ment of the equation, Britain's role as a balancer became increasingly 

important. The hallmarks of Britain's balancing role were its freedom 

of action and its proven determination to act. Britain's Foreign Minis

ter (later Prime Minister) Lord Palmerston offered a classic illustration 

when, in 1841, he learned of a message from the Czar seeking a de

finitive British commitment to resist "the contingency of an attack by 

France on the liberties of Europe." Brit:ain, Palmerston replied, re

garded "an attempt of one Nation to seize and to appropriate to itself 

territory which belongs to another Nation" as a threat, because "such 

an attempt leads to a derangement of the existing Balance of Power, 

and by altering the relative strength of States, may tend to create dan

ger to other Powers." However, Palmerston's Cabinet could enter no 

formal alliance against France because "it is not usual for England to 

enter into engagements with reference to cases which have not actually 

arisen, or which are not immediately in prospect." In other words, nei

ther Russia nor France could count on British support as a certainty 

against the other; neither could write off the possibility of British 

armed opposition if it carried matters to the point of threatening the 

European equilibrium. 
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The Premises of International Order 
The subtle equilibrium of the Congress of Vienna system began 

to fray in the middle of the nineteenth century under the impact of 

three events: the rise of nationalism, the revolutions of 1848, and the 

Crimean War. 

Under the impact of Napoleon's conquests, multiple nationalities 

that had lived together for centuries began to treat their rulers as "for

eign." The German philosopher Joha,1:n Gottfried von Herder became 

an apostle of this trend and argued that each people, defined by lan

guage, motherland, and folk culture, had an original genius and was 

therefore entitled to self-government. The historian Jacques Barzun 

has described it another way: 

Underlying the theory was fact: the revolutionary and Napo

leonic armies had redrawn the mental map of Europe. In 

place of the eighteenth century horizontal world of dynasties 

and cosmopolite upper classes, the West now consisted of ver

tical unities-nations, not wholly separate but unlike. 

Linguistic nationalisms made traditional empires-especially the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire-vulnerable to internal pressure as well as 

to the resentments of neighbors claiming national links with subjects 

of the empire. 

The emergence of nationalism also subtly affected the relationship 

between Prussia and Austria after the creation of the "great masses" of 

the Congress of Vienna. The competition of the two great German 

powers in Central Europe for the allegiance of some thirty-five smaller 

states of the German Confederation was originally held in check by 

the need to defend Central Europe. Also, tradition generated a certain 

deference to the country whose ruler had been Holy Roman Emperor 

for half a millennium. The Assembly of the German Confederation 
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(the combined ambassadors to the confederation of its thirty-seven 

members) met in the Austrian Embassy in Frankfurt, and the Aus

trian ambassador acted as chairman. 

At the same time, Prussia was developing its own claim to emi

nence. Setting out to overcome the handicaps inherent in its sparse 

population and extended frontiers, Prussia emerged as a major Euro

pean state because of its leaders' ability to pperate on the margin of 

their state's capabilities for more than a century-what Otto von Bis

marck (the Prussian leader who brought this process to its culmina

tion) called a series of "powerful, decisive and wise regents who 

carefully husbanded the military and financial resources of the state 

and kept them together in their own hands in order to throw them 

with ruthless courage into the scale of European politics as soon as a 

favorable opportunity presented itself." 

The Vienna settlement had reinforced Prussia's strong social and 

political structure with geographic opportunity. Stretched from the 

Vistula to the Rhine, Prussia became the repository of Germans' hopes 

for the unity of their country-for the first time in history. With the 

passage of decades, the relative subordination of Prussian to Austrian 

policy became too chafing, and Prussia began to pursue a more con

frontational course. 

The revolutions of 1848 were a Europe-wide conflagration affect

ing every major city. As a rising middle class sought to force recalci

trant governments to accept liberal reform, the old aristocratic order 

felt the power of accelerating nationalisms. At first, the uprisings swept 

all before them, stretching from Poland in the east as far west as Co

lombia and Brazil (an empire that had recently won its independence 

from Portugal, after serving as the seat of its exile government during 

the Napoleonic Wars). In France, history seemed to repeat itself when 

Napoleon's nephew achieved power as Napoleon III, first as President 

on the basis of a plebiscite and then as Emperor. 

The Holy Alliance had been designed to deal precisely with 
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upheavals such as these. But the position of the rulers in Berlin and 

Vienna had grown too precarious-and the upheavals had been too 

broad and their implications too varied-to make a joint enterprise 

possible. Russia in its national capacity intervened against the revolu

tion in Hungary, salvaging Austria's rule there. For the rest, the old 

order proved just strong enough to overcome the revolutionary chal

lenge. But it never regained the self-confidence of the previous period. 

Finally, the Crimean War of 1853-56 broke up the unity of the 

conservative states-Austria, Prussia, and Russia-which had been 

one of the two key pillars of the Vien'i-i'a international order. This com

bination had defended the existing institutions in revolutions; it had 

isolated France, the previous disturber of the peace. Now another 

Napoleon was probing for opportunities to assert himself in multiple 

directions. In the Crimean War, Napoleon saw the device to end his 

isolation by allying himself with Britain's historic effort to prevent the 

Russian reach for Constantinople and access to the Mediterranean. 

The alignment indeed checked the Russian advance, but at the cost of 

increasingly brittle diplomacy. 

The conflict had begun not over the Crimea-which Russia had 

conquered from an Ottoman vassal in the eighteenth century-but 

over competing French and Russian claims to advance the rights of 

favored Christian communities in Jerusalem, then within Ottoman 

jurisdiction. During a dispute over which denomination, Catholic or 

Orthodox, would have principal access to holy sites, Czar Nicholas I 

demanded recognition of his right to act as "protector" of all Orthodox 

subjects of the Ottoman Empire, a significant population stretching 

across strategic territories. The demand-which amounted to a right 

of intervention in the affairs of a foreign state-was couched in the 

terms of universal moral principles but cut to the heart of Ottoma,n 

sovereignty. Ottoman refusal prompted a Russian military advance 

into the Balkans and naval hostilities in the Black Sea. After six 

months Britain and France, fearing the collapse of the Ottoman 
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Empire and with it the European balance, entered the war on the Ot

toman side. 

The alliance systems of the Congress of Vienna were shattered as a 

consequence. The war received its name because a Franco-British 

force landed in the Crimea to seize the city of Sevastopol, home of 

Russia's Black Sea fleet; Russian forces held out against a siege of eleven 

months before sinking their ships. Prussia st~yed neutral. Austria fool

ishly decided to take advantage of Russia's isolation to improve its posi

tion in the Balkans, mobilizing Austrian troops there. "We will 

astonish the world by the magnitude of our ingratitude," commented 

Austria's Minister-President and Foreign Minister Prince Schwarzen

berg when presented with a Russian request for assistance. Instead, 

Austria's diplomacy supported the British and French war effort diplo

matically, with measures approaching the character of an ultimatum. 

The effort to isolate Russia concluded by isolating Austria. Within 

two years, Napoleon invaded the Austrian possessions in Italy in sup

port of Italian unification while Russia stood by. Within Germany, 

Prussia gained freedom of maneuver. Within a decade Otto von Bis

marck started Germany on the road to unification, excluding Austria 

from what had been its historical role as the standard-bearer of Ger

man statehood-again with Russian acquiescence. Austria learned 

too late that in international affairs a reputation for reliability is a more 

important asset than demonstrations of tactical cleverness. 

Metternich and Bismarck 
Two statesmen served as the fulcrums of these vast shifts in Ger

many and in Europe: the Austrian Foreign Minister Klemens von 

Metternich and the Prussian Minister-President-later German 

Chancellor-Otto von Bismarck. The contrast between the legacies of 

the century's two principal Central European statesmen illustrates the 

shift in emphasis of the European international order from legitimacy 
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to power in the second half of the nineteenth century. Both have been 

viewed as archetypal conservatives. Both have been recorded as master 

manipulators of the balance of power, which they were. But their fun

damental concepts of international order were nearly opposite, and 

they manipulated the balance of power to vastly different ends and 

with significantly contrasting implications for the peace of Europe 

and the world. 

Metternich's very appointment had testified to the cosmopolitan 

nature of the eighteenth-century society. He was born in the Rhine

land, near the border of France, educated in Strasbourg and Mainz. 

Metternich did not see Austria until his thirteenth year and did not 

live there until his seventeenth. He was appointed Foreign Minister in 

1809 and Chancellor in 1821, serving until 1848. Fate had placed him 

in the top civilian position in an ancient empire at the beginning of 

its decline. Once considered among the strongest and best-governed 

countries in Europe, Austria was now vulnerable because its central 

location meant that every European tremor made the earth move 

there. Its polyglot nature made it vulnerable to the emerging wave of 

nationalism-a force practically unknown a generation earlier. For 

Metternich, steadiness and reliability became the lodestar of his policy: 

Where everything is tottering it is above all necessary that 

something, no matter what, remain steadfast so that the lost 

can find a connection and the strayed a refuge. 

A product of the Enlightenment, Metternich was shaped more by 

philosophers of the power of reason than by the proponents of the 

power of arms. Metternich rejected the restless search for presumed 

remedies to the immediate; he considered the search for truth the most ,, 

important task of the statesman. In his view, the belief that whatever 

was imaginable was also achievable was an illusion. Truth had to re

flect an underlying reality of human nature and of the structure of 
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society. Anything more sweeping in fact did violence to the ideals it 

claimed to fulfill. In this sense, "invention is the enemy of history, 

which knows only discoveries, and only that which exists can be dis

covered." 

For Metternich, the national interest of Austria was a metaphor for 

the overall interest of Europe-how to hold together many races and 

peoples and languages in a structure at once respectful of diversity and 

of a common heritage, faith, and custom. In that perspective, Austria's 

historical role was to vindicate the pluralism and, hence, the peace of 

Europe. 

Bismarck, by comparison, was a scion of the provincial Prussian 

aristocracy, which was far poorer than its counterparts in the west of 

Germany and considerably less cosmopolitan. While Metternich tried 

to vindicate continuity and to restore a universal idea, that of a Euro

pean society, Bismarck challenged all the established wisdom of his 

period. Until he appeared on the scene, it had been taken for granted 

that German unity would come about-if at all-through a combina

tion of nationalism and liberalism. Bismarck set about to demon

strate that these strands could be separated-that the principles of the 

Holy Alliance were not needed to preserve order, that a new order could 

be built by conservatives' appealing to nationalism, and that a concept 

of European order could be based entirely on an assessment of power. 

The divergence in these two seminal figures' views of the nature of 

international order is poignantly reflected in their definitions of the 

national interest. To Metternich, order arose not so much from the 

pursuit of national interest as from the ability to connect it with that of 

other states: 

The great axioms of political science derive from the recogni

tion of the true interests of all states; it is in the general inter

est that the guarantee of existence is to be found, while 

particular interests-the cultivation of which is considered 
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political wisdom by restless and short-sighted men-have 

only a secondary importance. Modern history demonstrates 

the application of the principle of solidarity and equilibrium ... 

and of the united efforts of states ... to force a return to the 

common law. 

Bismarck rejected the proposition that power could be restrained 

by superior principle. His famous maxims gave voice to the conviction 

that security could be achieved only by the correct evaluation of the 

components of power: 

A sentimental policy knows no reciprocity ... Every other 

government seeks the criteria for its actions solely in its inter

ests, however it may cloak them with legal deductions ... For 

heaven's sake no sentimental alliances in which the conscious

ness of having performed a good deed furnishes the sole 

reward for our sacrifice ... The only healthy basis of policy 

for a great power . . . is egotism and not romanticism . . . 

Gratitude and confidence will not bring a single man into the 

field on our side; only fear will do that, if we use it cautiously 

and skillfully . . . Policy is the art of the possible, the science 

of the relative. 

Ultimate decisions would depend strictly on considerations of utility. 

The European order as seen in the eighteenth century, as a great New

tonian clockwork of interlocking parts, had been replaced by the Dar

winian world of the survival of the fittest. 

The Dilemmas of the Balance of Power 
With his appointment as Prussian Minister-President m 1862, 

Bismarck set about to implement his principles and to transform the 
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European order. With the conservative monarchies of the East divided 

in the aftermath of the Crimean War, France isolated on the Conti

nent because of the memories evoked by its ruler, and Austria waver

ing between its national and its European roles, Bismarck saw an 

opportunity to bring about a German national state for the first time 

in history. With a few daring strokes between 1862 and 1870, he placed 

Prussia at the head of a united Germany and Germany in the center 

of a new system of order. 

Disraeli called the unification of Germany in 1871 "a greater 

political event than the French Revolution" and concluded that "the 

balance of power has been entirely destroyed." The Westphalian and 

the Vienna European orders had been based on a divided Central 

Europe whose competing pressures-between the plethora of Ger

man states in the Westphalian settlement, and Austria and Prussia in 

the Vienna outcome-would balance each other out. What emerged 

after the unification of Germany was a dominant country, strong 

enough to defeat each neighbor individually and perhaps all the conti

nental countries together. The bond of legitimacy had disappeared. 

Everything now depended on calculations of power. 

The greatest triumph of Bismarck's career had also made more 

difficult-.-perhaps impossible-the operation of a flexible balance of 

power. The crushing defeat of France in the Franco-Prussian War of 

1870-71, which Bismarck had adroitly provoked France into declar

ing, was attended by the annexaticmof Alsace-Lorraine, a retributive 

indemnity, and the tactless proclamation of the German Empire in the 

Hall of Mirrors of Versailles in 1871. Europe's new order was reduced 

to five major powers, two of which (France and Germany) were irre

vocably estranged from each other. 

Bismarck understood. that a potentially dominant power at the 

center of Europe faced the constant risk of inducing a coalition of all 

others, much like the coalition against Louis XIV in the eighteenth 

century and Napoleon in the early nineteenth. Only the most restrained 
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conduct could avoid incurring the collective antagonism of its neigh

bors. All of Bismarck's efforts thereafter would be devoted to an elab

orate series of maneuvers to forestall this "cauchemar des coalitions" 

(nightmare of coalitions), as he called it, using the French phrase. In a 

world of five, Bismarck counseled, it was always better to be in the 

party of three. This involved a dizzying series of partly overlapping, 

partly conflicting alliances (for example, an alliance with Austria and 

a Reinsurance Treaty with Russia) with the aim of giving the other 

great powers-except the irreconcila1?!e France-a greater interest to 

work with Germany than to coalesce against it. 

The genius of the Westphalian system as adapted by the Congress 

of Vienna had been its fluidity and its pragmatism; ecumenical in its 

calculations, it was theoretically expandable to any region and could 

incorporate any combination of states. With Germany unified and 

France a fixed adversary, the system lost its flexibility. It took a genius 

like Bismarck to sustain the web of counterbalancing commitments 

keeping the equilibrium in place by a virtuoso performance that fore

stalled general conflict during his tenure. But a country whose secu

rity depends on producing a genius in each generation sets itself a task 

no society has ever met. 

After Bismarck's forced departure in 1890 (after a clash with the 

new Kaiser Wilhelm II over the scope of his authority), his system of 

overlapping alliances was maintained only tenuously. Leo von Caprivi, 

the next Chancellor, complained that while Bismarck had been able 

to keep five balls in the air simultaneously, he had difficulty control

ling two. The Reinsurance Treaty with Russia was not renewed in 

1891 on the ground that it was partly incompatible with the Austrian 

alliance-which, in Bismarck's view, had been precisely its utility. Al

most inevitably, France and Russia began exploring an alliance. Such 

realignments had happened several times before in the European 

kaleidoscope of shifting orders. The novelty now was its institutional- , 

ized permanence. Diplomacy had lost its resilience; it had become a 
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matter of life and death rather than incremental adjustment. Because 

a switch in alliances might spell national disaster for the abandoned 

side, each ally was able to extort support from its partner regardless of 

its best convictions, thereby escalating all crises and linking them to 

each other. Diplomacy became an effort to tighten the internal bonds 

of each camp, leading to the perpetuation and reinforcement of all 

gnevances. 

The last element of flexibility was lost when Britain abandoned 

its "splendid isolation" and joined the Entente Cordiale of France and 

Russia after 1904. It did so not formally but de facto via staff talks, 

creating a moral obligation to fight at the side of the counterpart coun

tries. Britain set aside its settled policy of acting as balancer-partly 

because of a German diplomacy that, in a series of crises over Morocco 

and Bosnia, had sought to break up the Franco-Russian alliance by 

humiliating each of its members in turn (France over Morocco in 1905 

and 1911, Russia over Bosnia in 1908) in the hopes of impressing on the 

other its ally's unreliability. Finally, the German military programs in

troduced a large and growing navy challenging Britain's command of 

the seas. 

Military planning compounded the rigidity. Since the Congress of 

Vienna, there had been only one general European war-the Crimean 

War. (The Franco-Prussian War was confined to the two adversaries.) 

It had been conducted about a specific issue and served limited aims. 

By the turn of the twentieth century, military planners-drawing on 

what they took to be the lessons of mechanization and new methods 

of mobilization-began to aim for total victory in all-out war. A sys

tem of railways permitted the rapid movement of military forces. With 

large reserve forces on all sides, speed of mobilization became of the 

essence. German strategy, the famous Schlieffen Plan, was based on 

the assessment that Germany needed to defeat one of its neighbors 

before it could combine with others to attack from east and west. Pre

emption was thereby built into its military planning. Germany's neigh-
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hors were under the converse imperative; they had to accelerate their 

mobilization and concerted action to reduce the impact of possible 

German preemption. Mobilization schedules dominated diplomacy; if 

political leaders wanted to control military considerations, it should 

have been the other way around. 

Diplomacy, which still worked by traditional-somewhat lei

surely-methods, lost touch with the emerging technology and its cor

ollary warfare. Europe's diplomats continued to assume that they were 

engaged in a common enterprise. T!i~Y were reinforced in that ap

proach because none of the many previous diplomatic crises of the new 

century had brought matters to the breaking point. In two crises over 

Morocco and one over Bosnia, the mobilization schedules had no op

erational impact because, however intense the posturing, events never 

escalated to the point of imminent confrontation. Paradoxically, the 

very success in resolving these crises bred a myopic form of risk-taking 

unmoored from any of the interests actually at stake. It came to be 

taken for granted that maneuvering for tactical victories to be cheered 

in the nationalist press was a normal method of conducting policy

that major powers could dare each other to back down in a succes

sion of standoffs over tangential disputes without ever producing a 

showdown. 

But history punishes strategic frivolity sooner or later. World War I 

broke out because political leaders lost control over their own tactics. 

For nearly a month after the assassination of the Austrian Crown Prince 

in June 1914 by a Serbian nationalist, diplomacy was conducted on the 

dilatory model of many other crises surmounted in recent decades. 

Four weeks elapsed while Austria prepared an ultimatum. Consulta

tions took place; because it was high summer, statesmen took vacations. 

But once the Austrian ultimatum was submitted in July 1914, its dead

line imposed a great urgency on decision making, and within less than 

two weeks, Europe moved to a war from which it never recovered. 

All these decisions were made when the differences between the 
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major powers were in inverse proportion to their posturing. A new 

concept of legitimacy-a meld of state and empire-had emerged so 

that none of the powers considered the institutions of the others a basic 

threat to their existence. The balance of power as it existed was rigid 

but not oppressive. Relations between the crowned heads were cordial, 

even social and familial. Except for France's commitment to regain 

Alsace-Lorraine, no major country had claims against the territory of 

its neighbor. Legitimacy and power were in substantial balance. But in 

the Balkans among the remnants of the Ottoman possessions, there 

were countries, Serbia in the forefront, threatening Austria with un

satisfied claims of national self-determination. If any major country 

supported such a claim, a general war was probable because Austria 

was linked by alliance to Germany as Russia was to France. A war 

whose consequences had not been considered descended on Western 

civilization over the essentially parochial issue of the assassination of 

the Austrian Crown Prince by a Serb nationalist, giving Europe a 

blow that obliterated a century of peace and order. 

In the forty years following the Vienna settlement, the European 

order buffered conflicts. In the forty years following the unification of 

Germany, the system aggravated all disputes. None of the leaders fore

saw the scope of the looming catastrophe that their system of routin

ized confrontation backed by modern military machines was making 

almost certain sooner or later. And they all contributed to it, oblivious 

to the fact that they were dismantling an international order: France 

by its implacable commitment to regain Alsace-Lorraine, requiring 

war; Austria by its ambivalence between its national and its Central 

European responsibilities; Germany by attempting to overcome its fear 

of encirclement by serially staring down France and Russia side by side 

with a buildup of naval forces, seemingly blind to the lessons of his

tory that Britain would surely oppose the largest land power on the 

Continent if it simultaneously acted as if it meant to threaten Britain's 

naval preeminence. Russia, by its constant probing in all directions, 
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threatened Austria and the remnants of the Ottoman Empire simulta

neously. And Britain, by its ambiguity obscuring the degree of its 

growing commitment to the Allied side, combined the disadvantage 

of every course. Its support made France and Russia adamant; its aloof 

posture confused some German leaders into believing that Britain 

might remain neutral in a European war. 

Reflecting on what might have occurred in alternative historical 

scenarios is usually a futile exercise. But the war that overturned West

ern civilization had no inevitable necessity. It arose from a series of 

miscalculations made by serious leaders who did not understand the 

consequences of their planning, and a final maelstrom triggered by a 

terrorist attack occurring in a year generally believed to be a tranquil 

period. In the end, the military planning ran away with diplomacy. It 

is a lesson subsequent generations must not forget. 

Legitimacy and Power Between the World Wars 
World War I was welcomed by enthusiastic publics and euphoric 

leaders who envisioned a short, glorious war for limited aims. In the 

event, it killed more than twenty-five million and shipwrecked the 

prevailing international order. The European balance's subtle calculus 

of shifting interests had been abandoned for the confrontational diplo

macy of two rigid alliances and was then consumed by trench warfare, 

producing heretofore-inconceivable casualties. In the ordeal, the Rus

sian, Austrian, and Ottoman Empires perished entirely. In Russia, a 

popular uprising on behalf of modernization and liberal reform was 

seized by an armed elite proclaiming a universal revolutionary doc

trine. After a descent into famine and civil war, Russia and its posses

sions emerged as the Soviet Union, and Dostoevsky's yearning f?r 

"a great universal church on earth" transmogrified into a Moscow

directed world Communist movement rejecting all existing concepts 

of order. "Woe to the statesman whose arguments for entering a war 
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are not as convincing at its end as they were at the beginning," Bis

marck had cautioned. None of the leaders who drifted into war in 

August 1914 would have done so could they have foreseen the world 

of 1918. 

Stunned by the carnage, Europe's statesmen tried to forge a post

war period that would be as different as possible from the crisis that 

they thought had produced the Great War, as it was then called. They 

blotted from their minds nearly every lesson of previous attempts to 

forge an international order, especially of the Congress of Vienna. It 

was not a happy decision. The Treaty of Versailles in 1919 refused to 

accept Germany back into the European order as the Congress of Vi

enna had included acceptance of a defeated France. The new revolu

tionary Marxist- Leninist government of the Soviet Union declared 

itself not bound by the concepts or restraints of an international order 

whose overthrow it prophesied; participating at the fringes of Euro

pean diplomacy, it was recognized only slowly and reluctantly by the 

Western powers. Of the five states that had constituted the European 

balance, the Austrian Empire had disappeared; Russia and Germany 

were excluded, or had excluded themselves; and Britain was begin

ning to return to its historical attitude of involving itself in European 

affairs primarily to resist an actual threat to the balance of power 

rather than to preempt a potential threat. 

Traditional diplomacy had brought about a century of peace in 

Europe by an international order subtly balancing elements of power 

and of legitimacy. In the last quarter of that century, the balance had 

shifted to relying on the power element. The drafters of the Versailles 

settlement veered back to the legitimacy component by creating an 

international order that could be maintained, if at all, only by appeals 

to shared principles-because the elements of power were ignored or 

left in disarray. The belt of states emerging from the principle of self

determination located between Germany and the Soviet Union proved 

too weak to resist either, inviting collusion between them. Britain was 
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increasingly withdrawn. The United States, having entered the war 

decisively in 1917 despite initial public reluctance, had grown disillu

sioned by the outcome and withdrawn into relative isolation. The re

sponsibility for supplying the elements of power therefore fell largely 

on France, which was exhausted by the war, drained by it of human 

resources and psychological stamina, and increasingly aware that the 

disparity in strength between it and Germany threatened to become 

congenital. 

Rarely has a diplomatic documeqt so missed its objective as the 

Treaty of Versailles. Too punitive for conciliation, too lenient to keep 

Germany from recovering, the Treaty of Versailles condemned the 

exhausted democracies to constant vigilance against an irreconcilable 

and revanchist Germany as well as a revolutionary Soviet Union. 

With Germany neither morally invested in the Versailles settle

ment nor confronted with a clear balance of forces preventing its chal

lenges, the Versailles order all but dared German revisionism. Germany 

could be prevented from asserting its potential strategic superiority 

only by discriminatory clauses, which challenged the moral convic

tions of the United States and, to an increasing degree, Great Britain. 

And once Germany began to challenge the settlement, its terms were 

maintainable only by the ruthless application of French arms or a per

manent American involvement in continental affairs. Neither was 

forthcoming. 

France had spent three centuries keeping Central Europe at first 

divided and then contained-at first by itself, then in alliance with 

Russia. But after Versailles, it lost this option. France was too drained 

by the war to play the role of Europe's policeman, and Central and 

Eastern Europe were seized by political currents beyond France's 

capacity to manipulate. Left alone to balance a unified Germany, ,it 

made halting efforts to guard the settlement by force but became de

moralized when its historical nightmare reappeared with the advent 

of Hitler. 
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The major powers attempted to institutionalize their revulsion to 

war into a new form of peaceful international order. A vague formula 

for international disarmament was put forward, though the imple

mentation was deferred for later negotiations. The League of Nations 

and a series of arbitration treaties set out to replace power contests with 

legal mechanisms for the resolution of disputes. Yet while member

ship in these new structures was nearly universal and every form of 

violation of the peace formally banned, no country proved willing to 

enforce the terms. Powers with grievances or expansionist goals

Germany, imperial Japan, Mussolini's Italy-soon learned that there 

were no serious consequences for violating the terms of membership of 

the League of Nations or for simply withdrawing. Two overlapping 

and contradictory postwar orders were coming into being: the world 

of rules and international law, inhabited primarily by the Western de

mocracies in their interactions with each other; and an unconstrained 

zone appropriated by the powers that had withdrawn from this system 

of limits to achieve greater freedom of action. Looming beyond both 

and opportunistically maneuvering between them lay the Soviet 

Union-with its own revolutionary concept of world order threaten

ing to submerge them all. 

In the end the Versailles order achieved neither legitimacy nor 

equilibrium. Its almost pathetic frailty was demonstrated by the 

Locarno Pact of 1925, in which Germany "accepted" the western fron

tiers and the demilitarization of the Rhineland to which it had already 

agreed at Versailles but explicitly refused to extend the same assurance 

to its borders with Poland and Czechoslovakia-making explicit its 

ambitions and underlying resentments. Amazingly, France completed 

the Locarno agreement even though it left France's allies in Eastern 

Europe formally exposed to eventual German revanchism-a hint of 

what it would do a decade later in the face of an actual challenge. 

In the 1920s, the Germany of the Weimar Republic appealed to 

Western consciences by contrasting the inconsistencies and punitiveness 
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of the Versailles settlement with the League of Nations' more idealistic 

principles of international order. Hitler, who came to power in 1933 by 

the popular vote of a resentful German people, abandoned all re

straints. He rearmed in violation of the Versailles peace terms and 

overthrew the Locarno settlement by reoccupying the Rhineland. 

When his challenges failed to encounter a significant response, Hitler 

began to dismantle the states of Central and Eastern Europe one by 

one: Austria first, followed by Czechoslovakia, and finally Poland. 

The nature of these challenges WAS not singular to the 1930s. In 

every era, humanity produces demonic individuals and seductive ideas 

of repression. The task of statesmanship is to prevent their rise to 

power and sustain an international order capable of deterring them 

if they do achieve it. The interwar years' toxic mixture of facile paci

fism, geopolitical imbalance, and allied disunity allowed these forces a 

free hand. 

Europe had constructed an international order from three hundred 

years of conflict. It threw it away because its leaders did not under

stand the consequences when they entered World War I-and though 

they did understand the consequences of another conflagration, they 

recoiled before the implications of acting on their foresight. The col

lapse of international order was essentially a tale of abdication, even 

suicide. Having abandoned the principles of the Westphalian settle

ment and reluctant to exercise the force required to vindicate its 

proclaimed moral alternative, Europe was now consumed by another 

war that, at its end, brought with it once more the need to recast the 

European order. 

The Postwar European Order 
As a result of two world wars, the concept of Westphalian sover

eignty and the principles of the balance of power were greatly 

diminished in the contemporary order of the Continent that spawned 
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them. Their residue would continue, perhaps most consequentially in 

some of the countries to which they were brought in the age of discov

ery and expansion. 

By the end of World War II, Europe's world-ordering material and 

psychological capacity had all but vanished. Every continental Euro

pean country with the exception of Switzerland and Sweden had been 

occupied by foreign troops at one time or another. Every country's 

economy was in shambles. It became obvious that no European coun

try (including Switzerland and Sweden) was able any longer to shape 

its own future by itself. 

That Western Europe found the moral strength to launch itself on 

the road to a new approach to order was the work of three great men: 

Konrad Adenauer in Germany, Robert Schuman in France, and Al

cide de Gasperi in Italy. Born and educated before World War I, they 

retained some of an older Europe's philosophical certitudes about the 

conditions for human betterment, and this endowed them with the 

vision and fortitude to overcome the causes of Europe's tragedies. At a 

moment of greatest weakness, they preserved some of the concepts of 

order of their youth. Their most important conviction was that if they 

were to bring succor to their people and prevent a recurrence of Eu

rope's tragedies, they needed to overcome Europe's historical divisions 

and on that basis create a new European order. 

They had to cope first with another division of Europe. In 1949, 

the Western allies combined their three occupation zones to create the 

Federal Republic of Germany. Russia turned its occupation zone into 

a socialist state tied to it by the Warsaw Pact. Germany was back to its 

position three hundred years earlier after the Peace of Westphalia: 

its division had become the key element of the emerging international 

structure. 

France and Germany, the two countries whose rivalry had been at 

the heart of every European war for three centuries, began the process 

of transcending European history by merging the key elements of 
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their remaining economic power. In 1952, they formed the Coal and 

Steel Community as a first step toward an "ever closer union" of 

Europe's constituent peoples and a keystone of a new European order. 

For decades, Germany had posed the principal challenge to 

Europe's stability. For the first decade of the postwar period, the course 

of its national leadership would be crucial. Konrad Adenauer be

came Chancellor of the new Federal Republic of Germany at the age 

of seventy-three, an age by which Bismarck's career was nearing its 

end. Patrician in style, suspicious of ??pulism, he created a political 

party, the Christian Democratic Union, which for the first time in 

German parliamentary history governed as a moderate party with a 

majority mandate. With this mandate, Adenauer committed himself 

to regaining the confidence of Germany's recent victims. In 1955, he 

brought West Germany into the Atlantic Alliance. So committed was 

Adenauer to the unification of Europe that he rejected, in the 1950s, 

Soviet proposals hinting that Germany might be unified if the Federal 

Republic abandoned the Western alliance. This decision surely re

flected a shrewd judgment on the reliability of Soviet offers but also a 

severe doubt about the capacity of his own society to repeat a solitary 

journey as a national state in the center of the Continent. It neverthe

less took a leader of enormous moral strength to base a new interna

tional order on the partition of his own country. 

The partition of Germany was not a new event in European his

tory; it had been the basis of both the Westphalian and the Vienna 

settlements. What was new was that the emerging Germany explicitly 

cast itself as a component of the West in a contest over the nature of 

international political order. This was all the more important because 

the balance of power was largely being shaped outside the European 

continent. For one thousand years, the peoples of Europe had taken 

for granted that whatever the fluctuations in the balance of power, its 

constituent elements resided in Europe. The world of the emerging 

Cold War sought its balances in the conduct and armament of two 
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superpowers: the United States across the Atlantic and the Soviet 

Union at the geographic fringes of Europe. America had helped re

start the European economy with the Greek-Turkish aid program of 

1947 and the Marshall Plan of 1948. In 1949, the United States for the 

first time in its history undertook a peacetime alliance, through the 

North Atlantic Treaty. 

The European equilibrium, historically, authored by the states of 

Europe, had turned into an aspect of the strategy of outside powers. 

The North Atlantic Alliance established a regular framework for con

sultation between the United States and Europe and a degree of coher

ence in the conduct of foreign policy. But in its essence, the European 

balance of power shifted from internal European arrangements to the 

containment of the Soviet Union globally, largely by way of the nuclear 

capability of the United States. After the shock of two devastating wars, 

the Western European countries were confronted by a change in geo

political perspective that challenged their sense of historical identity. 

The international order during the first phase of the Cold War was 

in effect bipolar, with the operation of the Western alliance conducted 

essentially by America as the principal and guiding partner. What the 

United States understood by alliance was not so much countries acting 

congruently to preserve equilibrium as America as the managing di

rector of a joint enterprise. 

The traditional European balance of power had been based on the 

equality of its members; each partner contributed an aspect of its 

power in quest of a common and basically limited goal, which was 

equilibrium. But the Atlantic Alliance, while it combined the military 

forces of the allies in a common structure, was sustained largely by 

unilateral American military power--especially so with respect to 

America's nuclear deterrent. So long as strategic nuclear weapons were 

the principal element of Europe's defense, the objective of European 

policy was primarily psychological: to oblige the United States to treat 

Europe as an extension of itself in case of an emergency. 
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The Cold War international order reflected two sets of balances, 

which for the first time in history were largely independent of each 

other: the nuclear balance between the Soviet Union and the United 

States, and the internal balance within the Atlantic Alliance, whose 

operation was, in important ways, psychological. U.S. preeminence 

was conceded in return for giving Europe access to American nuclear 

protection. European countries built up their own military forces not 

so much to create additional strength as to have a voice in the decisions 

of the ally-as an admission ticket, as it were, to discussions regarding 

the use of the American deterrent. France and Britain developed small 

nuclear forces that were irrelevant to the overall balance of power but 

created an additional claim to a seat at the table of major-power 

decisions. 

The realities of the nuclear age and the geographic proximity of 

the Soviet Union sustained the alliance for a generation. But the un

derlying difference in perspective was bound to reappear with the fall 

of the Berlin Wall in 1989. 

After four decades of Cold War, NATO had achieved the vision of 

the Cold War's end that its founders had proclaimed. The fall of the 

Berlin Wall in 1989 led rapidly to the unification of Germany, together 

with the collapse of the Soviet satellite orbit, the belt of states in Eastern 

Europe with an imposed Soviet control system. In a testament to the 

vision of the allied leaders who had designed the Atlantic Alliance and 

to the subtle performance of those who oversaw the denouement, the 

century's third contest over Europe ended peacefully. Germany 

achieved unification as an affirmation of liberal democracy; it reaf

firmed its commitment to European unity as a project of common val

ues and shared development. The nations of Eastern Europe, suppressed 

for forty years (some longer), began to reemerge into independence and 

to regain their personalities. 

The collapse of the Soviet Union changed the emphasis of 

diplomacy. The geopolitical nature of the European order was 
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fundamentally transformed when there no longer existed a substantial 

military threat from within Europe. In the exultant atmosphere that 

followed, traditional problems of equilibrium were dismissed as "old" 

diplomacy, to be replaced by the spread of shared ideals. The Atlantic 

Alliance, it was now professed, should be concerned less about security 

and more about its political reach. The expansion of NATO up to the 

borders of Russia-even perhaps including it-was now broached as a 

serious prospect. The projection of a military alliance into historically 

contested territory within several hundred miles of Moscow was pro

posed not primarily on security grounds but as a sensible method of 

"locking in" democratic gains. 

In the face of a direct threat, international order had been conceived 

of as the confrontation of two adversarial blocs dominated by the 

United States and the Soviet Union, respectively. As Soviet power de

clined, the world became to some extent multipolar, and Europe strove 

to define an independent identity. 

The Future of Europe 
What a journey Europe had undertaken to reach this point. It had 

launched itself on global explorations and spread its practices and 

values around the world. It had in every century changed its internal 

structure and invented new ways of thinking about the nature of inter

national order. Now at the culmination of an era, Europe, in order to 

participate in it, felt obliged to set aside the political mechanisms 

through which it had conducted its affairs for three and a half 

centuries. Impelled also by the desire to cushion the emergent unifica

tion of Germany, the new European Union established a common 

currency in 2002 and a formal political structure in 2004. It proclaimed 

a Europe united, whole, and free, adjusting its differences by peaceful 

mechanisms. 

German unification altered the equilibrium of Europe because no 
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constitutional arrangement could change the reality that Germany 

alone was again the strongest European state. The single currency 

produced a degree of unity that had not been seen in Europe since the 

Holy Roman Empire. Would the EU achieve the global role its charter 

proclaimed, or would it, like Charles V's empire, prove incapable of 

holding itself together? 

The new structure represented in some sense a renunciation of 

Westphalia. Yet the EU can also be interpreted as Europe's return to 

the Westphalian international state system that it created, spread across 

the globe, defended, and exemplified through much of the modern 

age-this time as a regional, not a national, power, as a new unit in a 

now global version of the Westphalian system. 

The outcome has combined aspects of both the national and the 

regional approaches without, as yet, securing the full benefits of either. 

The European Union diminishes its member states' sovereignty and 

traditional government functions, such as control of their currency 

and borders. On the other hand, European politics remains primarily 

national, and in many countries, objections to EU policy have become 

the central domestic issue. The result is a hybrid, constitutionally 

something between a state and a confederation, operating through 

ministerial meetings and a common bureaucracy-more like the Holy 

Roman Empire than the Europe of the nineteenth century. But unlike 

the Holy Roman Empire (for most of its history, at least), the EU 

struggles to resolve its internal tensions in the quest for the principles 

and goals by which it is guided. In the process, it pursues monetary 

union side by side with fiscal dispersion and bureaucracy at odds with 

democracy. In foreign policy it embraces universal ideals without the 

means to enforce them, and cosmopolitan identity in contention with 

national loyalties-with European unity accompanied by east-west 

and north-south divides and an ecumenical attitude toward auton

omy movements (Catalan, Bavarian, Scot) challenging the integrity of 

states. The European "social model" is dependent upon yet discom-
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forted by market dynamism. EU policies enshrine tolerant inclusive

ness, approaching unwillingness to assert distinctive Western values, 

even as member states practice politics driven by fears of non-European 

influxes. 

The result is a cycle testing the popular legitimacy of the EU itsel£ 

European states have surrendered significant portions of what was 

once deemed their sovereign authority. Because Europe's leaders are 

still validated, or rejected, by national democratic processes, they are 

tempted to conduct policies of national advantage and, in consequence, 

disputes persist between the various regions of Europe-usually over 

economic issues. Especially in crises such as that which began in 2009, 

the European structure is then driven toward increasingly intrusive 

emergency measures simply to survive. Yet when publics are asked to 

make sacrifices on behalf of "the European project," a clear under

standing of its obligations may not exist. Leaders then face the choice 

of disregarding the will of their people or following it in opposition to 

Brussels. 

Europe has returned to the question with which it started, except 

now it has a global sweep. What international order can be distilled 

from contending aspirations and contradictory trends? Which coun

tries will be the components of the order, and in what manner will 

they relate their policies? How much unity does Europe need, and 

how much diversity can it endure? But the converse issue is in the long 

run perhaps even more fundamental: Given its history, how much di

versity must Europe preserve to achieve a meaningful unity? 

When it maintained a global system, Europe represented the dom

inant concept of world order. Its statesmen designed international 

structures and prescribed them to the rest of the world. Today the na

ture of the emergent world order is itself in dispute, and regions be

yond Europe will play a major role in defining its attributes. Is the 

world moving toward regional blocs that perform the role of states in 

the Westphalian system? If so, will balance follow, or will this reduce 
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the number of key players to so few that rigidity becomes inevitable 

and the perils of the early twentieth century return, with inflexibly 

constructed blocs attempting to face one another down? In a world 

where continental structures like America, China, and maybe India 

and Brazil have already reached critical mass, how will Europe handle 

its transition to a regional unit? So far the process of integration has 

been dealt with as an essentially bureaucratic problem of increasing 

the competence of various European administrative bodies, in other 

words an elaboration of the familiar. Wbere will the impetus for chart

ing the inward commitment to these goals emerge? European history 

has shown that unification has never been achieved by primarily ad

ministrative procedures. It has required a unifier-Prussia in Ger

many, Piedmont in Italy-without whose leadership (and willingness 

to create faits accomplis) unification would have remained stillborn. 

What country or institution will play that role? Or will some new in

stitution or inner group have to be devised for charting the road? 

And if Europe should achieve unity, by whatever road, how will it 

define its global role? It has three choices: to foster Atlantic partner

ship; to adopt an ever-more-neutral position; or to move toward a tacit 

compact with an extra-European power or grouping of them. Does it 

envisage shifting coalitions, or does it see itself as a member of a North 

Atlantic bloc that generally adopts compatible positions? To which of 

its pasts will Europe relate itself: to its recent past of Atlantic cohesion 

or to its longer-term history of maneuvering for maximum advantage 

on the basis of national interest? In short, will there still be an Atlantic 

community, and if so, as I fervently hope, how will it define itself? 

It is a question both sides of the Atlantic must ask themselves. The 

Atlantic community cannot remain relevant by simply projecting 

the familiar forward. Cooperating to shape strategic affairs globally, 

the European members of the Atlantic Alliance in many cases have 

described their policies as those of neutral administrators of rules and 

distributors of aid. But they have often been uncertain about what 
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to do when this model was rejected or its implementation went awry. 

A more specific meaning needs to be given to the often-invoked 

''Atlantic partnership" by a new generation shaped by a set of experi

ences other than the Soviet challenge of the Cold War. 

The political evolution of Europe is essentially for Europeans to 

decide. But its Atlantic partners have an important stake in it. Will the 

emerging Europe become an active participant in the construction of 

a new international order, or will it consume itself on its own internal 

issues? The pure balance-of-power strategy of the traditional European 

great powers is precluded by contemporary geopolitical and strategic 

realities. But nor will the nascent organization of "rules and norms" by 

a Pan-European elite prove a sufficient vehicle for global strategy un

less accompanied by some accounting for geopolitical realities. 

The United States has every reason from history and geopolitics to 

bolster the European Union and prevent its drifting off into a geopo

litical vacuum; the United States, if separated from Europe in politics, 

economics, and defense, would become geopolitically an island off the 

shores of Eurasia, and Europe itself could turn into an appendage to 

the reaches of Asia and the Middle East. 

Europe, which had a near monopoly in the design of global order 

less than a century ago, is in danger of cutting itself off from the con

temporary quest for world order by identifying its internal construc

tion with its ultimate geopolitical purpose. For many, the outcome 

represents the culmination of the dreams of generations--a continent 

united in peace and forswearing power contests. Yet while the values 

espoused in Europe's soft-power approach have often been inspiring, 

few of the other regions have shown such overriding dedication to this 

single style of policy, raising the prospects of imbalance. Europe turns 

inward just as the quest for a world order it significantly designed 

faces a fraught juncture whose outcome could engulf any region that 

fails to help shape it. Europe thus finds itself suspended between a past 

it seeks to overcome and a future it has not yet defined. 



CHAPTER 3 

Islamism and the Middle East: 
A World in Disorder 

T HE MrnoLE EAsT has been the chrysalis of three of the world's 

great religions. From its stern landscape have issued conquer

ors and prophets holding aloft banners of universal aspirations. Across 

its seemingly limitless horizons, empires have been established and 

fallen; absolute rulers have proclaimed themselves the embodiment of 

all power, only to disappear as if they had been mirages. Here every 

form of domestic and international order has existed, and been re

jected, at one time or another. 

The world has become accustomed to calls from the Middle East 

urging the overthrow of regional and world order in the service of 

a universal vision. A profusion of prophetic absolutisms has been the 

hallmark of a region suspended between a dream of its former glory 

and its contemporary inability to unify around common principles of 

domestic or international legitimacy. Nowhere is the challenge of in

ternational order more complex-in terms of both organizing regional 

order and ensuring the compatibility of that order with peace and sta-

bility in the rest of the world. 

In our own time, the Middle East seems destined to experiment 

with all of its historical experiences simultaneously-empire, holy war, 
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foreign domination, a sectarian war of all against all-before it arrives 

(if it ever does) at a settled concept of international order. Until it does 

so, the region will remain pulled alternately toward joining the world 

community and struggling against it. 

The Islamic World Order 
The early organization of the Middle East and North Africa devel

oped from a succession of empires. Each considered itself the center of 

civilized life; each arose around unifying geographic features and then 

expanded into the unincorporated zones between them. In the third 

millennium B.c., Egypt expanded its influence along the Nile and into 

present-day Sudan. Beginning in the same period, the empires of Mes

opotamia, Sumer, and Babylon consolidated their rule among peoples 

along the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. In the sixth century B.c., the 

Persian Empire rose on the Iranian plateau and developed a system of 

rule that has been described as ''the first deliberate attempt in history 

to unite heterogeneous African, Asian and European communities 

into a single, organized international society," with a ruler styling 

himself the Shahanshah, or "King of Kings." 

By the end of the sixth century A.D., two great empires dominated 

much of the Middle East: the Byzantine (or Eastern Roman) Empire 

with its capital in Constantinople a.qd professing the Christian religion 

(Greek Orthodox), and the Sassanid Persian Empire with its capital in 

Ctesiphon, near modern-day Baghdad, which practiced Zoroastrian

ism. Conflicts between them had occurred sporadically for centuries. 

In 602, not long after a plague had wracked both, a Persian invasion 

of Byzantine territories led to a twenty-five-year-long war in which the 

two empires tested what remained of their strength. After an eventual 

Byzantine victory, exhaustion produced the peace that statesmanship 

had failed to achieve. It also opened the way for the ultimate victory of 

Islam. For in western Arabia, in a forbidding desert outside the control 
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of any empire, the Prophet Muhammad and his followers were gather

ing strength, impelled by a new vision of world order. 

Few events in world history equal the drama of the early spread of 

Islam. The Muslim tradition relates that Muhammad, born in Mecca 

in the year 570, received at the age of forty a revelation that continued 

for approximately twenty-three years and, when written down, be

came known as the Quran. As the Byzantine and Persian empires dis

abled each other, Muhammad and his community of believers 

organized a polity, unified the Arabian Peninsula, and set out to re

place the prevailing faiths of the region-primarily Judaism, Christi

anity, and Zoroastrianism-with the religion of his received vision. 

An unprecedented wave of expansion turned the rise of Islam into 

one of the most consequential events in history. In the century follow

ing the death of Muhammad in 632, Arab armies brought the new re

ligion as far as the Atlantic coast of Africa, to most of Spain, into central 

France, and as far east as northern India. Stretches of Central Asia and 

Russia, parts of China, and most of the East Indies followed over the 

subsequent centuries, where Islam, carried alternately by merchants 

and conquerors, established itself as the dominant religious presence. 

That a small group of Arab confederates could inspire a movement 

that would lay low the great empires that had dominated the region 

for centuries would have seemed inconceivable a few decades earlier. 

How was it possible for so much imperial thrust and such omnidirec

tional, all-engulfing fervor to be assembled so unnoticed? The records 

of neighboring societies had not, until then, regarded the Arabian 

Peninsula as an imperial force. For centuries, the Arabs had lived a 

tribal, pastoral, seminomadic existence in the desert and its fertile 

fringes. Until this point, though they had made a handful of evanes

cent challenges to Roman rule,. they had founded no great states o'r 

empires. Their historical memory was encapsulated in an oral tradi

tion of epic poetry. They figured into the consciousness of the Greeks, 

Romans, and Persians mainly as occasional raiders of trade routes and 
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settled populations. To the extent they had been brought into these 

cultures' visions of world order, it was through ad hoc arrangements to 

purchase the loyalty of a tribe and charge it with enforcing security 

along the imperial frontiers. 

In a century of remarkable exertions, this world was overturned. 

Expansionist and in some respects radically egalitarian, Islam was un

like any other society in history. Its requirement of frequent daily 

prayers made faith a way of life; its emphasis on the identity of reli

gious and political power transformed the expansion of Islam from an 

imperial enterprise into a sacred obligation. Each of the peoples the 

advancing Muslims encountered was offered the same choice: conver

sion, adoption of protectorate status, or conquest. As an Arab Muslim 

envoy, sent to negotiate with the besieged Persian Empire, declared on 

the eve of a climactic seventh-century battle, "If you embrace Islam, 

we will leave you alone, if you agree to pay the poll tax, we will protect 

you if you need our protection. Otherwise it is war." Arab cavalry, 

combining religious conviction, military skill, and a disdain for the 

luxuries they encountered in conquered lands, backed up the threat. 

Observing the dynamism and achievements of the Islamic enterprise 

and threatened with extinction, societies chose to adopt the new reli,.. 

gion and its vision. 

Islam's rapid advance across three continents provided proof to the 

faithful of its divine mission. Impelled by the conviction that its spread 

would unite and bring peace to all humanity, Islam was at once a reli

gion, a multiethnic superstate, and a new world order. 

THE AREAS IsLAM had conquered or where it held sway over tribute

paying non-Muslims were conceived as a single political unit: dar al

/slam, the "House of Islam," or the realm of peace. It would be 

governed by the caliphate, an institution defined by rightful succession 

to the earthly political authority that the Prophet had exercised. The 
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lands beyond were dar al-harb, the realm of war; Islam's mission was 

to incorporate these regions into its own world order and thereby bring 

universal peace: 

The dar al-Islam, in theory, was in a state of war with the dar 

al-harb, because the ultimate objective oflslam was the whole 

world. If the dar al-harb were reduced by Islam, the public 

order of Pax Islamica would supersede all others, and non

Muslim communities would either, ~ecome part of the Islamic 

community or submit to its sovereignty as tolerated religious 

communities or as autonomous entities possessing treaty rela

tions with it. 

The strategy to bring about this universal system would be named 

jihad, an obligation binding on believers to expand their faith through 

struggle. "Jihad" encompassed warfare, but it was not limited to a mil

itary strategy; the term also included other means of exerting one's full 

power to redeem and spread the message of Islam, such as spiritual 

striving or great deeds glorifying the religion's principles. Depending 

on the circumstances-and in various eras and regions, the relative 

emphasis has differed widely-the believer might fulfill jihad "by his 

heart; his tongue; his hands; or by the sword." 

Circumstances have, of course, changed greatly since the early 

Islamic state set out to expand its creed in all directions or when it 

ruled the entire community of the faithful as a single political entity in 

a condition of latent challenge to the rest of the world. Interactions 

between Muslim and non-Muslim societies have gone through periods 

of often fruitful coexistence as well as stretches of antagonism. Trade 

patterns have tied Muslim and non-Muslim worlds more closely to.

gether, and diplomatic alignments have frequently been based on 

Muslim and non-Muslim states working together toward significant 

shared aims. Still, the binary concept of world order remains the offi-
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cial state doctrine of Iran, embedded in its constitution; the rallying 

cry of armed minorities in Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Libya, Yemen, Af

ghanistan, and Pakistan; and the ideology of several terrorist groups 

active across the world, including the Islamic State in Iraq and the 

Levant (ISIL). 

Other religions-especially Christianity-have had their own cru

sading phases, at times exalting their uni\'.ersal .mission with compa

rable fervor and resorting to analogous methods of conquest and 

forced conversions. (Spanish conquistadores abolished ancient civiliza

tions in Central and South America in the sixteenth century in a sim

ilar spirit of world-conquering finality.) The difference is that the 

crusading spirit subsided in the Western world or took the form of 

secular concepts that proved less absolute (or less enduring) than reli

gious imperatives. Over time, Christendom became a philosophical 

and historical concept, not an operational principle of strategy or inter

national order. That process was facilitated because the Christian 

world had originated a distinction between "the things which are Cae

sar's" and "the things that are God's," permitting an eventual evolu

tion • toward pluralistic, secular-based foreign policies within a 

state-based international system, as we have seen in the previous two 

chapters. It was also driven by contingent circumstances, among them 

the relative unattractiveness of some of the modern crusading concepts 

called on to replace religious fervor-militant Soviet Communism 

preaching world revolution, or race-based imperialisms. 

The evolution in the Muslim world has been more complex. Cer

tain periods have inspired hopes for a convergence of approaches. On 

the other hand, as recently as the 1920s, a direct line of political succes

sion from the Prophet Muhammad was still asserted as a practical 

reality of Middle Eastern statecraft, by the Ottoman Empire. Since 

this empire collapsed, the response in key Muslim countries has been 

divided between those who have sought to enter the new state-based, 

ecumenical international order as significant members-adhering to 
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deeply felt religious beliefs but separating them from questions of 

foreign policy-and those who see themselves as engaged in a battle 

over succession to universal authority within a stringent interpretation 

of the traditional Islamic concept of world order. 

Over the past ninety years, the exponents of each view have repre

sented some of the outstanding figures of the era; among them are 

counted some of the century's most farsighted statesmen and most 

formidable religious absolutists. The contest between them is not 

concluded; under some Middle Ea~tfrn governments, believers in 

state-based and faith-based universal orders coexist, if occasionally 

uneasily. To many of its faithful, especially in a period of resurgent 

Islamism-the modern ideology seeking to enforce Muslim scripture 

as the central arbiter of personal, political, and international life-the 

Islamic world remains in a condition of inescapable confrontation with 

the outside world. 

In the early Islamic system, nonaggression treaties with non

Muslim societies were permissible. According to traditional juris

prudence, these were pragmatic arrangements of limited duration, 

allowing the Islamic party to secure itself from threats while gathering 

strength and cohesion. Based on a precedent set by the early Islamic 

state in entering truces with foes it eventually vanquished, they were 

limited to terms of specific duration, up to ten years, that could be 

renewed as needed: in this spirit, in the early centuries of Muslim 

history, "Islamic legal rulings stipulate that a treaty cannot be for

ever, since it must be immediately void should the Muslims become 

capable of fighting them." 

What these treaties did not imply was a permanent system in 

which the Islamic state would interact on equal terms with sovereign 

non-Muslim states: "The communities of the dar al-harb were re

garded as being in a 'state of nature,' for they lacked legal competence 

to enter into intercourse with Islam on the basis of equality and reci

procity because they failed to conform to its ethical and legal stan-
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dards." Because in this view the domestic principles of an Islamic state 

were divinely ordained, non-Muslim political entities were illegiti

mate; they could never be accepted by Muslim states as truly equal 

counterparts. A peaceful world order depended on the ability to forge 

and expand a unitary Islamic entity, not on an equilibrium of compet

ing parts. 

In the idealized version of this worldview, the spread of peace and 

justice under Islam was a unidirectional and irreversible process. The 

loss of land that had been brought into dar al-Islam could never be 

accepted as permanent, as this would effectively repudiate the legacy 

of the universal faith. Indeed history records no other political enter

prise that spread with such inexorable results. In time, a portion of the 

territories reached in Islarn's periods of expansion would in fact exit 

Muslim political control, including Spain, Portugal, Sicily, southern 

Italy, the Balkans (now a patchwork of Muslim and mainly Orthodox 

Christian enclaves), Greece, Armenia, Georgia, Israel, India, southern 

Russia, and parts of western China. Yet of the territories incorporated 

in Islam's initial wave of expansion, the significant majority remain 

Muslim today. 

No SINGLE so cm TY has ever had the power, no leadership the resil

ience, and no faith the dynamism to impose its writ enduringly 

throughout the world. Universality has proved elusive for any con

queror, including Islarn. As the early Islamic Empire expanded, it 

eventually fragmented into multiple centers of power. A succession 

crisis following Muhammad's death led to a split between Sunni and 

Shia branches of Islam, a defining division in the contemporary Is

lamic world. In any new political enterprise, the question of succession 

is fraught; where the founding leader is also regarded as the "Seal of 

the Prophets,'' the final messenger of God, the debate becomes at once 

political and theological. Following Muhammad's passing in 632, a 
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council of tribal elders selected his father-in-law Abu Bakr as his 

successor, or caliph, as the figure best able to maintain consensus 

and harmony in the fledgling Muslim community. A minority believed 

that the matter should not have been put to a vote, which implied 

human fallibility, and that power should have passed automatically to 

the Prophet's closest blood relation, his cousin Ali-an instrumental 

early convert to Islam and heroic warrior whom Muhammad was held 

to have personally selected. 

These factions eventually formeq, themselves into the two main 

branches of Islam. For the proponents of Abu Bakr and his immediate 

successors, Muhammad's relationship with God was unique and final; 

the caliphate's primary task was to preserve what Muhammad had 

revealed and built. They became the Sunnis, short for the "people of 

tradition and consensus." For the Party of Ali-Shiite-Ali (or Shia)

governance of the new Islamic society was also a spiritual task involv

ing an esoteric element. In their view, Muslims could be brought into 

the correct relationship with Muhammad's revelation only if they were 

guided by spiritually gifted individuals directly descended from the 

Prophet and Ali, who were the "trustees" of the religion's hidden inner 

meanings. When Ali, eventually coming to power as the fourth caliph, 

was challenged by rebellion and murdered by a mob, the Sunnis 

treated the central task as the restoration of order in Islam and backed 

the faction that reestablished stability. The Shias decried the new au

thorities as illegitimate usurpers and lionized the martyrs who had 

died in resistance. These general attitudes would prevail for centuries. 

Geopolitical rivalries compounded doctrinal differences. In time, 

separate Arab, Persian, Turkish, and Mughal spheres arose, each theo

retically adhering to the same global Muslim order but increasingly 

conducting themselves as rival monarchies with distinct interests and 

distinct interpretations of their faith. In some cases, including much of 

the Mughal period in India, these included a relatively ecumenical and 

even syncretic approach stressing tolerance of other faiths and privileg-
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ing practical foreign policy over sectarian imperatives. When beseeched 

to wage jihad against Shia Iran by fellow Sunni powers, Mughal India 

demurred, citing traditional amity and an absence of casus belli. 

Eventually, the momentum of the world project oflslam faltered as 

the first wave of Muslim expansion was reversed in Europe. Battles at 

Poitiers and Tours in France in 732 ended an unbroken string of ad

vances by Arab and North African Muslim forces. The Byzantine de

fense of Asia Minor and Eastern Europe maintained, for four centuries, 

a line behind which the West began developing its own post-Roman 

ideas of world order. Western concepts began to be projected into 

Muslim~administered territories as the Byzantines marched back, 

temporarily, into the Middle East. The Crusades-forays led by orders 

of Christian knights into the historic Holy Land that Islam had incor

porated in the seventh century-· ·-took Jerusalem in 1099, establishing 

a kingdom there that endured for roughly two centuries. The Chris

tian reconquista of Spain ended with the fall of Granada, the last Mus

lim foothold on the peninsula, in 1492, pushing Islam's western 

boundary back into North Africa. 

In the thirteenth century, the dream of universal order reappeared. 

A new Muslim empire led by the Ottoman Turks, followers of the 

conqueror Osman, expanded their once-minor Anatolian state into a 

formidable power capable of challenging, and eventually displacing, 

the last vestiges of the Byzantine Empire. They began to construct a 

successor to the great Islamic caliphates of earlier centuries. Styling 

themselves the leaders of a unified Islamic world, they expanded in all 

directions by conflicts cast as holy wars, first into the Balkans. In 1453, 

they conquered Constantinople (Istanbul), the capital of Byzantium, 

geostrategically astride the Bosphorus Strait; next they moved south 

and west into the Arabian Peninsula, Mesopotamia, North Africa, 

Eastern Europe, and the Caucasus, becoming the dominant littoral 

power in the eastern Mediterranean. Like the early Islamic Empire, 

the Ottomans conceived of their political mission as universal, uphold-
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ing "the order of the world"; sultans proclaimed themselves "the 

Shadow of God on Earth" and "the universal ruler who protects the 

world." 

As its predecessors had a half millennium earlier, the Ottoman 

Empire came into contact with the states of Western Europe as it ex

panded westward. The divergence between what was later institution

alized as the multipolar European system and the Ottomans' concept 

of a single universal empire conferred a complex character on their 

interactions. The Ottomans refused l;_Q accept the European states as 

either legitimate or equal. This was not simply a matter of Islamic 

doctrine; it reflected as well a judgment about the reality of power 

relations, for the Ottoman Empire was territorially larger than all of 

the Western European states combined and for many decades militar

ily stronger than any conceivable coalition of them. 

In this context, formal Ottoman documents afforded European 

monarchs a protocol rank below the Sultan, the ruler of the Ottoman 

Empire; it was equivalent to his vizier, or chief minister. By the same 

token, the European ambassadors permitted by the Ottomans to re

side in Constantinople were cast in the status of supplicants. Compacts 

negotiated with these envoys were drafted not as bilateral treaties but 

as unilateral and freely revocable grants of privilege by a magnani

mous Sultan. 

When the Ottomans had reached the limits of their military capa

bilities, both sides occasionally found themselves drawn into align

ments with each other for tactical advantage. Strategic and commercial 

interests occasionally circumvented religious doctrine. 

In 1526, France, considering itself surrounded by Habsburg power 

in Spain to its south and the Habsburg-led Holy Roman Empire to its 

east, proposed a military alliance to the Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the 

Magnificent. It was the same strategic concept that caused Catholic 

France a hundred years later to align itself with the Protestant cause 

in the Thirty Years' War. Suleiman, viewing Habsburg power as the 
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principal obstacle to Ottoman ambitions in Eastern Europe, responded 

favorably, though he treated France's King Francis I as an unmistak

ably junior partner. He did not agree to an alliance, which would have 

implied moral equality; instead, he bestowed his support as a unilat

eral act from on high: 

I who am the Sultan of Sultans, the soyereign of sovereigns, 

the dispenser of crowns to the monarchs on the face of the 

earth, the shadow of God on earth, the Sultan and sovereign 

lord of the White Sea and of the Black Sea, of Rumelia and of 

Anatolia, of Karamania ... To thee who art Francis, king of 

the land of France. 

You have sent to my Porte, refuge of sovereigns, a 

letter . . . you have here asked aid and succors for your 

deliverance ... Take courage then, and be not dismayed. Our 

glorious predecessors and our illustrious ancestors (may God 

light up their tombs!) have never ceased to make war to repel 

the foe and conquer his lands. We ourselves have followed in 

their footsteps, and have at all times conquered provinces and 

citadels of great strength and difficult of approach. Night and 

day our horse is saddled and our sabre is girt. 

A working military cooperation emerged, including joint 

Ottoman-French naval operations against Spain and the Italian penin

sula. Playing by the same rules, the Habsburgs leapfrogged the Otto

mans to solicit an alliance with the Shia Safavid. Dynasty in Persia. 

Geopolitical imperatives, for a time at least, overrode ideology. 

The Ottoman Empire: The Sick Man of Europe 
Ottoman assaults on the European order resumed, the most sig

nificant of which reached Vienna in 1683. The siege of Vienna, broken 
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that year by a European army led by Eugene of Savoy, marked the 

high point of Ottoman expansion. 

In the late eighteenth and, with increasing momentum, through

out the nineteenth century, European states began to reverse the pro

cess. The Ottoman Empire had gradually become sclerotic when 

orthodox religious factions at the court resisted modernization. Russia 

pressed against the empire from the north, marching toward the Black 

Sea and into the Caucasus. Russia and Austria moved into the Balkans 

from east and west, while France and Britain competed for influ

ence in Egypt-a crown jewel of the Ottoman Empire-which in the 

nineteenth century achieved various degrees of national autonomy. 

Convulsed by internal disturbances, the Ottoman Empire was 

treated by the Western powers as "the Sick Man of Europe." The fate 

of its vast holdings in the Balkans and the Middle East, among them 

significant Christian communities with historical links to the West, 

became "the Eastern Question," and for much of the nineteenth cen

tury the major European powers tried to divide up the Ottoman pos

sessions without upsetting the European balance of power. On their 

part, the Ottomans had the recourse of the weak; they tried to ma

nipulate the contending forces to achieve a maximum of freedom of 

action. 

In this manner, in the late nineteenth century, the Ottoman Empire 

entered the European balance as a provisional member ofWestphalian 

international order, but as a declining power not entirely in control of 

its fate-a "weight" to be considered in establishing the European 

equilibrium but not a full partner in designing it. Britain used the 

Ottoman Empire to block Russian advances toward the straits; Austria 

allied itself alternately with Russia and the Ottomans in dealing with 

Balkan issues. 

World War I ended the wary maneuvering. Allied with Germany, 

the Ottomans entered the war with arguments drawn from both 
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international systems-the Westphalian and the Islamic. The Sultan 

accused Russia of violating the empire's "armed neutrality" by com

mitting an "unjustified attack, contrary to international law," and 

pledged to "turn to arms in order to safeguard our lawful interests" 

(a quintessentially Westphalian casus belli). Simultaneously, the chief 

Ottoman religious official declared "jihad," accusing Russia, France, 

and Britain of "attacks dealt against the CaFphate for the purpose of 

annihilating Islam'' and proclaiming a religious duty for "Moham

medans of all countries" (including those under British, French, or 

Russian administration) to "hasten with their bodies and possessions 

to the Djat [jihad]" or face "the wrath of God." 

Holy war occasionally moves the already powerful to even greater 

efforts; it is doomed, however, whenever it flouts strategic or politi

cal realities. And the impetus of the age was national identity and 

national interests, not global jihad. Muslims in the British Empire 

ignored the declaration of jihad; key Muslim leaders in British India 

focused instead on independence movement activities, often ecumeni

cal in nature and in partnership with Hindu compatriots. In the 

Arabian Peninsula, national aspirations-inherently anti-Ottoman

awakened. German hopes for pan-Islamic backing in the war proved a 

chimera. Following the war's end in 1918, the former Ottoman territo

ries were drawn into the Westphalian international system by a variety 

of imposed mechanisms. 

The Westphalian System and the Islamic World 
The 1920 Treaty of Sevres, signed with what was left of the Otto

man Empire after World War I, reconceived the Middle East as a 

patchwork of states-a concept heretofore not part of its political 

vocabulary. Some, like Egypt and non-Arab Iran, had had earlier 

historical experiences as empires and cultural entities. Others were 
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invented as British or French "mandates," variously a subterfuge of 

colonialism or a paternalistic attempt to define them as incipient states 

in need of tutelage. The Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916 (named after 

its British and French negotiators) had divided the Middle East into 

what were in effect spheres of influence. The mandate system, as rati

fied by the League of Nations, put this division into effect: Syria and 

Lebanon were assigned to France; Mesopotamia, later Iraq, was placed 

under British influence; and Palestine and Transjordan became the 

British "mandate for Palestine," stre~~hing from the Mediterranean 

coast to Iraq. Each of these entities contained multiple sectarian and 

ethnic groups, some of which had a history of conflict with each other. 

This allowed the mandating power to rule in part by manipulat

ing tensions, in the process laying the foundation for later wars and 

civil wars. 

With respect to burgeoning Zionism (the Jewish nationalist move

ment to establish a state in the Land of Israel, a cause that had predated 

the war but gained force in its wake), the British government's 1917 

Balfour Declaration-a letter from Britain's Foreign Secretary to Lord 

Rothschild-announced that it favored "the establishment in Palestine 

of a national home for the Jewish people" while offering the reassur

ance that it was "clearly understood that nothing shall be done which 

may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish com

munities." Britain compounded the ambiguity of this formulation by 

seemingly promising the same territory as well to the Sharif of Mecca. 

These formal rearrangements of power propelled vast upheavals. 

In 1924, the secular-nationalist leaders of the newly proclaimed 

Republic of Turkey abolished the principal institution of pan-Islamic 

unity, the caliphate, and declared a secular state. Henceforth the Mus

lim world was stranded between the victorious Westphalian interna

tional order and the now-unrealizable concept of dar al-Islam. With 

scant experience, the societies of the Middle East set out to redefine 
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themselves as modern states, within borders that for the most part had 

no historical roots. 

The emergence of the European-style secular state had no prece

dent in Arab history. The Arabs' first response was to adapt the con

cepts of sovereignty and statehood to their own ends. The established 

commercial and political elites began to operate within the Westpha

lian framework of order and a global economy; what they demanded 

was their peoples' right to join as equal members. Their rallying cry 

was genuine independence for established political units, even those 

recently constructed, not an overthrow of the Westphalian order. In 

pursuit of these objectives, a secularizing current gained momentum. 

But it did not, as in Europe, culminate in a pluralistic order. 

Two opposing trends appeared. "Pan-Arabists" accepted the prem

ise of a state-based system. But the state they sought was a united Arab 

nation, a single ethnic, linguistic, and cultural entity. By contrast, "po

litical Islam" insisted on reliance on the common religion as the best 

vehicle for a modern Arab identity. The Islamists-of which the Mus

lim Brotherhood is now the most familiar expression-were often 

drawn from highly educated members of the new middle class. Many 

considered Islamism as a way to join the postwar era without having 

to abandon their values, to be modern without having to become 

Western. 

Until World War II, the European powers were sufficiently strong 

to maintain the regional order they had designed for the Middle East 

in the aftermath of World War I. Afterward the European powers' 

capacity to control increasingly restive populations disappeared. The 

United States emerged as the principal outside influence. In the 1950s 

and 1960s, the more or less feudal and monarchical governments in 

Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, and Libya were overthrown by their mili

tary leaders, who proceeded to establish secular governance. 

The new rulers, generally recruited from segments of the pop-
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ulation heretofore exduded from the political process, proceeded to 

broaden their popular support by appeals to nationalism. Populist, 

though not democratic, political cultures took root in the region: 

Gamal Abdel Nasser-the charismatic populist leader of Egypt from 

1954 to 1970-and his successor, Anwar al-Sadat, rose through the 

ranks from provincial backgrounds. In Iraq, Saddam Hussein, of 

comparable humble origins, practiced a more extreme version of secu

lar military governance: ruling by intimidation and brutality from the 

early 1970s (at first as de facto strongman, then as President beginning 

in 1979) to 2003, he sought to overawe the region with his bellicosity. 

Both Hussein and his ideological ally, Syria's shrewd and ruthless 

Hafez al-Assad, entrenched their sectarian minorities over far-larger 

majority populations (ironically, of opposite orientations-with Sun

nis governing majority Shias in Iraq, and the quasi-Shia Alawites gov

erning majority Sunnis in Syria) by avowing pan-Arab nationalism. A 

sense of common national destiny developed as a substitute for the 

Islamic vision. 

But the Islamic legacy soon reasserted itself Islamist parties merg

ing a critique of the excesses and failures of secular rulers with scrip

tural arguments about the need for divinely inspired governance 

advocated the formation of a pan-Islamic theocracy superseding the 

existing states. They vilified the West and the Soviet Union alike; 

many backed their vision by opportunistic terrorist acts. The military 

rulers reacted harshly, suppressing Islamist political movements, which 

they charged with undermining modernization and national unity. 

This era is, with reason, not idealized today. The military, monar

chical, and other autocratic governments in the Middle East treated 

dissent as sedition, leaving little space for the development of civil soci

ety or pluralistic cultures-a lacuna that would haunt the region into 

the twenty-first century. Still, within the context of autocratic nation

alism, a tentative accommodation with contemporary international 

order was taking shape. Some of the more ambitious rulers such as 
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Nasser and Saddam Hussein attempted to enlarge their territorial 

reach-either through force or by means of demagogic appeals to 

Arab unity. The short-lived confederation between Egypt and Syria 

from 1958 to 1961 reflected such an attempt. But these efforts failed 

because the Arab states were becoming too protective of their own 

patrimony to submerge it into a broader project of political amalgama

tion. Thus the eventual common basis of policy for the military rulers 

was the state and a nationalism that was, for the most part, cotermi

nous with established borders. 

Within this context, they sought to exploit the rivalry of the Cold 

War powers to enhance their own influence. From the late 1950s to 

the early 1970s, the Soviet Union was their vehicle to pressure the 

United States. It became the principal arms supplier and diplomatic 

advocate for the nationalist Arab states, which in turn generally sup

ported Soviet international objectives. The military autocrats professed 

a general allegiance to "Arab socialism" and admiration of the Soviet 

economic model, yet in most cases economies remained traditionally 

patriarchal and focused on single industries run by technocrats. The 

overriding impetus was national interest, as the regimes conceived it, 

not political or religious ideology. 

Cold War-era relations between the Islamic and the non-Islamic 

worlds, on the whole, followed this essentially Westphalian, balance

of-power-based approach. Egypt, Syria, Algeria, and Iraq generally 

supported Soviet policies and followed the Soviet lead. Jordan, Saudi 

Arabia, Iran, and Morocco were friendly to the United States and were 

relying on U.S. support for their security. All of these countries, with 

the exception of Saudi Arabia, were run as secular states-though sev

eral drew on religion-tinged traditional forms of monarchy for politi

cal legitimacy-ostensibly following principles of statecraft based on 

the national interest. The basic distinction was which countries saw 

their interests served by alignment with which particular superpower. 

In 1973-74, this alignment shifted. Convinced that the Soviet 
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Union could supply arms but not diplomatic progress toward recover

ing the Sinai Peninsula from Israeli occupation (Israel had taken the 

peninsula during 1967's Six-Day War), Egyptian President Anwar 

al-Sadat switched sides. Henceforth Egypt would operate as a de facto 

American ally; its security would be based on American, rather than 

Soviet, weapons. Syria and Algeria moved to a position more equidis

tant between the two sides in the Cold War. The regional role of the 

Soviet Union was severely reduced. 

The one ideological issue uniting Arab views was the emergence of 

Israel as a sovereign state and internatlonally recognized homeland for 

the Jewish people. Arab resistance to that prospect led to four wars: in 

1948, 1956, 1967, and 1973. In each, Israeli arms prevailed. 

Sadat's national-interest-based switch to, in effect, the anti-Soviet 

orbit inaugurated a period of intense diplomacy that led to two disen

gagement agreements between Egypt and Israel and a peace agreement 

with Israel in 1979. Egypt was expelled from the Arab League. Sadat 

was vilified and ultimately assassinated. Yet his courageous actions 

found imitators willing to reach comparable accommodations with the 

Jewish state. In 1974, Syria and Israel concluded a disengagement 

agreement to define and protect the military front lines between the 

two countries. This arrangement has been maintained for four 

decades, through wars and terrorism and even during the chaos of the 

Syrian civil war. Jordan and Israel practiced a mutual restraint that 

eventually culminated in a peace agreement. Internationally, Syria's 

and Iraq's authoritarian regimes continued to lean toward the Soviet 

Union but remained open-case by case-to supporting other poli

cies. By the end of the 1970s, Middle East crises began to look more 

and more like the Balkan crises of the nineteenth century-an effort 

by secondary states to manipulate the rivalries of dominant powers <;>n 

behalf of their own national objectives. 

Diplomatic association with the United States was not, however, 
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ultimately able to solve the conundrum faced by the nationalist mili

tary autocracies. Association with the Soviet Union had not advanced 

political goals; association with the United States had not defused so

cial challenges. The authoritarian regimes had substantially achieved 

independence from colonial rule and provided an ability to maneuver 

between the major power centers of the Cold War. But their economic 

advance had been too slow and the access to _its benefits too uneven to 

be responsive to their peoples' needs-problems exacerbated in many 

cases where their wealth of energy resources fostered a near-exclusive 

reliance on oil for national revenues, and an economic culture unfavor

able to innovation and diversification. Above all, the abrupt end of the 

Cold War weakened their bargaining position and made them more 

politically dispensable. They had not learned how, in the absence of a 

foreign enemy or international crisis, to mobilize populations that in

creasingly regarded the state not as an end in itself but as having an 

obligation to improve their well-being. 

As a result, these elites found themselves obliged to contend with a 

rising tide of domestic discontent generating challenges to their legiti

macy. Radical groups promised to replace the existing system in the 

Middle East with a religiously based Middle East order reflecting two 

distinct universalist approaches to world order: the Sunni version by 

way of the regionally extensive Muslim Brotherhood founded in 1928, 

Hamas, the radical movement that gained power in Gaza in 2007, and 

the global terrorist movement al-Qaeda; and the Shia version through 

the Khomeini revolution and its offshoot, the Lebanese "state within a 

state" Hezbollah. In violent conflict with each other, they were united 

in their commitment to dismantle the existing regional order and re

build it as a divinely inspired system. 
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Islamism: The Revolutionary Tide-Two 
Philosophical Interpretations* 

In the spring of 1947, Hassan al-Banna, an Egyptian watchmaker, 

schoolteacher, and widely read self-taught religious activist, addressed 

a critique of Egyptian institutions to Egypt's King Farouk titled 

"Toward the Light." It offered an Islamic alternative to the secular 

national state. In studiedly polite yet sweeping language, al-Banna 

outlined the principles and aspirations of the Egyptian Society of Mus-
,' 

lim Brothers (known colloquially as the Muslim Brotherhood), the 

organization he had founded in 1928 to combat what he saw as the 

degrading effects of foreign influence and secular ways of life. 

From its early days as an informal gathering of religious Muslims 

repelled by British domination of Egypt's Suez Canal Zone, al-Banna's 

Brotherhood had grown to a nationwide network of social and politi

cal activity, with tens of thousands of members, cells in every Egyptian 

city, and an influential propaganda network distributing his commen

taries on current events. It had won regional respect with its support 

for the failed 1937-39 anti-British, anti-Zionist Arab Revolt in the Brit

ish mandate for Palestine. It had also attracted scrutiny from Egyptian 

authorities. 

Barred from direct participation in Egyptian politics but neverthe

less among Egypt's most influential political figures, al-Banna now 

• Author's note: The author does not assert any standing to define the core truths of the 

doctrines and sects whose passionate strivings are now reordering the Muslim world. 

Many Muslims, in many countries the majority, have arrived at less confrontational and 

more pluralistic interpretations of their faith than the ones quoted in these pages. Yet the 

views represented here now exert a significant, often decisive influence in the direction of 

many of the key Middle Eastern states and almost all non-state organizations. These 

views represent an assertion of a separate world order by definition superior to and 

incompatible with the Westphalian system or the values ofliberal internationalism. When 

one seeks to understand them, some recourse must be made to the vocabulary of religion 

invoked by the contending parties. 
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sought to vindicate the Muslim Brotherhood's vision with a public 

statement addressed to Egypt's monarch. Lamenting that Egypt and 

the region had fallen prey to foreign domination and internal moral 

decay, he proclaimed that the time for renewal had arrived. 

The West, al-Hanna asserted, "which was brilliant by virtue of its 

scientific perfection for a long time ... is now bankrupt and in decline. 

Its foundations are crumbling, and its institutions and guiding princi

ples are falling apart." The Western powers had lost control of their 

own world order: "Their congresses are failures, their treaties are bro

ken, and their covenants torn to pieces." The League of Nations, in

tended to keep the peace, was "a phantasm." Though he did not use 

the terms, al-Hanna was arguing that the Westphalian world order 

had lost both its legitimacy and its power. And he was explicitly an

nouncing that the opportunity to create a new world order based on 

Islam had arrived. "The Islamic way has been tried before," he argued, 

and "history has testified as to its soundness." If a society were to 

dedicate itself to a "complete and all-encompassing" course of restor

ing the original principles of Islam and building the social order the 

Quran prescribes, the "Islamic nation in its entirety"-that is, all Mus

lims globally-"will support us"; ''Arab unity" and eventually "Islamic 

unity" would result. 

How would a restored Islamic world order relate to the modern 

international system, built around states? A true Muslim's loyalty, al

Banna argued, was to multiple, overlapping spheres, at the apex of 

which stood a unified Islamic system whose purview would eventually 

embrace the entire world. His homeland was first a "particular coun

try"; "then it extends to the other Islamic countries, for all of them are 

a fatherland and an abode for the Muslim"; then it proceeds to an "Is

lamic Empire" on the model of that erected by the pious ancestors, for 

"the Muslim will be asked before God" what he had done "to restore 

it." The final circle was global: "Then the fatherland of the Muslim 
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expands to encompass the entire world. Do you not hear the words of 

God (Blessed and Almighty is He!): 'Fight them until there is no more 

persecution, and worship is devoted to God'?" 

Where possible, this fight would be gradualist and peaceful. To

ward non-Muslims, so long as they did not oppose the movement and 

paid it adequate respect, the early Muslim Brotherhood counseled 

"protection," "moderation and deep-rooted equity." Foreigners were to 

be treated with "peacefulness and sympathy, so long as they behave 

with rectitude and sincerity." Theref~~e, it was "pure fantasy" to sug

gest that the implementation of "Islamic institutions in our modern 

life would create estrangement between us and the Western nations." 

How much of al-Banna's counseled moderation was tactical and an 

attempt to find acceptance in a world still dominated by Western pow

ers? How much of the jihadist rhetoric was designed to garner support 

in traditional Islamist quarters? Assassinated in 1949, al-Banna was 

not vouchsafed time to explain in detail how to reconcile the revolu

tionary ambition of his project of world transformation with the prin

ciples of tolerance and cross-civilizational amity that he espoused. 

These ambiguities lingered in al-Banna's text, but the record of 

many Islamist thinkers and movements since then has resolved them 

in favor of a fundamental rejection of pluralism and secular interna

tional order. The religious scholar and Muslim Brotherhood ideologist 

Sayyid Qutb articulated perhaps the most learned and influential ver

sion of this view. In 1964, while imprisoned on charges of participating 

in a plot to assassinate Egyptian President Nasser, Qutb wrote Mile

stones, a declaration of war against the existing world order that be

came a foundational text of modern Islamism. 

In Qutb's view, Islam was a universal system offering the only true 

form of freedom: freedom from governance by other men, man-made 

doctrines, or "low associations based on race and color, language and 

country, regional and national interests" (that is, all other modern 

forms of governance and loyalty and some of the building blocks of 
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Westphalian order). Islam's modern mission, in Qutb's view, was to 

overthrow them all and replace them with what he took to be a literal, 

eventually global implementation of the Quran. 

The culmination of this process would be "the achievement of the 

freedom of man on earth--of all mankind throughout the earth." 

This would complete the process begun by the initial wave of Islamic 

expansion in the seventh and eighth centq.ries, ."which is then to be 

carried throughout the earth to the whole of mankind, as the object of 

this religion is all humanity and its sphere of action is the whole earth." 

Like all utopian projects, this one would require extreme measures to 

implement. These Qutb assigned to an ideologically pure vanguard, 

who would reject the governments and societies prevailing in the 

region-all of which Qutb branded "unislamic and illegal"-and 

seize the initiative in bringing about the new order. 

Qutb, with vast learning and passionate intensity, had declared war 

on a state of affairs-brashly secular modernity and Muslim disunity, 

as ratified by the post-World War I territorial settlement in the Mid

dle East-that many Muslims had privately lamented. While most of 

his contemporaries recoiled from the violent methods he advocated, a 

core of committed followers-like the vanguard he had envisioned

began to form. 

To a globalized, largely secular world judging itself to have tran

scended the ideological clashes of "History," Qutb and his followers' 

views long appeared so extreme as to merit no serious attention. In a 

failure of imagination, many Western elites find revolutionaries' pas

sions inexplicable and assume that their extreme statements must be 

metaphorical or advanced merely as bargaining chips. Yet for Islamic 

fundamentalists, these views represent truths overriding the rules and 

norms of the Westphalian-or indeed any other-international order. 

They have been the rallying cry of radicals and jihadists in the Middle 

East and beyond for decades-echoed by al-Qaeda, Hamas, Hezbol

lah, the Taliban, Iran's clerical regime, Hizb ut-Tahrir (the Party of 
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Liberation, active in the West and openly advocating the reestablish

ment of the caliphate in a world dominated by Islam), Nigeria's Boko 

Haram, Syria's extremist militia Jabhat al-Nusrah, and the Islamic 

State of Iraq and the Levant, which erupted in a major military as

sault in mid-2014. They were the militant doctrine of the Egyptian 

radicals who assassinated Anwar al-Sadat in 1981, proclaiming the 

"neglected duty" of jihad and branding their President an apostate for 

making peace with Israel. They accused him of two heresies: recog

nizing the legal existence of the Jewish ~t,ate, and (in their view) thereby 

agreeing to cede land deemed historically Muslim to a non-Muslim 

people. 

This body of thought represents an almost total inversion of West

phalian world order. In the purist version of Islamism, the state cannot 

be the point of departure for an international system because states are 

secular, hence illegitimate; at best they may achieve a kind of provi

sional status en route to a religious entity on a larger scale. Noninter

ference in other countries' domestic affairs cannot serve as a governing 

principle, because national loyalties represent deviations from the true 

faith and because jihadists have a duty to transform dar al-harb, the 

world of unbelievers. Purity, not stability, is the guiding principle of 

this conception of world order. 

The Arab Spring and the Syrian Cataclysm 
For a fleeting moment, the Arab Spring that began in late 2010 

raised hopes that the region's contending forces of autocracy and jihad 

had been turned irrelevant by a new wave of reform. Upheavals in 

Tunisia and Egypt were greeted exuberantly by Western political lead

ers and media as a regional, youth-led revolution on behalf of liberal 

democratic principles. The United States officially endorsed the pro

testers' demands, backing them as undeniable cries for "freedom," 

"free and fair elections," "representative government," and "genuine 
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democracy," which should not be permitted to fail. Yet the road to 

democracy was to be tortuous and anguishing, as became obvious in 

the aftermath of the collapse of the autocratic regimes. 

Many in the West interpreted the Tahrir Square uprising in Egypt 

as a vindication of the argument that an alternative to autocracy should 

have been promoted much earlier. The real problem had been, how

ever, that the United States found it difficul~ to discover elements from 

which pluralistic institutions could be composed or leaders committed 

to their practice. (This is why some drew the line as between civilian 

and military rule and supported the anything-but-democratic Muslim 

Brotherhood.) 

America's democratic aspirations for the region, embraced by ad

ministrations of both parties, have led to eloquent expressions of the 

country's idealism. But conceptions of security necessities and of de

mocracy promotion have often clashed. Those committed to democra

tization have found it difficult to discover leaders who recognize the 

importance of democracy other than as a means to achieve their own 

dominance. At the same time, the advocates of strategic necessity have 

not been able to show how the established regimes will ever evolve 

in a democratic or even reformist manner. The democratization ap

proach could not remedy the vacuum looming in pursuit of its ob

jectives; the strategic approach was handicapped by the rigidity of 

available institutions. 

The Arab Spring started as a new generation's uprising for liberal 

democracy. It was soon shouldered aside, disrupted, or crushed. Ex

hilaration turned into paralysis. The existing political forces, embed

ded in the military and in religion in the countryside, proved stronger 

and better organized than the middle-class element demonstrating for 

democratic principles inTahrir Square. In practice, the Arab Spring 

has exhibited rather than overcome the internal contradictions of the 

Arab-Islamic world and of the policies designed to resolve them. 

The oft-repeated early slogan of the Arab Spring, "The people 
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want the downfall of the regime," left open the question of how the 

people are defined and what will take the place of the supplanted au

thorities. The original Arab Spring demonstrators' calls for an open 

political and economic life have been overwhelmed by a violent contest 

between military-backed authoritarianism and lslamist ideology. 

In Egypt, the original exultant demonstrators professing values of 

cosmopolitanism and democracy in Tahrir Square have not turned 

out to be the revolution's heirs. Electronic social media facilitate 

demonstrations capable of toppling regimes, but the ability to enable 

people to gather in a square differs from building new institutions of 

state. In the vacuum of authority following the demonstrations' initial 

success, factions from the pre-uprising period are often in a position to 

shape the outcome. The temptation to foster unity by merging nation

alism and fundamentalism overwhelmed the original slogans of the 

upnsmg. 

Mohammed Morsi, a leader of the Muslim Brotherhood backed by 

a coalition of even more radical fundamentalist groups, was elected in 

2012 to a presidency that the Muslim Brotherhood had pledged in the 

heady days of the Tahrir Square demonstrations not to seek. In power, 

the lslamist government concentrated on institutionalizing its author

ity by looking the other way while its supporters mounted a campaign 

of intimidation and harassment of women, minorities, and dissidents. 

The military's decision to oust this government and declare a new start 

to the political process was, in the end, welcomed even among the now 

marginalized, secular democratic element. 

This experience raises the issue of humanitarian foreign policy. It 

distinguishes itself from traditional foreign policy by criticizing 

national interest or balance-of-power concepts as lacking a moral di

mension. It justifies itself not by overcoming a strategic threat but by 

removing conditions deemed a violation of universal principles of j~s

tice. The values and goals of this style of foreign policy reflect a vital 

aspect of the American tradition. If practiced as the central operating 
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concept of American strategy, however, they raise their own dilemmas: 

Does America consider itself obliged to support every popular upris

ing against any nondemocratic government, including those hereto

fore considered important in sustaining the international system? Is 

every demonstration democratic by definition? Is Saudi Arabia an ally 

only until public demonstrations develop on its territory? Among 

America's principal contributions to the Arab Spring was to condemn, 

oppose, or work to remove governments it j{idged autocratic, including 

the government of Egypt, heretofore a valued ally. For some tradition

ally friendly governments like Saudi Arabia, however, the central mes

sage came to be seen as the threat of American abandonment, not the 

benefits of liberal reform. 

Western tradition requires support for democratic institutions and 

free elections. No American president who ignores this ingrained as

pect of the American moral enterprise can count on the sustained 

support of the American people. But applied on behalf of parties who 

identify democracy with a plebiscite on the implementation of reli

gious domination that they then treat as irrevocable, the advocacy of 

elections may result in only one democratic exercise of them. As a 

military regime has again been established in Cairo, it reproduces one 

more time for the United States the as yet unsolved debate between 

security interests and the importance of promoting humane and le

gitimate governance. And it appears also as a question of timing: To 

what extent should security interests be risked for the outcome of 

a theoretical evolution? Both elements are important. Neglecting a 

democratic future-assuming we know how to shape its direction

involves long-term risks. Neglecting the present by ignoring the secu

rity element risks immediate catastrophe. The difference between 

traditionalists and activists hinges on that distinction. The statesman 

has to balance it each time the issue arises. Events can occur whose 

consequences--such as genocide-are so horrendous that they tilt the 

scale toward intervention beyond considerations of strategy. But as a 
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general rule, the most sustainable course will involve a blend of the 

realism and idealism too often held out in the American debate as in

compatible opposites. 

The Syrian revolution at its beginning appeared like a replay of the 

Egyptian one at Tahrir Square. But while the Egyptian upheaval 

unified the underlying forces, in Syria age-old tensions broke out to 

reawaken the millennial conflict between Shia and Sunni. Given the 

demographic complexity of Syria, the civil war drew in additional 

ethnic or religious groups, none of w~jch, based on historical experi

ence, was prepared to entrust its fate to the decisions of the others. 

Outside powers entered the conflict; atrocities proliferated as survivors 

sheltered in ethnic and sectarian enclaves. 

In the American public debate, the uprising against Bashar al

Assad was dealt with by analogy to the removal of Mubarak and de

scribed as a struggle for democracy. Its culmination was expected to be 

the removal of Assad's government and its replacement with a demo

cratic, inclusive coalition government. President Obama articulated 

this position in August 2011, when he publicly called on Assad to "step 

aside" so that the Syrian people could vindicate their universal rights: 

The future of Syria must be determined by its people, but 

President Bashar al-Assad is standing in their way. His calls 

for dialogue and reform have rung hollow while he is impris

oning, torturing, and slaughtering his own people. We have 

consistently said that President Assad must lead a democratic 

transition or get out of the way. He has not led. For the sake 

of the Syrian people, the time has come for President Assad to 

step aside. 

The statement was expected to mobilize domestic opposition to Assad 

and lead to international support for his removal. 

This is why the United States pressed for a "political solution" 
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through the United Nations predicated on removing Assad from 

power and establishing a coalition government. Consternation resulted 

when other veto-wielding members of the Security Council declined 

to endorse either this step or military measures, and when the armed 

opposition that ultimately appeared inside Syria had few elements that 

could be described as democratic, much less moderate. 

By then the conflict had gone beyond_ the issue of Assad. For the 

main actors, the issues were substantially different from the focus of 

the American debate. The principal Syrian and regional players saw 

the war as not about democracy but about prevailing. They were inter

ested in democracy only if it installed their own group; none favored a 

system that did not guarantee its own party's control of the political 

system. A war conducted solely to enforce human rights norms and 

without concern for the geostrategic or georeligious outcome was in

conceivable to the overwhelming majority of the contestants. The con

flict, as they perceived it, was not between a dictator and the forces of 

democracy but between Syria's contending sects and their regional 

backers. The war, in this view, would decide which of Syria's major 

sects would succeed in dominating the others and controlling what 

remained of the Syrian state. Regional powers poured arms, money, 

and logistical support into Syria on behalf of their preferred sectarian 

candidates: Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states for the Sunni groups; 

Iran supporting Assad via Hezbollah. As the combat approached a 

stalemate, it turned to increasingly radical groups and tactics, fighting 

a war of encompassing brutality, oblivious on all sides to human rights. 

The contest, meanwhile, had begun to redraw the political con

figuration of Syria, perhaps of the region. The Syrian Kurds created 

an autonomous unit along the Turkish border that may in time merge 

with the Kurdish autonomous unit in Iraq. The Druze and Christian 

communities, fearing a repetition of the conduct of the Muslim Broth

erhood in Egypt toward its minorities, have been reluctant to embrace 

regime change in Syria or have seceded into autonomous communi-
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ties. The jihadist ISIL set out to build a caliphate in territory seized 

from Syria and western Iraq, where Damascus and Baghdad proved 

no longer able to impose their writ. 

The main parties thought themselves in a battle for survival or, in 

the view of some jihadist forces, a conflict presaging the apocalypse. 

When the United States declined to tip the balance, they judged that 

it either had an ulterior motive that it was skillfully concealing

perhaps an ultimate deal with Iran-or was not attuned to the im

peratives of the Middle East balance of power. This disagreement 

culminated in 2013 when Saudi Arabia refused a rotating seat on the 

UN Security Council-explaining that because the traditional arbi

ters of order had failed to act, it would pursue its own methods. 

As America called on the world to honor aspirations to democracy 

and enforce the international legal ban on chemical weapons, other 

great powers such as Russia and China resisted by invoking the West

phalian principle of noninterference. They had viewed the uprisings in 

Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Mali, Bahrain, and Syria principally through 

the lens of their own regional stability and the attitudes of their own 

restive Muslim populations. Aware that the most skilled and dedicated 

Sunni fighters were avowed jihadists in league with al-Qaeda (or, in 

the case of ISIL, disowned by it for tactics that even al-Qaeda consid

ered too extreme), they were wary of an outright victory by Assad's 

opponents. China suggested it had no particular stake in the outcome 

in Syria, except that it be determined by "the Syrian people" and not 

foreign forces. Russia, a formal ally of Syria, was interested in the con

tinuance of the Assad government and to some extent in Syria's sur

vival as a unitary state. With an international consensus lacking and 

the Syrian opposition fractured, an uprising begun on behalf of demo

cratic values degenerated into one of the major humanitarian disas

ters of the young twenty-first century and into an imploding region'al 

order. 

A working regional or international security system might have 
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averted, or at least contained, the catastrophe. But the perceptions of 

national interest proved to be too different, and the costs of stabiliza

tion too daunting. Massive outside intervention at an early stage might 

have squelched the contending forces but would have required a long

term, substantial military presence to be sustained. In the wake of Iraq 

and Afghanistan, this was not feasible for the United States, at least 

not alone. An Iraqi political consensus might have halted the conflict 

at the Syrian border, but the sectarian imp~lses of the Baghdad gov

ernment and its regional affiliates were in the way. Alternatively, the 

international community could have imposed an arms embargo on 

Syria and the jihadist militias. That was made impossible by the in

compatible aims of the permanent members of the Security Council. 

If order cannot be achieved by consensus or imposed by force, it will 

be wrought, at disastrous and dehumanizing cost, from the experience 

of chaos. 

The Palestinian Issue and International Order 
Amidst all these upheavals in the Middle East, a peace process has 

been going on-sometimes fitfully, occasionally intensely--to bring 

about an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict, which for decades has 

resulted in an explosive standof£ Four conventional wars and numer

ous unconventional military engagements have taken place; every 

Islamist and jihadist group invokes the conflict as a call to arms. lsra

el 's existence and military prowess have been felt throughout the Arab 

world as a humiliation. The doctrinal commitment never to give up 

territory has, for some, turned coexistence with Israel from an accep

tance of reality into a denial of faith. 

Few topics have inspired more passion than how to reconcile Israel's 

quest for security and identity, the Palestinians' aspirations toward 

self-governance, and the neighboring Arab governments' search for a 

policy compatible with their perception of their historic and religious 
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imperatives. The parties involved have traveled an anguished road

from rejection and war to halting acceptance of coexistence, mostly on 

the basis of armistices-toward an uncertain future. Few international 

issues have occupied such intense concern in the United States or com

manded so much of the attention of American presidents. 

A series of issues are involved, each having developed its own ex

tensive literature. The parties have elaborated them in decades of fitful 

negotiations. These pages deal with only one aspect of thern: the con

flicting concepts of peaceful order ex,wessed by the negotiators. 

Two generations of Arabs have been raised on the conviction that 

the State of Israel is an illegitimate usurper of Muslim patrimony. In 

1947, the Arab countries rejected a UN plan for a partition of the Brit

ish mandate in Palestine into separate Arab and Jewish states; they 

believed themselves in a position to triumph militarily and claim the 

entire territory. Failure of the attempt to extinguish the newly declared 

State of Israel did not lead to a political settlement and the opening of 

state-to-state relations, as happened in most other postcolonial con

flicts in Asia and Africa. Instead, it ushered in a protracted period of 

political rejection and reluctant armistice agreement against the back

ground of radical groups seeking to force Israel into submission 

through terrorist campaigns. 

Great leaders have attempted to transcend the conceptual aspect 

of the conflict by negotiating for peace based on Westphalian 

principles-that is, between peoples organized as sovereign states, 

each driven by a realistic assessment of its national interests and capa

bilities, not absolutes of religious imperatives. Anwar al-Sadat of Egypt 

dared to look beyond this confrontation and make peace with Israel on 

the basis of Egypt's national interests in 1979; he paid for his states

manship with his life, assassinated two years later by radicalized 

Islamists in the Egyptian military. The same fate befell Yitzhak Rabin, 

the first Israeli Prime Minister to sign an agreement with the Palestine 
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Liberation Organization, assassinated by a radical Israeli student four

teen years after Sadat's death. 

Within Lebanon, Syria, and the Palestinian territories-especially 

in Gaza-considerable military and political power is now held by 

radical Islamists-Hezbollah and Hamas-proclaiming jihad as a re

ligious duty to end what is usually denounced as the "Zionist occupa

tion." The ayatollahs' regime in Iran regularly challenges the very 

existence of Israel; its erstwhile President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 

called for its extirpation. 

At least three viewpoints are identifiable in Arab attitudes: a small, 

dedicated, but not very vocal group accepting genuine coexistence 

with Israel and prepared to work for it; a much larger group seeking 

to destroy Israel by permanent confrontation; and those willing to 

negotiate with Israel but justifying negotiations, at least domestically, 

in part as a means to overcome the Jewish state in stages. 

Israel, with a small population (compared with its neighbors) and 

territory and a width of just 9.3 miles at its narrowest point and some 

sixty miles at its widest, has hesitated to cede territory, particularly in 

areas adjoining major population centers, on behalf of what may turn 

into a revocable document. Its negotiating positions therefore tend to 

be legalistic, elaborating definitions of security and political assurances 

that have a combination of theoretical sweep and occasionally grating 

detail, with a tendency to reinforce the very passions a peace process is 

designed to overcome. 

In the Arab world, the Palestinian issue has lost some of its ur

gency, though not its importance. The key participants of the peace 

process have diverted energies and reflection to dealing with the emer

gence of a possibly nuclear Iran and its regional proxies. This affects 

the peace process in two ways: in the diplomatic role major countries 

like Egypt and Saudi Arabia can play in shaping the peace process; 

and, even more important, in their ability to act as guarantors of a re-
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suiting agreement. The Palestinian leaders cannot by themselves sus

tain the result of the peace process unless it is endorsed not just in the 

toleration but in the active support of an agreement by other regional 

governments. At this writing, the major Arab states are either torn by 

civil war or preoccupied with the Sunni-Shia conflict and an increas

ingly powerful Iran. Nevertheless, the Palestinian issue will have to be 

faced sooner or later as an essential element of regional and, ultimately, 

world order. 

Some Arab leaders have propose?, to make an Arab-Israeli peace 

that reconciles Israel's security concerns with Arab emotions by 

conceding the State of Israel as a reality without formally granting it 

legitimate existence in the Islamic Middle East. Israel's basic demand 

is for binding assurance that peace will involve a kind of moral and 

legal recognition translated into concrete acts. Thus Israel, going be

yond Westphalian practices, demands to be certified as a Jewish state, 

an attribute difficult for most Muslims to accept in a formal sense, for 

it implies a religious as well as a territorial endorsement. 

Several Arab states have declared their willingness to establish dip

lomatic relations with Israel if it returns to the 1967 borders-a cease

fire line in a war that ended half a century ago. But the real issue is 

what diplomatic relations imply in terms of concrete actions. Will dip

lomatic recognition of Israel bring an end to the media, governmental, 

and educational campaign in Arab countries that presents Israel as 

an illegitimate, imperialist, almost criminal interloper in the region? 

What Arab government, wracked by pressures ignited in the Arab 

Spring, will be willing and able to publicly endorse and guarantee a 

peace that accepts Israel's existence by a precise set of operational com

mitments? That, rather than the label given to the State of Israel, will 

determine the prospects of peace. 

The conflict of two concepts of world order is embedded in the 

Israeli-Palestinian issue. Israel is by definition a Westphalian state, 

founded as such in 1947; the United States, its principal ally, has been 
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a steward and key defender of the Westphalian international order. 

But the core countries and factions in the Middle East view inter

national order to a greater or lesser degree through an Islamic con

sciousness. Israel and its neighbors have differences inseparable from 

geography and history: access to water, resources, specific arrange

ments for security, refugees. In other regions, comparable challenges 

are generally solved by diplomacy. In that sense, the issue comes down 

to the possibility of coexistence between two concepts of world order, 

through two states-Israel and Palestine-in the relatively narrow 

space between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea. Since 

every square mile is invested by both sides with profound significance, 

success may in turn require testing whether some interim arrange

ments can be devised that, at a minimum, enhance the possibility of a 

practical coexistence in which part of the West Bank is granted the 

attributes of sovereignty pending a final agreement. 

As these negotiations have been pursued, the political and philo

sophical evolution of the Middle East has produced in the Western 

world a study in contradictions. The United States has had close as~o

ciations with parties along the entire spectrum of Middle East options: 

an alliance with Israel, an association with Egypt, a partnership with 

Saudi Arabia. A regional order evolves when the principal parties take 

congruent approaches on issues that affect them. That degree of coher

ence has proved elusive in the Middle East. The principal parties differ 

with respect to three major issues: domestic evolution; the political fu

ture of the Palestinian Arabs; and the future of the Iranian military 

nuclear program. Some parties that do agree on objectives are not in a 

position to avow it. For example, Saudi Arabia and Israel share the 

same general objective with respect to Iran: to prevent the emergence 

of an Iranian military nuclear capability and to contain it if it becomes 

unavoidable. But their perception of legitimacy-and Saudi sensitivity 

to an Arab consensus-inhibit the promulgation of such a view or 

even very explicit articulation of it. This is why too much of the region 
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remains torn between fear of jihad and fear of dealing with some of its 

causes. 

The consequences of the religious and political conflict described 

in this chapter present themselves as seemingly distinct issues. In fact, 

they represent an underlying quest for a new definition of political and 

international legitimacy. 

Saudi Arabia 
With some historical irony, among the Western democracies' most 

important allies through all of these upheavals has been a country 

whose internal practices diverge almost completely from theirs-the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia has been a partner, at times 

quietly but decisively behind the scenes, in most of the major regional 

security endeavors since World War II, when it aligned itself with the 

Allies. It has been an association demonstrating the special character 

of the Westphalian state system, which has permitted such distinct so

cieties to cooperate on shared aims through formal mechanisms, gen

erally to their significant mutual benefit. Conversely, its strains have 

touched on some of the main challenges of the search for contempo

rary world order. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a traditional Arab-Islamic realm: 

both a tribal monarchy and an Islamic theocracy. Two leading fami

lies, united in mutual support since the eighteenth century, form the 

core of its governance. The political hierarchy is headed by a monarch 

of the Al Saud family, who serves as the head of a complex network of 

tribal relationships based on ancient ties of mutual loyalty and obliga

tion and controls the kingdom's internal and foreign affairs. The reli

gious hierarchy is headed by the Grand Mufti and the Council of 

Senior Scholars, drawn largely from the Aal al-Shaykh family. The 

King endeavors to bridge the gap between these two branches of , 

power by fulfilling the role of "Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques" 
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(Mecca and Medina), reminiscent of the Holy Roman Emperor as 

"Fidei defensor." 

Zeal and purity of religious expression are embedded in the Saudi 

historical experience. Three times in as many centuries (in the 1740s, 

the 1820s, and the early twentieth century) the Saudi state has been 

founded or reunified by the same two leading families, in each case 

affirming their commitment to govern Is~am's birthplace and holiest 

shrines by upholding the most austere interpretation of the religion's 

principles. In each case, Saudi armies fanned out to unify the deserts 

and mountains of the peninsula in waves of conquest strikingly simi

lar to the original sacred exaltation and holy war that produced the 

first Islamic state, and in the same territory. Religious absolutism, mil

itary daring, and shrewd modern statesmanship have produced the 

kingdom at the heart of the Muslim world and central to its fate. 

What is today Saudi Arabia emerged from Turkish rule after 

World War I, when Ibn Saud reunified the various feudal principali

ties scattered across the Arabian Peninsula and held them together by 

patriarchal allegiance and religious devotion. The royal family has 

since· faced daunting tasks. It governs tribes living in the traditional 

nomadism and fiercely loyal to the crown, as well as urban concentra

tions approaching-in some cases surpassing-those of Western 

metropoles, though placed like mirages across otherwise barren 

plateaus. An emerging middle class exists in the context of an age-old, 

semifeudal sense of reciprocal obligation. Within the limits of an ex

tremely conservative political culture, the ruling princes have com

bined a monarchy with a system of consensus by which the far-flung 

members of the extended royal family have some share in decisions, 

and ordinary citizens have gradually been granted a degree of partici

pation in public life. 

Millions of foreign workers-Palestinians, Syrians, Lebanese, 

Egyptians, Pakistanis, and Yemenis-combine in a mosaic held 

together by the bond of Islam and respect for traditional authority. 
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Every year several million Muslim travelers from across the world ar

rive in Saudi Arabia simultaneously to perform the hajj-a pilgrim

age to Mecca to perform rites sanctified by the Prophet Muhammad in 

his own lifetime. This affirmation of faith, obligatory for able-bodied 

believers to perform at least once in their life, confers on Saudi Arabia 

a unique religious significance as well as an annual logistical challenge 

undertaken by no other state. Meanwhile, the discovery of vast oil re

serves has made Saudi Arabia wealthy almost without parallel in the 

region, generating an implicit challe-t1ge to the security of a country 

with a sparse population, no natural land borders, and a politically 

detached Shia minority living in one of its key oil-producing regions. 

Saudi rulers live with the awareness that the covetousness of their 

neighbors might translate itself into attempted conquest-or, in an era 

of revolution, potential sponsorship of political or sectarian agitation. 

Conscious of the fate of nearby nations, they are inevitably ambivalent 

about economic and social modernization-knowing that an absence 

of reform may alienate their youthful population, while reform under

taken too rapidly may develop its own momentum and ultimately 

endanger the cohesion of a country that has known only conservative 

monarchy. The dynasty has tried to lead the process of social and eco

nomic change-within the pattern of its society-precisely in order to 

control its pace and content. This tactic has allowed the Al Saud to 

produce just enough change to prevent the accumulation of potentially 

explosive social tensions while avoiding the destabilizing effects of 

overly rapid change. 

Saudi foreign policy, for most of the existence of the modern Saudi 

state, has been characterized by a caution that has elevated indirectness 

into a special art form. For if the kingdom pursued a very forward 

policy, if it made itself the focal point of all disputes, it would be 

subjected to entreaties, threats, and blandishments by far more power

ful countries, the cumulative impact of which could endanger either 

independence or coherence. Instead, its authorities achieved security 
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and authority by remoteness; even in the midst of crises-sometimes 

while carrying out bold changes of course that would reverberate 

globally-they were almost invariably publicly withdrawn and de

tached. Saudi Arabia has obscured its vulnerability by opaqueness, 

masking uncertainty about the motivations of outsiders by a remote

ness equally impervious to eloquence and to threats. 

The kingdom maneuvered to keep itself .out of the forefront of con

frontation even when its resources sustained it, as was the case in the 

oil embargo in 1973, as well as the anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan of 

1979-89. It facilitated the peace process in the Middle East but left the 

actual negotiations to others. In this manner, the kingdom has navi

gated among the fixed poles of friendship for the United States, Arab 

loyalty, a puritanical interpretation of Islam, and consciousness of in

ternal and external danger. In an age of jihad, revolutionary upheavals, 

and a perceived American regional withdrawal, some of the oblique

ness has been set aside in favor of a more direct approach, making its 

hostility and fear of Shiite Iran explicit. 

No state in the Middle East has been more torn by the Islamist 

upheaval and the rise of revolutionary Iran than Saudi Arabia, divided 

between its formal allegiance to the Westphalian concepts that under

pin its security and international recognition as a legitimate sovereign 

state, the religious purism that informs its history, and the appeals of 

radical Islamism that impair its domestic cohesion (and indeed threat

ened the kingdom's survival during the seizure of the Grand Mosque 

of Mecca by fanatic Salafis in 1979). 

In 1989, one of the kingdom's disaffected sons, Osama bin Laden, 

returned from the anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan and proclaimed 

a new stmggle. Tracking Qutb's script, he and his followers founded a 

vanguard organization, al-Qaeda (the Base), from which to mount an 

omnidirectional jihad. Its "near" targets were the Saudi government 

and its regional partner states; its "far" enemy was the United States, 

which al-Qaeda reviled for supporting non-sharia-based state govern-
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ments in the Middle East and for supposedly defiling Islam by deploy

ing military personnel to Saudi Arabia during the 1990-91 Gulf War. 

In bin Laden's analysis, the struggle between the true faith and the 

infidel world was existential and already well under way. World injus

tice had reached a point where peaceful methods were useless; the re

quired tactic would be assassination and terrorism, which would strike 

fear into al-Qaeda's enemies both near and far and sap their will to 

resist. 

Al-Qaeda's ambitious campaign ,began with attacks on American 

and allied facilities in the Middle East and Africa. A 1993 attack on 

the World Trade Center displayed the organization's global ambitions. 

On September 11, 2001, the offensive reached its apogee by striking 

New York, the hub of the world financial system, and Washington, 

the political hub of American power. The deadliest terrorist attack yet 

experienced, the 9/11 assault killed 2,977 within minutes, nearly all 

civilians; thousands of others were injured in the attacks or suffered 

severe health complications. Osama bin Laden had preceded the attack 

with a proclamation of al-Qaeda's aims: The West and its influence 

were to be expelled from the Middle East. Governments in coopera

tive partnership with America were to be overthrown and their politi

cal structures-derided as illegitimate "paper statelets" formed for the 

convenience of Western powers-dissolved. A new Islamic caliphate 

would take their place, restoring Islam to its seventh-century glory. A 

war of world orders was declared. 

The battlefield of that conflict ran through the heart of Saudi 

Arabia, which eventually-after al-Qaeda mounted a failed attempt 

to overthrow the Al Saud dynasty in 2003-became one of the orga

nization's fiercest opponents. The attempt to find security within both 

the Westphalian and the Islamist orders worked for a time. Yet 'the 

great strategic error of the Saudi dynasty was to suppose, from roughly 

the 1960s until 2003, that it could support and even manipulate radical • 

Islamism abroad without threatening its own position at home. The 
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outbreak of a serious, sustained al-Qaeda insurgency in the kingdom 

in 2003 revealed the fatal flaw in this strategy, which the dynasty jet

tisoned in favor of an effective counterinsurgency campaign led by a 

prince of the younger generation, Prince Muhammad bin Nayif, now 

Saudi Interior Minister. Even so, the dynasty was at risk of being over

thrown. With the surge of jihadist currents in Iraq and Syria, the acu

men displayed in this campaign may again-be tested. 

Saudi Arabia has adopted a course as complex as the challenges 

facing it. The royal family has judged Saudi security and national 

interests to lie with constructive relations with the West and participa

tion in the global economy. Yet as the birthplace oflslam and protector 

of Islam's holiest places, Saudi Arabia cannot afford deviation from 

Islamic orthodoxy. It has attempted to co-opt radically resurgent 

Islamist universalism by a tenuous amalgam of modern statehood 

and Westphalian international relations grafted onto the practice of 

Wahhabism, perhaps the most fundamentalist version of the faith, and 

of subsidizing it internationally. The outcome has at times been inter

nally contradictory. Diplomatically Saudi Arabia has largely aligned 

itself with the United States while spiritually propagating a form of 

Islam at odds with modernity and implying a clash with the non

Muslim world. By financing madrassas (religious schools) preaching 

the austere Wahhabist creed throughout the world, the Saudis have 

not only carried out their Muslim duties but also taken a defensive 

measure by making its advocates act as missionaries abroad rather 

than within the kingdom. The project has had the unintended conse

quence of nurturing a jihadist fervor that would eventually menace 

the Saudi state itself and its allies. 

The kingdom's strategy of principled ambiguity worked so long as 

the Sunni states were largely governed by military regimes. But once 

al-Qaeda appeared on the scene, the ayatollahs' Iran established its 

leadership over a militant revolutionary camp across the region, and 

the Muslim Brotherhood threatened to take power in Egypt and else-
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where, Saudi Arabia found itself facing two forms of civil war in the 

Middle East, which its own proselytizing efforts had (however inad

vertently) helped to inflame: one between Muslim regimes that were 

members of the Westphalian state system and Islamists who consid

ered statehood and the prevailing institutions of international order an 

abomination to the Quran; and another between Shias and Sunnis 

across the region, with Iran and Saudi Arabia seen as leaders of the 

two opposing sides. 

This contest would unfold against the backdrop of two others, each 

posing its own tests for regional order: American military actions to 

oust the odious dictatorships in Iraq and Libya, accompanied by U.S. 

political pressures to bring about "the transformation of the Greater 

Middle East"; and the resurgence of Sunni-Shia rivalry, most devastat

ingly during the Iraq War and the Syrian conflict. In each of these, the 

parallel interests of Saudi Arabia and the United States have proved 

difficult to distill. 

As a matter of regional leadership, balance of power, and doctri

nal contention, Saudi Arabia considers itself threatened by Shia Iran, 

as both a religious and an imperial phenomenon. Saudi Arabia sees a 

Tehran-led archipelago of rising Shia power and influence running 

from Iran's Afghan border through Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon to the 

Mediterranean in confrontation with a Saudi-led Sunni order com

posed of Egypt, Jordan, the Gulf states, and the Arabian Peninsula, all 

in a wary partnership with Turkey. 

The American attitude toward Iran and Saudi Arabia therefore 

cannot be simply a balance-of-power calculation or a democratization 

issue; it must be shaped in the context of what is above all a religious 

struggle, already lasting a millennium, between two wings of Islam. 

The United States and its allies have to calibrate their conduct with 

care. For pressures unleashed in the region will affect the delicate lat

ticework of relationships underpinning the kingdom at its heart and 
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administering Islam's holiest places. An upheaval in Saudi Arabia 

would carry profound repercussions for the world economy, the future 

of the Muslim world, and world peace. In light of the experience with 

revolutions elsewhere in the Arab world, the United States cannot 

assume that a democratic opposition is waiting in the wings to govern 

Saudi Arabia by principles more congenial to Western sensibilities. 

America must distill a common understanding with a country that is 

the central eventual prize targeted by both the Sunni and the Shia ver

sions of jihad and whose efforts, however circuitous, will be essential 

in fostering a constructive regional evolution. 

To Saudi Arabia, the conflict with Iran is existential. It involves the 

survival of the monarchy, the legitimacy of the state, and indeed the 

future of Islam. To the extent that Iran continues to emerge as a 

potentially dominant power, Saudi Arabia at a minimum will seek 

to enhance its own power position to maintain the balance. Given 

the elemental issues involved, verbal reassurances will not suffice. 

Depending on the outcome of the Iranian nuclear negotiations, Saudi 

Arabia is likely to seek access to its own nuclear capability in some 

form-either by acquiring warheads from an existing nuclear power, 

preferably Islamic (like Pakistan), or by financing their development in 

some other country as an insurance policy. To the extent that Saudi 

Arabia judges America to be withdrawing from the region, it may 

well seek a regional order involving another outside power, perhaps 

China, India, or even Russia. The tensions, turmoil, and violence 

wracking the Middle East in the first two decades of the twenty-first 

century should therefore be understood as layers of civil and religious 

strife carried out in a contest to determine whether and how the region 

will relate to any larger concept of world order. Much depends on the 

United States' capacity, skill, and will to help shape an outcome that 

fulfills American interests and that Saudi Arabia and its allies con

sider compatible with their security and their principles. 
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The Decline of the State? 
Syria and Iraq-once beacons of nationalism for Arab countries

may lose their capacity to reconstitute themselves as unified Westpha

lian states. As their warring factions seek support from affiliated 

communities across the region and beyond, their strife jeopardizes the 

coherence of all neighboring countries. If multiple contiguous states at 

the heart of the Arab world are unable to establish legitimate gover

nance and consistent control over their territories, the post-World War I 

Middle East territorial settlement will have reached a terminal phase. 

The conflict in Syria and Iraq and the surrounding areas has thus 

become the symbol of an ominous new trend: the disintegration of 

statehood into tribal and sectarian units, some of them cutting across 

existing borders, in violent conflict with each other or manipulated by 

competing outside factions, observing no common rules other than 

the law of superior force-what Hobbes might have called the state of 

nature. 

In the wake of revolution or regime change, absent the establish

ment of a new authority accepted as legitimate by a decisive majority 

of the population, a multiplicity of disparate factions will continue to 

engage in open conflicts with perceived rivals for power; portions of 

the state may drift into anarchy or permanent rebellion, or merge with 

parts of another disintegrating state. The existing central government 

may prove unwilling or unable to reestablish authority over border re

gions or non-state entities such as Hezbollah, al-Qaeda, ISIL, and the 

Taliban. This has happened in Iraq, Libya, and, to a dangerous extent, 

Pakistan. 

Some states as presently constituted may not be governable in full 

except through methods of governance or social cohesion that Ameri

cans reject as illegitimate. These limitations can be overcome, in some 

cases, through evolutions toward a more liberal domestic system. Yet 

where factions within a state adhere to different concepts of world 
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order or consider themselves in an existential struggle for survival, 

American demands to call off the fight and assemble a democratic 

coalition government tend either to paralyze the incumbent govern

ment (as in the Shah's Iran) or to fall on deaf ears (the Egyptian 

government led by General Sisi-now heeding the lessons of its prede

cessors' overthrow by tacking away from a historic American alliance 

in favor of greater freedom of maneuver). In such conditions, America 

has to make the decision on the basis of what achieves the best combi

nation of security and morality, recognizing that both will be imper

fect. 

In Iraq, the dissolution of Saddam Hussein's brutal Sunni

dominated dictatorship generated pressures less for democracy than 

for revenge-which the various factions sought through the consolida

tion of their disparate forms of religion into autonomous units in effect 

at war with each other. In Libya, a vast country relatively thinly popu

lated and riven by sectarian divisions and feuding tribal groups-with 

no common history except Italian colonialism-the overthrow of the 

murderous dictator Qaddafi has had the practical effect of removing 

any semblance of national governance. Tribes and regions have armed 

themselves to secure self-rule or domination via autonomous militias. 

A provisional government in Tripoli has gained international recogni

tion but cannot exercise practical authority beyond city limits, if even 

that. Extremist groups have proliferated, propelling jihad into neigh

boring states-especially in Africa-armed with weapons from Qad

dafi's arsenals. 

When states are not governed in their entirety, the international or 

regional order itself begins to disintegrate. Blank spaces denoting law

lessness come to dominate parts of the map. The collapse of a state 

may turn its territory into a base for terrorism, arms supply, or sectar

ian agitation against neighbors. Zones of non-governance or jihad now 

stretch across the Muslim world, affecting Libya, Egypt, Yemen, Gaza, 

Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nigeria, Mali, Sudan, 
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and Somalia. When one also takes into account the agonies of Cen

tral Africa-where a generations-long Congolese civil war has drawn 

in all neighboring states, and conflicts in the Central African Republic 

and South Sudan threaten to metastasize similarly-a significant por

tion of the world's territory and population is on the verge of effectively 

falling out of the international state system altogether. 

As this void looms, the Middle East is caught in a confronta

tion akin to-but broader than-Europe's pre-Westphalian wars of 

religion. Domestic and international conflicts reinforce each other. 

Political, sectarian, tribal, territorial, ideological, and traditional 

national-interest disputes merge. Religion is "weaponized" in the ser

vice of geopolitical objectives; civilians are marked for extermination 

based on their sectarian affiliation. Where states are able to preserve 

their authority, they consider their authority without limits, justified 

by the necessities of survival; where states disintegrate, they become 

fields for the contests of surrounding powers in which authority too 

often is achieved through total disregard for human well-being and 

dignity. 

The conflict now unfolding is both religious and geopolitical. A 

Sunni bloc consisting of Saudi Arabia, the Gulf states, and to some 

extent Egypt and Turkey confronts a bloc led by Shia Iran, which 

backs Bashar al-Assad's portion of Syria, Nuri al-Maliki's central and 

southern Iraq, and the militias of Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas 

in Gaza. The Sunni bloc supports uprisings in Syria against Assad and 

in Iraq against Maliki; Iran aims for regional dominance by employ

ing non-state actors tied to Tehran ideologically in order to undermine 

the domestic legitimacy of its regional rivals. 

Participants in the contests search for outside support, particu

larly from Russia and the United States, in turn shaping the relations 

between them. Russia's goals are largely strategic, at a minimum 

to prevent Syrian and Iraqi jihadist groups from spreading into its ' 

Muslim territories and, on the larger global scale, to enhance its posi-
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tion vis-a-vis the United States (thereby reversing the results of the 

1973 war described earlier in this chapter). America's quandary is that 

it condemns Assad on moral grounds-correctly-but the largest 

contingent of his opponents are al-Qaeda and more extreme groups, 

which the United States needs to oppose strategically. Neither Russia 

nor the United States has been able to decide whether to cooperate or 

to maneuver against each other-though events in Ukraine may re

solve this ambivalence in the direction of Cold War attitudes. Iraq is 

contested between multiple camps--this time Iran, the West, and a 

variety of revanchist Sunni factions-as it has been many times in its 

history, with the same script played by different actors. 

After America's bitter experiences and under conditions so inhos

pitable to pluralism, it is tempting to let these upheavals run their 

course and concentrate on dealing with the successor states. But sev

eral of the potential successors have declared America and the West

phalian world order as principal enemies. 

In an era of suicide terrorisrn and proliferating weapons of mass 

destruction, the drift toward pan-regional sectarian confrontations 

must be deemed a threat to world stability warranting cooperative 

effort by all responsible powers, expressed in some acceptable defini

tion of at least regional order. If order cannot be established, vast areas 

risk being opened to anarchy and to forms of extremism that will 

spread organically into other regions. From this stark pattern the 

world awaits the distillation of a new regional order by America and 

other countries in a position to take a global view. 



CHAPTER 4 

The United States and Iran: 
Approaches to Order 

I N THE SPRING OF 2013, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, the Supreme 

Leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran-the figure then and now 

outranking all Iranian government ministers, including Iran's Presi

dent and Foreign Minister-delivered a speech to an international 

conference of Muslim clerics, lauding the onset of a new global revolu

tion. What elsewhere was called the "Arab Spring," he declared, was 

in fact an "Islamic Awakening" of world-spanning consequence. The 

West erred in assessing that the crowds of demonstrators represented 

the triumph of liberal democracy, Khamenei explained. The demon

strators would reject the "bitter and horrifying experience of following 

the West in politics, behavior and lifestyle" because they embodied the 

"miraculous fulfillment of divine promises": 

Today what lies in front of our eyes and cannot be denied by 

any informed and intelligent individual is that the world of 

Islam has now emerged out of the sidelines of social and 

political equations of the world, that it has found a promi

nent and outstanding position at the center of decisive global 
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events, and that it offers a fresh outlook on life, politics, gov

ermnent and social developments. 

In Khamenei's analysis, this reawakening oflslamic consciousness was 

opening the door to a global religious revolution that would finally 

vanquish the overbearing influence of the United States and its allies 

and bring an end to three centuries of Western primacy: 

Islamic Awakening, which speakers in the arrogant and reac

tionary camp do not even dare to mention in words, is a truth 

whose signs can be witnessed in almost all parts of the world 

of Islam. The most obvious sign of it is the enthusiasm of pub

lic opinion, especially among young people, to revive the glory 

and greatness of Islam, to become aware of the nature of the 

international order of domination and to remove the mask 

from the shameless, oppressive and arrogant face of the gov

ernments and centers that have been pressuring the Islamic 

and non-Islamic East. 

Following "the failure of communism and liberalism" and with the 

power and confidence of the West crumbling, the Islamic Awakening 

would reverberate across the world, Khamenei pledged, unifying the 

global Muslim ummah (the transnational community of believers) and 

restoring it to world centrality: 

This final goal cannot be anything less than creating a bril

liant Islamic civilization. All parts of the Islamic Ummah

in the form of different nations and countries-should 

achieve the civilizational position that has been specified 

in the Holy Quran ... Through religious faith, knowledge, 

ethics and constant struggle, Islamic civilization can gift 
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advanced thought and noble codes of behavior to the Islamic 

Ummah and to the entire humanity, and it can be the point of 

liberation from materialistic and oppressive outlooks and cor

rupt codes of behavior that form the pillars of current West

ern civilization. 

Khamenei had expatiated upon this topic previously. As he re

marked to an audience oflranian paramilitary forces in 2011, popular 

protests in the West spoke to a gl<;:>pal hunger for spirituality and 

legitimacy as exemplified by Iran's theocracy. A world revolution 

awaited: 

The developments in the U.S. and Europe suggest a massive 

change that the world will witness in the future ... Today the 

slogans of Egyptians and the Tunisians are being repeated in 

New York and California ... The Islamic Republic is cur

rently the focal point of the awakening movement of nations 

and this reality is what has upset the enemies. 

In any other region, such declarations would have been treated as a 

major revolutionary challenge: a theocratic figure wielding supreme 

spiritual and temporal power was, in a significant country, publicly 

embracing a project of constructing an alternative world order in 

opposition to the one being practiced by the world community. The 

Supreme Leader of contemporary Iran was declaring that universal 

religious principles, not national interests or liberal internationalism, 

would dominate the new world he prophesied. Had such sentiments 

been voiced by an Asian or a European leader, they would have been 

interpreted as a shocking global challenge. Yet thirty-five years of rep

etition had all but inured the world to the radicalism of these senti

ments and the actions backing them. On its part, Iran combined its 
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challenge to modernity with a millennial tradition of a statecraft of 

exceptional subtlety. 

The Tradition of Iranian Statecraft 
The first implementation of radical Islamist principles as a doc

trine of state power occurred in 1979, in a capital where it was least 

expected-in a country unlike the majority of Middle Eastern states, 

with a long and distinguished national history and a long-established 

reverence for its pre-Islamic past. So when Iran, an accepted state in 

the Westphalian system, turned itselfinto an advocate for radical Islam 

after the Ayatollah Khomeini revolution, the Middle East regional 

order was turned upside down. 

Of all the countries of the region, Iran has perhaps the most coher

ent sense of nationhood and the most elaborated tradition of national

interest-based statecraft. At the same time, Iran's leaders have 

traditionally reached far beyond the modern borders of Iran and have 

rarely had occasion to adhere to Westphalian concepts of statehood 

and sovereign equality. Iran's founding tradition was that of the Per

sian Empire, which, in a series of incarnations from the seventh cen

tury B.c. to the seventh century A.D., established its rule across much of 

the contemporary Middle East and portions of Central Asia, South

west Asia, and North Africa. With resplendent art and culture, a 

sophisticated bureaucracy experienced in administering far-flung 

provinces, and a vast multiethnic military steeled by successful cam

paigns in every direction, Persia saw itself as far more than one society 

among many. The Persian ideal of monarchy elevated its sovereign to 

quasi-divine status as a magnanimous overlord of peoples--the "King 

of Kings" dispensing justice and decreeing tolerance in exchange for 

peaceful political submission. 

The Persian imperial project, like classical China's, represented a 
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form of world ordering in which cultural and political achievements 

and psychological assurance played as great a role as traditional mili

tary conquests. The fifth-century B.c. Greek historian Herodotus 

described the self-confidence of a people that had absorbed the fin

est of all foreign customs-Median dress, Egyptian armor-and now 

regarded itself as the center of human achievement: 

Most of all they hold in honor themselves, then those who 

dwell next to themselves, and then those next to them, and so 

on, so that there is a progression in honor in relation to the 

distance. They hold least in honor those whose habitation is 

furthest from their own. This is because they think them

selves to be the best of mankind in everything and that others 

have a hold on virtue in proportion to their nearness; those 

that live furthest away are the most base. 

Roughly twenty-five hundred years later this sense of serene self

confidence had endured, as manifested in the text of an 1850 trade 

agreement between the United States and the Safavid Dynasty

which governed a curtailed but still expansive version of the Persian 

Empire consisting of Iran and significant portions of present-day Af

ghanistan, Iraq, Kuwait, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkey, and Turkmeni

stan. Even after the recent loss of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Dagestan, and 

eastern Georgia in two wars with the expanding Russian Empire, the 

Shah projected the assurance of the heir of Xerxes and Cyrus: 

The President of the United States of North America, and his 

Majesty as exalted as the Planet Saturn; the Sovereign to 

whom the Sun serves as a standard; whose splendor and ' 

magnificence are equal to that of the Skies; the Sublime Sov

ereign, the Monarch whose armies are as numerous as the 

Stars; whose greatness calls to mind that of Jeinshid; whose 
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magnificence equals that of Darius; the Heir of the Crown 

and Throne of the Kayanians, the Sublime Emperor of all 

Persia, being both equally and sincerely desirous of establish

ing relations of Friendship between the two Governments, 

which they wish to strengthen by a Treaty of Friendship and 

Commerce, reciprocally advantageous and useful to the Citi

zens and subjects of the two High contracting parties, have 

for this purpose named for their Plenipotentiaries ... 

At the intersection of East and West and administering provinces 

and dependencies stretching at their widest extent from modern-day 

Libya to Kyrgyzstan and India, Persia was either the starting point or 

the eventual target of nearly every major conqueror on the Eurasian 

landmass from antiquity to the Cold War. Through all these upheav

als, Persia-like China under roughly comparable circumstances

retained its distinct sense of identity. Expanding across vastly diverse 

cultures and regions, the Persian Empire adopted and synthesized 

their achievements into its own distinct concept of order. Submerged 

in waves of conquest by Alexander the Great, the early Islamic armies, 

and later the Mongols-· -shocks that all but erased the historical mem

ory and political autonomy of other peoples-Persia retained its con

fidence in its cultural superiority. It bowed to its conquerors as a 

temporary concession but retained its independence through its world

view, charting "great interior spaces" in poetry and mysticism and 

revering its connection with the heroic ancient rulers recounted in its 

epic Book of Kings. Meanwhile, Persia distilled its experience manag

ing all manner of territories and political challenges into a sophisti

cated canon of diplomacy placing a premium on endurance, shrewd 

analysis of geopolitical realities, and the psychological manipulation of 

adversaries. 

This sense of distinctness and adroit maneuver endured in the 

Islamic era, when Persia adopted the religion of its Arab conquerors 
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but, alone among the first wave of conquered peoples, insisted on re

taining its language and infusing the new order with the cultural 

legacies of the empire that Islam had just overthrown. Eventually, Per

sia became the demographic and cultural center of Shiism-first as a 

dissenting tradition under Arab rule, later as the state religion starting 

in the sixteenth century (adopted partly as a way to distinguish itself 

from and defy the growing Ottoman Empire at its borders, which was 

Sunni). In contrast to the majority Sunni interpretation, this branch of 

Islam stressed the mystical and ineffable qualities of religious truth 

and authorized "prudential dissimulation" in the service of the inter

ests of the faithful. In its culture, religion, and geopolitical outlook, 

Iran (as it called itself officially after 1935) had preserved the distinc

tiveness of its tradition and the special character of its regional role. 

The Khomeini Revolution 
The revolution against Iran's twentieth-century Shah Reza Pahlavi 

had begun (or at least had been portrayed to the West) as an antimonar

chical movement demanding democracy and economic redistribution. 

Many of its grievances were real, caused by the dislocations imposed by 

the Shah's modernization programs and the heavy-handed and arbi

trary tactics with which the government attempted to control dissent. 

But when, in 1979, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini returned from exile 

in Paris and Iraq to claim the role of the revolution's "Supreme Leader," 

he did so not on behalf of social programs or of democratic governance 

but in the name of an assault against the entire regional order and in

deed the institutional arrangements of modernity. 

The doctrine that took root in Iran under Khomeini was unlike 

anything that had been practiced in the West since the religious wars 

of the pre-Westphalian era. It conceived of the state not as a legitimate 

entity in its own right but as a weapon of convenience in a broader • 

religious struggle. The twentieth-century map of the Middle East, 
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Khomeini announced, was a false and un-Islamic creation of"imperi

alists'' and "tyrannical self-seeking rulers" who had "separated the 

various segments of the Islamic umma [community] from each other 

and artificially created separate nations." All contemporary political 

institutions in the Middle East and beyond were "illegitimate" because 

they "do not base themselves on divine law." Modern international 

relations based on procedural Westphalian principles rested on a false 

foundation because "the relations between nations should be based on 

spiritual grounds" and not on principles of national interest. 

In Khomeini's view-paralleling that of Qutb-an ideologically 

expansionist reading of the Quran pointed the way from these blas

phemies and toward the creation of a genuinely legitimate world order. 

The first step would be the overthrow of all the governments in the 

Muslim world and their replacement by "an Islamic government." 

Traditional national loyalties would be overridden because "it is the 

duty of all of us to overthrow the taghut; i.e., the illegitimate political 

powers that now rule the entire Islamic world." The founding of a 

truly Islamic political system in Iran would mark, as Khomeini de

clared upon the founding of the Islamic Republic of Iran on April 1, 

1979, "the First Day of God's Government." 

This entity would not be comparable to any other modern state. As 

Mehdi Bazargan, Khomeini's first appointee for the post of Prime 

Minister, told the New York Times, "What was wanted ... was a gov

ernment of the type seen during the 10 years of the rule of the Prophet 

Mohammed and the five years under his son-in-law, Ali, the first 

Shiite Imam." When government is conceived of as divine, dissent 

will be treated as blasphemy, not political opposition. Under Kho

meini, the Islamic Republic carried out those principles, beginning 

with a wave of trials and executions and a systematic repression of 

minority faiths far exceeding what had occurred under the Shah's au

thoritarian regime. 

Amidst these upheavals a new paradox took shape, in the form of 
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a dualistic challenge to international order. With Iran's revolution, an 

Islamist movement dedicated to overthrowing the Westphalian system 

gained control over a modern state and asserted its "Westphalian" 

rights and privileges-taking up its seat at the United Nations, con

ducting its trade, and operating its diplomatic apparatus. Iran's clerical 

regime thus placed itself at the intersection of two world orders, arro

gating the formal protections of the Westphalian system even while 

repeatedly proclaiming that it did not believe in it, would not be bound 

by it, and intended ultimately to replac;e it. 

This duality has been ingrained in Iran's governing doctrine. Iran 

styles itself as "the Islamic Republic," implying an entity whose au

thority transcends territorial demarcations, and the Ayatollah heading 

the Iranian power structure (first Khomeini, then his successor, Ali 

Khamenei) is conceived of not simply as an Iranian political figure but 

as a global authority-"the Supreme Leader of the Islamic Revolu

tion" and "the Leader of the Islamic Ummah and Oppressed People." 

The Islamic Republic announced itself on the world stage with a 

massive violation of a core principle of the Westphalian international 

system-diplomatic immunity-by storming the American Embassy 

in Tehran and holding its staff hostage for 444 days (an act affirmed 

by the current Iranian government, which in 2014 appointed the 

hostage takers' translator to serve as its ambassador at the United 

Nations). In a similar spirit, in 1989, Ayatollah Khomeini claimed 

global juridical authority in issuing a fatwa (religious proscription) 

pronouncing a death sentence on Salman Rushdie, a British citizen of 

Indian Muslim descent, for his publication of a book in Britain and 

the United States deemed offensive to Muslims. 

Even while simultaneously conducting normal diplomatic relations 

with the countries whose territory these groups have in part arrogated, 

Iran in its Islamist aspect has supported organizations such as Hezbol

lah in Lebanon and the Mahdi Army in Iraq-non-state militias 
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challenging established authorities and employing terror attacks as 

part of their strategy. Tehran's imperative of Islamic revolution has 

been interpreted to permit cooperation across the Sunni-Shia divide to 

advance broader anti-Western interests, including Iran's arming of the 

Sunni jihadist group Hamas against Israel and, according to some re

ports, the Taliban in Afghanistan; the report of the 9/11 Commission 

and investigations of a 2013 terrorist plot in Canada suggested that al

Qaeda operatives had found scope to operate from Iran as well. 

On the subject of the need to overthrow the existing world order, 

Islamists on both sides-Sunni and Shia-have been in general agree

ment. However intense the Sunni-Shia doctrinal divide erupting 

across the Middle East in the early twenty-first century, Sayyid Qutb's 

views were essentially identical to those put forward by Iran's political 

ayatollahs. Qutb's premise that Islam would reorder and eventually 

dominate the world struck a chord with the men who recast Iran into 

the fount of religious revolution. Qutb's works circulate widely in Iran, 

some personally translated by Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. As Khamenei 

wrote in his 1967 introduction to Qutb's work, The Future of This 

Religion: 

This lofty and great author has tried in the course of the 

chapters of this book ... to first introduce the essence of the 

faith as it is and then, after showing that it is a program of 

living ... [to confirm] with his eloquent words and his par

ticular world outlook that ultimately world government shall 

be in the hands of our school and "the future belongs to 

Islam." 

For Iran, representing the minority Shia branch of this endeavor, 

victory could be envisioned through the sublimation of doctrinal dif

ferences for shared aims. Toward this end, the Iranian constitution 
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proclaims the goal of the unification of all Muslims as a national obli

gation: 

In accordance with the sacred verse of the Qur'an ("This your 

community is a single community, and I am your Lord, so 

worship Me" [21:92]), all Muslims form a single nation, and 

the government of the Islamic Republic of Iran has the duty 

of formulating its general policies with a view to cultivating 

the friendship and unity of all Muslim peoples, and it must 

constantly strive to bring about the political, economic, and 

cultural unity of the Islamic world. 

The emphasis would be not on theological disputes but on ideo

logical conquest. As Khomeini elaborated, "We must strive to export 

our Revolution throughout the world, and must abandon all idea of 

not doing so, for not only does Islam refuse to recognize any difference 

between Muslim countries, it is the champion of all oppressed people." 

This would require an epic struggle against "America, the global 

plunderer," and the Communist materialist societies of Russia and 

Asia, as well as "Zionism, and Israel." 

Khomeini and his fellow Shia revolutionaries have differed from 

Sunni Islamists, however-and this is the essence of their fratricidal 

rivalry-in proclaiming that global upheaval would be capped with 

the coming of the Mahdi, who would return from "occultation" (being 

present though not visible) to assume the sovereign powers that the 

Supreme Leader of the Islamic Republic temporarily exercises in the 

Mahdi's place. Iranian then President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad con

sidered this principle sufficiently settled to put it before the United 

Nations in an address on September 27, 2007: 

Without any doubt, the Promised One who is the ultimate 

Savior, will come. In the company of all believers, justice-
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seekers and benefactors, he will establish a bright future and 

fill the world with justice and beauty. This is the promise of 

God; therefore it will be fulfilled. 

The peace envisaged by such a concept has as its prereqms1te, 

as President Ahmadinejad wrote to President George W. Bush in 

2006, a global submission to correct religious doctrine. Ahmadinejad's 

letter (widely interpreted in the West as an overture to negotiations) 

concluded with "Vasalam Ala Man Ataba'al hoda," a phrase left 

untranslated in the version released to the public: "Peace only unto 

those who follow the true path." This was the identical admonition 

sent in the seventh century by the Prophet Muhammad to the emper

ors of Byzantium and Persia, soon to be attacked by the Islamic 

holy war. 

For decades Western observers have sought to pinpoint the "root 

causes" of such sentiments, convincing themselves that the more ex

treme statements are partly metaphorical and that a renunciation of 

policy or of past Western conduct-such as American and British in

terference in Iranian domestic politics in the 1950s-might open the 

door to reconciliation. Yet revolutionary Islamism has not, up to now, 

manifested itself as a quest for international cooperation as the West 

understands the term; nor is the Iranian clerical regime best inter

preted as an aggrieved postcolonial independence movement waiting 

hopefully for demonstrations of American goodwill. Under the ayatol

lahs' concept of policy, the dispute with the West is not a matter of 

specific technical concessions or negotiating formulas but a contest 

over the nature of world order. 

Even at a moment hailed in the West as auguring a new spirit of 

conciliation-after the completion of an interim agreement on Iran's • 

nuclear program with the five permanent members of the Security 

Council plus Germany-the Iranian Supreme Leader, Khamenei, de

clared in January 2014: 
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By dressing up America's face, some individuals are trying to 

remove the ugliness, the violence and terror from this face 

and introduce America's government to the Iranian people as 

being affectionate and humanitarian . . . How can you 

change such an ugly and criminal face in front of the Iranian 

people with makeup? ... Iran will not violate what it agreed 

to. But the Americans are enemies of the Islamic Revolution, 

they are enemies of the Islamic Republic, they are enemies 

of this flag that you have raised. '"' 

Or, as Khamenei put it somewhat more delicately in a speech to Iran's 

Guardian Council in September 2013, "When a wrestler is wrestling 

with an opponent and in places shows flexibility for technical reasons, 

let him not forget who his opponent is." 

Tttis STATE OF AFFAIRS is not inevitably permanent. Among the 

states in the Middle East, Iran has perhaps the most coherent experi

ence of national greatness and the longest and subtlest strategic tradi

tion. It has preserved its essential culture for three thousand years, 

sometimes as an expanding empire, for many centuries by the skilled 

manipulation of surrounding elements. Before the ayatollahs' revolu

tion, the West's interaction with Iran had been cordial and cooperative 

on both sides, based on a perceived parallelism of national interests. 

(Ironically, the ayatollahs' ascent to power was aided in its last stages by 

America's dissociation from the existing regime, on the mistaken be

lief that the looming change would accelerate the advent of democracy 

and strengthen U.S.-Iranian ties.) 

The United States and the Western democracies should be open 'to 

fostering cooperative relations with Iran. What they must not do is 

base such a policy on projecting their own domestic experience as in

evitably or automatically relevant to other societies', especially Iran's. 
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They must allow for the possibility that the unchanged rhetoric of a 

generation is based on conviction rather than posturing and will have 

had an impact on a significant number of the Iranian people. A change 

of tone is not necessarily a return to normalcy, especially where defini

tions of normalcy differ so fundamentally. It includes as well-and 

more likely-the possibility of a change in tactics to reach essentially 

unchanged goals. The United States should be open to a genuine rec

onciliation and make substantial efforts to facilitate it. Yet for such an 

effort to succeed, a clear sense of direction is essential, especially on the 

key issue of Iran's nuclear program. 

Nuclear Proliferation and Iran 
The future of Iranian-American relations will-at least in the 

short run-depend on the resolution of an ostensibly technical mili

tary issue. As these pages are being written, a potentially epochal shift 

in the region's military balance and its psychological equilibrium may 

be taking place. It has been ushered in by Iran's rapid progress toward 

the status of a nuclear weapons state amidst a negotiation between it 

and the permanent members of the UN Security Council plus Ger

many (the PS+l). Though couched in terms of technical and scientific _ 

capabilities, the issue is at heart about international order-about the 

ability of the international community to enforce its demands against 

sophisticated forms of rejection, the permeability of the global nonpro

liferation regime, and the prospects for a nuclear arms race in the 

world's most volatile region. 

The traditional balance of power emphasized military and indus

trial capacity. A chan~e in it could be achieved only gradually or by 

conquest. The modern balance of power reflects the level of a society's • 

scientific development and can be threatened dramatically by develop

ments entirely within the territory of a state. No conquest could have 

increased Soviet military capacity as much as the breaking of the 
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American nuclear monopoly in 1949. Similarly, the spread of deliver

able nuclear weapons is bound to affect regional balances-and the 

international order-dramatically and to evoke a series of escalating 

counteractions. 

All Cold War American administrations were obliged to design 

their international strategies in the context of the awe-inspiring calculus 

of deterrence: the knowledge that nuclear war would involve casual

ties of a scale capable of threatening civilized life. They were haunted as 

well by the awareness that a demonstr~ted willingness to run the risk

at least up to a point-was essential if the world was not to be turned 

over to ruthless totalitarians. Deterrence held in the face of these paral

lel nightmares because only two nuclear superpowers existed. Each 

made comparable assessments of the perils to it from the use of nuclear 

weapons. But as nuclear weapons spread into more and more hands, the 

calculus of deterrence grows increasingly ephemeral and deterrence less 

and less reliable. In a widely proliferated world, it becomes ever more 

difficult to decide who is deterring whom and by what calculations. 

Even if it is assumed that proliferating nuclear countries make the 

same calculus of survival as the established ones with respect to initiat

ing hostilities against each other-an extremely dubious judgment

new nuclear weapons states may undermine international order in 

several ways. The complexity of protecting nuclear arsenals and instal

lations (and building the sophisticated warning systems possessed by 

the advanced nuclear states) may increase the risk of preemption by 

tilting incentives toward a surprise attack. They can also be used as a 

shield to deter retaliation against the militant actions of non-state 

groups. Nor could nuclear powers ignore nuclear war on their door

steps. Finally, the experience with the "private" proliferation network 

of technically friendly Pakistan with North Korea, Libya, and Iran 

demonstrates the vast consequences to international order of the spread 

of nuclear weapons, even when the proliferating country does not meet 

the formal criteria of a rogue state. 
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Three hurdles have to be overcome in acqumng a deployable 

nuclear weapons capability: the acquisition of delivery systems, the 

production of fissile material, and the building of warheads. For deliv

ery systems, there exists a substantially open market in France, Russia, 

and to some extent China; it requires primarily financial resources. 

Iran has already acquired the nucleus of a delivery system and can 

add to it at its discretion. The knowledge of how to build warheads 

is not esoteric or difficult to discover, and their construction is rela

tively easy to hide. The best--perhaps the only-way to prevent the 

emergence of a nuclear weapons capability is to inhibit the develop

ment of a uranium-enrichment process. The indispensable component 

for this process is the device of centrifuges-the machines that pro

duce enriched uranium. (Plutonium enrichment must also be pre

vented and is part of the same negotiation.) 

The United States and the other permanent members of the UN 

Security Council have been negotiating for over ten years through two 

administrations of both parties to prevent the emergence of such a 

capability in Iran. Six UN Security Council resolutions since 2006 

have insisted that Iran suspend its nuclear-enrichment program. Three 

American presidents of both parties, every permanent member of the 

UN Security Council (including China and Russia) plus Germany, 

and multiple International Atomic Energy Agency reports and resolu

tions have all declared an Iranian nuclear weapon unacceptable and 

demanded an unconditional halt to Iranian nuclear enrichment. No 

option was to be "off the table"-in the words of at least two Ameri

can presidents-in pursuit of that goal. 

The record shows steadily advancing Iranian nuclear capabilities 

taking place while the Western position has been progressively softened. 

As Iran has ignored UN resolutions and built centrifuges, the West 

has put forward a series of proposals of increasing permissiveness

from insisting that Iran terminate its uranium enrichment permanently 

(2004); to allowing that Iran might continue some enrichment at low-
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enriched uranium (LEU) levels, less than 20 percent (2005); to proposing 

that Iran ship the majority of its LEU out of the country so that France 

and Russia could turn it into fuel rods with 20 percent enriched uranium 

(2009); to a proposal allowing Iran to keep enough of its own 20 percent 

enriched uranium to run a research reactor while suspending operations 

at its Fordow facility of centrifuges capable of making more (2013). For

dow itself was once a secret site; when discovered, it became the subject 

of Western demands that it close entirely. Now Western proposals sug

gest that activity at it be suspended, 'Yith safeguards making it difficult 

to restart. When the PS+l first formed in 2006 to coordinate the posi

tions of the international community, its negotiators insisted that Iran 

halt fuel-cycle activities before negotiations could proceed; in 2009, this 

condition was dropped. Faced with this record, Iran has had little incen

tive to treat any proposal as final. With subtlety and no little daring, it 

has at each stage cast itself as less interested in a solution than the world's 

combined major powers and invited them to make new concessions. 

When the negotiations started in 2003, Iran had 130 centrifuges. At 

this writing, it has deployed approximately 19,000 (though only half are 

in use). At the beginning of the negotiations, Iran was not able to pro

duce any fissile material; in the November 2013 interim agreement, Iran 

acknowledged that it possessed seven tons of low-grade enriched ura

nium that, with the numbers of centrifuges Iran possesses, can be trans

formed into weapons-grade material in a number of months (enough for 

seven to ten Hiroshima-type bombs). In the interim agreement, Iran 

promised to give up about half of its 20 percent enriched uranium but 

through a circuitous route; it pledged to convert it into a form from 

which it can easily be reconverted to its original status, and it has re

tained the means to do so. In any event, with the number of centrifuges 

now in Iran's possession, the 20 percent stage is less significant because 

uranium enriched to 5 percent (the threshold claimed to be a nego

tiations achievement) can be enriched to weapons grade in a matter of 

months. 
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The attitude of the negotiators of the two sides reflected different 

perceptions of world order. The Iranian negotiators conveyed to their 

opposite numbers that they would not be deterred from pursuing their 

course even at the risk of an attack on Iran's nuclear facilities. The 

Western negotiators were convinced (and, underscoring their commit

ment to peace and diplomacy, periodically referred to this conviction) 

that the consequences of a military attack on Irah dwarfed the risks of 

a growth in the Iranian nuclear capability. They were reinforced in 

their calculations by the mantra of professionals: that every deadlock 

needs to be broken by a new proposal, the responsibility for which they 

assumed. For the West, the central question was whether a diplomatic 

solution could be found or whether military measures would be neces

sary. In Iran, the nuclear issue was treated as one aspect of a general 

struggle over regional order and ideological supremacy, fought in a 

range of arenas and territories with methods spanning the spectrum 

of war and peace-military and paramilitary operations, diplomacy, 

formal negotiation, propaganda, political subversion-in fluid and 

mutually reinforcing combination. In this context, the quest for an 

agreement must contend with the prospect that Tehran will be at least 

exploring a strategy of relaxing tensions just enough to break the sanc

tions regime but retaining a substantial nuclear infrastructure and a 

maximum freedom of action to turn it into a weapons program later. 

The process resulted in the November 2013 interim agreement, in 

which Iran agreed to a qualified, temporary suspension of enrichment 

in return for a lifting of some of the international sanctions imposed 

on it for its defiance of UN Security Council demands. But because 

Iranian enrichment was permitted to continue for the six months of 

the interim agreement, its continuation as well as the implementation 

of more comprehensive restrictions will merge with the deadline to 

complete the overall agreement. The practical consequence has been 

the de facto acceptance of an Iranian enrichment program, leaving 

unresolved (but only on the Western side) its scale. 
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Negotiations for a permanent agreement are in process at this writ

ing. While the terms-or whether any are achievable-are not yet 

known, it is clear that they will be, like so many issues in the Middle 

East, about "red lines." Will the Western negotiators (operating via the 

PS+l) insist that the red line be at the enrichment capability, as the UN 

resolutions have insisted? This would be a formidable task. Iran would 

need to reduce its centrifuges to a level consistent with the plausible 

requirements of a civilian nuclear program, as well as destroy or moth

ball the remainder. Such an outco~,e, whose practical effect is the 

abandonment of a military nuclear program by Iran, would open the 

prospect of a fundamental change in the West's relationship with Iran, 

particularly if it was linked to a consensus that the two sides would 

work to curtail both the Sunni and Shia waves of militant extremism 

now threatening the region. 

In view of the Iranian Supreme Leader's repeated declarations that 

Iran would give up no capability it already possesses-statements reit

erated by a panoply of senior Iranian officials-the Iranian emphasis 

seems to have shifted to moving the red line to the production of war

heads, or to curtailing its centrifuges to a level that still leaves a sub

stantial margin for a military nuclear program. Under such a scheme 

Iran would enshrine in an international agreement its Supreme Lead

er's alleged fatwa against building nuclear weapons (a ruling that has 

never been published or seen by anyone outside the Iranian power 

structure); it would pledge to the PS+ I not to build nuclear weapons, 

and grant inspection rights to observe compliance. The practical effect 

of such undertakings would depend on the amount of time it would 

take Iran to build a weapon after it abrogated or broke such an agree

ment. In view of the fact that Iran managed to build two secret enrich

ment plants while under international inspection, this breakout 

estimate would have to consider the possibility of undisclosed viola

tions. An agreement must not leave Iran as a "virtual" nuclear power

a country that can become a military nuclear power in a time frame 
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shorter than any non-nuclear neighbor could match or any nuclear 

power could reliably prevent. 

Iran has brought exceptional skill and consistency to bear on its 

proclaimed goal of undermining the Middle East state system and 

ejecting Western influence from the region. Whether Iran were to 

build and test a nuclear weapon in the near term or "merely" retain 

the capability to do so within months of choosing to do so, the implica

tions on regional and global order will be comparable. Even if Iran 

were to stop at a virtual nuclear weapons capability, it will be seen to 

have achieved this level in defiance of the most comprehensive interna

tional sanctions ever imposed on any country. The temptations of 

Iran's geostrategic rivals-such as Turkey, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia

to develop or purchase their own nuclear programs to match the Ira

nian capability will become irresistible. The risk of an Israeli preemptive 

attack would rise significantly. As for Iran, having withstood sanc

tions in developing a nuclear weapons capability, it will gain prestige, 

new powers of intimidation, and enhanced capacity to act with con

ventional weapons or non-nuclear forms of unconventional war. 

It has been argued that a new approach to U.S.-lranian relations 

will develop out of the nuclear negotiations, which will compensate for 

the abandonment of historic Western positions. The example of Amer

ica's relationship with China is often cited to this effect, because it 

moved from hostility to mutual acceptance and even cooperation in a 

relatively short period of time in the 1970s. Iran may be prepared, it is 

sometimes said, to constrain the diplomatic use of its virtual nuclear 

military program in exchange for the goodwill and strategic coopera

tion of the United States. 

The comparison is not apt. China was facing forty-two Soviet divi

sions on its northern border after a decade of escalating mutual hostil

ity and Chinese internal turmoil. It had every reason to explore an 

alternative international system in which to anchor itself. No such in

centive is self-evident in Iranian-Western relations. In the past decade, 
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Iran has witnessed the removal of two of its most significant adversar

ies, the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and Saddam Hussein's Iraq

ironically by American action-and it has deepened its influence and 

its military role in Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq. Two of its principal com

petitors for regional influence, Egypt and Saudi Arabia, have been 

preoccupied by internal challenges even as Iran has moved swiftly and 

apparently successfully to crush its internal opposition following a 

2009 pro-democracy uprising. Its leaders have largely been welcomed 

into international respectability witho,4t committing to any major sub

stantive change in policy and courted by Western companies for in

vestment opportunities even while sanctions are still in place. Ironically, 

the rise of Sunni jihadism along Iran's frontiers may produce second 

thoughts in Iran. But it is equally plausible that Tehran regards the 

strategic landscape as shifting in its favor and its revolutionary course 

as being vindicated. Which option Iran chooses will be determined by 

its own calculations, not American preconceptions. 

Until this writing, Iran and the West have attached different mean

ings to the concept of negotiation. While American and European 

negotiators were speaking with cautious optimism about prospects for 

a nuclear agreement and exercising utmost restraint in their public 

statements in hopes of fostering a favorable atmosphere, Ayatollah 

Khamenei described the nuclear talks as part of an eternal religious 

struggle in which negotiation was a form of combat and compromise 

was forbidden. As late as May 2014, with six weeks remaining in the 

interim agreement period, the Iranian Supreme Leader was reported 

to have described the nuclear talks as follows: 

The reason for the emphasis placed on the continuation of 

combat, is not because of the war-mongering of the Islamic 

establishment. It is only rational that for crossing a region 

filled with pirates, one should fully equip themselves and be 

motivated and capable of defending themselves. 
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Under such circumstances, we have no option but to con

tinue combat and allow the idea of combat to rule all domes

tic and foreign affairs of the country. Those who seek to 

promote concession-making and surrendering to bullies and 

accuse the Islamic establishment of warmongering are indeed 

committing treason. 

All the officials in the country in the field of economy, 

science, culture, policy-making, lawmaking and foreign 

negotiations should be aware that they are fighting and are 

continuing the combat for the establishment and survival of 

the Islamic system ... Jihad is never-ending because Satan 

and the satanic front will exist eternally. 

For nations, history plays the role that character confers on human 

beings. In Iran's proud and rich history, one can distinguish three dif

ferent approaches to international order. There was the policy of the 

state preceding the Khomeini revolution: vigilant in protecting its bor

ders, respectful of other nations' sovereignties, willing to participate in 

alliances-in effect, pursuing its national interests by Westphalian 

principles. There is also the tradition of empire, which viewed Iran as 

the center of the civilized world and which sought to eliminate the 

autonomy of its surrounding countries as far as its power could reach. 

Finally, there is the Iran of jihad described in the preceding pages. 

From which of these traditions does the changed comportment of 

some high-ranking Iranian officials draw its inspiration? If we assume 

a fundamental change, what brought it about? Is the conflict psycho

logical or strategic? Will it be resolved by a change in attitude or a 

modification of policy? And if the latter, what is the modification that 

should be sought? Can the two countries' views of world order be 

reconciled? Or will the world have to wait until jihadist pressures fade, 

as they disappeared earlier in the Ottoman Empire as a result of a 

change in power dynamics and domestic priorities? On the answer to 
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these questions depends the future of U.S.-Iranian relations and per

haps the peace of the world. 

In principle, the United States should be prepared to reach a 

geopolitical understanding with Iran on the basis of Westphalian 

principles of nonintervention and develop a compatible concept of re

gional order. Until the Khomeini revolution, Iran and the United 

States had been de facto allies based on a hard-nosed assessment of the 

national interest by American presidents from both parties. Iranian 

and American national interests were,.treated by both sides as parallel. 

Both opposed the domination of the region by a superpower, which 

during that period was the Soviet Union. Both were prepared to rely 

on principles of respect for other sovereignties in their policy toward 

the region. Both favored the economic development of the region

even when it did not proceed on an adequately broad front. From the 

American point of view, there is every reason to reestablish such a 

relationship. The tension in Iranian-American relations has resulted 

from Tehran's adoption of jihadist principles and rhetoric together 

with direct assaults on American interests and views of international 

order. 

How Iran synthesizes its complex legacies will be driven in large 

part by internal dynamics; in a country of such cultural and political 

intricacy, these may be unpredictable to outside observers and not sub

ject to direct influence by foreign threats or blandishments. But what

ever face Iran presents to the outside world, it does not alter the reality 

that Iran needs to make a choice. It must decide whether it is a country 

or a cause. The United States should be open to a cooperative course 

and encourage it. Yet the ingenuity and determination of Western 

negotiators, while a necessary component of this evolution, will not be 

sufficient to secure it. Abandonment by Iran of support for such groups 

as Hezbollah would be an important and necessary step in reestablish

ing a constructive pattern of bilateral relations. The test will be whether 
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Iran interprets the chaos along its frontiers as a threat or as an oppor

tunity to fulfill millennial hopes. 

The United States needs to develop a strategic view of the process 

in which it is engaged. Administration spokesmen explaining the re

duced American role in the Middle East have described a vision of an 

equilibrium of Sunni states (and perhaps Israel) balancing Iran. Even 

were such a constellation to come to pass, it·could only be sustained by 

an active American foreign policy. For the balance of power is never 

static; its components are in constant flux. The United States would be 

needed as a balancer for the foreseeable future. The role of balancer is 

best carried out if America is closer to each of the contending forces 

than they are to each other, and does not let itself be lured into under

writing either side's strategy, particularly at the extremes. Pursuing its 

own strategic objectives, the United States can be a crucial factor

perhaps the crucial factor-in determining whether Iran pursues the 

path of revolutionary Islam or that of a great nation legitimately and 

importantly lodged in the Westphalian system of states. But America 

can fulfill that role only on the basis of involvement, not of withdrawal. 

Vision and Reality 
The issue of peace in the Middle East has, in recent years, focused 

on the highly technical subject of nuclear weapons in Iran. There is no 

shortcut around the imperative of preventing their appearance. But it 

is well to recall periods when other seemingly intractable crises in the 

Middle East were given a new dimension by fortitude and vision. 

Between 1967 and 1973, there had been two Arab-Israeli wars, 

two American military alerts, an invasion of Jordan by Syria, a massive 

American airlift into a war zone, multiple hijackings of airliners, and 

the breaking of diplomatic relations with the United States by most 

Arab countries. Yet it was followed by a peace process that yielded 
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three Egyptian-Israeli agreements (culminating in a peace treaty in 

1979); a disengagement agreement with Syria in 1974 (which has lasted 

four decades, despite the Syrian civil war); the Madrid Conference in 

1991, which restarted the peace process; the Oslo agreement between 

the PLO and Israel in 1993; and a peace treaty between Jordan and 

Israel in 1994. 

These goals were reached because three conditions were met: an 

active American policy; the thwarting of designs seeking to establish a 

regional order by imposing univer--sa.list principles through violence; 

and the emergence of leaders with a vision of peace. 

Two events in my experience symbolize that vision. In 1981, during 

his last visit to Washington, President Sadat invited me to come to Egypt 

the following spring for the celebration when the Sinai Peninsula 

would be returned to Egypt by Israel. Then he paused for a moment 

and said, "Don't come for the celebration-it would be too hurtful to 

Israel. Come six months later, and you and I will drive to the top of 

Mount Sinai together, where I plan to build a mosque, a church, and a 

synagogue, to symbolize the need for peace." 

Yitzhak Rabin, once chief of staff of the Israeli army, was Prime 

Minister during the first political agreement ever between Israel and 

Egypt in 1975, and then again when he and former Defense Minister, 

now Foreign Minister, Shimon Peres negotiated a peace agreement 

with Jordan in 1994. On the occasion of the Israeli-Jordanian peace 

agreement, in July 1994 Rabin spoke at a joint session of the U.S. Con

gress together with King Hussein of Jordan: 

Today we are embarking on a battle which has no dead and 

no wounded, no blood and no anguish. This is the only battle 

which is a pleasure to wage: the battle of peace ... 

In the Bible, our Book of Books, peace is mentioned in its 

various idioms, two hundred and thirty-seven times. In the 
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Bible, from which we draw our values and our strength, in 

the Book of Jeremiah, we find a lamentation for Rachel the 

Matriarch. It reads: 

"Refrain your voice from weeping, and your eyes from 

tears: for their work shall be rewarded, says the Lord." 

I will not refrain from weeping for those who are gone. But 

on this summer day in Washington, fai from home, we sense 

that our work will be rewarded, as the Prophet foretold. 

Both Sadat and Rabin were assassinated. But their achievements 

and inspiration are inextinguishable. 

Once again, doctrines of violent intimidation challenge the hopes 

for world order. But when they are thwarted-and nothing less will 

do-there may come a moment similar to what led to the break

throughs recounted here, when vision overcame reality. 



CHAPTERS 

The Multiplicity of Asia 

Asia and Europe: Different 
Concepts of Balance of Power 

The term "Asia" ascribes a deceptive coherence to a disparate re

gion. Until the arrival of modern Western powers, no Asian language 

had a word for "Asia"; none of the peoples of what are now Asia's 

nearly fifty sovereign states conceived of themselves as inhabiting a 

single "continent" or region requiring solidarity with all the others. As 

"the East," it has never been clearly parallel to "the West." There has 

been no common religion, not even one splintered into different 

branches as is Christianity in the West. Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, 

and Christianity all thrive in different parts of Asia. There is no 

memory of a common empire comparable to that of Rome. Across 

Northeast, East, Southeast, South, and Central Asia, prevailing major 

ethnic, linguistic, religious, social, and cultural differences have been 

deepened, often bitterly, by the wars of modern history. 

The political and economic map of Asia illustrates the region's com-
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plex tapestry. It comprises industrially and technologically advanced 

countries in Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Singapore, with econo

mies and standards of living rivaling those of Europe; three countries 

of continental scale in China, India, and Russia; two large archipela

goes (in addition to Japan), the Philippines and Indonesia, composed of 

thousands of islands and standing astride the main sea-lanes; three 

ancient nations with populations approxirpating those of France or 

Italy in Thailand, Vietnam, and Myanmar; huge Australia and pasto

ral New Zealand, with largely European-descended populations; 

and North Korea, a Stalinist family dictatorship bereft of indus

try and technology except for a nuclear weapons program. A large 

Muslim-majority population prevails across Central Asia, Afghani

stan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, and Indonesia, and sizeable 

Muslim minorities exist in India, China, Myanmar, Thailand, and the 

Philippines. 

The global order during the nineteenth century and the first half 

of the twentieth century was predominantly European, designed to 

maintain a rough balance of power between the major European 

countries. Outside their own continent, the European states built colo

nies and justified their actions under various versions of their so-called 

civilizing mission. From the perspective of the twenty-first century, in 

which Asian nations are rising in wealth, power, and confidence, it 

may seem improbable that colonialism gained such force or that its 

institutions were treated as a normal mechanism of international life. 

Material factors alone cannot explain it; a sense of mission and intan

gible psychological momentum also played a role. 

The pamphlets and treatises of the colonial powers from the dawn 

of the twentieth century reveal a remarkable arrogance, to the effect 

that they were entitled to shape a world order by their maxims. Ac

counts of China or India condescendingly defined a European mission 

to educate traditional cultures to higher levels of civilization. European 
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administrators with relatively small staffs redrew the borders of an

cient nations, oblivious that this might be an abnormal, unwelcome, or 

illegitimate development. 

At the dawn of what is now called the modern age in the fifteenth 

century, a confident, fractious, territorially divided West had set sail to 

reconnoiter the globe and to improve, exploit, and "civilize" the lands 

it came upon. It impressed upon the peoples it encountered views 

of religion, science, commerce, governance, and diplomacy shaped 

by the Western historical experience,,,,which it took to be the capstone 

of human achievement. 

The West expanded with the familiar hallmarks of colonialism

avariciousness, cultural chauvinism, lust for glory. But it is also true 

that its better elements tried to lead a kind of global tutorial in an in

tellectual method that encouraged skepticism and a body of political 

and diplomatic practices ultimately including democracy. It all but en

sured that, after long periods of subjugation, the colonized peoples 

would eventually demand-and achieve-self-determination. Even 

during their most brutal depredations, the expansionist powers put 

forth, especially in Britain, a vision that at some point conquered peo

ples would begin to participate in the fruits of a common global sys

tem. Finally recoiling from the sordid practice of slavery, the West 

produced what no other slaveholding civilization had: a global aboli

tion movement based on a conviction of common humanity and the 

inherent dignity of the individual. Britain, rejecting its previous 

embrace of the despicable trade, took the lead in enforcing a new norm 

of human dignity, abolishing slavery in its empire and interdicting 

slave-trading ships on the high seas. The distinctive combination of 

overbearing conduct, technological prowess, idealistic humanitarian

ism, and revolutionary intellectual ferment proved one of the shaping 

factors of the modern world. 

With the exception of Japan, Asia was a victim of the international 

order imposed by colonialism, not an actor in it. Thailand sustained its 
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independence but, unlike Japan, was too weak to participate in the 

balance of power as a system of regional order. China's size prevented 

it from full colonization, but it lost control over key aspects of its 

domestic affairs. Until the end of World War II, most of Asia con

ducted its policies as an adjunct of European powers or, in the case of 

the Philippines, of the United States. The conditions for Westphalian

style diplomacy only began to emerge with the • decolonization that 

followed the devastation of the European order by two world wars. 

The process of emancipation from the prevalent regional order 

was violent and bloody: the Chinese civil war (1927-49), the Korean 

War (1950-53), a Sino-Soviet confrontation (roughly 1955-80), revolu

tionary guerrilla insurgencies all across Southeast Asia, the Vietnam 

War (1961-75), four India-Pakistan wars (1947, 1965, 1971, and 1999), 

a Chinese-Indian war (1962), a Chinese-Vietnamese war (1979), and 

the depredations of the genocidal Khmer Rouge (1975-79). 

After decades of war and revolutionary turmoil, Asia has 

transformed itself dramatically. The rise of the "Asian Tigers," evident 

from 1970, involving Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, 

Taiwan, and Thailand, brought prosperity and economic dynamism 

into view. Japan adopted democratic institutions and built an economy 

rivaling and in some cases surpassing those of Western nations. In 

1979, China changed course and, under Deng Xiaoping, proclaimed a 

nonideological foreign policy and a policy of economic reforms that, 

continued and accelerated under his successors, have had a profound 

transformative effect on China and the world. 

As these changes unfolded, national-interest-based foreign policy 

premised on Westphalian principles seemed to have prevailed in Asia. 

Unlike in the Middle East, where almost all the states are threatened 

by militant challenges to their legitimacy, in Asia the state is treated as 

the basic unit of international and domestic politics. The various 

nations emerging from the colonial period generally affirmed one an

other's sovereignty and committed to noninterference in one another's 
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domestic affairs; they followed the norms of international organiza

tions and built regional or interregional economic and social organiza

tions. In this vein a top Chinese military official, the Chinese People's 

Liberation Army Deputy Chief of General Staff Qi Jianguo, wrote in 

a major January 2013 policy review that one of the primary challenges 

of the contemporary era is to uphold "the basic principle of modern 

international relations firmly established in the 1648 'Treaty of West

phalia,' especially the principles of sovereignty and equality." 

Asia has emerged as among the Westphalian system's most signifi

cant legacies: historic, and often historically antagonistic, peoples are 

organizing themselves as sovereign states and their states as regional 

groupings. In Asia, far more than in Europe, not to speak of the Mid

dle East, the maxims of the Westphalian model of international order 

find their contemporary expression-including doctrines since ques

tioned by many in the West as excessively focused on the national 

interest or insufficiently protective of human rights. Sovereignty, in 

many cases wrought only recently from colonial rule, is treated as hav

ing an absolute character. The goal of state policy is not to transcend 

the national interest-as in the fashionable concepts in Europe or the 

United States-but to pursue it energetically and with conviction. 

Every government dismisses foreign criticism of its internal practices 

as a symptom of just-surmounted colonial tutelage. Thus even when 

neighboring states' domestic actions are perceived as excesses-as they 

have been, for example, in Myanmar-they are treated as an occasion 

for quiet diplomatic intercession, not overt pressure, much less forcible 

intervention. 

At the same time, an element of implicit threat is ever present. 

China affirms explicitly, and all other key players implicitly, the option 

of military force in the pursuit of core national interests. Military 

budgets are rising. National rivalries, as in the South China Sea and 

Northeast Asian waters, have generally been conducted with the 

methods of nineteenth-century European diplomacy; force has not 
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been excluded, though its application has been restrained, if tenuously, 

as the years go by. 

Hierarchy, not sovereign equality, was the organizing principle of 

Asia's historical international systems. Power was demonstrated by the 

deference shown to a ruler and the structures of authority that recog

nized his overlordship, not the delineation of specific borders on a 

map. Empires spread their trade and their political writ, soliciting the 

alignment of smaller political units. For the peoples who existed at 

the intersection of two or more imperial orders, the path to indepen

dence was often to enroll as a nominal subordinate in more than one 

sphere (an art still remembered and practiced today in some quarters). 

In Asia's historical diplomatic systems, whether based on Chinese 

or Hindu models, monarchy was considered an expression of divinity 

or, at the very least, a kind of paternal authority; tangible expressions of 

tribute were thought to be owed to superior countries by their inferi

ors. This theoretically left no room for ambiguity as to the nature of 

regional power relationships, leading to a series of rigid alignments. In 

practice, however, these principles were applied with remarkable cre

ativity and fluidity. In Northeast Asia, the Ryukyu Kingdom for a 

time paid tribute to both Japan and China. In the northern hills of 

Burma, tribes secured a form of de facto autonomy by pledging their 

loyalty simultaneously to the Burmese royal court and the Chinese 

Emperor (and generally not straining to follow the dictates of either). 

For centuries, Nepal skillfully balanced its diplomatic posture between 

the ruling dynasties in China and those in India-offering letters and 

gifts that were interpreted as tribute in China but recorded as evidence 

of equal exchanges in Nepal, then holding out a special tie with China 

as a guarantee of Nepal's independence vis-a-vis India. Thailand, 

eyed as a strategic target by expanding Western empires in the nine

teenth century, avoided colonization altogether through an even more 

elaborate strategy of affirming cordial ties with all foreign powers at 

once-welcoming foreign advisors from multiple competing Western 
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states into its court even while sending tribute m1ss1ons to China 

and retaining Hindu priests of Indian descent for the royal household. 

(The intellectual suppleness and emotional forbearance demanded 

by this balancing strategy were all the more remarkable given that the 

Thai King was himself regarded as a divine figure.) Any concept of a 

regional order was considered too inhibiting of the flexibility de

manded from diplomacy. 

Against this backdrop of subtle and diverse legacies, the grid of 

Westphalian sovereign states on a map of Asia presents an oversimpli

fied picture of regional realities. It cannot capture the diversity of aspi

rations that leaders bring to their tasks or the combination of 

punctilious attention to hierarchy and protocol with adroit maneuver 

that characterizes much of Asian diplomacy. It is the fundamental 

framework of international life in Asia. But statehood there is also 

infused with a set of cultural legacies of a greater diversity and imme

diacy than perhaps any other region. This is underscored by the expe

riences of two of Asia's major nations, Japan and India. 

Japan 
Of all of Asia's historical political and cultural entities, Japan 

reacted the earliest and by far the most decisively to the Western irrup

tion across the world. Situated on an archipelago some one hundred 

miles off the Asian mainland at the closest crossing, Japan long culti

vated its traditions and distinctive culture in isolation. Possessed of 

ethnic and linguistic near homogeneity and an official ideology that 

stressed the Japanese people's divine ancestry, Japan turned conviction 

of its unique identity into a kind of near-religious commitment. This 

sense of distinctness gave it great flexibility in adjusting its policies to 

its conception of national strategic necessity. Within the space of little 

more than a century after 1868, Japan moved from total isolation to· 

extensive borrowing from the apparently most modern states in the 
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West (for the army from Germany, for parliamentary institutions and 

for the navy from Britain); from audacious attempts at empire build

ing to pacifism and thence to a reemergence of a new kind of major

power stance; from feudalism to varieties of Western authoritarianism 

and from that to embracing democracy; and in and out of world orders 

(first Western, then Asian, now global). Throughout, it was convinced 

that its national mission could not be dilut~d by adjusting to the tech

niques and institutions of other societies; it would only be enhanced by 

successful adaptation. 

Japan for centuries existed at the fringe of the Chinese world, bor

rowing heavily from Sinic religion and culture. But unlike most socie

ties in the Chinese cultural sphere, it transformed the borrowed forms 

into Japanese patterns and never conflated them with a hierarchical 

obligation to China. Japan's resilient position was at times a source of 

consternation for the Chinese court. Other Asian peoples accepted 

the premises and protocol of the tribute system-a symbolic subordi

nation to the Chinese Emperor by which Chinese protocol ordered the 

universe-labeling their trade as "tribute" to gain access to Chinese 

markets. They respected (at least in their exchanges with the Chi

nese court) the Confucian concept of international order as a familial 

hierarchy with China as the patriarch. Japan was geographically close 

enough to understand this vocabulary intimately and generally made 

tacit allowance for the Chinese world order as a regional reality. In 

quest of trade or cultural exchange, Japanese missions followed eti

quette close enough to established forms that Chinese officials could 

interpret it as evidence of Japan's aspiration to membership in a com

mon hierarchy. Yet in a region carefully attuned to the gradations of 

status implied in minute protocol decisions-such as the single word 

used to refer to a ruler, the mode in which a formal letter was deliv

ered, or the style of calendar date on a formal document-Japan 

consistently refused to take up a formal role in the Sinocentric trib

ute system. It hovered at the edge of a hierarchical Chinese world 
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order, periodically insisting on its equality and, at some points, its own 

superiority. 

At the apex of Japan's society and its own view of world order 

stood the Japanese Emperor, a figure conceived, like the Chinese Em

peror, as the Son of Heaven, an intermediary between the human and 

the divine. This title-insistently displayed on Japanese diplomatic 

dispatches to the Chinese court-was a direct challenge to the cosmol

ogy of the Chinese world order, which posited China's Emperor as the 

single pinnacle of human hierarchf in addition to this status (which 

carried a transcendent import above and beyond what would have 

been claimed by any Holy Roman Emperor in Europe), Japan's tradi

tional political philosophy posited another distinction, that Japanese 

emperors were deities descended from the Sun Goddess, who gave 

birth to the first Emperor and endowed his successors with an eternal 

right to rule. According to the fourteenth-century "Records of the 

Legitimate Succession of the Divine Sovereigns," 

Japan is the divine country. The heavenly ancestor it was who 

first laid its foundations, and the Sun Goddess left her de

scendants to reign over it forever and ever. This is true only of 

our country, and nothing similar may be found in foreign 

lands. That is why it is called the divine country. 

Japan's insular position allowed it wide latitude about whether to 

participate in international affairs at all. For many centuries, it re

mained on the outer boundaries of Asian affairs, cultivating its mili

tary traditions through internal contests and admitting foreign trade 

and culture at its discretion. At the close of the sixteenth century, Japan 

attempted to recast its role with an abruptness and sweep of ambition 

that its neighbors at first dismissed as implausible. The result was one 

of Asia's major military conflicts-whose regional legacies remain the -

subject of vivid remembrance and dispute and whose lessons, if heeded, 
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might have changed America's conduct in the twentieth-century 

Korean War. 

In 1590, the warrior Toyotomi Hideyoshi-having bested his rivals, 

unified Japan, and brought more than a century of civil conflict to a 

close-announced a grander vision: he would raise the world's largest 

army, march it up the Korean Peninsula, conquer China, and subdue 

the world. He dispatched a letter to the Korean King announcing his 

intent to "proceed to the country of the Great Ming and compel the 

people there to adopt our customs and manners" and inviting his 

assistance. After the King demurred and warned him against the 

endeavor (citing an "inseparable relationship between the Middle 

Kingdom and our kingdom" and the Confucian principle that "to 

invade another state is an act of which men of culture and intellectual 

attainments should feel ashamed"), Hideyoshi launched an invasion of 

160,000 men and roughly seven hundred ships. This massive force 

overwhelmed initial defenses and at first marched swiftly up the pen

insula. Its progress slowed as Korea's Admiral Yi Sun-sin organized a 

determined naval resistance, harrying Hideyoshi's supply lines and 

deflecting the invading armies to battles along the coast. When Japa

nese forces reached Pyongyang, near the narrow northern neck of the 

peninsula (and now North Korea's capital), China intervened in force, 

unwilling to allow its tribute state to be overrun. A Chinese expedi

tionary army estimated between 40,000 and 100,000 strong crossed 

the Yalu River and pushed Japanese forces back as far as Seoul. After 

five years of inconclusive negotiations and devastating combat, Hide

yoshi died, the invasion force withdrew, and the status quo ante was 

restored. Those who argue that history never repeats itself should pon

der the comparability of China's resistance to Hideyoshi's enterprise 

with that encountered by America in the Korean War nearly four 

hundred years later. 

On the failure of this venture, Japan changed course, turning to 

ever-increasing seclusion. Under the "locked country" policy lasting 
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over two centuries, Japan all but absented itself from participating in 

any world order. Comprehensive state-to-state relations on conditions 

of strict diplomatic equality existed only with Korea. Chinese traders 

were permitted to operate in select locations, though no official Sino

Japanese relations existed because no protocol could be worked out 

that satisfied both sides' amour propre. Foreign trade with European 

countries was restricted to a few specified coastal cities; by 1673, all but 

the Dutch had been expelled, and they were confined to a single arti

ficial island off the port of Nagasah,By 1825, suspicion of the seafar

ing Western powers had become so great that Japan's ruling military 

authorities promulgated an "edict to. expel foreigners at all cost"

declaring that any foreign vessel approaching Japanese shores was to 

be driven away unconditionally, by force if necessary. 

All this was, however, prelude to another dramatic shift, under 

which Japan ultimately vaulted itself into the global order-for two 

centuries largely Western-and became a modern great power on 

Westphalian principles. The decisive catalyst came when Japan was 

confronted, in 1853, by four American naval vessels dispatched from 

Norfolk, Virginia, on an expedition to flout deliberately the seclusion 

edicts by entering Tokyo Bay. Their commanding officer, Commodore 

Matthew Perry, bore a letter from President Millard Fillmore to the 

Emperor of Japan, which he insisted on delivering directly to imperial 

representatives in the Japanese capital (a breach of two centuries of 

Japanese law and diplomatic protocol). Japan, which held foreign trade 

in as little esteem as China, cannot have been particularly reassured by 

the President's letter, which informed the Emperor (whom Fillmore 

addressed as his "Great and Good Friend!") that the American people 

"think that if your imperial majesty were so far to change the ancient 

laws as to allow a free trade between the two countries it would be 

extremely beneficial to both." Fillmore clothed the de facto ultimatum 

into a classically American pragmatic proposal to the effect that the 
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established seclusion laws, heretofore described as immutable, might 

be loosened on a trial basis: 

If your imperial majesty is not satisfied that it would be safe 

altogether to abrogate the ancient laws which forbid foreign 

trade, they might be suspended for five or ten years, so as to 

try the experiment. If it does not prove as beneficial as was 

hoped, the ancient laws can be restored. The United States 

often limit their treaties with foreign States to a few years, 

and then renew them or not, as they please. 

The Japanese recipients of the message recognized it as a challenge 

to their concept of political and international order. Yet they reacted 

with the reserved composure of a society that had experienced and 

studied the transitoriness of human endeavors for centuries while re

taining its essential nature. Surveying Perry's far superior firepower 

(Japanese cannons and firearms had barely advanced in two centu

ries, while Perry's vessels were equipped with state-of-the-art naval 

gunnery capable, as he demonstrated along the Japanese coast, of fir

ing explosive shells), Japan's leaders concluded that direct resistance 

to the "black ships" would be futile. They relied on the cohesion of 

their society to absorb the shock and maintain their independence 

by that cohesion. They prepared an exquisitely courteous reply ex

plaining that although the changes America sought were "most posi

tively forbidden by the laws of our Imperial ancestors," nonetheless, 

"for us to continue attached to ancient laws, seems to misunderstand 

the spirit of the age." Allowing that "we are governed now by impera

tive necessity," Japanese representatives assured Perry that they were 

prepared to satisfy nearly all of the American demands, including con

structing a new harbor capable of accommodating American ships. 

Japan drew from the Western challenge a conclusion contrary to 
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that of China after the appearance of a British envoy in 1793 (discussed 

in the next chapter). China reaffirmed its traditional stance of dismiss

ing the intruder with aloof indifference while cultivating China's dis

tinctive virtues, confident that the vast extent of its population and 

territory and the refinement of its culture would in the end prevail. 

Japan set out, with studious attention to detail and subtle analysis of 

the balance of material and psychological forces, to enter the interna

tional order based on Western concepts of sovereignty, free trade, in

ternational law, technology, and ,Qlilitary power-albeit for the 

purpose of expelling the foreign domination. After a new faction came 

to power in 1868 promising to "revere the Emperor, expel the barbar

ians," they announced that they would do so by mastering the barbar

ians' concepts and technologies and joining the Westphalian world 

order as an equal member. The new Meiji Emperor's coronation was 

marked with the Charter Oath signed by the nobility, promising a 

sweeping program of reform, which included provisions that all social 

classes should be encouraged to participate. It provided for deliberative 

assemblies in all provinces, an affirmation of due process, and a com

mitment to fulfill the aspirations of the population. It relied on the 

national consensus, which has been one of the principal strengths

perhaps the most distinctive feature-of Japanese society: 

1. By this oath, we set up as our aim the establishment of the 

national wealth on a broad basis and the framing of a con

stitution and laws. 

2. Deliberative assemblies shall be widely established and all 

matters decided by open discussion. 

3. All classes, high and low, shall be united in vigorously car

rying out the administration of affairs of state. 

4. The common people, no less than the civil and military of~ 

ficials, shall all be allowed to pursue their own calling so 

that there may be no discontent. 
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5. Evil customs of the past shall be broken off and everything 

based upon the just laws of Nature. 

6. Knowledge shall be sought throughout the world so as to 

strengthen the foundation of imperial rule. 

Japan would henceforth embark on the systematic construction of 

railways, modern industry, an export-oriented economy, and a modern 

military. Amidst all these transformations, the uniqueness of Japanese 

culture and society would preserve Japanese identity. 

The results of this dramatic change of course would, within a 

few decades, vault Japan into the ranks of global powers. In 1886, after 

a brawl between Chinese sailors and Nagasaki police, a modern 

German-built Chinese warship sailed toward Japan, compelling a res

olution. By the next decade, intensive naval construction and training 

had given Japan the upper hand. When an 1894 dispute over relative 

Japanese and Chinese influence in Korea culminated in war, Japan 

prevailed decisively. The peace terms included an end of Chinese 

suzerainty over Korea (giving way to new contests between Japan and 

Russia) and the cession of Taiwan, which Japan governed as a colony. 

Japan's reforms were pursued with such vigor that the Western 

powers were soon obliged to abandon the model of "extraterritorial

ity"-their "right" to try their own citizens in Japan by their own, not 

local, laws-which they had first applied in China. In a landmark 

trade treaty Britain, the preeminent Western power, committed Brit

ish subjects in Japan to abide by Japanese jurisdiction. In 1902, the 

British treaty was transformed into a military alliance, the first formal 

strategic alignment between an Asian and a Western power. Britain 

sought the alliance to balance Russian pressures on India. Japan's goal 

was to defeat Russian aspirations to dominate Korea and Manchuria 

and to establish its own freedom of maneuver for later designs there. 

Three years later, Japan stunned the world by defeating the Russian 

Empire in a war, the first defeat of a Western country by an Asian 
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country in the modern period. In World War I, Japan joined the En

tente powers and seized German bases in China and the South Pacific. 

Japan had "arrived" as the first non-Western great power in the 

contemporary age, accepted as a military, economic, and diplomatic 

equal by the countries that had heretofore shaped the international 

order. There was one important difference: on the Japanese side, the 

alliances with Western countries were not based on common strategic 

objectives but to expel its European allies from Asia. 

After the exhaustion of Europe, in World War I, Japan's leaders 

concluded that a world beset by conflict, financial crisis, and Ameri

can isolationism favored imperial expansion aimed at imposing hege

mony on Asia. Imperial Japan detached Manchuria from China in 

1931 and established it as a Japanese satellite state under the exiled 

Chinese Emperor. In 1937, Japan declared war on China in order to 

subjugate additional Chinese territory. In the name of a "New Order 

in Asia" and then an "East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere," Japan strove 

to organize its own anti-Westphalian sphere of influence-a "bloc of 

Asian nations led by the Japanese and free of Western powers," 

arranged hierarchically to "thereby enable all nations to find each its 

proper place in the world." In this new order, other Asian states' sover

eignty would be elided into a form of Japanese tutelage. 

The members of the established international order were too ex

hausted by World War I and too preoccupied with the mounting 

European crisis to resist. Only one Western country remained in the 

way of this design: the United States, the country that had forcibly 

opened up Japan less than a century earlier. As though history con

tained a narrative, the first bombs of a war between the two countries 

fell on American territory in 1941, when the Japanese launched a sur

prise attack on Pearl Harbor. American mobilization in the Pacific 

eventually culminated in the use of two nuclear weapons (the sole 

military use of these weapons to date), bringing about Japan's uncon

ditional surrender. 
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Japan adjusted to the debacle by methods similar to its response to 

Commodore Perry: resilience sustained by an indomitable national 

spirit based on a distinctive national culture. To restore the Japanese 

nation, Japan's postwar leaders (almost all of whom had been in the 

public service in the 1930s and 1940s) portrayed surrender as adapta

tion to American priorities; indeed, Japan used the authority of the 

American occupation regime to modernize more fully and to recover 

more rapidly than it could have by purely national efforts. It renounced 

war as an instrument of national policy, affirmed principles of consti

tutional democracy, and reentered the international state system as an 

American ally-though a low-key one more visibly concerned with 

economic revival than with participation in grand strategy. For nearly 

seven decades, this new orientation has proved an important anchor of 

Asian stability and global peace and prosperity. 

Japan's postwar posture was frequently described as a new paci

fism; in fact it was considerably more complex. Above all, it reflected 

an acquiescence in American predominance and an assessment of the 

strategic landscape and the imperatives of Japan's survival and long

term success. Japan's postwar governing class accepted the constitution 

drafted by American occupying authorities-with its stringent prohi

bitions on military action-as a necessity of their immediate circum

stances. They avowed its liberal-democratic orientation as their own; 

they affirmed principles of democracy and international community 

akin to those embraced in Western capitals. 

At the same time, Japan's leaders adapted their country's unique 

demilitarized role to Japanese long-term strategic purposes. They 

transformed the pacifist aspects of the postwar order from a prohibition 

against military action to an imperative to focus on other key elements 

of national strategy, including economic revitalization. American forces 

were invited to remain deployed in Japan in substantial numbers, and 

the defense commitment was solidified into a mutual security treaty, 

deterring potentially antagonistic powers (including a Soviet Union ex-
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panding its Pacific presence) from viewing Japan as a target for strategic 

action. Having established the framework of the relationship, Japan's 

Cold War leaders proceeded to reinforce their country's capacities by 

developing an independent military capability. 

The effect of the first stage of Japan's postwar evolution was to take 

its strategic orientation out of Cold War contests, freeing it to focus on 

a transformative program of economic development. Japan placed it

self legally in the camp of the developed democracies but-citing its 

pacifist orientation and commitment, ~o world community-declined 

to join the ideological struggles of the age. The result of this subtle 

strategy was a period of concerted economic growth paralleled only by 

that following the 1868 Meiji Revolution. Within two decades of its 

wartime devastation, Japan had rebuilt itself as a major global eco

nomic power. The Japanese miracle was soon after invoked as a po

tential challenge to American economic preeminence, though it began 

to level off in the last decade of the twentieth century. 

The social cohesion and sense of national commitment that enabled 

this remarkable transformation has been called forth in response to 

contemporary challenges. It enabled the Japanese people to respond to 

a devastating 2011 earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear crisis in Japan's 

northeast-by World Bank estimates, the costliest natural disaster in 

world history-with an astonishing display of mutual assistance and 

national solidarity. Financial and demographic challenges have been 

the subject of searching internal assessment and, in some aspects, 

equally bold measures. In each endeavor, Japan has called forth its re

sources with its traditional confidence that its national essence and 

culture could be maintained through almost any adjustments. 

Dramatic changes in the balance of power will inevitably be trans

lated by Japan's establishment into a new adaptation of Japanese fpr

eign policy. The return of strong national leadership under Prime 

Minister Shinzo Abe gives Tokyo new latitude to act on its assess-
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ments. A December 2013 Japanese government white paper concluded 

that "as Japan's security environment becomes ever more severe ... it 

has become indispensable for Japan to make more proactive efforts in 

line with the principle of international cooperation," including 

strengthening Japan's capacity to "deter" and, if needed, '1defeat" 

threats. Surveying a changing Asian landscape, Japan increasingly ar

ticulates a desire to become a "normal country" with a military not 

constitutionally barred from war and an active alliance policy. The 

issue for Asian regional order will be the definition of "normality." 

As at other pivotal moments in its history, Japan is moving toward 

a redefinition of its broader role in international order, sure to have 

far-reaching consequences in its region and beyond. Searching for a 

new role, it will assess once again, carefully, unsentimentally, and un

obtrusively, the balance of material and psychological forces in light of 

the rise of China, Korean developments, and their impact on Japan's 

security. It will examine the utility and record of the American alli

ance and its considerable success in serving wide-ranging mutual in

terests; it will also consider America's withdrawal from three military 

conflicts. Japan will conduct this analysis in terms of three broad op

tions: continued emphasis on the American alliance; adaptation to 

China's rise; and reliance on an increasingly national foreign policy. 

Which of them will emerge as dominant, or whether the choice is for 

a mix of them, depends on Japan's calculations of the global balance of 

power-not formal American assurances-and how it perceives un

derlying trends. Should Japan perceive a new configuration of power 

unfolding in its region or the world, it will base its security on its judg

ment of reality, not on traditional alignments. The outcome therefore 

depends on how credible the Japanese establishment judges American 

policy in Asia to be and how they assess the overall balance of forces. 

The long-term direction of U.S. foreign policy is as much at issue as 

Japan's analysis. 
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India 
In Japan, the impetus of Western intrusion changed the course of a 

historic nation; in India it reshaped a great civilization into a modern 

state. India has long developed its qualities at the intersection of world 

orders, shaping and being shaped by their rhythms. It has been de

fined less by its political borders than by a shared spectrum of cultural 

traditions. No mythic founder has been credited with promulgating 

the Hindu tradition, India's majority faith and the wellspring of sev

eral others. History has traced its e;~lution, dimly and incompletely, 

through a synthesis of traditional hymns, legends, and rituals from 

cultures along the Indus and Ganges rivers and plateaus and uplands 

north and west. In the Hindu tradition, however, these specific 

forms were the diverse articulations of underlying principles that pre

dated any written text. In its diversity and resistance to definition

encompassing distinct gods and philosophical traditions, the analogues 

of which would likely have been defined as separate religions in 

Europe-Hinduism was said to approximate and prove the ultimate 

oneness of manifold creation, reflecting "the long and diversified his

tory of man's quest for reality ... at once all-embracing and infinite." 

When united-as during the fourth through second centuries B.c. 

and the fourth through seventh centuries A.D.-lndia generated cur

rents of vast cultural influence: Buddhism spread from India to 

Burma, Ceylon, China, and Indonesia, and Hindu art and statecraft 

influenced Thailand, Indochina, and beyond. When divided-as it 

often was-into competing kingdoms, India was a lure for invaders, 

traders, and spiritual seekers (some fulfilling multiple roles at once, 

such as the Portuguese, who arrived in 1498 "in search of Christians 

and spices"), whose depredations it endured and whose culture,s it 

eventually absorbed and mixed with its own. 

China, until the modern age, imposed its own matrix of customs 

and culture on invaders so successfully that they grew indistinguish-
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able from the Chinese people. By contrast, India transcended foreign

ers not by converting them to Indian religion or culture but by treating 

their ambitions with supreme equanimity; it integrated their achieve

ments and their diverse doctrines into the fabric of Indian life without 

ever professing to be especially awed by any of them. Invaders might 

raise extraordinary monuments to their own importance, as if to reas

sure themselves of their greatness in the fac_e of so much aloofness, but 

the Indian peoples endured by a core culture defiantly impervious to 

alien influence. India's foundational religions are inspired not by pro

phetic visions of messianic fulfillment; rather, they bear witness to the 

fragility of human existence. They offer not personal salvation but the 

solace of an inextricable destiny. 

World order in Hindu cosmology was governed by immutable cy

cles of an almost inconceivably vast scale-millions of years long. 

Kingdoms would fall, and the universe would be destroyed, but it 

would be re-created, and new kingdoms would rise again. When each 

wave of invaders arrived (Persians in the sixth century B.c.; Alexander 

and his Bactrian Greeks in the fourth century B.c.; Arabs in the eighth 

century; Turks and Afghans in the eleventh and twelfth centuries; 

Mongols in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; Mughals in the 

sixteenth century; and various European nations following shortly 

after), they were fitted into this timeless matrix. Their efforts might 

disrupt, but measured against the perspective of the infinite, they were 

irrelevant. The true nature of human experience was known only to 

those who endured and transcended these temporal upheavals. 

The Hindu classic the Bhagavad Gita framed these spirited tests in 

terms of the relationship between morality and power. The work, an 

episode within the Mahabharata (the ancient Sanskrit epic poem 

sometimes likened in its influence to the Bible or the Homeric epics), 

takes the form of a dialogue between the warrior-prince Arjuna and 

his charioteer, a manifestation of the god Lord Krishna. Arjuna, 

"overwhelmed by sorrow" on the eve of battle at the horrors he is about 
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to unleash, wonders what can justify the terrible consequences of war. 

This is the wrong question, Krishna rejoins. Because life is eternal and 

cyclical and the essence of the universe is indestructible, "the wise 

grieve neither for the living nor for the dead. There has never been a 

time when you and I and the kings gathered here have not existed, nor 

will there be a time when we will cease to exist." Redemption will 

come through the fulfillment of a preassigned duty, paired with a rec

ognition that its outward manifestations are illusory because "the im

permanent has no reality; reality lies in. the eternal." Arjuna, a warrior, 

has been presented with a war he did not seek. He should accept the 

circumstances with equanimity and fulfill his role with honor, and 

must strive to kill and prevail and "should not grieve." 

While Lord Krishna's appeal to duty prevails and Arjuna professes 

himself freed from doubt, the cataclysms of the war-described in 

detail in the rest of the epic-add resonance to his earlier qualms. 

This central work of Hindu thought embodied both an exhortation to 

war and the importance not so much of avoiding but of transcending 

it. Morality was not rejected, but in any given situation the immediate 

considerations were dominant, while eternity provided a curative per

spective. What some readers lauded as a call to fearlessness in battle, 

Gandhi would praise as his "spiritual dictionary." 

Against the background of the eternal verities of a religion preach

ing the elusiveness of any single earthly endeavor, the temporal ruler 

was in fact afforded a wide berth for practical necessities. The pioneer

ing exemplar of this school was the fourth-century B.c. minister Kau

tilya, credited with engineering the rise of India's Maurya Dynasty, 

which expelled Alexander the Great's successors from northern India 

and unified the subcontinent for the first time under a single rule. 

Kautilya wrote about an India comparable in structure to Europe 

before the Peace of Westphalia. He describes a collection of states 

potentially in permanent conflict with each other. Like Machiavelli's, 

his is an analysis of the world as he found it; it offers a practical, not a 
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normative, guide to action. And its moral basis is identical with that of 

Richelieu, who lived nearly two thousand years later: the state is a 

fragile organization, and the statesman does not have the moral right 

to risk its survival on ethical restraint. 

Tradition holds that at some point during or after completing his 

endeavors, Kautilya recorded the strategic and foreign policy practices 

he had observed in a comprehensive manual of statecraft, the Artha

shastra. This work sets out, with dispassionate clarity, a vision of how 

to establish and guard a state while neutralizing, subverting, and 

(when opportune conditions have been established) conquering its 

neighbors. The Arthashastra encompasses a world of practical statecraft, 

not philosophical disputation. For Kautilya, power was the dominant 

reality. It was multidimensional, and its factors were interdependent. 

All elements in a given situation were relevant, calculable, and ame

nable to manipulation toward a leader's strategic aims. Geography, 

finance, military strength, diplomacy, espionage, law, agriculture, cul

tural traditions, morale and popular opinion, rumors and legends, and 

men's vices and weaknesses needed to be shaped as a unit by a wise 

king to strengthen and expand his realm-much as a modern orches

tra conductor shapes the instruments in his charge into a coherent 

tune. It was a combination of Machiavelli and Clausewitz. 

Millennia before European thinkers translated their facts on the 

ground into a theory of balance of power, the Arthashastra set out an 

analogous, if more elaborate, system termed the "circle of states." Con

tiguous polities, in Kautilya's analysis, existed in a state of latent hostil

ity. Whatever professions of amity he might make, any ruler whose 

power grew significantly would eventually find that it was in his inter

est to subvert his neighbor's realm. This was an inherent dynamic of 

self-preservation to which morality was irrelevant. Much like Freder

ick the Great two thousand years later, Kautilya concluded that the 

ruthless logic of competition allowed no deviation: "The conqueror 

shall [always] endeavor to add to his own power and increase his own 
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happiness." The imperative was clear: "If ... the conqueror is superior, 

the campaign shall be undertaken; otherwise not." 

European theorists proclaimed the balance of power as a goal of 

foreign policy and envisaged a world order based on the equilibrium 

of states. In the Arthashastra, the purpose of strategy was to conquer all 

other states and to overcome such equilibrium as existed on the road to 

victory. In that respect, Kautilya was more comparable to Napoleon 

and Qin Shi Huang (the Emperor who unified China) than to 

Machiavelli. 

In Kautilya's view, states had an obligation to pursue self-interest 

even more than glory. The wise ruler would seek his allies from among 

his neighbors' neighbors. The goal would be an alliance system with 

the conqueror at the center: "The Conqueror shall think of the circle 

of states as a wheel-himself at the hub and his allies, drawn to him 

by the spokes though separated by intervening territory, as its rim. The 

enemy, however strong he may be, becomes vulnerable when he is 

squeezed between the conqueror and his allies." No alliance is con

ceived as permanent, however. Even within his own alliance system, 

the King should "undertake such works as would increase his own 

power" and maneuver to strengthen his state's position and prevent 

neighboring states from aligning against it. 

Like the Chinese strategist Sun Tzu, Kautilya held that the least 

direct course was often the wisest: to foment dissension between neigh

bors or potential allies, to "make one neighboring king fight another 

neighbor and having thus prevented the neighbors from getting 

together, proceed to overrun the territory of his own enemy." The 

strategic effort is unending. When the strategy prevails, the King's ter

ritory expands, and the borders are redrawn, the circle of states would 

need to be recalibrated. New calculations of power would have t~ be 

undertaken; some allies would now become enemies and vice versa. 

What our time has labeled covert intelligence operations were 

described in the Arthashastra as an important tool. Operating in 
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"all states of the circle" (that is, friends and adversaries alike) and 

drawn from the ranks of "holy ascetics, wandering monks, cart

drivers, wandering minstrels, jugglers, tramps, [and] fortune-tellers," 

these agents would spread rumors to foment discord within and be

tween other states, subvert enemy armies, and "destroy" the King's 

opponents at opportune moments. 

To be sure, Kautilya insisted that the purpo.se of the ruthlessness 

was to build a harmonious universal empire and uphold the dharma

the timeless moral order whose principles were handed down by the 

gods. But the appeal to morality and religion was more in the name of 

practical operational purposes than of principle in its own right-as 

elements of a conqueror's strategy and tactics, not imperatives of a uni

fying concept of order. The Arthashastra advised that restrained and 

humanitarian conduct was under most circumstances strategically 

useful: a king who abused his subjects would forfeit their support and 

would be vulnerable to rebellion or invasion; a conqueror who need

lessly violated a subdued people's customs or moral sensibilities risked 

catalyzing resistance. 

The Arthashastra's exhaustive and matter-of-fact catalogue of the 

imperatives of success led the distinguished twentieth-century political 

theorist Max Weber to conclude that the Arthashastra exemplified 

"truly radical 'Machiavellianism' .... compared to it, Machiavelli's The 

Prince is harmless." Unlike Machiavelli, Kautilya exhibits no nostalgia 

for the virtues of a better age. The only criterion of virtue he would 

accept was whether his analysis of the road to victory was accurate or 

not. Did he describe the way policy was, in fact, being conducted? In 

Kautilya's counsel, equilibrium, if it ever came about, was the tempo

rary result of an interaction of self-serving motives; it was not, as in 

European concepts after Westphalia, the strategic aim of foreign pol

icy. The Arthashastra was a guide to conquest, not to the construction 

of an international order. 

Whether following the Arthashastra's prescriptions or not, India 
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reached its high-water mark of territorial extent in the third century 

B.c., when its revered Emperor Asoka governed a territory comprising 

all of today's India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and part of Afghanistan 

and Iran. Then, about the time when China was being unified by its 

founding Emperor, Qin Shi Huang, in 221 B.c., India split into com

peting kingdoms. Reunified several centuries later, India fractured 

again in the seventh century, as Islam was beginning to mount its 

challenge to the empires of Europe and Asia. 

For nearly a millennium, lndia--.with its fertile soil, wealthy cities, 

and resplendent intellectual and technological achievements-became 

a target for conquest and conversion. Waves of conquerors and 

adventurers-Turks, Afghans, Parthians, Mongols-descended each 

century from Central and Southwest Asia into the Indian plains, 

establishing a patchwork of smaller principalities. The subcontinent 

was thus "grafted to the Greater Middle East," with ties of religion 

and ethnicity and strategic sensitivities that endure to this day. For 

most of this period, the conquerors were too hostile toward each other 

to permit any one to control the entire region or to extinguish the 

power of Hindu dynasties in the south. Then, in the sixteenth century, 

the most skillful of these invaders from the northwest, the Mughals, 

succeeded in uniting most of the subcontinent under a single rule. The 

Mughal Empire embodied India's diverse influences: Muslim in faith, 

Turkic and Mongol in ethnicity, Persian in elite culture, the Mughals 

ruled over a Hindu majority fragmented by regional identities. 

In this vortex of languages, cultures, and creeds, the appearance of 

yet another wave of foreign adventurers in the sixteenth century did 

not at first seem to be an epochal event. Setting out to profit from an 

expanding trade with the wealthy Mughal Empire, private British, 

French, Dutch, and Portuguese companies vied with one another'to 

establish footholds on land in friendly princely states. Britain's Indian 

realm grew the most, if initially without a fixed design (prompting the 

Regius Professor of Modern History at Cambridge to say, "We seem, 
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as it were, to have conquered and peopled half the world in a fit of 

absence of mind"). Once a base of British power and commerce was 

established in the eastern region of Bengal, it found itself surrounded 

by competitors, European and Asian. With each war in Europe and 

the Americas, the British in India clashed with rivals' colonies and al

lies; with each victory, they acquired the adversary's Indian assets. As 

Britain's possessions-technically the holdings of the East India Com

pany, not the British state itself-expanded, it considered itself threat

ened by Russia looming to the north, by Burma by turns militant and 

fragmented, and by ambitious and increasingly autonomous Mughal 

rulers, thus justifying (in British eyes) further annexations. 

Ultimately, Britain found itself conceiving of an Indian entity whose 

unity was based on the security of a continental swath of territories 

encompassing the contemporary states of Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, 

and Myanmar. Something akin to an Indian national interest was de

fined, ascribed to a geographic unit that was, in fact, run as a state even 

in the absence (it was assumed) of an Indian nation. That policy based 

the security of India on British naval supremacy in the Indian Ocean; 

on friendly, or at least nonthreatening, regimes as far-flung as Singa

pore and Aden; and on a nonhostile regime at the Khyber Pass and the 

Himalayas. In the north, Britain fended off czarist Russia's advances 

through the complex forays of spies, explorers, and indigenous surro

gates backed up by small contingents of British forces, in what came to 

be known as the "Great Game" of Himalayan geostrategy. It also edged 

India's borders with China north toward Tibet-an issue that arose 

again in China's war with India in 1962. Contemporary analogues to 

these policies have been taken over as key elements of the foreign policy 

of postindependence India. They amount to a regional order for South 

Asia, whose linchpin would be India, and the opposition of any coun

try's attempts, regardless of its domestic structure, to achieve a threat

ening concentration of power in the neighboring territories. 

When London responded to the 1857 mutiny of Muslim and Hindu 
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soldiers in the East India Company's army by declaring direct British 

rule, it did not conceive of this act as establishing British governance 

over a foreign nation. Rather, it saw itself as a neutral overseer and 

civilizing uplifter of multifarious peoples and states. As late as 1888, a 

leading British administrator could declare, 

There is not, and never was an India, or even any country of 

India possessing, according to any European ideas, any sort 

of unity, physical, political, soci~! or religious ... You might 

with as much reason and probability look forward to a time 

when a single nation will have taken the place of the various 

nations of Europe. 

By deciding after the mutiny to administer India as a single impe

rial unit, Britain did much to bring such an India into being. The di

verse regions were connected by rail lines and a common language, 

English. The glories oflndia's ancient civilization were researched and 

catalogued and India's elite trained in British thought and institutions. 

In the process, Britain reawakened in India the consciousness that it 

was a single entity under foreign rule and inspired a sentiment that to 

defeat the foreign influence it had to constitute itself as a nation. Brit

ain's impact on India was thus similar to Napoleon's on a Germany 

whose multiple states had been treated previously only as a geographic, 

not a national, entity. 

The manner in which India achieved its independence and charted 

its world role reflected these diverse legacies. India had survived 

through the centuries by combining cultural imperviousness with ex

traordinary psychological skill in dealing with occupiers. Mohandas 

Gandhi's passive resistance to British rule was made possible in the 

first instance by the spiritual uplift of the Mahatma, but it also proved 

to be the most effective way to fight the imperial power because of its 

appeal to the core values of freedom of liberal British society. Like 
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Americans two centuries earlier, Indians vindicated their indepen

dence by invoking against their colonial rulers concepts of liberty they 

had studied in British schools (including at the London School of 

Economics, where India's future leaders absorbed many of their quasi

socialist ideas). 

Modern India conceived of its independence as a triumph not only 

of a nation but of universal moral principles. And like America's 

Founding Fathers, India's early leaders equated the national interest 

with moral rectitude. But India's leaders have acted on Westphalian 

principles with respect to spreading their domestic institutions, with 

little interest in promoting democracy and human rights practices 

internationally. 

As Prime Minister of a newly independent state, Jawaharlal Nehru 

argued that the basis of India's foreign policy would be India's national 

interests, not international amity per se or the cultivation of compatible 

domestic systems. In a speech in 1947, shortly after independence, he 

explained, 

Whatever policy you may lay down, the art of conducting the 

foreign affairs of a country lies in finding out what is most 

advantageous to the country. We may talk about international 

goodwill and mean what we say. But in the ultimate analysis, 

a government functions for the good of the country it governs 

and no government dare do anything which in the short or 

long run is manifestly to the disadvantage of that country. 

Kautilya (and Machiavelli) could not have said it better. 

Nehru and subsequent prime ministers, including his daughter, 

the formidable Indira Gandhi, proceeded to buttress India's position as 

part of the global equilibrium by elevating their foreign policy into an 

expression of India's superior moral authority. India presented the 

vindication of its own national interest as a uniquely enlightened 
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enterprise-much as America had nearly two centuries earlier. And 

Nehru and later Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister from 1966 to 1977 

and 1980 to 1984, succeeded in establishing their fledgling nation as 

one of the principal elements of the post-World War II international 

order. 

The content of nonalignment was different from the policy under

taken by a "balancer" in a balance-of-power system. India was not pre

pared to move toward the weaker side-as a balancer would. It was 

not interested in operating an international system. Its overriding im

pulse was not to be found formally in either camp, and it measured its 

success by not being drawn into conflicts that did not affect its national 

interests. 

Emerging into a world of established powers and the Cold War, 

independent India subtly elevated freedom of maneuver from a bar

gaining tactic into an ethical principle. Blending righteous moralism 

with a shrewd assessment of the balance of forces and the major pow

ers' psychologies, Nehru announced India to be a global power that 

would chart a course maneuvering between the major blocs. In 1947, 

he stated in a message to the New Republic, 

We propose to avoid entanglement in any blocs or groups of 

Powers realizing that only thus can we serve not only [the] 

cause of India but of world peace. This policy sometimes 

leads partisans of one group to imagine that we are support

ing the other group. Every nation places its own interests first 

in developing foreign policy. Fortunately India's interests 

coincide with peaceful foreign policy and co-operation with 

all progressive nations. Inevitably India will be drawn closer 

to those countries which are friendly and cooperative to her. 

In other words, India was neutral and above power politics, partly 

as a matter of principle in the interest of world peace, but equally on 
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the grounds of national interest. During the Soviet ultimatums on 

Berlin between 1957 and 1962, two American administrations, espe

cially John F. Kennedy's, had sought Indian support on behalf of an 

isolated city seeking to maintain its free status. But India took the 

position that any attempt to impose on it the norms of a Cold War bloc 

would deprive it of its freedom of action and therefore of its bargain

ing position. Short-term moral neutrality would be the means toward 

long-term moral influence. As Nehru told his aides, 

It would have been absurd and impolitic for the Indian dele

gation to avoid the Soviet bloc for fear of irritating the Ameri

cans. A time may come when we may say clearly and definitely 

to the Americans or others that if their attitude continues to 

be unfriendly we shall necessarily seek friends elsewhere. 

The essence of this strategy was that it allowed India to draw sup

port from both Cold War camps-securing the military aid and dip

lomatic cooperation of the Soviet bloc, even while courting American 

development assistance and the moral support of the U.S. intellectual 

establishment. However irritating to Cold War America, it was a wise 

course for an emerging nation. With a then-nascent military establish

ment and underdeveloped economy, India would have been a respected 

but secondary ally. As a free agent, it could exercise a much-wider

reaching influence. 

In pursuit of such a role, India set out to build a bloc of like-minded 

states-in effect, an alignment of the nonaligned. As Nehru told the 

delegates of the 1955 Afro-Asian Conference in Bandung, Indonesia, 

Are we, the countries of Asia and Africa, devoid of any posi

tive position except being pro-communist or anti-communist? 

Has it come to this, that the leaders of thought who have 

given religions and all kinds of things to the world have to tag 
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on to this kind of group or that and be hangers-on of this 

party or the other carrying out their wishes and occasionally 

giving an idea? It is most degrading and humiliating to any 

self-respecting people or nation. It is an intolerable thought to 

me that the great countries of Asia and Africa should come 

out of bondage into freedom only to degrade themselves or 

humiliate themselves in this way. 

The ultimate rationale for India'.s. rejection of what it described as 

the power politics of the Cold War was that it saw no national interest 

in the disputes at issue. For the sake of disputes along the dividing 

lines in Europe, India would not challenge the Soviet Union only a 

few hundred miles away, which it wished to give no incentive to join 

up with Pakistan. Nor would it risk Muslim hostility on behalf of 

Middle East controversies. India refrained from judgment of North 

Korea's invasion of South Korea and North Vietnam's subversion of 

South Vietnam. India's leaders were determined not to isolate them

selves from what they identified as the progressive trends in the devel

oping world or risk the hostility of the Soviet superpower. 

Nevertheless, India found itself involved in a war with China in 

1962 and four wars with Pakistan (one of which, in 1971, was carried 

out under the protection of a freshly signed Soviet defense treaty and 

ended with the division of India's principal adversary into two separate 

states, Pakistan and Bangladesh-greatly improving India's overall 

strategic position). 

In quest of a leading role among the nonaligned, India was adher

ing to a concept of international order compatible with the inherited 

one on both the global and regional level. Its formal articulation was 

classically Westphalian and congruent with historical European analy

ses of the balance of power. Nehru defined India's approach in terms 

of "five principles of peaceful coexistence." Though given the name of 

an Indian philosophical concept, Pancha Shila (Five Principles of 
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Coexistence), these were in effect a more high-minded recapitulation 

of the Westphalian model for a multi polar order of sovereign states: 

(1) mutual respect for each other's territorial integrity and 

sovereignty, 

(2) mutual non-aggression, 

(3) mutual non-interference in each other's internal affairs, 

(4) equality and mutual benefit, and 

(5) peaceful co-existence. 

India's advocacy of abstract principles of world order was accompa

nied by a doctrine for Indian security on the regional level. Just as the 

early American leaders developed in the Monroe Doctrine a concept 

for America's special role in the Western Hemisphere, so India has 

established in practice a special position in the Indian Ocean region 

between the East Indies and the Horn of Africa. Like Britain with 

respect to Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, India 

strives to prevent the emergence of a dominant power in this vast por

tion of the globe. Just as early American leaders did not seek the ap

proval of the countries of the Western Hemisphere with respect to the 

Monroe Doctrine, so India in the region of its special strategic interests 

conducts its policy on the basis of its own definition of a South Asian 

order. And while American and Indian views often clashed on the 

conduct of the Cold War, they have, after the collapse of the Soviet 

Union, been largely parallel for the Indian Ocean region and its 

peripheries. 

With the end of the Cold War, India was freed from many con

flicting pressures and some of its socialist infatuations. It engaged in 

economic reform,. triggered by a balance-of-payments crisis in 1991 

and assisted by an IMF program. Indian companies now lead some of 

the world's major industries. This new direction is reflected in India's 

diplomatic posture, with new partnerships globally and in particular 
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throughout Africa and Asia and with a heightened regard around the 

world for India's role in multilateral economic and financial institu

tions. In addition to its growing economic and diplomatic influence, 

India has considerably enhanced its military power, including its navy 

and stockpile of nuclear weapons. And in a few decades, it will surpass 

China as Asia's most populous country. 

India's role in world order is complicated by structural factors re

lated to its founding. Among the most complex will be its relations 

with its closest neighbors, particularly Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghani

stan, and China. Their ambivalent ties and antagonisms reflect a leg

acy of a millennium of competing invasions and migrations into the 

subcontinent, of Britain's forays on the fringes of its Indian realm, and 

of the rapid end of British colonial rule in the immediate aftermath of 

World War II. No successor state has accepted the boundaries of the 

1947 partition of the subcontinent in full. Treated as provisional by 

one party or another, the disputed borders have ever since been the 

cause of sporadic communal violence, military clashes, and terrorist 

infiltration. 

The borders with Pakistan, which roughly traced the concentra

tions of Islam on the subcontinent, cut across ethnic boundaries. They 

brought into being a state based on the Muslim religion in two non

contiguous parts of what had been British India divided by thousands 

of miles of Indian territory, setting the stage for multiple subsequent 

wars. Borders with Afghanistan and China were proclaimed based on 

lines drawn by nineteenth-century British colonial administrators, 

later disclaimed by the opposite parties and to this day disputed. India 

and Pakistan have each invested heavily in a nuclear weapons arsenal 

and regional military postures. Pakistan also tolerates, when it does 

not abet, violent extremism, including terrorism in Afghanistan arid in 

India itself. 

A particular complicating factor will be India's relations with the 

larger Muslim world, of which it forms an integral part. India is often 
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classified as an East Asian or South Asian country. But it has deeper 

historical links with the Middle East and a larger Muslim population 

than Pakistan itself, indeed than any Muslim country except Indone

sia. India has thus far been able to wall itself off from the harshest 

currents of political turmoil and sectarian violence, partly through 

enlightened treatment of its minorities and a fostering of common 

Indian domestic principles-including democracy and nationalism

transcending communal differences. Yet this outcome is not fore

ordained, and maintaining it will require concerted efforts. A further 

radicalization of the Arab world or heightened civil conflict in Paki

stan could expose India to significant internal pressures. 

Today India pursues a foreign policy in many ways similar to the 

quest of the former British Raj as it seeks to base a regional order on a 

balance of power in an arc stretching halfway across the world, from 

the Middle East to Singapore, and then north to Afghanistan. Its 

relations with China, Japan, and Southeast Asia follow a pattern akin 

to the nineteenth-century European equilibrium. Like China, it does 

not hesitate to use distant "barbarians" like the United States to help 

achieve its regional aims-though in describing their policies, both 

countries would use more elegant terms. In the administration of 

George W. Bush, a strategic coordination between India and America 

on a global scale was occasionally discussed. It remained confined to 

the South Asia region because India's traditional nonalignment stood 

in the way of a global arrangement and because neither country was 

willing to adopt confrontation with China as a permanent principle of 

national policy. 

Like the nineteenth-century British who were driven to deepen 

their global involvement to protect strategic routes to India, over the 

course of the twenty-first century India has felt obliged to play a grow

ing strategic role in Asia and the Muslim world to prevent these re

gions' domination by countries or ideologies it considers hostile. In 

pursuing this course, India has had natural ties to the countries of the 
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English-speaking "Anglosphere." Yet it will likely continue to honor 

the legacy of Nehru by preserving freedom of maneuver in its Asian 

and Middle Eastern relations and in its policies toward key autocratic 

countries, access to whose resources India will require to maintain its 

expansive economic plans. These priorities will create their own im

peratives transcending historical attitudes. With the reconfiguration 

of the American position in the Middle East, the various regional 

countries will seek new partners to buttress their positions and to de

velop some kind of regional order. 'And India's own strategic analysis 

will not permit a vacuum in Afghanistan or the hegemony in Asia of 

another power. 

Under a Hindu nationalist-led government elected by decisive 

margins in May 2014 on a platform of reform and economic growth, 

India can be expected to pursue its traditional foreign policy goals 

with added vigor. With a firm mandate and charismatic leadership, 

the administration of Narendra Modi may consider itself in a position 

to chart new directions on historic issues like the conflict with Pakistan 

or the relationship with China. With India, Japan, and China all led 

by strong and strategically oriented administrations, the scope both for 

intensified rivalries and for potential bold resolutions will expand. 

In any of these evolutions, India will be a fulcrum of twenty-first

century order: an indispensable element, based on its geography, re

sources, and tradition of sophisticated leadership, in the strategic and 

ideological evolution of the regions and the concepts of order at whose 

intersection it stands. 

What Is an Asian Regional Order? 
The historical European order had been self-contained. England 

was, until the early twentieth century, able to preserve the balance 

through its insular position and naval supremacy. Occasionally, Euro

pean powers enlisted outside countries to strengthen their positions 
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temporarily-for example, France courting the Ottoman Empire in 

the sixteenth century or Britain's early-twentieth-century alliance with 

Japan-but non-Western powers, other than occasional surges from 

the Middle East or North Africa, had few interests in Europe and 

were not called on to intervene in European conflicts. 

By contrast, the contemporary Asian order includes outside powers 

as an integral feature: the United States, wh~se role as an Asia-Pacific 

power was explicitly affirmed in joint statements by U.S. President 

Barack Obama and Chinese President Hu Jintao in January 2011, and 

Chinese President Xi Jinping in June 2013; and Russia, geographically 

an Asian power and participant in Asian groupings such as the Shang

hai Cooperation Organisation, even if over three-quarters of its popu

lation lives in the European portion of Russian territory. 

The United States in modern times has occasionally been invited to 

act as a balancer of power. In the Treaty of Portsmouth of 1905, it 

mediated the war between Russia and Japan; in World War II, it 

defeated Japan's quest for Asian hegemony. The United States played 

a comparable Asian role during the Cold War when it sought to bal

ance the Soviet Union through a network of alliances stretching from 

Pakistan to the Philippines. 

The evolving Asian structure will have to take into account a 

plethora of states not dealt with in the preceding pages. Indonesia, an

choring Southeast Asia while affirming an Islamic orientation, plays 

an increasingly influential role and has thus far managed a delicate 

balancing act between China, the United States, and the Muslim 

world. With Japan, Russia, and China as neighbors, the Republic of 

Korea has achieved a. vibrant democracy bolstered by a globally com

petitive economy, including leadership in strategic industries such 

as telecommunications and shipbuilding. Many Asian countries

including China-view North Korea's policies as destabilizing but re

gard a collapse of North Korea as a greater danger. South Korea on its 

part will have to deal with increasing domestic pressures for unification. 
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In the face of Asia's vast scale and the scope of its diversity, its 

nations have fashioned a dazzling array of multilateral groupings and 

bilateral mechanisms. In contrast to the European Union, NATO, and 

the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, these insti

tutions deal with security and economic issues on a case-by-case basis, 

not as an expression of formal rules of regional order. Some of the key 

groupings include the United States, and some, including economic 

ones, are Asian only, of which the most elaborated and significant is 

ASEAN, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. The core prin

ciple is to welcome those nations most directly involved with the issues 

at hand. 

But does all this amount to an Asian system of order? In Europe's 

equilibrium, the interests of the main parties were comparable, if 

not congruent. A balance of power could be developed not only in 

practice-as is inevitable in the absence of hegemony-but as a system 

of legitimacy that facilitated decisions and moderated policies. Such a 

congruence does not exist in Asia, as is shown by the priorities the 

major countries have assigned to themselves. While India appears 

mostly concerned with China as a peer competitor, in large measure a 

legacy of the 1962 border war, China sees its peer rivals in Japan and 

the United States. India has devoted fewer military resources to China 

than to Pakistan, which, if not a peer competitor, has been a strategic 

preoccupation for New Delhi. 

The amorphous nature of Asian groupings is partly because geog

raphy has dictated a sharp dividing line between East Asia and South 

Asia throughout history. Cultural, philosophical, and religious influ

ences have transcended the geographic dividing lines, and Hindu and 

Confucian concepts of governance have coexisted in Southeast Asia. 

But the mountain and jungle barriers were too impenetrable to permit 

military interaction between the great empires of East Asia and South 

Asia until the twentieth century. The Mongols and their successors 

entered the Indian subcontinent from Central Asia, not through the 
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Himalayan high passes, and they failed to reach the southern parts of 

India. The various regions of Asia have geopolitically and historically 

pursued distinct courses. 

The regional orders constructed during these periods included 

none based on Westphalian premises. Where the European order em

braced an equilibrium of territorially defined "sovereign states" recog

nizing each other's legal equality, traditional Asian political powers 

operated by more ambiguous criteria. Until well into the modern era, 

an "inner Asian" world influenced by the Mongol Empire, Russia, 

and Islam coexisted with a Chinese imperial tribute system; the latter 

reached outward to the kingdoms of Southeast Asia, which enter

tained China's claims of universality even as they practiced a form of 

statecraft deeply influenced by Hindu principles received from India 

that posited a form of divinity for monarchs. 

Now these legacies are meeting, and there is far from a consensus 

among the various countries about the meaning of the journey they 

have taken or its lessons for twenty-first-century world order. Under 

contemporary conditions, essentially two balances of power are emerg

ing: one in South Asia, the other in East Asia. Neither possesses the 

characteristic integral to the European balance of power: a balancer, a 

country capable of establishing an equilibrium by shifting its weight to 

the weaker side. The United States (after its withdrawal from Afghan

istan) has refrained from treating the contemporary internal South 

Asian balance primarily as a military problem. But it will have to be 

active in the diplomacy over reestablishing a regional order lest a vac

uum is created, which would inevitably draw all surrounding coun

tries into a regional confrontation. 



CHAPTER 6 

Toward an Asian Order: 
Confrontation or Partnership? 

THE MOST COMMON FEATURE of Asian states is their sense of 

representing "emerging" or "postcolonial" countries. All have 

sought to overcome the legacy of colonial rule by asserting a strong 

national identity. They share a conviction that world order is now re

balancing after an unnatural Western irruption over the past several 

centuries, but they have drawn vastly different lessons from their his

torical journeys. When top officials seek to evoke core interests, many 

of them look to a different cultural tradition and idealize a different 

golden age. 

In Europe's eighteenth- and nineteenth-century systems, the pres

ervation of the equilibrium-and by implication the status quo-was 

seen as a positive virtue. In Asia, almost every state is impelled by its 

own dynamism. Convinced that it is "rising," it operates with the con

viction that the world has yet to affirm its full deserved role. Even 

while no state questions the others' sovereignty and dignity and all 

affirm a dedication to "non-zero-sum" diplomacy, the simultaneous 

pursuit of so many programs of national prestige building introduces 

a measure of volatility to the regional order. With the evolution of 

modern technology, the major powers of Asia have armed themselves 
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with far more destructive military arsenals than even the strongest 

nineteenth-century European state possessed, compounding the risks 

of miscalculation. 

The organization of Asia is thus an inherent challenge for world 

order. Major countries' perception and pursuit of their national inter

ests, rather than the balance of power as a system, have shaped the 

mechanisms of order that have developed. Their test will be whether a 

transpacific partnership, providing a peaceful framework for the inter

play of many established interests, will be possible. 

Asia's International Order and China 
Of all conceptions of world order in Asia, China operated the lon

gest lasting, the most clearly defined, and the one furthest from West

phalian ideas. China has also taken the most complex journey, from 

ancient civilization through classical empire, to Communist revolu

tion, to modern great-power status-a course which will have a pro

found impact on mankind. 

From its unification as a single political entity in 221 B.c. through 

the early twentieth century, China's position at the center of world 

order was so ingrained in its elite thinking that in the Chinese lan

guage there was no word for it. Only retrospectively did scholars de

fine the "Sinocentric" tribute system. In this traditional concept, China 

considered itself, in a sense, the sole sovereign government of the 

world. Its Emperor was treated as a figure of cosmic dimensions and 

the linchpin between the human and the divine. His purview was not 

a sovereign state of "China"-that is, the territories immediately under 

his rule-but "All Under Heaven," of which China formed the cen

tral, civilized part: "the Middle Kingdom," inspiring and uplifting the 

rest of humanity. 

In this view, world order reflected a universal hierarchy, not an 

equilibrium of competing sovereign states. Every known society was 
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conceived of as being in some kind of tributary relationship with 

China, based in part on its approximation of Chinese culture; none 

could reach equality with it. Other monarchs were not fellow sover

eigns but earnest pupils in the art of governance, striving toward civi

lization. Diplomacy was not a bargaining process between multiple 

sovereign interests but a series of carefully contrived ceremonies in 

which foreign societies were given the opportunity to affirm their 

assigned place in the global hierarchy. In keeping with this perspec

tive, in classical China what would now be called "foreign policy" was 

the province of the Ministry of Rituals, which determined the shades 

of the tributary relationship, and the Office of Border Affairs, charged 

with managing relations with nomadic tribes. A Chinese foreign min

istry was not established until the mid-nineteenth century, and then 

perforce to deal with intruders from the West. Even then, officials 

considered their task the traditional practice of barbarian manage

ment, not anything that might be regarded as Westphalian diplomacy. 

The new ministry carried the telling title of the "Office for the Man

agement of the Affairs of All Nations," implying that China was not 

engaging in interstate diplomacy at all. 

The goal of the tribute system was to foster deference, not to extract 

economic benefit or to dominate foreign societies militarily. China's 

most imposing architectural achievement, the Great Wall eventually 

extending over roughly five thousand miles, was begun by the Em

peror Qin Shi Huang, who had just defeated all rivals militarily, 

ending the period of Warring States and unifying China. It was a 

grandiose testimony to military victory but also to its inherent limits, 

denoting vast power coupled with a consciousness of vulnerability. For 

millennia, China sought to beguile and entice its adversaries more 

often than it attempted to defeat them by force of arms. Thus a mtnis

ter in the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.o. 220) described the "five baits" 

with which he proposed to manage the mounted Xiongnu tribes to 
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China's northwestern frontier, though by conventional analysis China 

was the superior military power: 

To give them ... elaborate clothes and carriages in order to 

corrupt their eyes; to give them fine food in order to corrupt 

their mouth; to give them music and women in order to cor

rupt their ears; to provide them with lofty buildings, grana

ries and slaves in order to corrupt their stomach ... and, as for 

those who come to surrender, the emperor [should] show 

them favor by honoring them with an imperial reception 

party in which the emperor should personally serve them 

wine and food so as to corrupt their mind. These are what 

may be called the five baits. 

The hallmark of China's diplomatic rituals, the kowtow-kneeling 

and touching one's head to the ground to acknowledge the Emperor's 

superior authority-was an abasement, to be sure, and proved a stum

bling block to relations with modern Western states. But the kowtow 

was symbolically voluntary: it was the representative deference of a 

people that had been not so much conquered as awed. The tribute 

presented to China on such occasions was often exceeded in value by 

the Emperor's return gifts. 

Traditionally, China sought to dominate psychologically by its 

achievements and its conduct-interspersed with occasional military 

excursions to teach recalcitrant barbarians a "lesson" and to induce re

spect. Both these strategic goals and this fundamentally psychological 

approach to armed conflict were in evidence as recently as China's 

wars with India in 1962 and Vietnam in 1979, as well as in the manner 

in which core interests vis:..a-vis other neighbors are affirmed. 

Still, China was not a missionary society in the Western sense of 

the term. It sought to induce respect, not conversion; that subtle line 
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could never be crossed. Its mission was its performance, which foreign 

societies were expected to recognize and acknowledge. It was possible 

for another country to become a friend, even an old friend, but it could 

never be treated as China's peer. Ironically, the only foreigners who 

achieved something akin to this status were conquerors. In one of his

tory's most amazing feats of cultural imperialism, two peoples that 

conquered China-the Mongols in the thirteenth century and the 

Manchus in the seventeenth-were induced to adopt core elements 

of Chinese culture to facilitate the .administration of a people so nu

merous and so obdurate in its assumption of cultural superiority. The 

conquerors were significantly assimilated by the defeated Chinese 

society, to a point where substantial parts of their home territory came 

to be treated as traditionally Chinese. China had not sought to export 

its political system; rather, it had seen others come to it. In that sense, 

it has expanded not by conquest but by osmosis. 

In the modern era, Western representatives with their own sense of 

cultural superiority set out to enroll China in the European world 

system, which was becoming the basic structure of international order. 

They pressured China to cultivate ties with the rest of the world 

through exchanges of ambassadors and free trade and to uplift its peo

ple through a modernizing economy and a society open to Christian 

proselytizing. 

What the West conceived of as a process of enlightenment and en

gagement was treated in China as an assault. China tried at first to 

parry it and then to resist outright. When the first British envoy, 

George Macartney, arrived in the late eighteenth century, bringing 

with him some early products of the Industrial Revolution and a letter 

from King George III proposing free trade and the establishment of 

reciprocal resident embassies in Beijing and London, the Chinese boat 

that carried him from Guangzhou to Beijing was festooned with a 

banner that identified him as "The English ambassador bringing trib

ute to the Emperor of China." He was dismissed with a letter to the 
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King of England explaining that no ambassador could be permitted to 

reside in Beijing because "Europe consists of many other nations be

sides your own: if each and all demanded to be represented at our 

Court, how could we possibly consent? The thing is utterly impracti

cable." The Emperor saw no need for trade beyond what was already 

occurring in limited, tightly regulated amounts, because Britain had 

no goods China desired: 

Swaying the wide world, I have but one aim in view, namely, 

to maintain a perfect governance and to fulfil the duties of 

the State; strange and costly objects do not interest me. If I 

have commanded that the tribute offerings sent by you, 0 

King, are to be accepted, this was solely in consideration for 

the spirit which prompted you to dispatch them from 

afar ... As your Ambassador can see for himself, we possess 

all things. 

After the defeat of Napoleon, as its mercantile expansion gathered 

pace, Britain attempted another overture, dispatching a second envoy 

with a similar proposal. Britain's display of naval power during the 

Napoleonic Wars had done little to change China's estimate of the de

sirability of diplomatic relations. When William Amherst, the envoy, 

declined to attend the kowtow ceremony, offering the excuse that his 

dress uniform had been delayed, his mission was dismissed, and any 

further attempt at diplomacy was explicitly discouraged. The Em

peror dispatched a message to England's Prince Regent, explaining 

that as "overlord of all under Heaven," China could not be troubled 

to walk each barbarian envoy through the correct protocol. The impe

rial records would duly acknowledge that "thy kingdom far away 

across the oceans proffers its loyalty and yearns for civilization," but 

(as a nineteenth-century Western missionary publication translated 

the edict): 
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henceforward no more envoys need be sent over this distant 

route, as the result is but a vain waste of travelling energy. If 

thou canst but incline thine heart to submissive service, thou 

mayest dispense with sending missions to court at certain 

periods; that is the true way to turn toward civilization. That 

thou mayest for ever obey We now issue this mandate. 

Though such admonitions seem presumptuous by today's stan

dards-and were deeply offensive to, the country that had just main

tained the European equilibrium and could count itself Europe's most 

advanced naval, economic, and industrial power-the Emperor was 

expressing himself in a manner consistent with the ideas about his 

place in the world that had prevailed for millennia, and that many 

neighboring peoples had been induced to at least indulge. 

The Western powers, to their shame, eventually brought matters to 

a head over the issue of free trade in the most self-evidently harmful 

product they sold, insisting on the right to the unrestricted importa

tion of-from all the fruits of Western progress-opium. China in the 

late Qing Dynasty had neglected its military technology partly because 

it had been unchallenged for so long but largely because of the low 

status of the military in China's Confucian social hierarchy, expressed 

in the saying "Good iron is not used for nails. Good men do not be

come soldiers." Even when under assault by Western forces, the Qing 

Dynasty diverted military funds in 1893 to restore a resplendent mar

ble boat in the imperial Summer Palace. 

Temporarily overwhelmed by military pressure in 1842, China 

signed treaties conceding Western demands. But it did not abandon 

its sense of uniqueness and fought a tenacious rearguard action. After 

scoring a decisive victory in an 1856-58 war (fought over an alleged 

improper impoundment of a British-registered ship in Guangzhou), 

Britain insisted on a treaty enshrining its long-sought right to station a 

resident minister in Beijing. Arriving the next year to take up his post 
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with a triumphal retinue, the British envoy found the main river route 

to the capital blocked with chains and spikes. When he ordered a con

tingent of British marines to clear the obstacles, Chinese forces opened 

fire; 519 British troops died and another 456 were wounded in the 

ensuing battle. Britain then dispatched a military force under Lord 

Elgin that stormed Beijing and burned the Summer Palace as the 

Qing court fled. This brutal intervention -compelled the ruling dy

nasty's grudging acceptance of a "legation quan~r" to house the diplo

matic representatives. China's acquiescence in the concept of reciprocal 

diplomacy within a Westphalian system of sovereign states was reluc

tant and resentful. 

At the heart of these dispute<was a larger question: Was China a 
I 

world order entire unto itself or a state like others that was part of a 

wider international system? China clung to the traditional premise. As 

late as 1863, after two military defeats by "barbarian" powers and a 

massive domestic uprising (the Taiping Rebellion) quelled only by call

ing in foreign troops, the Emperor dispatched a letter to Abraham 

Lincoln assuring him of China's benign favor: "Having, with rever

ence, received the commission from Heaven to rule the universe, we 

regard both the middle empire [China] and the outside countries as 

constituting one family, without any distinction." 

In 1872, the eminent Scottish Sinologist James Legge phrased the 

issue pointedly and with his era's characteristic confidence in the self

evident superiority of the Western concept of world order: 

During the past forty years her [China's] position with regard 

to the more advanced nations of the world has been entirely 

changed. She has entered into treaties with them upon equal 

terms; but I do not think her ministers and people have yet 

looked this truth fairly in the face, so as to realize the fact that 

China is only one of many independent nations in the world, 

and that the "beneath the sky," over which her emperor has 
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rule, is not all beneath the sky, but only a certain portion of it 

which is defined on the earth's surface and can be pointed out 

upon the map. 

With technology and trade impelling contradictory systems into closer 

contact, which world order's norms would prevail? 

In Europe, the Westphalian system was an outgrowth of a plethora 

of de facto independent states at the end of the Thirty Years' War. Asia 

entered the modern era without SU<;'.Q. a distinct apparatus of national 

and international organization. It possessed several civilizational cen

ters surrounded by smaller kingdoms, with a subtle and shifting set of 

mechanisms for interactions between them. 

The rich fertility of China's plains and a culture of uncommon re

silience and political acumen had enabled China to remain unified 

over much of a two-millennia period and to exercise considerable po

litical, economic, and cultural influence-even when it was militarily 

weak by conventional standards. Its comparative advantage resided in 

the wealth of its economy, which produced goods that all of its neigh

bors desired. Shaped by these elements, the Chinese idea of world 

order differed markedly from the European experience based on a 

multiplicity of co-equal states. 

The drama of China's encounter with the developed West and 

Japan was the impact of great powers, organized as expansionist states, 

on a civilization that initially saw the trappings of modern statehood 

as an abasement. The "rise" of China to eminence in the twenty-first 

century is not new, but reestablishes historic patterns. What is distinc

tive is that China has returned as both the inheritor of an ancient 

civilization and as a contemporary great power on the Westphalian 

model. It combines the legacies of "All Under Heaven," technocratic 

modernization, and an unusually turbulent twentieth-century na

tional quest for a synthesis between the two. 
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China and World Order 
The imperial dynasty collapsed in 1911, and the foundation of a 

Chinese republic under Sun Yat-sen in 1912 left China with a weak 

central government and ushered in a decade of warlordism. A stron

ger central government under Chiang Kai-shek emerged in 1928 and 

sought to enable China to assume a place in the Westphalian concept 

of world order and in the global economic system. Seeking to be both 

modern and traditionally Chinese, it attempted to fit into an interna

tional system that was itself in upheaval. Yet at that point, Japan, 

which had launched its modernization drive half a century earlier, 

began a bid for Asian hegemony. The occupation of Manchuria in 

1931 was followed by Japan's invasion oflarge stretches of central and 

eastern China in 1937. The Nationalist government was prevented 

from consolidating its position, and the Communist insurgency was 

given breathing space. Though emerging as one of the victorious Al

lied powers with the end of World War II in 1945, China was torn 

apart by civil war and revolutionary turmoil that challenged all rela~ 

tionships and legacies. 

On October 1, 1949, in Beijing, the victorious Communist Party 

leader Mao Zedong proclaimed the establishment of the People's 

Republic of China with the words "The Chinese people have stood 

up.'' Mao elaborated this slogan as a China purifying and strengthen

ing itself through a doctrine of "continuous revolution" and proceeded 

to dismantle established concepts of domestic and international order. 

The entire institutional spectrum came under attack: Western democ

racy, Soviet leadership of the Communist world, and the legacy of the 

Chinese past. Art and monuments, holidays and traditions, vocabulary 

and dress, fell under various forms of interdict-blamed for bringing 

about the passivity that had rendered China unprepared in the face of 

foreign intrusions. In Mao's concept of order-which he called the 

''great harmony," echoing classical Chinese philosophy-a new China 
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would emerge out of the destruction of traditional Confucian culture 

emphasizing harmony. Each wave of revolutionary exertion, he pro

claimed, would serve as a precursor to the next. The process of revolu

tion must be ever accelerated, Mao held, lest the revolutionaries become 

complacent and indolent. "Disequilibrium is a general, objective rule," 

wrote Mao: 

The cycle, which is endless, evolves from disequilibrium to 

equilibrium and then to disequilibrium again. Each cycle, 

however, brings us to a higher level of development. Disequi

librium is normal and absolute whereas equilibrium is tempo

rary and relative. 

In the end, this upheaval was designed to produce a kind of traditional 

Chinese outcome: a form of Communism intrinsic to China, setting 

itself apart by a distinctive form of conduct that swayed by its achieve

ments, with China's unique and now revolutionary moral authority 

again swaying "All Under Heaven." 

Mao conducted international affairs by the same reliance on the 

unique nature of China. Though China was objectively weak by the 

way the rest of the world measured strength, Mao insisted on its cen

tral role via psychological and ideological superiority, to be demon

strated by defying rather than conciliating a world emphasizing 

superior physical power. When speaking in Moscow to an interna

tional conference of Communist Party leaders in 1957, Mao shocked 

fellow delegates by predicting that in the event of nuclear war China's 

more numerous population and hardier culture would be the ultimate 

victor, and that even casualties of hundreds of millions would not de

flect China from its revolutionary course. While this might have been 

partly bluff to discourage countries with vastly superior nuclear arse

nals, Mao wanted the world to believe that he contemplated nuclear 

war with equanimity. In July 1971-during my secret visit to Beijing-
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Zhou Enlai summed up Mao's conception of world order by invoking 

the Chairman's claimed purview of Chinese emperors with a sardonic 

twist: "All under heaven is in chaos, the situation is excellent." From a 

world of chaos, the People's Republic, hardened by years of struggle, 

would ultimately emerge triumphant not just in China but everywhere 

"under heaven." The Communist world order would merge with the 

traditional view of the Imperial Court. 

Like the founder of China's first all-powerful dynasty (221-207 

B.c.), the Emperor Qin Shi Huang, Mao sought to unify China while 

also striving to destroy the ancient culture that he blamed for China's 

weakness and humiliation. He governed in a style as remote as that of 

any Emperor (though the emperors would not have convened mass 

rallies), and he combined it with the practices of Lenin and Stalin. 

Mao's rule embodied the revolutionary's dilemma. The more sweep

ing the changes the revolutionary seeks to bring about, the more he 

encounters resistance, not necessarily from ideological and political 

opponents but from the inertia of the familiar. The revolutionary 

prophet is ever tempted to defy his mortality by speeding up his time

table and multiplying the means of enforcing his vision. Mao launched 

his disastrous Great Leap Forward in 1958 to compel breakneck in

dustrialization and the Cultural Revolution in 1966 to purge the rul

ing group to prevent its institutionalization in a decade-long ideological 

campaign that exiled a generation of educated youth to the country

side. Tens of millions died in pursuit of Mao's goals-most eliminated 

without love or hatred, mobilized to foreshorten into one lifetime what 

had heretofore been considered a historical process. • 

Revolutionaries prevail when their achievements come to be taken 

for granted and the price paid for them is treated as inevitable. Some 

of China's contemporary leaders suffered grievously during the Cul

tural Revolution, but they now present that suffering as having given 

them the strength and self-discovery to steel themselves for the daunt

ing tasks of leading another period of vast transformation. And the 
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Chinese public, especially those too young to have experienced the 

travail directly, seems to accept the depiction of Mao as primarily a 

unifier on behalf of Chinese dignity. Which aspect of this legacy 

prevails-the taunting Maoist challenge to the world or the quiet re

solve gained through weathering Mao's upheavals-will do much to 

determine China's relationship with twenty-first-century world order. 

In the early stages of the Cultural Revolution, China by its own 

choice had only four ambassadors around the world and was in con

frontation with both nuclear superpowers, the United States and the 

Soviet Union. By the end of the 1960s, Mao recognized that the Cul

tural Revolution had exhausted even the Chinese people's millennially 

tested capacity for endurance and that China's isolation might tempt 

the foreign interventions he had sought to overcome by ideological 

rigor and defiance. In 1969, the Soviet Union seemed on the verge of 

attacking China to a point that caused Mao to disperse all ministries to 

the provinces, with only Premier Zhou Enlai remaining in Beijing. To 

this crisis, Mao reacted with a characteristically unexpected reversal of 

direction. He ended the most anarchical aspects of the Cultural Revo

lution by using the armed forces to put an end to the Red Guards, who 

had been his shock troops-sending them to the countryside, where 

they joined their erstwhile victims at, in effect, forced labor. And he 

strove to checkmate the Soviet Union by moving toward the heretofore

vilified adversary: the United States. 

Mao calculated that the opening with the United States would end 

China's isolation and provide other countries that were holding back 

with a justification for recognizing the People's Republic of China. 

(Interestingly, a CIA analysis, written as I was preparing for my first 

trip, held that Sino-Soviet tensions were so great as to make a U.S.

China rapprochement possible but that Mao's ideological fervor would 

prevent it in his lifetime.) 

Revolutions, no matter how sweeping, need to be consolidated and, 

in the end, adapted from a moment of exaltation to what is sustainable 
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over a period of time. That was the historic role played by Deng Xiao

ping. Although he had been twice purged by Mao, he became the ef

fective ruler two years after Mao's death in 1976. He quickly undertook 

to reform the economy and open up the society. Pursuing what he 

defined as "socialism with Chinese characteristics," he liberated the 

latent energies of the Chinese people. Within less than a generation, 

China advanced to become the second-largest economy in the world. 

To speed up this dramatic transformation-if not necessarily by 

conviction-China entered international institutions and accepted the 

established rules of world order. 

Yet China's participation in aspects of the Westphalian structure 

carried with it an ambivalence born of the history that brought it to 

enter into the international state system. China has not forgotten that 

it was originally forced to engage with the existing international order 

in a manner utterly at odds with its historical image of itself or, for that 

matter, with the avowed principles of the Westphalian system. When 

urged to adhere to the international system's "rules of the game" and 

"responsibilities," the visceral reaction of many Chinese-including 

senior leaders-has been profoundly affected by the awareness that 

China has not participated in making the rules of the system. They are 

asked--and, as a matter of prudence, have agreed-to adhere to rules 

they had had no part in making. But they expect--and sooner or later 

will act on this expectation-the international order to evolve in a way 

that enables China to become centrally involved in further interna

tional rule making, even to the point of revising some of the rules that 

prevail. 

While waiting for this to transpire, Beijing has become much more 

active on the world scene. With China's emergence as potentially the 

world's largest economy, its views and support are now sought in every 

international forum. China has participated in many of the prestige 

aspects of the nineteenth- and twentieth-century Western orders: host

ing the Olympics; addresses by its presidents before the United Nations; 
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reciprocal visits with heads of state and governments from leading 

countries around the world. By any standard, China has regained the 

stature by which it was known in the centuries of its most far-reaching 

influence. The question now is how it will relate to the contemporary 

search for world order, particularly in its relations with the United 

States. 

TttE UNITED STATES AND CHINA-are both indispensable pillars of 

world order. Remarkably, both have historically exhibited an ambiva

lent attitude toward the international system they now anchor, affirm

ing their commitment to it even as they reserve judgment on aspects of 

its design. China has no precedent for the role it is asked to play in 

twenty-first-century order, as one major state among others. Nor does 

the United States have experience interacting on a sustained basis with 

a country of comparable size, reach, and economic performance em

bracing a distinctly different model of domestic order. 

The cultural and political backgrounds of the two sides diverge in 

important aspects. The American approach to policy is pragmatic; 

China's is conceptual. America has never had a powerful threatening 

neighbor; China has never been without a powerful adversary on its 

borders. Americans hold that every problem has a solution; Chinese 

think that each solution is an admission ticket to a new set of prob

lems. Americans seek an outcome responding to immediate circum

stances; Chinese concentrate on evolutionary change. Americans 

outline an agenda of practical "deliverable" items; Chinese set out gen

eral principles and analyze where they will lead. Chinese thinking is 

shaped in part by Communism but embraces a traditionally Chinese 

way of thought to an increasing extent; neither is intuitively familiar to 

Americans. 

China and the United States have, in their histories, only recently 
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fully participated in an international system of sovereign states. China 

has believed that it was unique and largely contained within its own 

reality. America also considers itself unique-that is, "exceptional"

but with a moral obligation to support its values around the world for 

reasons beyond raison d'etat. Two great societies of different cultures 

and different premises are both undergoing fundamental domestic 

adjustments; whether this translates into rivalry or into a new form of 

partnership will importantly shape prospects for twenty-first-century 

world order. 

China is now governed by the fifth generation of leaders since the 

revolution. Each previous leader distilled his generation's particular 

vision of China's needs. Mao Zedong was determined to uproot estab

lished institutions, even those he had built in the original phase of his 

victory, lest they stagnate under China's bureaucratic propensities. 

Deng Xiaoping understood that China could not maintain its historic 

role unless it became internationally engaged. Deng's style was sharply 

focused: not to boast-lest foreign countries become disquieted-not 

to claim to lead but to extend China's influence by modernizing both 

the society and the economy. On that basis, starting in 1989, Jiang 

Zemin, appointed during the Tiananmen Square crisis, overcame its 

aftermath with his personal diplomacy internationally and by broad

ening the base of the Communist Party domestically. He led the PRC 

into the international state and trading system as a full member. Hu 

Jintao, selected by Deng, skillfully assuaged concerns about China's 

growing power and laid the basis for the concept of the new type of 

major-power relationship enunciated by Xi Jinping. 

The Xi Jinping leadership has sought to build on these legacies by 

undertaking a massive reform program of the Deng scale. It has pro

jected a system that, while eschewing democracy, would be made more 

transparent and in which outcomes would be determined more by 

legal procedures than by the established pattern of personal and family 
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relationships. It has announced challenges to many established institu

tions and practices-state-run enterprises, fiefdoms of regional offi

cials, and large-scale corruption-in a manner that combines vision 

with courage but is certain to bring in its train a period of flux and 

some uncertainty. 

The composition of the Chinese leadership reflects China's evolu

tion toward participating in-and even shaping-global affairs. In 

1982, not a single member of the Politburo had a college degree. At 

this writing, almost all of them are c,qllege educated, and a significant 

number have advanced degrees. A college degree in China is based on 

a Western-style curriculum, not a legacy of the old mandarin system 

(or the subsequent Communist Party curriculum, which imposed its 

own form of intellectual inbreeding). This represents a sharp break 

with China's past, when the Chinese were intensely and proudly paro

chial in their perception of the world outside their immediate sphere. 

Contemporary Chinese leaders are influenced by their knowledge of 

China's history but are not captured by it. 

A Longer Perspective 
Potential tensions between an established and a rising power are 

not new. Inevitably, the rising power impinges on some spheres here

tofore treated as the exclusive preserve of the established power. By the 

same token, the rising power suspects that its rival may seek to quash 

its growth before it is too late. A Harvard study has shown that in 

fifteen cases in history where a rising and an established power inter

acted, ten ended in war. 

It is therefore not surprising that significant strategic thinkers on 

both sides invoke patterns of behavior and historical experience to pre

dict the inevitability of conflict between the two societies. On the Chi

nese side, many American actions are interpreted as a design to thwart 
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China's rise, and the American promotion of human rights is seen as a 

project to undermine China's domestic political structure. Some major 

figures describe America's so--:called pivot policy as the forerunner of 

an ultimate showdown designed to keep China permanently in a sec

ondary position-an attitude all the more remarkable because it has 

not involved any significant military redeployments at this writing. 

On the American side, the fear is that a growing China will sys

tematically undermine American preeminence and thus American 

security. Significant groups view China, by analogy to the Soviet 

Union in the Cold War, as determined to achieve military as well as 

economic dominance in all surrounding regions and hence, ultimately, 

hegemony. 

Both sides are reinforced in their suspicions by the military ma

neuvers and defense programs of the other. Even when they are 

"normal''-that is, composed of measures a country would reasonably 

take in defense of national interest as it is generally understood-they 

are interpreted in terms of worst-case scenarios. Each side has a re

sponsibility for taking care lest its unilateral deployments and conduct 

escalate into an arms race. 

The two sides need to absorb the history of the decade before 

World War I, when the gradual emergence of an atmosphere of sus

picion and latent confrontation escalated into catastrophe. The leaders 

of Europe trapped themselves by their military planning and inability 

to separate the tactical from the strategic. 

Two other issues are contributing to tension in Sino-American re

lations. China rejects the proposition that international order is fos

tered by the spread of liberal democracy and that the international 

community has an obligation to bring this about, and especially to 

achieve its perception of human rights by international action. The 

United States may be able to adjust the application of its views on 

human rights in relation to strategic priorities. But in light of its history 
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and the convictions of its people, America can never abandon these 

principles altogether. On the Chinese side, the dominant elite view on 

this subject was expressed by Deng Xiaoping: 

Actually, national sovereignty is far more important than 

human rights, but the Group of Seven (or Eight) often in

fringe upon the sovereignty of poor, weak countries of the 

Third World. Their talk about human rights, freedom and 

democracy is designed only to safeguard the interests of the 

strong, rich countries, which take advantage of their strength 

to bully weak countries, and which pursue hegemony and 

practice power politics. 

No formal compromise is possible between these views; to keep the 

disagreement from spiraling into conflict is one of the principal obli

gations of the leaders of both sides. 

A more immediate issue concerns North Korea, to which Bis

marck's nineteenth-century aphorism surely applies: "We live in a 

wondrous time, in which the strong is weak because of his scruples 

and the weak grows strong because of his audacity." North Korea is 

ruled under no accepted principle of legitimacy, not even its claimed 

Communist one. Its principal achievement has been to build a few 

nuclear devices. It has no military capability to engage in war with the 

United States. But the existence of these weapons has a political im

pact far exceeding their military utility. They provide an incentive for 

Japan and South Korea to create a nuclear military capability. They 

embolden Pyongyang into risk-taking disproportionate to its capabili

ties, raising the danger of another war on the Korean Peninsula. 

For China, North Korea embodies complex legacies. In many Qhi

nese eyes, the Korean War is seen as a symbol of China's determina

tion to end its "century of humiliation" and "stand up" on the world 

stage, but also as a warning against becoming involved in wars whose 
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origins China does not control and whose repercussions may have seri

ous long-range, unintended consequences. This is why China and the 

United States have taken parallel positions in the UN Security Coun

cil in demanding that North Korea abandon-not curtail-its nuclear 

program. 

For the Pyongyang regime, abandoning nuclear weapons may well 

involve political disintegration. But abandon!llent is precisely what the 

United States and China have publicly demanded in the UN resolu

tions that they have fostered. The two countries need to coordinate their 

policies for the contingency that their stated objectives are realized. 

Will it be possible to merge the concerns and goals of the two sides over 

Korea? Are China and the United States able to work out a collabora

tive strategy for a denuclearized, unified Korea that leaves all parties 

more secure and more free? It would be a big step toward the "new type 

of great-power relations" so often invoked and so slow in emerging. 

China's new leaders will recognize that the reaction of the Chinese 

population to their vast agenda cannot be known; they are sailing into 

uncharted waters. They cannot want to seek foreign adventures, but 

they will resist intrusions on what they define as their core interests 

with perhaps greater insistence than their predecessors, precisely be

cause they feel obliged to explain the adjustments inseparable from 

reform by a reinforced emphasis on the national interest. Any interna

tional order comprising both the United States and China must in

volve a balance of power, but the traditional management of the 

balance needs to be mitigated by agreement on norms and reinforced 

by elements of cooperation. 

The leaders of China and the United States have publicly recog

nized the two countries' common interest in charting a constructive 

outcome. Two American presidents (Barack Obama and George W. 

Bush) have agreed with their Chinese counterparts (Xi Jinping and 

Hu Jintao) to create a strategic partnership in the Pacific region, which 

is a way to preserve a balance of power while reducing the military 
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threat inherent in it. So far the proclamations of intent have not been 

matched by specific steps in the agreed direction. 

Partnership cannot be achieved by proclamation. No agreement can 

guarantee a specific international status for the United States. If the 

United States comes to be perceived as a declining power-a matter of 

choice, not destiny-China and other countries will succeed to much 

of the world leadership that America exercised for most of the period 

following World War II, after an interlude of turmoil and upheaval. 

Many Chinese may see the United States as a superpower past its 

peak. Yet among China's leadership, there is also a demonstrated rec

ognition that the United States will sustain a significant leadership 

capacity for the foreseeable future. The essence of building a construc

tive world order is that no single country, neither China nor the United 

States, is in a position to fill by itself the world leadership role of the 

sort that the United States occupied in the immediate post-Cold War 

period, when it was materially and psychologically preeminent. 

In East Asia, the United States is not so much a balancer as an in

tegral part of the balance. Previous chapters have shown the precari

ousness of the balance when the number of players is small and a shift 

of allegiance can become decisive. A purely military approach to the 

East Asian balance is likely to lead to alignments even more rigid than 

those that produced World War I. 

In East Asia, something approaching a balance of power exists 

between China, Korea, Japan, and the United States, with Russia and 

Vietnam peripheral participants. But it differs from the historical bal

ances of power in that one of the key participants, the United States, 

has its center of gravity located far from the geographic center of East 

Asia-and, above all, because the leaders of both countries whose 

military forces conceive themselves as adversaries in their military 

journals and pronouncements also proclaim partnership as a goal on 

political and economic issues. So it comes about that the United States 

is an ally of Japan and a proclaimed partner of China-a situation 
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comparable to Bismarck's when he made an alliance with Austria bal

anced by a treaty with Russia. Paradoxically, it was precisely that am

biguity which preserved the flexibility of the European equilibrium. 

And its abandonment-in the name of transparency-started a se

quence of increasing confrontations, culminating in World War I. 

For over a century-since the Open Door policy and Theodore 

Roosevelt's mediation of the Russo-Japanese-War-it has been a fixed 

American policy to prevent hegemony in Asia. Under contemporary 

conditions, it is an inevitable policy in China to keep potentially adver

sarial forces as far from its borders as possible. The two countries nav

igate in that space. The preservation of peace depends on the restraint 

with which they pursue their objectives and on their ability to ensure 

that competition remains political and diplomatic. 

In the Cold War, the dividing lines were defined by military forces. 

In the contemporary period, the lines should not be defined primarily 

by military deployment. The military component should not be con

ceived as the only, or even the principal, definition of the equilibrium. 

Concepts of partnership need to become, paradoxically, elements of 

the modern balance of power, especially in Asia-an approach that, if 

implemented as an overarching principle, would be as unprecedented 

as it is important. The combination of balance-of-power strategy with 

partnership diplomacy will not be able to remove all adversarial as

pects, but it can mitigate their impact. Above all, it can give Chinese 

and American leaders experiences in constructive cooperation, and 

convey to their two societies a way of building toward a more peaceful 

future. 

Order always requires a subtle balance of restraint, force, and 

legitimacy. In Asia, it must combine a balance of power with a concept 

of partnership. A purely military definition of the balance will shade 

into confrontation. A purely psychological approach to partnership 

will raise fears of hegemony. Wise statesmanship must try to find that 

balance. For outside it, disaster beckons. 



CHAPTER 7 

"Acting for All Mankind": 
The United States and Its 

Concept of Order 

No couNTRY HAS PLAYED such a decisive role in shaping con

temporary world order as the United States, nor professed such 

ambivalence about participation in it. Imbued with the conviction that 

its course would shape the destiny of mankind, America has, over its 

history, played a paradoxical role in world order: it expanded across a 

continent in the name of Manifest Destiny while abjuring any impe

rial designs; exerted a decisive influence on momentous events while 

disclaiming any motivation of national interest; and became a super

power while disavowing any intention to conduct power politics. 

America's foreign policy has reflected the conviction that its domestic 

principles were self-evidently universal and their application at all 

times salutary; that the real challenge of American engagement abroad 

was not foreign policy in the traditional sense but a project of spread

ing values that it believed all other peoples aspired to replicate. 

Inherent in this doctrine was a vision of extraordinary originality 

and allure. While the Old World considered the New an arena for 

conquest to amass wealth and power, in America a new nation arose 
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affirming freedom of belief, expression, and action as the essence of its 

national experience and character. 

In Europe, a system of order had been founded on the careful 

sequestration of moral absolutes from political endeavors-if only 

because attempts to impose one faith or system of morality on the 

Continent's diverse peoples had ended so disastrously. In America, the 

proselytizing spirit was infused with an ingrained distrust of estab

lished institutions and hierarchies. Thus the British philosopher and 

Member of Parliament Edmund Burke would recall to his colleagues 

that the colonists had exported "liberty according to English ideas" 

along with diverse dissenting religious sects constrained in Europe 

("the protestantism of the protestant religion") and "agreeing in noth

ing but in the communion of the spirit of liberty." These forces, inter

mingling across an ocean, had produced a distinct national outlook: 

"In this character of the Americans, a love of freedom is the predomi

nating feature which marks and distinguishes the whole." 

Alexis de Tocqueville, the French aristocrat who came to the 

United States in 1831 and wrote what remains one of the most percep

tive books about the spirit and attitudes of its people, traced the Amer

ican character similarly to what he called its "point of departure." In 

New England, "we see the birth and growth of that local indepen

dence which is still the mainspring and life blood of American free

dom." Puritanism, he wrote, "was not just a religious doctrine; in 

many respects it shared the most absolute democratic and republican 

theories." This, he concluded, was the product "of two perfectly dis

tinct elements which elsewhere have often been at war with one an

other but which in America it was somehow possible to incorporate 

with each other, forming a marvelous combination. I mean the Spirit 

of Religion and the Spirit of Freedom." 

The openness of American culture and its democratic principles 

made the United States a model and a refuge for millions. At the same 

time, the conviction that American principles are universal has 
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introduced a challenging element into the international system because 

it implies that governments not practicing them are less than fully 

legitimate. This tenet-so ingrained in American thinking that it is 

only occasionally put forward as official policy-suggests that a sig

nificant portion of the world lives under a kind of unsatisfactory, 

probationary arrangement, and will one day be redeemed; in the 

meantime, their relations with the world's strongest power must have 

some latent adversarial element to them. 

These tensions have been inh~tent since the beginning of the 

American experience. For Thomas Jefferson, America was not only a 

great power in the making but an "empire for liberty"-an ever

expanding force acting on behalf of all humanity to vindicate princi

ples of good governance. As Jefferson wrote during his presidency: 

We feel that we are acting under obligations not confined 

to the limits of our own society. It is impossible not to be sen

sible that we are acting for all mankind; that circumstances 

denied to others, but indulged to us, have imposed on us the 

duty of proving what is the degree of freedom and self

government in which a society may venture to leave its indi

vidual members. 

So defined, the spread of the United States and the success of its 

endeavors was coterminous with the interests of humanity. Having 

doubled the size of the new country through his shrewd engineering 

of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, in retirement Jefferson "candidly 

confess[ed]" to President Monroe, "I have ever looked on Cuba as the 

most interesting addition which could ever be made to our system of 

States." And to James Madison, Jefferson wrote, "We should then have 

only to include the North [Canada] in our confederacy ... and we 

should have such an empire for liberty as she has never surveyed since 
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the creation: & I am persuaded no constitution was ever before so well 

calculated as ours for extensive empire & self government.'' The em

pire envisaged by Jefferson and his colleagues differed, in their minds, 

from the European empires, which they considered based on the 

subjugation and oppression of foreign peoples. The empire imagined 

by Jefferson was in essence North American and conceived as the 

extension of liberty. (And, in fact, whateve;r may be said about the 

contradictions in this project or of the personal lives of its Founders, as 

the United States expanded and thrived, so too did democracy, and the 

aspiration toward it spread and took root across the hemisphere and 

the world.) 

Despite such soaring ambitions, America's favorable geography 

and vast resources facilitated a perception that foreign policy was an 

optional activity. Secure behind two great oceans, the United States 

was in a position to treat foreign policy as a series of episodic chal

lenges rather than as a permanent enterprise. Diplomacy and force, 

in this conception, were distinct stages of activity, each following its 

own autonomous rules. A doctrine of universal sweep was paired with 

an ambivalent attitude toward countries-necessarily less fortunate 

than the United States-that felt the compulsion to conduct foreign 

policy as a permanent exercise based on the elaboration of the national 

interest and the balance of power. 

Even after the United States assumed great-power status in the 

course of the nineteenth century, these habits endured. Three times in 

as many generations, in the two world wars and the Cold War, the 

United States took decisive action to shore up international order 

against hostile and potentially terminal threats. In each case, America 

preserved the Westphalian state system and the balance of power while 

blaming the very institutions of that system for the outbreak of hos

tilities and proclaiming a desire to construct an entirely new world. 

For much of this period, the implicit goal of American strategy beyond 
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the Western Hemisphere was to transform the world in a manner that 

would make an American strategic role unnecessary. 

From the beginning, America's intrusion into European conscious

ness had forced a reexamination of received wisdom; its settlement 

would open new vistas for individuals promising to fundamentally 

reinvent world order. For the early settlers of the New World, the 

Americas were a frontier of a Western civilization whose unity was 

fracturing, a new stage on which to dramatize the possibility of a 

moral order. These settlers left Eµrope not because they no longer 

believed in its centrality but because they thought it had fallen short of 

its calling. As religious disputes and bloody wars drove Europe in the 

Peace of Westphalia to the painful conclusion that its ideal of a conti

nent unified by a single divine governance would never be achieved, 

America provided a place to do so on distant shores. Where Europe 

reconciled itself to achieving security through equilibrium, Americans 

(as they began to think of themselves) entertained dreams of unity and 

governance enabling a redeemed purpose. The early Puritans spoke of 

demonstrating their virtue on the new continent as the way to trans

form the lands of which they had taken leave. As John Winthrop, a 

Puritan lawyer who left East Anglia to escape religious suppression, 

preached aboard the Arbella in 1630, bound for New England, God 

intended America as an example for "all people": 

We shall find that the God of Israel is among us, when ten of 

us shall be able to resist a thousand of our enemies; when He 

shall make us a praise and glory that men shall say of suc

ceeding plantations, "may the Lord make it like that of New 

England." For we must consider that we shall be as a city 

upon a hill. The eyes of all people are upon us. 

None doubted that humanity and its purpose would in some way be 

revealed and fulfilled in America. 
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America on the World Stage 
Setting out to affirm its independence, the United States defined 

itself as a new kind of power. The Declaration of Independence put 

forth its principles and assumed as its audience "the opinions of man

kind." In the opening essay of The Federalist Papers, published in 1787, 

Alexander Hamilton described the new republic as "an empire in 

many respects the most interesting in the world" whose success or fail

ure would prove the viability of self-governance anywhere. He treated 

this proposition not as a novel interpretation but as a matter of common 

knowledge that ''has been frequently remarked"-an assertion all the 

more notable considering that the United States at the time comprised 

only the Eastern Seaboard from Maine to Georgia. 

Even while propounding these doctrines, the Founders were so

phisticated men who understood the European balance of power and 

manipulated it to the new country's advantage. An alliance with 

France was enlisted in the war for independence from Britain, then 

loosened in the aftermath, as France undertook revolution and 

embarked on a European crusade in which the United States had no 

direct interest. When President Washington, in his 1796 Farewell 

Address-delivered in the midst of the French revolutionary wars

counseled that the United States "steer clear of permanent alliances 

with any portion of the foreign world" and instead "safely trust to 

temporary alliances for extraordinary emergencies," he was issuing 

not so much a moral pronouncement as a canny judgment about 

how to exploit America's comparative advantage: the United States, a 

fledgling power safe behind oceans, did not have the need or the re

sources to embroil itself in continental controversies over the balance 

of power. It joined alliances not to protect a concept of international 

order but simply to serve its national interests strictly defined. As long 

as the European balance held, America was better served by a strategy 

of preserving its freedom of maneuver and consolidating at home--a 
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course of conduct substantially followed by former colonial countries 

(for example, India) after their independence a century and a half 

later. 

This strategy prevailed for a century, following the last short war 

with Britain in 1812, allowing the United States to accomplish what no 

other country was in a position to conceive: it became a great power 

and a nation of continental scope through the sheer accumulation of 

domestic power, with a foreign policy focused almost entirely on the 

negative goal of keeping foreign dey~lopments as far at bay as possible. 

The United States soon set out to expand this maxim to all of the 

Americas. A tacit accommodation with Britain, the premier naval 

power, allowed the United States to declare in the Monroe Doctrine of 

1823 its entire hemisphere off-limits for foreign colonization, decades 

before it had anything close to the power to enforce so sweeping a pro

nouncement. In the United States, the Monroe Doctrine was inter

preted as the extension of the War of Independence, sheltering the 

Western Hemisphere from the operation of the European balance of 

power. No Latin American countries were consulted (not least because 

few existed at the time). As the frontiers of the nation crept across the 

continent, the expansion of America was seen as the operation of a 

kind of law of nature. When the United States practiced what else

where was defined as imperialism, Americans gave it another name: 

"the fulfillment of our manifest destiny to overspread the continent 

allotted by Providence for the free development of our yearly multiply

ing millions." The acquisition of vast tracts of territory was treated as 

a commercial transaction in the purchase of the Louisiana Territory 

from France and as the inevitable consequence of this Manifest Des

tiny in the case of Mexico. It was not until the close of the nineteenth 

century, in the Spanish-American War of 1898, that the United States 

engaged in full-scale hostilities overseas with another major power. 

Throughout the nineteenth century, the United States had the 

good fortune of being able to address its challenges sequentially, and 
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frequently to the point of definitive resolution. The drive to the Pacific 

and the establishment of favorable northern and southern borders; 

the vindication of the Union in the Civil War; the projection of 

power against the Spanish Empire and the inheritance of many of its 

possessions: each took place as a discrete phase of activity, after which 

Americans returned to the task of building prosperity and refining 

democracy. The American experience supported the assumption that 

peace was the natural condition of humanity, prevented only by other 

countries' unreasonableness or ill will. The European style of state

craft, with its shifting alliances and elastic maneuvers on the spectrum 

between peace and hostility, seemed to the American mind a perverse 

departure from common sense. In this view, the Old World's entire 

system of foreign policy and international order was an outgrowth of 

despotic caprice or a malignant cultural penchant for aristocratic cer

emony and secretive maneuver. America would forgo these practices, 

disclaiming colonial interests, remaining warily at arm's length from 

the European-designed international system, and relating to other 

countries on the basis of mutual interests and fair dealing. 

John Quincy Adams summed up these sentiments in 1821, in a 

tone verging on exasperation at other countries' determination to pur

sue more complicated and devious courses: 

America, in the assembly of nations, since her admission 

among them, has invariably, though often fruitlessly, held 

forth to them the hand of honest friendship, of equal free

dom, of generous reciprocity. She has uniformly spoken 

among them, though often to heedless and often to disdainful 

ears, the language of equal liberty, of equal justice, and of 

equal rights. She has, in the lapse of nearly half a century, 

without a single exception, respected the independence of 

other nations while asserting and maintaining her own. She 

has abstained from interference in the concerns of others, 
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even when conflict has been for principles to which she clings, 

as to the last vital drop that visits the heart. 

Because America sought "not dominion, but liberty," it should avoid, 

Adams argued, involvement in all the contests of the European world. 

America would maintain its uniquely reasonable and disinterested 

stance, seeking freedom and human dignity by offering moral sympa

thy from afar. The assertion of the universality of American principles 

was coupled with the refusal to v~~dicate them outside the Western 

(that is, American) Hemisphere: 

[America] goes not abroad, in search of monsters to destroy. 

She is the well-wisher to the freedom and independence of 

all. She is the champion and vindicator only of her own. 

In the Western Hemisphere, no such restraint prevailed. As early as 

1792, the Massachusetts minister and geographer Jedidiah Morse ar

gued that the United States-whose existence had been internation

ally recognized for less than a decade and whose Constitution was 

only four years old-marked the apogee of history. The new country, 

he predicted, would expand westward, spread principles of liberty 

throughout the Americas, and become the crowning achievement of 

human civilization: 

Besides, it is well known that empire has been travelling 

from east to west. Probably her last and broadest feat will be 

America ... [W]e cannot but anticipate the period, as not far 

distant, when the AMERICAN EMPIRE will comprehend mil

lions of souls, west of the Mississippi. 

All the while America ardently maintained that the endeavor was 

not territorial expansion in the traditional sense but the divinely 
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ordained spread of principles of liberty. In 1839, as the official United 

States Exploring Expedition reconnoitered the far reaches of the hemi

sphere and the South Pacific, the United States Magazine and Demo

cratic Review published an article heralding the United States as "the 

great nation of futurity," disconnected from and superior to everything 

in history that had preceded it: 

The American people having derived their origin from many 

other nations, and the Declaration of National Independence 

being entirely based on the great principle of human equality, 

these facts demonstrate at once our disconnected position as 

regards any other nation; that we have, in reality, but little 

connection with the past history of any of them, and still less 

with all antiquity, its glories, or its crimes. On the contrary, 

our national birth was the beginning of a new history. 

The success of the United States, the author confidently predicted, 

would serve as a standing rebuke to all other forms of government, 

ushering in a future democratic age. A great, free union, divinely sanc

tioned and towering above all other states, would spread its principles 

throughout the Western Hemisphere-a power destined to become 

greater in scope and in moral purpose than any previous human en

deavor: 

We are the nation of human progress, and who will, what 

can, set limits to our onward march? Providence is with us, 

and no earthly power can. 

The United States was thus not simply a country but an engine of 

God's plan and the epitome of world order. 

In 1845, when American westward expansion embroiled the coun

try in a dispute with Britain over the Oregon Territory and with 
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Mexico over the Republic of Texas (which had seceded from Mexico 

and declared its intent to join the United States), the magazine 

concluded that the annexation of Texas was a defensive measure 

against the foes of liberty. The author reasoned that "California will 

probably, next fall away" from Mexico, and an American sweep north 

into Canada would likely follow. The continental force of America, he 

reasoned, would eventually render Europe's balance of power inconse

quential by its sheer countervailing weight. Indeed the author of the 

Democratic Review article foresaw a day, one hundred years hence

that is, 1945-when the United Sta~~s would outweigh even a unified, 

hostile Europe: 

Though they should cast into the opposite scale all the bayo

nets and cannon, not only of France and England, but of 

Europe entire, how would it kick the beam against the sim

ple, solid weight of the two hundred and fifty, or three hun

dred millions-and American millions-destined to gather 

beneath the flutter of the stripes and stars, in the fast hasten

ing year of the Lord 1945! 

This is, in fact, what transpired (except that the Canadian border 

was peacefully demarcated, and England was not part of a hostile 

Europe in 1945, but rather an ally). Bombastic and prophetic, the vision 

of America transcending and counterbalancing the harsh doctrines of 

the Old World would inspire a nation-often while being largely ig

nored elsewhere or prompting consternation-and reshape the course 

of history. 

As the United States experienced total war-unseen in Europe for 

half a century-in the Civil War, with stakes so desperate that ,both 

North and South breached the principle of hemispheric isolation to 

involve especially France and Britain in their war efforts, Americans 

interpreted their conflict as a singular event of transcendent moral 
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significance. Reflecting the view of that conflict as a terminal en

deavor, the vindication of "the last best hope of earth," the United 

States built up by far the world's largest and most formidable army 

and used it to wage total war, then, within a year and a half of the end 

of the war, all but disbanded it, reducing a force of more than one mil

lion men to roughly 65,000. In 1890, the American army ranked four

teenth in the world, after Bulgaria's, and , the American navy was 

smaller than Italy's, a country with one-thirteenth of America's indus

trial strength. As late as the presidential inaugural of 1885, President 

Grover Cleveland described American foreign policy in terms of 

detached neutrality and as entirely different from the self-interested 

policies pursued by older, less enlightened states. He rejected 

any departure from that foreign policy commended by the 

history, the traditions, and the prosperity of our Republic. It 

is the policy of independence, favored by our position and 

defended by our known love of justice and by our power. It 

is the policy of peace suitable to our interests. It is the policy 

of neutrality, rejecting any share in foreign broils and am

bitions upon other continents and repelling their intrusion 

here. 

A decade later, America's world role having expanded, the tone 

had become more insistent and considerations of power loomed larger. 

In a border dispute in 1895 between Venezuela and British Guiana, 

Secretary of State Richard Olney warned Great Britain-then still 

considered the premier world power-of the inequality of military 

strength in the Western Hemisphere: "To-day the United States is 

practically sovereign on this continent, and its fiat is law." America's 

"infinite resources combined with its isolated position render it master 

of the situation and practically invulnerable as against any or all other 

powers." 
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America was now a major power, no longer a fledgling republic on 

the fringes of world affairs. American policy no longer limited itself to 

neutrality; it felt obliged to translate its long-proclaimed universal 

moral relevance into a broader geopolitical role. When, later that year, 

the Spanish Empire's colonial subjects in Cuba rose in revolt, a reluc

tance to see an anti-imperial rebellion crushed on America's doorstep 

mingled with the conviction that the time had come for the United 

States to demonstrate its ability and will to act as a great power, at a 

time when the importance of European nations was in part judged by 
'' 

the extent of their overseas empires. When the battleship USS Maine 

exploded in Havana harbor in 1898 under unexplained circumstances, 

widespread popular demand for military intervention led President 

McKinley to declare war on Spain, the first military engagement by 

the United States with another major power overseas. 

Few Americans imagined how different the world order would be 

after this "splendid little war," as John Hay, then the American ambas

sador in London, described it in a letter to Theodore Roosevelt, at that 

time a rising political reformer in New York City. After just three and 

a half months of military conflict, the United States had ejected the 

Spanish Empire from the Caribbean, occupied Cuba, and annexed 

Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Guam, and the Philippines. President McKinley 

stuck to established verities in justifying the enterprise. With no trace 

of self-consciousness, he presented the war that had established Amer

ica as a great power in two oceans as a uniquely unselfish mission. 

"The American flag has not been planted in foreign soil to acquire 

more territory," he explained in a remark emblazoned on his reelec

tion poster of 1900, "but for humanity's sake." 

The Spanish-American War marked America's entry into great

power politics and into the contests it had so long disdained. , The 

American presence was intercontinental in extent, stretching from the 

Caribbean to the maritime waters of Southeast Asia. By virtue of its 

size, its location, and its resources, the United States would be among 
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the most consequential global players. Its actions would now be scruti

nized, tested, and, on occasion, resisted by the more traditional powers 

already sparring over the territories and sea-lanes into which Ameri

can interests now protruded. 

Theodore Roosevelt: America _as a World Power 
The first President to grapple systematically with the implications 

of America's world role was Theodore Roosevelt, who succeeded in 

1901 upon McKinley's assassination, after a remarkably rapid political 

ascent culminating in the vice presidency. Hard-driving, ferociously 

ambitious, highly educated, and widely read, a brilliant cosmopolitan 

cultivating the air of a ranch hand and subtle far beyond the estima

tion of his contemporaries, Roosevelt saw the United States as poten

tially the greatest power-called by its fortuitous political, geographic, 

and cultural inheritance to an essential world role. He pursued a for

eign policy concept that, unprecedentedly for America, based itself 

largely on geopolitical considerations. According to it, America as the 

twentieth century progressed would play a global version of the role 

Britain had performed in Europe in the nineteenth century: maintain

ing peace by guaranteeing equilibrium, hovering offshore of Eurasia, 

and tilting the balance against any power threatening to dominate a 

strategic region. As he declared in his 1905 inaugural address, 

To us as a people it has been granted to lay the foundations 

of our national life in a new continent ... Much has been 

given us, and much will rightfully be expected from us. We 

have duties to others and duties to ourselves; and we can 

shirk neither. We have become a great nation, forced by the 

fact of its greatness into relations with the other nations of 

the earth, and we must behave as beseems a people with such 

responsibilities. 
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Educated partly in Europe and knowledgeable about its history 

(he wrote a definitive account of the naval component of the War of 

1812 while still in his twenties), Roosevelt was on cordial terms with 

prominent "Old World" elites and was well versed in traditional prin

ciples of strategy, including the balance of power. Roosevelt shared his 

compatriots' assessment of America's special character. Yet he was con

vinced that to fulfill its calling, the United States would need to enter 

a world in which power, and not only principle, shared in governing 

the course of events. 

In Roosevelt's view, the international system was in constant flux. 

Ambition, self-interest, and war were not simply the products of fool

ish misconceptions of which Americans could disabuse traditional 

rulers; they were a natural human condition that required purposeful 

American engagement in international affairs. International society 

was like a frontier settlement without an effective police force: 

In new and wild communities where there is violence, an 

honest man must protect himself; and until other means of 

securing his safety are devised, it is both foolish and wicked to 

persuade him to surrender his arms while the men who are 

dangerous to the community retain theirs. 

This essentially Hobbesian analysis delivered in, of all occasions, a 

Nobel Peace Prize lecture, marked America's departure from the 

proposition that neutrality and pacific intent were adequate to serve 

the peace. For Roosevelt, if a nation was unable or unwilling to act to 

defend its own interests, it could not expect others to respect them. 

Inevitably, Roosevelt was impatient with many of the pieties that 

dominated American thinking on foreign policy. The newly emerging 

extension of international law could not be efficacious unless backed 

by force, he concluded, and disarmament, emerging as an interna

tional topic, was an illusion: 
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As yet there is no likelihood of establishing any kind of inter

national power ... which can effectively check wrong-doing, 

and in these circumstances it would be both foolish and an 

evil thing for a great and free nation to deprive itself of the 

power to protect its own rights and even in exceptional cases 

to stand up for the rights of others. Nothing would more pro

mote iniquity ... than for the free and e11lightened peoples ... 

deliberately to render themselves powerless while leaving 

every despotism and barbarism armed. 

Liberal societies, Roosevelt believed, tended to underestimate the 

elements of antagonism and strife in international affairs. Implying a 

Darwinian concept of the survival of the fittest, Roosevelt wrote to the 

British diplomat Cecil Spring Rice, 

It is ... a melancholy fact that the countries which are most 

humanitarian, which are most interested in internal improve

ment, tend to grow weaker compared with the other coun

tries which possess a less altruistic civilization ... 

I abhor and despise that pseudo-humanitarianism which 

treats advance of civilization as necessarily and rightfully im

plying a weakening of the fighting spirit and which therefore 

invites destruction of the advanced civilization by some less

advanced type. 

If America disclaimed strategic interests, this only meant that more 

aggressive powers would overrun the world, eventually undermining 

the foundations of American prosperity. Therefore, "we need a large 

navy, composed not merely of cruisers, but containing also a full 

proportion of powerful battle-ships, able to meet those of any other 

nation," as well as a demonstrated willingness to use it. 

In Roosevelt's view, foreign policy was the art of adapting Ameri-
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can policy to balance global power discreetly and resolutely, tilting 

events in the direction of the national interest. He saw the United 

States-economically vibrant, the only country without threatening 

regional competitors, and distinctively both an Atlantic and a Pacific 

power-as in a unique position to "grasp the points of vantage which 

will enable us to have our say in deciding the destiny of the oceans of 

the East and the West." Shielding the Western Hemisphere from out

side powers and intervening to preserve an equilibrium of forces in 

every other strategic region, Amer~~a would emerge as the decisive 

guardian of the global balance and, through this, international peace. 

This was an astonishingly ambitious vision for a country that had 

heretofore viewed its isolation as its defining characteristic and that 

had conceived of its navy as primarily an instrument of coastal de

fense. But through a remarkable foreign policy performance, Roosevelt 

succeeded-at least temporarily-in redefining America's interna

tional role. In the Americas, he went beyond the Monroe Doctrine's 

well-established opposition to foreign intervention. He pledged the 

United States not only to repel foreign colonial designs in the Western 

Hemisphere-personally threatening war to deter an impending Ger

man encroachment on Venezuela-but also, in effect, to preempt 

them. Thus he proclaimed the "Roosevelt Corollary" to the Monroe 

Doctrine, to the effect that the United States had the right to intervene 

preemptively in the domestic affairs of other Western Hemisphere 

nations to remedy flagrant cases of "wrongdoing or impotence." Roo

sevelt described the principle as follows: 

All that this country desires is to see the neighboring coun

tries stable, orderly, and prosperous. Any country whose 

people conduct themselves well can count upon our hearty , 

friendship. If a nation shows that it knows how to act with 

reasonable efficiency and decency in social and political mat

ters, if it keeps order and pays its obligations, it need fear no 
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interference from the United States. Chronic wrongdoing, or 

an impotence which results in a general loosening of the ties 

of civilized society, may in America, as elsewhere, ultimately 

require intervention by some civilized nation, and in the 

Western Hemisphere the adherence of the United States to 

the Monroe Doctrine may force the United States, however 

reluctantly, in flagrant cases of such w_rongdoing or impo

tence, to the exercise of an international police power. 

As in the original Monroe Doctrine, no Latin American countries 

were consulted. The corollary also amounted to a U.S. security um

brella for the Western Hemisphere. Henceforth no outside power 

would be able to use force to redress its grievances in the Americas; 

it would be obliged to work through the United States, which assigned 

itself the task of maintaining order. 

Backing up this ambitious concept was the new Panama Canal, 

which enabled the United States to shift its navy between the Atlantic 

and the Pacific oceans without the long circumnavigations of Cape 

Horn at the southern tip of South America. Begun in 1904 with 

American funds and engineering expertise on territory seized from 

Colombia by means of a local rebellion supported by the United States, 

and controlled by a long-term American lease of the Canal Zone, the 

Panama Canal, officially opened in 1914, would stimulate trade while 

affording the United States a decisive advantage in any military con

flict in the region. (It would also bar any foreign navy from using a 

similar route except with U.S. permission.) Hemispheric security was 

to be the linchpin of an American world role based on the muscular 

assertion of America's national interest. 

So long as Britain's naval power remained dominant, it would see 

to the equilibrium in Europe. During the Russo-Japanese conflict of 

1904-5, Roosevelt demonstrated how he would apply his concept of 

diplomacy to the Asian equilibrium and, if necessary, globally. For 
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Roosevelt, the issue was the balance of power in the Pacific, not flaws 

in Russia's czarist autocracy (though he had no illusions about these). 

Because the unchecked eastward advance into Manchuria and Korea 

of Russia-a country that, in Roosevelt's words, "pursued a policy of 

consistent opposition to us in the East, and of literally fathomless 

mendacity"-was inimical to American interests, Roosevelt at first 

welcomed the Japanese military victories. He described the total de

struction of the Russian fleet, which had sailed around the world to its 

demise in the Battle of Tsushima, as Japan "playing our game." But 

when the scale of Japan's victories threatened to overwhelm the Rus

sian position in Asia entirely, Roosevelt had second thoughts. Though 

he admired Japan's modernization-and perhaps because of it-he 

began to treat an expansionist Japanese Empire as a potential threat to 

the American position in Southeast Asia and concluded that it might 

someday "make demands on [the] Hawaiian Islands." 

Roosevelt, though in essence a partisan of Russia, undertook a me

diation of a conflict in distant Asia underlining America's role as an 

Asian power. The Treaty of Portsmouth in 1905 was a quintessential 

expression of Roosevelt's balance-of-power diplomacy. It limited Japa

nese expansion, prevented a Russian collapse, and achieved an out

come in which Russia, as he described it, "should be left face to face 

with Japan so that each may have a moderative action on the other." 

For his mediation, Roosevelt was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, the 

first American to be so honored. 

Roosevelt treated the achievement not as ushering in a static 

condition of peace but as the beginning of an American role in manag

ing the Asia-Pacific equilibrium. When Roosevelt began to receive 

threatening intelligence about Japan's "war party," he set out to bring 

America's resolve to its attention, but with exquisite subtlety._, He 

dispatched sixteen battleships painted white to signify a peaceful 

mission-called the Great White Fleet--on a "practice cruise around 
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the world," paying friendly visits to foreign ports and serving as a re

minder that the United States could now deploy overwhelming naval 

power to any region. As he wrote to his son, the show of force was in

tended to warn the aggressive faction in Japan, thus achieving peace 

through strength: "I do not believe there will be war with Japan, but I 

do believe that there is enough chance of war to make it eminently 

wise to insure against it by building such ~ navy as to forbid Japan's 

hoping for success." 

Japan, while afforded a massive display of American naval power, 

was at the same time to be treated with utmost courtesy. Roosevelt 

cautioned the Admiral leading the fleet that he was to go to the limit 

to avoid offending the sensibilities of the country he was deterring: 

I wish to impress upon you, what I do not suppose is neces

sary, to see to it that none of our men does anything out of the 

way while in Japan. If you give the enlisted men leave while at 

Tokyo or anywhere else in Japan be careful to choose only 

those upon whom you can absolutely depend. There must be 

no suspicion of insolence or rudeness on our part ... Aside 

from the loss of a ship I had far rather that we were insulted 

than that we insult anybody under these peculiar conditions. 

America would, in the words of Roosevelt's favorite proverb, "speak 

softly and carry a big stick." 

In the Atlantic, Roosevelt's apprehensions were primarily directed 

at Germany's increasing power and ambitions, especially its large naval 

building program. If British command of the seas was upset, so would 

be Britain's ability to maintain the European equilibrium. He saw Ger

many as gradually overwhelming its neighbors' countervailing force. 

At the outbreak of World War I, Roosevelt from his retirement called 

on America to increase its military spending and enter the conflict 
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early on the side of the Triple Entente--Britain, France, and Russia-

lest the threat spread to the Western Hemisphere. As he wrote in 1914 

to an American German sympathizer: 

Do you not believe that if Germany won in this war, smashed 

the English Fleet and destroyed the British Empire, within a 

year or two she would insist upon taking a dominant position 

in South America ... ? I believe so. Indeed I know so. For the 

Germans with whom I have talked, when once we could talk 

intimately, accepted this view with a frankness that bordered 

on the cynical. 

It was through the contending ambitions of major powers, Roosevelt 

believed, that the ultimate nature of world order would be decided. 

Humane values would be best preserved by the geopolitical success of 

liberal countries in pursuing their interests and maintaining the 

credibility of their threats. Where they prevailed in the strife of inter

national competition, civilization would spread and be strengthened, 

with salutary effects. 

Roosevelt adopted a generally skeptical view of abstract invocations 

of international goodwill. He averred that it did no good, and often 

active harm, for America to make grand pronouncements of principle 

if it was not in a position to enforce them against determined op

position. "Our words must be judged by our deeds." When the indus

trialist Andrew Carnegie urged Roosevelt to commit the United States 

more fully to disarmament and international human rights, Roosevelt 

replied, invoking some principles of which Kautilya would have 

approved, 

We must always remember that it would be a fatal thing for 

the great free peoples to reduce themselves to impotence and 

leave the despotisms and barbarisms armed. It would be safe 
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to do so if there was some system of international police; but 

there is now no such system ... The one thing I won't do is to 

bluff when I cannot make good; to bluster and threaten and 

then fail to take the action if my words need to be backed up. 

Had Roosevelt been succeeded by a disciple-.· or perhaps had he 

won the election of 1912-he might have introduced America into 

the Westphalian system of world order or an adaptation of it. In this 

course of events, America almost certainly would have sought an ear

lier conclusion to World War I compatible with the European balance 

of power-along the lines of the Russo-Japanese Treaty-that left 

Germany defeated but indebted to American restraint and surrounded 

by sufficient force to deter future adventurism. Such an outcome, 

before the bloodletting had assumed nihilistic dimensions, would have 

changed the course of history and forestalled the devastation of 

Europe's culture and political self-confidence. 

In the event, Roosevelt died a respected statesman and conserva

tionist but founded no foreign policy school of thought. He had no 

major disciple, among either the public or his successors as President. 

And Roosevelt did not win the 1912 election, because he split the con

servative vote with William Howard Taft, the incumbent President. 

It was probably inevitable that Roosevelt's attempt to preserve his 

legacy by running for a third term would destroy any chance for it. 

Tradition matters because it is not given to societies to proceed through 

history as if they had no past and as if every course of action were 

available to them. They may deviate from the previous trajectory only 

within a finite margin. The great statesmen act at the outer limit of 

that margin. If they fall short, the society stagnates. If they exceed it, 

they lose the capacity to shape posterity. Theodore Roosevelt was 

. operating at the absolute margin of his society's capabilities. Without 

him, American foreign policy returned to the vision of the shining city 

on a hill-not participation in, much less domination of, a geopolitical 
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equilibrium. Nevertheless, America paradoxically fulfilled the leading 

role Roosevelt had envisioned for it, and within his lifetime. But it did 

so on behalf of principles Roosevelt derided and under the guidance of 

a president whom Roosevelt despised. 

vVoodrow Wilson: America as 
the World's Conscience 

Emerging victorious in the 1912 election with just 42 percent of the 

popular vote and only two years after his transition from academia to 

national politics, Woodrow Wilson turned the vision America had 

asserted largely for itself into an operational program applicable to the 

entire world. The world was sometimes inspired, occasionally puzzled, 

yet always obliged to pay attention, both by the power of America and 

by the scope of his vision. 

When America entered World War I, a conflict which started a 

process that would destroy the European state system, it did so not on 

the basis of Roosevelt's geopolitical vision but under a banner of moral 

universality not seen in Europe since the religious wars three centuries 

before. This new universality proclaimed by the American President 

sought to universalize a system of governance that existed only in the 

North Atlantic countries and, in the form heralded by Wilson, only in 

the United States. Imbued by America's historic sense of moral mis

sion, Wilson proclaimed that America had intervened not to restore 

the European balance of power but to "make the world safe for 

democracy"-in other words, to base world order on the compatibility 

of domestic institutions reflecting the American example. Though 

this concept ran counter to their tradition, Europe's leaders accepted it 

as the price of America's entry into the war. 

Setting out his vision of the peace, Wilson denounced the balance 

of power for the preservation of which his new allies had originally 

entered the war. He rejected established diplomatic methods (decried 
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as "secret diplomacy") as having been a major contributing cause of 

the conflict. In their place he put forward, in . a series of visionary 

speeches, a new concept of international peace based on a mixture of 

traditional American assumptions and a new insistence on pushing 

them toward a definitive and global implementation. This has been, 

with minor variations, the American program for world order ever 

smce. 

Like many American leaders before him, Wilson asserted that a 

divine dispensation had made the United States a different kind of na

tion. "It was as if," Wilson told the graduating class at West Point in 

1916, "in the Providence of God a continent had been kept unused and 

waiting for a peaceful people who loved liberty and the rights of men 

more than they loved anything else, to come and set up an unselfish 

commonwealth." 

Nearly all of Wilson's predecessors in the presidency would have 

subscribed to such a belie£ Where Wilson differed was in his assertion 

that an international order based on it could be achieved within a sin

gle lifetime, even a single administration. John Quincy Adams had 

lauded the special American commitment to self-government and in

ternational fair play but warned his countrymen against seeking to 

impose these virtues outside the Western Hemisphere among other 

powers not similarly inclined. Wilson was playing for higher stakes 

and set a more urgent objective. The Great War, he told Congress, 

would be "the culminating and final war for human liberty." 

When Wilson took the oath of office, he had sought for America 

to remain neutral in international affairs, offering its services as disin

terested mediator and promoting a system of international arbitration 

meant to forestall war. On assuming the presidency in 1913, Woodrow 

Wilson had launched a "new diplomacy," authorizing his Secretary of 

State, William Jennings Bryan, to negotiate an array of international 

arbitration treaties. Bryan's efforts produced thirty-some such treaties 

in 1913 and 1914. In general, they provided that every otherwise in-
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soluble dispute should be submitted to a disinterested commission for 

investigation; there would be no resort to arms until a recommenda

tion had been submitted to the parties. A "cooling off" period was to 

be established in which diplomatic solutions could prevail over nation

alist passions. There is no record that any such treaty was ever applied 

to a concrete issue. By July 1914, Europe and much of the rest of the 

world were at war. 

When, in 1917, Wilson declared that the grave outrages of one 

party, Germany, had obliged the Un.ited States to join the war in "as

sociation" with the belligerents of the other side (Wilson declined to 

contemplate an "alliance"), he maintained that America's purposes 

were not self-interested but universal: 

We have no selfish ends to serve. We desire no conquest, no 

dominion. We seek no indemnities for ourselves, no material 

compensation for the sacrifices we shall freely make. We are 

but one of the champions of the rights of mankind. 

The premise of Wilson's grand strategy was that all peoples around 

the world were motivated by the same values as America: 

These are American principles, American policies. We could 

stand for no others. And they are also the principles and poli

cies of forward looking men and women everywhere, of every 

modern nation, of every enlightened community. 

It was the scheming of autocracies, not any inherent contradiction 

between differing national interests or aspirations, that caused con

flict. If all facts were made openly available and publics were offered a 

choice, ordinary people would opt for peace-a view also held by the 

Enlightenment philosopher Kant (described earlier) and by the con-
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temporary advocates of an open Internet. As Wilson told Congress in 

April 1917, in his request for a declaration of war against Germany: 

Self-governed nations do not fill their neighbor states with 

spies or set the course of intrigue to bring about sorne critical 

posture of affairs which will give them an opportunity to 

strike and make conquest. Such designs can ,be successfully 

worked only under cover and where no one has the right to 

ask questions. Cunningly contrived plans of deception or ag

gression, carried, it may be, from generation to generation, 

can be worked out and kept from the light only within the 

privacy of courts or behind the carefully guarded confidences 

of a narrow and privileged class. They are happily impossible 

where public opinion commands and insists upon full infor

mation concerning all. the nation's affairs. 

The procedural aspect of the balance of power, its neutrality as to 

the moral merit of contending parties, was therefore immoral as well 

as dangerous. Not only was democracy the best form of governance; it 

was also the sole guarantee for permanent peace. As such, American 

intervention was intended not simply to thwart Germany's war aims 

but, Wilson explained in a subsequent speech, to alter Germany's sys

tem of government. The goal was not primarily strategic, for strategy 

was an expression of governance: 

The worst that can happen to the detriment of the German 

people is this, that if they should still, after the war is over, 

continue to be obliged to live under ambitious and intriguing 

masters interested to disturb the peace of the world, men or 

classes of men whom the other peoples of the world could not 

trust, it might be impossible to admit thern to the partnership 
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of nations which must henceforth guarantee the world's 

peace. 

In keeping with this view, when Germany declared itself ready to 

discuss an armistice, Wilson refused to negotiate until the Kaiser ab

dicated. International peace required "the destruction of every arbi

trary power anywhere that can separately, secretly and of its single 

choice disturb the peace of the world; or, if it cannot be presently de

stroyed, at the least its reduction to virtual impotence." A rules-based, 

peaceful international order was achievable, but because "no autocratic 

government could be trusted to keep faith within it or observe its cov

enants," peace required "that autocracy must first be shown the utter 

futility of its claims to power or leadership in the modern world.'' 

The spread of democracy, in Wilson's view, would be an automatic 

consequence of implementing the principle of self-determination. Since 

the Congress of Vienna, wars had ended with an agreement on the 

restoration of the balance of power by territorial adjustments. Wilson's 

concept of world order called instead for "self-determination"-for 

each nation, defined by ethnic and linguistic unity, to be given a state. 

Only through self-government, he assessed, could peoples express their 

underlying will toward international harmony. And once they had 

achieved independence and national unity, Wilson argued, they would 

no longer have an incentive to practice aggressive or self-interested pol

icies. Statesmen following the principle of self-determination would 

not "dare ... attempting any such covenants of selfishness and compro

mise as were entered into at the Congress of Vienna," where elite rep

resentatives of the great powers had redrawn international borders 

in secret, favoring equilibrium over popular aspirations. The world 

would thus enter 

an age ... which rejects the standards of national selfishness 

that once governed the counsels of nations and demands that 
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they shall give way to a new order of things in which the only 

questions will be: "Is it right?" "Is it just?" "Is it in the interest 

of mankind?" 

Scant evidence supported the Wilsonian premise that public opin

ion was more attuned to the overall "interest of mankind" than the 

traditional statesmen whom Wilson castigated. The European coun

tries that entered the war in 1914 all had representative institutions of 

various influence. (The German parliament was elected by universal 

suffrage.) In every country, the war was greeted by universal enthusi

asm with nary even token opposition in any of the elected bodies. 

After the war, the publics of democratic France and Britain demanded 

a punitive peace, ignoring their own historical experience that a stable 

European order had never come about except through an ultimate rec

onciliation of victor and defeated. Restraint was much more the attri

bute of the aristocrats who negotiated at the Congress of Vienna, if 

only because they shared common values and experiences. Leaders 

who had been shaped by a domestic policy of balancing a multitude of 

pressure groups were arguably more attuned to the moods of the mo

ment or to the dictates of national dignity than to abstract principles of 

the benefit of humanity. 

The concept of transcending war by giving each nation a state, sim

ilarly admirable as a general concept, faced analogous difficulties in 

practice. Ironically, the redrawing of Europe's map on the new principle 

of linguistically based national self-determination, largely at Wilson's 

behest, enhanced Germany's geopolitical prospects. Before the war, 

Germany was surrounded by three major powers (France, Russia, and 

Austria-Hungary), constraining any territorial expansion. Now it faced 

a collection of small states built on the principle of self-determination

only partially applied, because in Eastern Europe and the Balkans the 

nationalities were so jumbled that each new state included other 

nationalities, compounding their strategic weakness with ideological 
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vulnerability. On the eastern flank of Europe's disaffected central 

power were no longer great masses-which at the Congress of Vienna 

had been deemed essential to restrain the then-aggressor France-but, 

as Britain's Prime Minister Lloyd George ruefully assessed, "a number 

of small states, many of them consisting of people who have never pre

viously set up a stable government for themselves, but each of them 

containing large masses of Germans clamoring for reunion with their 

native land." 

The implementation of Wilson's,vision was to be fostered by the 

construction of new international institutions and practices allowing 

for the peaceful resolution of disputes. The League of Nations would 

replace the previous concert of powers. Forswearing the traditional 

concept of an equilibrium of competing interests, League members 

would implement "not a balance of power, but a community of power; 

not organized rivalries, but an organized common peace." It was 

understandable that after a war that had been caused by the confron

tation of two rigid alliance systems, statesmen might seek a better 

alternative. But the "community of power" of which Wilson was 

speaking replaced rigidity with unpredictability. 

What Wilson meant by community of power was a new concept 

that later became known as "collective security." In traditional interna

tional policy, states with congruent interests or similar apprehensions 

might assign themselves a special role in guaranteeing the peace and 

form an alliance-as they had, for example, after the defeat of Na

poleon. Such arrangements were always designed to deal with specific 

strategic threats, either named or implied: for example, a revanchist 

France after the Congress of Vienna. The League of Nations, by con

trast, would be founded on a moral principle, the universal opposition 

to military aggression as such, whatever its source, its target, or its pro

claimed justification. It was aimed not at a specific issue but at the vio

lation of norms. Because the definition of norms has proved to be 
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subject to divergent interpretations, the operation of collective security 

is, in that sense, unpredictable. 

All states, in the League of Nations concept, would pledge them

selves to the peaceful resolution of disputes and would subordinate 

themselves to the neutral application of a shared set of rules of fair 

conduct. If states differed in their view as to their rights or duties, they 

would submit their claims to arbitration by a panel of disinterested 

parties. If a country violated this principle and used force to press its 

claims, it would be labeled an aggressor. League members would then 

unite to resist the belligerent party as a violator of the general peace. 

No alliances, "separate interests," secret agreements, or "plottings of 

inner circles" would be permitted within the League, because this 

would obstruct the neutral application of the system's rules. Interna

tional order would be refounded instead on "open covenants of peace, 

openly arrived at." 

The distinction Wilson made between alliances and collective 

security-the key element of the League of Nations system-was cen

tral to dilemmas that have followed ever since. An alliance comes 

about as an agreement on specific facts or expectations. It creates a 

formal obligation to act in a precise way in defined contingencies. It 

brings about a strategic obligation fulfillable in an agreed manner. It 

arises out of a consciousness of shared interests, and the more parallel 

those interests are, the more cohesive the alliance will be. Collective 

security, by contrast, is a legal construct addressed to no specific con

tingency. It defines no particular obligations except joint action of 

some kind when the rules of peaceful international order are violated. 

In practice, action must be negotiated from case to case. 

Alliances grow out of a consciousness of a defined common interest 

identified in advance. Collective security declares itself opposed to any 

aggressive conduct anywhere within the purview of the participating 

states that, in the proposed League of Nations, involved every recog-
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nized state. In the event of a violation, such a collective security system 

must distill its common purpose after the fact, out of variegated 

national interests. Yet the idea that in such situations countries will 

identify violations of peace identically and be prepared to act in com

mon against them is belied by the experience of history. From Wilson 

to the present, in the League of Nations or its successor, the United 

Nations, the military actions that can be classed as collective security 

in the conceptual sense were the Korean War and the first Iraq War, 

and came about in both cases because the United States· had made 

clear that it would act unilaterally if necessary (in fact, it had in both 

cases started deployments before there was a formal UN decision). 

Rather than inspire an American decision, the United Nations deci

sion ratified it. The commitment to support the United States was 

more a means to gain influence over American actions-already in 

train-than the expression of a moral consensus. 

The balance-of-power system collapsed with the outbreak of World 

War I because the alliances it spawned had no flexibility, and it was 

indiscriminately applied to peripheral issues, thereby exacerbating all 

conflicts. The system of collective security demonstrated the opposite 

failing when confronted by the initial steps toward World War II. The 

League of Nations was impotent in the face of the dismemberment of 

Czechoslovakia, the Italian attack on Abyssinia, the German deroga

tion of the Locarno Treaty, and the Japanese invasion of China. Its 

definition of aggression was so vague, the reluctance to undertake com

mon action so deep, that it proved inoperative even against flagrant 

threats to peace. Collective security has repeatedly revealed itself to be 

unworkable in situations that most seriously threaten international 

peace and security. (For example, during the Middle East war of 1973, 

the UN Security Council did not meet, by collusion among the per

manent members, until a ceasefire had been negotiated between Wash

ington and Moscow.) 

Nevertheless, Wilson's legacy has so shaped American thinking that 
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American leaders have conflated collective security with alliances. 

When explaining the nascent Atlantic Alliance system after World 

War II to a wary Congress, administration spokesmen insisted on 

describing the NATO alliance as the pure implementation of the 

doctrine of collective security. They submitted an analysis to the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee tracing the difference between historic 

alliances and the NATO treaty, which held that NATO was not con

cerned with the defense of territory (surely news to America's European 

allies). Its conclusion was that the North Atlantic Treaty "is directed 

against no one; it is directed solely against aggression. It seeks not to 

influence any shifting 'balance of power' but to strengthen the 'balance 

of principle."' (One can imagine the gleam in Secretary of State Dean 

Acheson's eyes-an astute student of history, he knew far better-when 

he presented a treaty designed to get around the weaknesses of the doc

trine of collective security to Congress as a measure to implement them.) 

In retirement, Theodore Roosevelt deplored Wilson's attempts at 

the beginning of World War I to remain aloof from the unfolding 

conflict in Europe. He then, at its end, questioned the claims made on 

behalf of the League of Nations. After armistice was declared in 

November 1918, Roosevelt wrote, 

I am for such a League provided we don't expect too much 

from it ... I am not willing to play the part which even Aesop 

held up to derision when he wrote of how the wolves and the 

sheep agreed to disarm, and how the sheep as a guarantee of 

good faith sent away the watchdogs, and were then forthwith 

eaten by the wolves. 

The test of Wilsonianism has never been whether the world has 

managed to enshrine peace through sufficiently detailed rules with a 

broad enough base of signatories. The essential question has been 

what to do when these rules were violated or, more challengingly, ma-
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nipulated to ends contrary to their spirit. If international order was 

a legal system operating before the jury of public opinion, what if 

an aggressor chose conflict on an issue that the democratic publics 

regarded as too obscure to warrant involvement-for example, a bor

der dispute between Italy's colonies in East Africa and the indepen

dent Empire of Abyssinia? If two sides violated the proscription against 

force and the international community cut off arms shipments to 

both parties as a result, this would often allow the stronger party 

to prevail. If a party "legally" withdrew from the mechanism of 

peaceful international order and declared itself no longer bound by 

its strictures-as with Germany's, Japan's, and Italy's eventual with

drawal from the League of Nations, the Washington Naval Treaty 

in 1922, and the Kellogg-Briand Pact in 1928, or in our own day 

the defiance of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty by proliferat

ing countries-were the status quo powers authorized to use force to 

punish this defiance, or should they attempt to coax the renegade 

power back into the system? Or simply ignore the challenge? And 

would a course of appeasement not then provide rewards for defiance? 

Above all, were there "legal" outcomes that should nonetheless be re

sisted because they violated other principles of military or political 

equilibrium-for example, the popularly ratified "self-determination" 

of Austria and the German-speaking communities of the Czechoslo

vak Republic to merge with Nazi Germany in 1938, or Japan's concoc

tion of a supposedly self-determining Manchukuo ("Manchu Country") 

in 1932 carved from northeastern China? Were the rules and princi

ples themselves the international order, or were they a scaffolding on 

top of a geopolitical structure capable of-indeed requiring-more so

phisticated management? 

THE "oLD DIPLOMACY" had sought to counterbalance the interests of 

rival states and the passions of antagonistic nationalisms in an equilib-
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tium of contending forces. In that spirit, it had brought France back 

into the European order after the defeat of Napoleon, inviting it to 

participate in the Congress of Vienna even while ensuring that it 

would be surrounded by great masses to contain any future tempta

tions to aggrandizement. For the new diplomacy, which promised to 

reorder international affairs on moral and not strategic principles, no 

such calculations were permissible. 

This placed the statesmen of 1919 in a precarious position. Germany 

was not invited to the peace conference and in the resulting treaty was 

labeled the war's sole aggressor and assigned the entire financial and 

moral burden of the conflict. To Germany's east, however, the states

men at Versailles struggled to mediate between the multiple peoples 

who claimed a right to determine themselves on the sarne territories. 

This placed a score of weak, ethnically fragmented states between two 

potentially great powers, Germany and Russia. In any event, there 

were too many nations to make independence for all realistic or secure; 

instead, a wavering effort to draft minority rights was begun. The na

scent Soviet Union, also not represented at Versailles, was antagonized 

but not destroyed by an abortive Allied intervention in northern Rus

sia and afterward isolated. And to cap these shortcomings, the U.S. 

Senate rejected America's accession to the League of Nations, to Wil

son's shattering disappointment. 

In the years since Wilson's presidency, his failures have generally 

been ascribed not to shortcomings in his conception of international 

relations but to contingent circumstances-an isolationist Congress 

(whose reservations Wilson made little attempt to address or assuage)

or to the stroke that debilitated hirn during his nationwide speaking 

tour in support of the League. 

As humanly tragic as these events were, it must be said that the 

failure of Wilson's vision was not due to America's insufficient com

mitment to Wilsonianism. Wilson's successors tried to implement his 

visionary program through other complementary and essentially Wil-
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sonian means. In the 1920s and 1930s, America and its democratic 

partners made a major commitment to a diplomacy of disarmament 

and peaceful arbitration. At the Washington Naval Conference of 

1921-22, the United States attempted to forestall an arms race by offer

ing to scrap thirty naval vessels in order to achieve proportionate limi

tations of the American, British, French, Italian, and Japanese fleets. 

In 1928, Calvin Coolidge's Secretary of State Frank Kellogg pioneered 

the Kellogg-Briand Pact, which purported to outlaw war entirely as 

"an instrument of national policy"; ,s,ignatories, who included the vast 

majority of the world's independent states, all of the belligerents of 

World War I, and all of the eventual Axis powers, promised to peace

fully arbitrate "all disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or of what

ever origin they may be, which may arise among them." No significant 

element of these initiatives survived. 

And yet Woodrow Wilson, whose career would appear more the 

stuff of Shakespearean tragedy than of foreign policy textbooks, had 

touched an essential chord in the American soul. Though far from 

being the most geopolitically astute or diplomatically skillful Ameri

can foreign policy figure of the twentieth century, he consistently 

ranks among the "greatest" presidents in contemporary polls. It is the 

measure of Wilson's intellectual triumph that even Richard Nixon, 

whose foreign policy in fact embodied most of Theodore Roosevelt's 

precepts, considered himself a disciple of Wilson's internationalism 

and hung a portrait of the wartime President in the Cabinet room. 

Woodrow Wilson's ultimate greatness must be measured by the 

degree to which he rallied the tradition of American exceptionalism 

behind a vision that outlasted these shortcomings. He has been revered 

as a prophet toward whose vision America has judged itself obliged 

to aspire. Whenever America has been tested by crisis or conflict-,-in 

World War II, the Cold War, and our own era's upheavals in the Is

lamic world-it has returned in one way or another to Woodrow Wil-
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son's vision of a world order that secures peace through democracy, 

open diplomacy, and the cultivation of shared rules and standards. 

The genius of this vision has been its ability to harness American 

idealism in the service of great foreign policy undertakings in peace

making, human rights, and cooperative problem-solving, and to imbue 

the exercise of American power with the hope for a better and more 

peaceful world. Its influence has been in no smaU way responsible for 

the spread of participatory governance thra'ughout the world in the 

past century and for the extraordinary conviction and optimism that 

America has brought to its engagement with world affairs. The trag

edy of Wilsonianism is that it bequeathed to the twentieth century's 

decisive power an elevated foreign policy doctrine unmoored from a 

sense of history or geopolitics. 

Franklin Roosevelt and the New World Order 
Wilson's principles were so pervasive, so deeply related to the 

American perception of itself, that when two decades later the issue of 

world order came up again, the failure of the interwar period did not 

obstruct their triumphal return. Amidst another world war, America 

turned once more to the challenge of building a new world order es

sentially on Wilsonian principles. 

When.• Franklin Delano Roosevelt (a cousin of Theodore Roo

sevelt's and by now a historic third-term President) and Winston 

Churchill met for the first time as leaders in Newfoundland aboard 

HMS Prince of Wales in August 1941, they expressed what they de

scribed as their common vision in the Atlantic Charter of eight "com

mon principles"-all of which Wilson would have endorsed, while no 

previous British Prime Minister would have been comfortable with all 

of them. They included "the right of all peoples to choose the form of 

government under which they will live"; the end of territorial acquisi-
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tions against the will of subject populations; "freedom from fear and 

want"; and a program of international disarmament, to precede the 

eventual "abandonment of the use of force" and "establishment of a 

wider and permanent system of general security." Not all of this

especially the point on decolonization-would have been initiated by 

Winston Churchill, nor would he have accepted it had he not thought 

it essential to win an American partnership that was Britain's best, 

perhaps only, hope to avoid defeat. 

Roosevelt even went beyond \Yilson in spelling out his ideas of 

the foundation of international peace. Coming from the academy, 

Wilson had relied on building an international order on essentially 

philosophical principles. Having emerged from the manipulatory 

maelstrom of American politics, Roosevelt placed great reliance on the 

management of personalities. 

Thus Roosevelt expressed the conviction that the new international 

order would be built on the basis of personal trust: 

The kind of world order which we the peace-loving Nations 

must achieve, must depend essentially on friendly human 

relations, on acquaintance, on tolerance, on unassailable sin

cerity and good will and good faith. 

Roosevelt returned to this theme in his fourth inaugural address 

in 1945: 

We have learned the simple truth, as Emerson said, that "The 

only way to have a friend is to be one." We can gain no last

ing peace if we approach it with suspicion and mistrust or 

with fear. 

When Roosevelt dealt with Stalin during the war, he implemented 

these convictions. Confronted with evidence of the Soviet Union's 
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record of broken agreements and anti-Western hostility, Roosevelt is 

reported to have assured the former U.S. ambassador in Moscow Wil

liam C. Bullitt: 

Bill, I don't dispute your facts; they are accurate. I don't dis

pute the logic of your reasoning. I just have a hunch that Sta

lin is not that kind of man ... I think if f give him everything 

that I possibly can and ask nothing from him in return, no

blesse oblige, he won't try to annex anything and will work for 

a world of democracy and peace. 

During the first encounter of the two leaders at Tehran for a sum

mit in 1943, Roosevelt's conduct was in keeping with his pronounce

ments. Upon arrival, the Soviet leader warned Roosevelt that Soviet 

intelligence had discovered a Nazi plot threatening the President's 

safety and offered him hospitality in the heavily fortified Soviet com

pound, arguing that the American Embassy was less secure and too 

distant from the projected meeting place. Roosevelt accepted the So

viet offer and rejected the nearby British Embassy to avoid the impres

sion that the Anglo-Saxon leaders were ganging up against Stalin. 

Going further at joint meetings with Stalin, Roosevelt ostentatiously 

teased Churchill and generally sought to create the impression of dis

sociation from Britain's wartime leader. 

The immediate challenge was to define a concept of peace. What 

principles would guide the relations of the world's powers? What con

tribution was required from the United States in designing and secur

ing an international order? Should the Soviet Union be conciliated or 

confronted? And if these tasks were carried out successfully, what type 

of world would result? Would peace be a document or a process? 

The geopolitical challenge in 1945 was as complex as any confronted 

by an American president. Even in its war-ravaged condition, the So

viet Union posed two obstacles to the construction of a postwar inter-
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national order. Its size and the scope of its conquests overthrew the 

balance of power in Europe. And its ideological thrust challenged the 

legitimacy of any Western institutional structure: rejecting all existing 

institutions as forms of illegitimate exploitation, Communism had 

called for a world revolution to overthrow the ruling classes and restore 

power to what Karl Marx had called the "workers of the world." 

When in the 1920s the majority of the first wave of European 

Communist uprisings were crushed or withered for lack of support 

among the anointed proletariat, Joseph Stalin, implacable and ruth

less, promulgated the doctrine of consolidating "socialism in one coun

try." He eliminated all of the other original revolutionary leaders in a 

decade of purges, and deployed a largely conscripted labor force to 

build up Russia's industrial capacity. Seeking to deflect the Nazi storm 

to the west, in 1939 he entered a neutrality pact with Hitler, dividing 

northern and eastern Europe into Soviet and German spheres of influ

ence. When in June 1941 Hitler invaded Russia anyway, Stalin recalled 

Russian nationalism from its ideological internment and declared the 

"Great Patriotic War," imbuing Communist ideology with an oppor

tunistic appeal to Russian imperial feeling. For the first time in Com

munist rule, Stalin evoked the Russian psyche that had called the 

Russian state into being and defended it over the centuries through 

domestic tyrannies and foreign invasions and depredations. 

Victory in the war confronted the world with a Russian challenge 

analogous to that at the end of the Napoleonic Wars, only more acute. 

How would this wounded giant-having lost at least twenty million 

lives and with the western third of its vast territory devastated-react 

to the vacuum opening before it? Attention to Stalin's pronouncements 

could have provided the answer but for the conventional wartime illu

sion, which Stalin had carefully cultivated, that he was moderating 

Communist ideologues rather than instigating them. 

Stalin's global strategy was complex. He was convinced that the 
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capitalist system inevitably produced wars; hence the end of World 

War II would at best be an armistice. He considered Hitler a sui 

generis representative of the capitalist system, not an aberration from 

it. The capitalist states remained adversaries after Hitler's defeat, no 

matter what their leaders said or even thought. As he had said with 

scorn of the British and French leaders of the 1920s, 

They talk about pacifism; they speak about peace among 

European states. Briand and Chamberlain are embracing 

each other ... All this is nonsense. From European history we 

know that every time treaties envisaging a new arrangement 

of forces for new wars have been signed, these treaties have 

been called treaties of peace ... [although] they were signed 

for the purpose of depicting new elements of the coming war. 

In Stalin's worldview, decisions were determined by objective fac

tors, not personal relationships. Thus the goodwill of wartime alliance 

was "subjective" and superseded by the new circumstances of victory. 

The goal of Soviet strategy would be to achieve the maximum secu

rity for the inevitable showdown. This meant pushing the security 

borders of Russia as far west as possible and weakening the countries 

beyond these security borders through Communist parties and covert 

operations. 

While the war was going on, Western leaders resisted acknowledg

ing assessments of this kind: Churchill because of his need to stay in 

step with America; Roosevelt because he was advocating a "master 

plan" to secure a just and lasting peace, which was in effect a reversal 

of what had been the European international order-he would coun

tenance neither a balance of power nor a restoration of empires. His 

public progam called for rules for the peaceful resolution of disputes 

and parallel efforts of the major powers, the so-called Four Policemen: 
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the United States, the Soviet Union, Britain, and China. The United 

States and the Soviet Union especially were expected to take the lead 

in checking violations of peace. 

Charles Bohlen, then a young Foreign Service officer working as 

Roosevelt's Russian-language translator and later an architect of the 

Cold War U.S. policy relationship, faulted Roosevelt's "American con

viction that the other fellow is a 'good guy' who will respond properly 

and decently if you treat him right": 

He [Roosevelt] felt that Stalin viewed the world somewhat 

in the same light as he did, and that Stalin's hostility and 

distrust ... were due to the neglect that Soviet Russia had suf

fered at the hands of other countries for years after the 

Revolution. What he did not understand was that Stalin's en

mity was based on profound ideological convictions. 

Another view holds that Roosevelt, who had demonstrated his sub

tlety in the often ruthless way in which he maneuvered the essentially 

neutralist American people toward a war that few contemporaries 

considered necessary, was beyond being deceived by a leader even as 

wily as Stalin. According to this interpretation, Roosevelt was biding 

his time and humoring the Soviet leader to keep him from making 

a separate deal with Hitler. He must have known-or would soon 

discover-that the Soviet view of world order was antithetical to the 

American one; invocations of democracy and self~determination 

would serve to rally the American public but must eventually prove 

unacceptable to Moscow. Once Germany's unconditional surrender 

had been achieved and Soviet intransigence had been demonstrated, 

according to this view, Roosevelt would have rallied the democracies 

with the same determination he had shown in opposition to Hitler. 

Great leaders often embody great ambiguities. When he was assas

sinated, was President John F. Kennedy on the verge of expanding 
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America's commitment to Vietnam or withdrawing from it? Nai"vete 

was not, generally speaking, a charge Roosevelt's critics made against 

him. Probably the answer is that Roosevelt, like his people, was am

bivalent about the two sides of international order. He hoped for a 

peace based on legitimacy, that is, trust between individuals, respect 

for international law, humanitarian objectives, and goodwill. But con

fronted with the Soviet Union's insistently power-based approach, he 

would likely have reverted to the Machiavellian side that had brought 

him to leadership and made him the dominant figure of his period. 

The question of what balance he would have struck was preempted by 

his death in the fourth month of his fourth presidential term, before 

his design for dealing with the Soviet Union could be completed. 

Harry S. Truman, excluded by Roosevelt from any decision making, 

was suddenly catapulted into that role. 



CHAPTER 8 

The United States: 
Ambivalent Superpower 

A LL TWELVE POSTWAR presidents have passionately affirmed an 

exceptional role for America in the world. Each has treated it as 

axiomatic that the United States was embarked on an unselfish quest 

for the resolution of conflicts and the equality of all nations, in which 

the ultimate benchmark for success would be world peace and univer

sal harmony. 

All presidents from both political parties have proclaimed the ap

plicability of American principles to the entire world, of which per

haps the most eloquent articulation (though in no sense unique) was 

President John F. Kennedy's inaugural address on January 20, 1961. 

Kennedy called on his country to "pay any price, bear any burden, 

meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe, in order to as

sure the survival and the success of liberty." He made no distinction 

between threats; he established no priorities for American engage

ment. He specifically rejected the shifting calculations of the tradi

tional balance of power. What he called for was a "new endeavor"-"not 

a balance of power, but a new world of law." It would be a "grand and 

global alliance" against the "common enemies of mankind." What in 

other countries would have been treated as a rhetorical flourish has, in 
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American discourse, been presented as a specific blueprint for global 

action. Speaking to the UN General Assembly one month after Presi

dent Kennedy's assassination, Lyndon Johnson affirmed the same un

conditional global commitment: 

Any man and any nation that seeks peace, and hates war, and 

is willing to fight the good fight against hunger and disease 

and misery, will find the United States of America by their 

side, willing to walk with them, walk with them every step of 

the way. 

That sense of responsibility for world order and of the indispens

ability of American power, buttressed by a consensus that based the 

moral universalism of the leaders on the American people's dedication 

to freedom and democracy, led to the extraordinary achievements of 

the Cold War period and beyond. America helped rebuild the devas

tated European economies, created the Atlantic Alliance, and formed 

a global network of security and economic partnerships. It moved from 

the isolation of China to a policy of cooperation with it. It designed a 

system of open world trade that has fueled productivity and prosperity, 

and was (as it has been over the past century) at the cutting edge of 

almost all of the technological revolutions of the period. It supported 

participatory governance in both friendly and adversarial countries; it 

played a leading role in articulating new humanitarian principles, and 

since 1945 it has, in five wars and on several other occasions, spent 

American blood to redeem them in distant corners of the world. No 

other country would have had the idealism and the resources to take 

on such a range of challenges or the capacity to succeed in so many of 

them. American idealism and exceptionalism were the driving forces 

behind the building of a new international order. 

For a few decades, there was an extraordinary correspondence be

tween America's traditional beliefs and historical experience and the 
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world in which it found itself For the generation of leaders who as

sumed the responsibility for constructing the postwar order, the two 

great experiences had been surmounting the recession of the 1930s and 

victory over aggression in the 1940s. Both tasks lent themselves to def

inite solutions: in the economic field, the restoration of growth and the 

inauguration of new social-welfare programs; in the war, uncondi

tional surrender of the enemy. 

At the end of the war, the United States, as the only major country 

to emerge essentially undamaged, ,produced about 60 percent of the 

world's GNP. It was thereby able to define leadership as essentially 

practical progress along lines modeled on the American domestic ex

perience; alliances as Wilsonian concepts of collective security; and 

governance as programs of economic recovery and democratic reform. 

America's Cold War undertaking began as a defense of countries that 

shared the American view of world order. The adversary, the Soviet 

Union, was conceived as having strayed from the international com

munity to which it would eventually return. 

On the journey toward that vision, America began to encounter 

other historic views of world order. New nations with different histo

ries and cultures appeared on the scene as colonialism ended. The na

ture of Communism became more complex and its impact more 

ambiguous. Governments and armed doctrines rejecting American 

concepts of domestic and international order mounted tenacious chal

lenges. Limits to American capabilities, however vast, became appar

ent. Priorities needed to be set. 

America's encounters with these realities raised a new question 

that had not heretofore been put to the United States: Is American 

foreign policy a story with a beginning and an end, in which final 

victories are possible? Or is it a process of managing and tempering 

ever-recurring challenges? Does foreign policy have a destination, or is 

it a process of never-completed fulfillment? 

In answering these questions, America put itself through anguish-
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ing debates and domestic divisions about the nature of its world role. 

They were the reverse side of its historic idealism. By framing the issue 

of America's world role as a test of moral perfection, it castigated it

self-sometimes to profound effect-for falling short. In expectation 

of a final culmination to its efforts-the peaceful, democratic, rules

based world that Wilson prophesied-• -it was often uncomfortable 

with the prospect of foreign policy as a permanent endeavor for con

tingent aims. With nearly every president insisting that America had 

universal principles while other countries merely had national interests, 

the United States has risked extremes of overextension and disillu

sioned withdrawal. 

Since the end of World War II, in quest of its vision of world order, 

America has embarked on five wars on behalf of expansive goals ini

tially embraced with near-universal public support, which then turned 

into public discord-often on the brink of violence. In three of these 

wars, the Establishment consensus shifted abruptly to embrace a pro

gram of effectively unconditional unilateral withdrawal. Three times 

in two generations, the United States abandoned wars midstream as 

inadequately transformative or as misconceived-in Vietnam as a re

sult of congressional decisions, in Iraq and Afghanistan by choice of 

the President. 

Victory in the Cold War has been accompanied by congenital am

bivalence. America has been searching its soul about the moral worth 

of its efforts to a degree for which it is difficult to find historical paral

lels. Either American objectives had been unfulfillable, or America 

did not pursue a strategy compatible with reaching these objectives. 

Critics will ascribe these setbacks to the deficiencies, moral and intel

lectual, of America's leaders. Historians will probably conclude that 

they derived from the inability to resolve an ambivalence about force 

and diplomacy, realism and idealism, power and legitimacy, cutting 

across the entire society. 
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The Beginning of the Cold War 
Nothing in Harry S. Truman's career would have suggested that 

he would become President, even less that he would preside over 

the creation of a structure of international order that would last 

through the Cold War and help decide it. Yet this quintessentially 

American "common man" would emerge as one of the seminal Amer

ican presidents. 

No president has faced a more daunting task. The war had ended 

without any attempt by the powers to redefine international order as in 

the Westphalian settlement of 1648 and at the Congress of Vienna in 

1815. Therefore, Truman's first task was to make concrete Roosevelt's 

vision of a realistically conceived international organization, named 

the United Nations. Signed in San Francisco in 1945, its charter merged 

two forms of international decision making. The General Assembly 

would be universal in membership and based upon the doctrine of the 

equality of states-"one state, one vote." At the same time, the United 

Nations would implement collective security via a global concert, the 

Security Council, designating five major powers (the United States, 

Britain, France, the U.S.S.R., and China) as "permanent members" 

wielding veto power. (Britain, France, and China were included as 

much in homage to their record of great achievements as in reflection 

of their current capacities.) Together with a rotating group of nine ad

ditional countries, the Security Council was vested with special re

sponsibility "to maintain international peace and security." 

The United Nations could achieve its designated purpose only if 

the permanent members shared a conception of world order. On issues 

where they disagreed, the world organization might enshrine, rather 

than assuage, their differences. The last summit meeting of the war

time allies at Potsdam in July and August 1945 of Truman, Winston 

Churchill, and Stalin established the zones of occupation of Germany. 

(Churchill was replaced as the result of electoral defeat halfway 
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through by Clement Attlee, his wartime deputy.) It also put Berlin 

under joint administration by the four victorious powers, with guar

anteed access to the Western zones of occupation through Soviet

occupied territory. It turned out to be the last significant agreement 

between the wartime allies. 

In the negotiations to implement the accords, the Western allies 

and the Soviet Union found themselves in-mounting deadlock. The 

Soviet Union insisted on shaping a new international, social, and 

political structure of Eastern Europe on a principle laid down by Sta

lin in 1945: "Whoever occupies a territory also imposes on it his own 

social system. Everyone imposes his own system as far as his army can 

reach. It cannot be otherwise." Abandoning any notion ofWestphalian 

principles in favor of "objective factors," Stalin now imposed Moscow's 

Marxist-Leninist system ruthlessly, though gradually, across Eastern 

Europe. 

The first direct military confrontation between the wartime allies 

occurred over access routes to the capital of the erstwhile enemy, Ber

lin. In 1948, Stalin, in response to the merging of the three occupation 

zones of the Western allies, cut the access routes to Berlin, which until 

the end of the blockade was sustained by a largely American airlift. 

How Stalin analyzed "objective" factors is illustrated by a conver

sation in 1989 I had with Andrei Gromyko, Soviet Foreign Minister 

for twenty-eight years until he was kicked upstairs by the newly in

stalled Mikhail Gorbachev into the largely ceremonial office of Presi

dent. He therefore had much time for discussions about what he had 

observed of Russian history and no future to protect by discretion. I 

raised a question of how, in light of the vast casualties and devastation 

it had suffered in the war, the Soviet Union could have dealt with an 

American military response to the Berlin blockade. Gromyko replied 

that Stalin had answered similar questions from subordinates to this 

effect: he doubted the United States would use nuclear weapons on so 

local an issue. If the Western allies undertook a conventional ground 
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force probe along the access routes to Berlin, Soviet forces were or

dered to resist without referring the decision to Stalin. If American 

forces were mobilizing along the entire front, Stalin said, "Come to 

me." In other words, Stalin felt strong enough for a local war but 

would not risk general war with the United States. 

Henceforth two power blocs were seeking to stare each other down, 

without resolving the causes of the underlying crisis. Europe, liberated 

from Nazism, stood in danger of falling under the sway of a new 

hegemonic power. The newly indeµendent states in Asia, with fragile 

institutions and deep domestic and often ethnic divisions, might be 

delivered to self-government only to be confronted by a doctrine hostile 

to the West and inimical to pluralism domestically or internationally. 

At this juncture, Truman made a strategic choice fundamental for 

American history and the evolution of the international order. He put 

an end to the historical temptation of "going it alone" by committing 

America to the permanent shaping of a new international order. He 

advanced a series of crucial initiatives. The Greek-Turkish aid pro

gram of 1947 replaced the subsidies with which Britain had sustained 

these pivotal Mediterranean countries and which Britain could no 

longer afford; the Marshall Plan in 1948 put forward a recovery plan 

that in time restored Europe's economic health. In 1949, Truman's 

Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, presided over a ceremony marking 

the creation of NATO (the North Atlantic Treaty Organization) as the 

capstone of the American-sponsored new international order. 

NATO was a new departure in the establishment of European 

security. The international order no longer was characterized by the 

traditional European balance of power distilled from shifting coali

tions of multiple states. Rather, whatever equilibrium prevailed had 

been reduced to that existing between the two nuclear superpowers. If 

either disappeared or failed to engage, the equilibrium would be lost, 

and its opponent would become dominant. The first was what hap-
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pened in 1990 with the collapse of the Soviet Union; the second was 

the perennial fear of America's allies during the Cold War that Amer

ica might lose interest in the defense of Europe. The nations joining 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization provided some military forces 

but more in the nature of an admission ticket for a shelter under 

America's nuclear umbrella than as an instrument of local defense. 

What America was constructing in the Truman era was a unilateral 

guarantee in the form of a traditional alliance. 

With the structure in place, the historical debates about the ulti

mate purpose of American foreign policy reemerged. Were the goals 

of the new alliance moral or strategic? Coexistence or the adversary's 

collapse? Did America seek conversion of the adversary or evolution? 

Conversion entails inducing an adversary to break with its past in 

one comprehensive act or gesture. Evolution involves a gradual process, 

a willingness to pursue ultimate foreign policy goals in imperfect 

stages and to deal with the adversary as a reality while this process is 

going on. What course would America choose? Exhibiting its histori

cal ambivalence on the subject, America chose both. 

Strategies of a Cold War Order 
The most comprehensive American strategic design in the Cold 

War was put forward by a then-obscure Foreign Service officer, 

George Kennan, serving as head of the Political Section of the Amer

ican Embassy in Moscow. No Foreign Service officer has ever shaped 

the U.S. debate over America's world role to such an extent. While 

Washington was still basking in the wartime euphoria based on belief 

in Stalin's goodwill, Kennan predicted a looming confrontation. The 

United States, he asserted in a personal letter to a colleague in 1945, 

needed to face the fact that its Soviet ally would, at the conclusion of 

the war, turn into an adversary: 
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A basic conflict is thus arising over Europe between the inter

ests of Atlantic sea-power, which demand the preservation of 

vigorous and independent political life on the European pen

insula, and the interests of the jealous Eurasian land power, 

which must always seek to extend itself to the west and will 

never find a place, short of the Atlantic Ocean, where it can 

from its own standpoint safely stop. 

Kennan proposed an explicitly, ~trategic response: to "gather to

gether at once into our hands all the cards we hold and begin to play 

them for their full value." Eastern Europe, Kennan concluded, would 

be dominated by Moscow: it stood closer to Russian centers of power 

than it did to Washington and, however regrettably, Soviet troops had 

reached it first. Hence the United States should consolidate a sphere in 

Western Europe under American protection-with the dividing line 

running through Germany-and endow its sphere with sufficient 

strength and cohesion to maintain the geopolitical balance. 

This prescient prediction of the postwar outcome was rejected by 

Kennan's colleague Charles "Chip" Bohlen on Wilsonian grounds that 

"foreign policy of that kind cannot be made in a democracy. Only to

talitarian states can make and carry out such policies." Washington 

might accept a balance of power as a fact; it could not adopt it as a 

policy. 

In February 1946, the American Embassy in Moscow received a 

query from Washington as to whether a doctrinaire speech by Stalin 

inaugurated a change in the Soviet commitment to a harmonious in

ternational order. Kennan, at that time deputy chief of mission, was 

given an opportunity many Foreign Service officers dream of: to pre

sent their views directly to high levels without requiring ambassado

rial approval. Kennan replied in a five-part telegram of nineteen 

single-spaced pages. The essence of the so-called Long Telegram was 

that the entire American debate over Soviet intentions needed to be 
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reconceived. Soviet leaders saw East-West relations as a contest be

tween antithetical concepts of world order. They had taken a ''tradi

tional and instinctive Russian sense of insecurity" and grafted onto it a 

revolutionary doctrine of global sweep. The Kremlin would interpret 

every aspect of international affairs in light of Soviet doctrine.about a 

battle for advantage between what Stalin had called the "two centers 

of world significance/' capitalism and Communism, whose global 

contest was inevitable and could end with only one winner. They 

thought the battle was inevitable, and thus made it so. 

The next year, Kennan, now head of the Policy Planning Staff in 

the State Department, went public in an article in Foreign Affeirs pub

lished anonymously by "X." On the surface, the article made the same 

point as the Long Telegram: Soviet pressure on the West was real and 

inherent, but it could be ''contained by the adroit and vigilant applica

tion of counter-force at a series of constantly shifting geographical and 

political points." 

Theodore Roosevelt would have had no difficulty endorsing this 

analysis. But when outlining his idea of how the conflict might end, 

Kennan reentered Wilsonian territory. At some point in Moscow's 

futile confrontations with the outside world, he predicted, some Soviet 

leader would feel the need to achieve additional support by reaching 

out beyond the Party apparatus to the general public, which was im

mature and inexperienced, having never been permitted to develop an 

independent political sense. But if "the unity and efficacy of the Party 

as a political instrument" was ever so disrupted, "Soviet Russia might 

be changed overnight from one of the strongest to one of the weakest 

and most pitiable of national societies." This prediction-essentially 

correct-was Wilsonian in the belief that at the end of the process 

democratic principles would prevail, that legitimacy would trump 

power. 

This belief is what Dean Acheson, the model and seminal Secre

tary of State to many of his successors (including me), practiced. From 
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1949 to 1953 he concentrated on building what he called "situations of 

strength" via NATO; East-West diplomacy would more or less auto

matically reflect the balance of power. During the Eisenhower admin

istration, his successor, John Foster Dulles, extended the alliance 

system through SEATO for Southeast Asia (1954) and the Baghdad 

Pact for the Middle East (1955). In effect, containment came to be 

equated with the construction of military alliances around the entire 

Soviet periphery over two continents. World order would consist of 

the confrontation of two incongruent superpowers-each of which 

organized an international order within its sphere. 

Both secretaries of state viewed power and diplomacy as successive 

stages: America would first consolidate and demonstrate its power; 

then the Soviet Union would be obliged to cease its challenges and 

arrive at a reasonable accommodation with the non-Communist 

world. Yet if diplomacy was to be based on positions of military 

strength, why was it necessary to suspend it in the formative stages of 

the Atlantic relationship? And how was the strength of the free world 

to be conveyed to the other side? For in fact, America's nuclear mo

nopoly coupled with the war's devastating impact on the Soviet Union 

ensured that the actual balance of power was uniquely favorable to the 

West at the beginning of the Cold War. A situation of strength did not 

need to be built; it already existed. 

Winston Churchill recognized this in a speech in October 1948, 

when he argued that the West's bargaining position would never be 

stronger than it was at that moment. Negotiations should be pressed, 

not suspended: 

The question is asked: What will happen when they get the 

atomic bomb themselves and have accumulated a large store? 

You can judge yourselves what will happen then by what is 

happening now. If these things are done in the green wood, 

what will be done in the dry? ... No one in his senses can 
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believe that we have a limitless period of time before us. 

We ought to bring matters to a head and make a final 

settlement ... The Western Nations will be far more likely to 

reach a lasting settlement, without bloodshed, if they formu

late their just demands while they have the atomic power and 

before the Russian Communists have got it too. 

Truman and Acheson undoubtedly co~sidered the risk too great 

and resisted a grand negotiation for fear that it might undermine Al

lied cohesion. Above all, Churchill was leader of the opposition, not 

Prime Minister, when he urged an at least diplomatic showdown, and 

the incumbent Clement Attlee and his Foreign Secretary, Ernest 

Bevin, would surely have resisted a design invoking the threat of war. 

In this context, the United States assumed leadership of the global 

effort to contain Soviet expansionism-but as a primarily moral, not 

geopolitical, endeavor. Valid interests existed in both spheres, yet the 

manner in which they were described tended to obscure attempts to 

define strategic priorities. Even NSC-68, which codified Truman's na

tional security policy as a classified document and was largely written 

by the hard-line Paul Nitze, avoided the concept of national interest 

and placed the conflict into traditional moral, almost lyrical, catego

ries. The struggle was between the forces of "freedom under a govern

ment of laws" (which entailed "marvelous diversity, the deep tolerance, 

the lawfulness of the free society ... in which every individual has the 

opportunity to realize his creative powers") and forces of "slavery 

under the grim oligarchy of the Kremlin." By its own lights, America 

was joining the Cold War struggle not as a geopolitical contest over 

the limits of Russian power but as a moral crusade for the free world. 

In such an endeavor, American policies were presented as a disin

terested effort to advance the general interests of humanity. John Fos

ter Dulles, a shrewd operator in crises and tough exponent of American 

power, nonetheless described American foreign policy as a kind of 
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global volunteer effort guided by principles totally different from any 

other historic state's approach. He observed that though it was "diffi

cult for many to understand," the United States was "really ... moti

vated by considerations other than short-range expediency." America's 

influence would not restore the geopolitical balance, in this view, but 

transcend it: "It has been customary, for so many centuries, for nations 

to act merely to promote their own immediate self-interest, to hurt 

their rivals, that it is not readily accepted that there can be a new era 

when nations will be guided by principle." 

The implication that other nations had "selfish interests" while 

America had "principles" and "destiny" was as old as the Republic. 

What was new was that a global geopolitical contest in which the 

United States was the leader, not a bystander, was justified primarily 

on moral grounds, and the American national interest was disavowed. 

This call to universal responsibility underpinned the decisive Ameri

can commitment to restoring a devastated postwar world holding 

the line against Soviet expansion. Yet when it came time to fighting 

"hot" wars on the periphery of the Communist world, it proved a less 

certain guide. 

The Korean War 
The Korean War ended inconclusively. But the debates it generated 

foreshadowed issues that tore the country apart a decade later. 

In 1945, Korea, until then a Japanese colony, had been liberated by 

the victorious Allies. The northern half of the Korean Peninsula was 

occupied by the Soviet Union, the southern half by the United States. 

Each established its form of government in its zone before it withdrew, 

in 1948 and 1949, respectively. In June 1950, the North Korean ar1;11y 

invaded South Korea. The Truman administration considered it a 

classic case of Soviet-Chinese aggression on the model of the German 
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and Japanese challenges preceding World War II. Although U.S. 

armed forces had been drastically reduced in the previous years, Tru

man took the courageous decision to resist, largely with American 

forces based in Japan. 

Contemporary research has shown that the motivation on the 

Communist side was complex. When the North Korean leader Kim 

II-sung asked Stalin's approval for the invasion in April 1950, the So

viet dictator encouraged him. He had lear~ed from the defection of 

Tito two years earlier that first-generation Communist leaders were 

especially difficult to fit into the Soviet satellite system that he thought 

imperative for Russia's national interest. Starting with Mao's visit to 

Moscow in late 1949-less than three months after the People's Re

public of China was proclaimed-Stalin had been uneasy about the 

looming potential of China led by a man of Mao's dominating attri

butes. An invasion of South Korea might divert China into a crisis on 

its borders, deflect America's attention from Europe to Asia, and, in 

any event, absorb some of America's resources in that effort. If achieved 

with Soviet support, Pyongyang's unification project might give the 

Soviet Union a dominant position in Korea and, in view of the 

historical suspicions of these countries for each other, create a kind of 

counterbalance to China in Asia. Mao followed Stalin's lead-conveyed 

to him by Kim II-sung in almost certainly exaggerated terms-for the 

converse reason; he feared encirclement by the Soviet Union, whose 

acquisitive interest in Korea had been demonstrated over the centuries 

and was even then displayed in the demands for ideological subservi

ence Stalin was making as a price for the Sino-Soviet alliance. 

On one occasion, an eminent Chinese told me that letting Stalin 

lead Mao into authorizing the Korean War was the only strategic mis

take Mao ever made because, in the end, the Korean War delayed Chi

nese unification by a century in that it led to America's commitment 

to Taiwan. Be that as it may, the origin of the Korean War was less a 
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Sino-Soviet conspiracy against America than a three-cornered maneu

ver for dominance within the Communist international order, with 

Kim 11-sung driving up the bidding to gain support for a program of 

conquest whose global consequences in the end surprised all of the 

main participants. 

The complex strategic considerations of the Communist world 

were not matched on the American side. In effect, the United States 

was fighting for a principle, defeating aggression, and a method of 

implementing it, via the United Nations. America could gain UN 

approval because the Soviet ambas;;dor to the UN, in a continuing 

protest over the exclusion of Communist China from the UN, had 

absented himself from the crucial vote of the Security Council. There 

was less clarity about what was meant by the phrase "defeating aggres

sion." Was it total victory? If less, what was it? How, in short, was the 

war supposed to end? 

As it happened, experience outran theory. General Douglas 

MacArthur's surprise landing at Inchon in September 1950 trapped 

the North Korean army in the South and brought about its substantial 

defeat. Should the victorious army cross the previous dividing line 

along the 38th parallel into North Korea and achieve unification? If it 

did so, it would exceed the literal interpretation of collective security 

principles because the legal concept of defeating aggression had been 

achieved. But from a geopolitical point of view, what would have been 

the lesson? If an aggressor need fear no consequence other than a 

return to the status quo ante, would a recurrence somewhere else not 

be likely? 

Several alternatives presented themselves-for example, holding 

the advance at the narrow neck of the peninsula on a line from the 

cities of Pyongyang to Wonsan, a line roughly 150 miles short of, the 

Chinese frontier. This would have destroyed most of the North's 

war-making capacity and brought nine-tenths of the North Korean 
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population into a unified Korea while staying well clear of the Chi

nese border. 

We now know that even before American planners had broached 

the topic of where to arrest their advance, China was preparing for a 

possible intervention. As early as July 1950, China had concentrated 

250,000 troops on its border with Korea. By August, top Chinese plan

ners were operating on the premise that their still-advancing North 

Korean ally would collapse once superior American forces were fully 

deployed to the theater (indeed, they accurately predicted MacArthur's 

surprise landing at Inchon). On August 4-while the front was still 

deep in South Korea, along the so-called Pusan perimeter-Mao told 

the Politburo, "If the American imperialists are victorious, they will 

become dizzy with success, and then be in a position to threaten us. 

We have to help Korea; we have to assist them. This can be in the form 

of a volunteer force, and be at a time of our choosing, but we must start 

to prepare." However, he had told Zhou Enlai that if the United States 

remained along the Pyongyang to Wonsan line, Chinese forces did not 

need to attack immediately and should pause for intensified training. 

What would have happened during or after such a pause must be left 

to speculation. 

But the American forces did not pause; Washington ratified 

MacArthur's crossing of the 38th parallel and set no limit to his ad

vance other than the Chinese border. 

For Mao, the American movement to the Chinese border involved 

more than Korean stakes. Truman had, on the outbreak of the Ko

rean War, placed the Seventh Fleet between the combatants in the 

Taiwan Strait on the argument that protecting both sides of the Chi

nese civil war from each other demonstrated American commitment 

to peace in Asia. It was less than nine months since Mao had proclaimed 

the People's Republic of China. If the final outcome of the Korean 

War was the presence of largely American military forces along the 
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Chinese border, and an American fleet interposed between Taiwan 

and the mainland, approving the North Korean invasion of South 

Korea would have turned into a strategic disaster. 

In an encounter between two different conceptions of world order, 

America sought to protect the status quo following Westphalian and 

international legal principles. Nothing ran more counter to Mao's per

ceptions of his revolutionary mission than the protection of the status 

quo. Chinese history taught him the many times Korea had been used 

as an invasion route into China. His own revolutionary experience had 

been based on the proposition that' civil wars ended with victory or 

defeat, not stalemate. And he convinced himself that America, once 

ensconced along the Yalu River separating China from Korea, would 

as a next step complete the encirclement of China by moving into Viet

nam. (This was four years before America's actual involvement in In

dochina.) Zhou Enlai gave voice to this analysis, and demonstrated the 

outsized role Korea plays in Chinese strategic thinking, when he told 

an August 26, 1950, meeting of the Central Military Commission that 

Korea was "indeed the focus of the struggles in the world ... After 

conquering Korea, the United States will certainly turn to Vietnam 

and other colonial countries. Therefore the Korean problem is at least 

the key to the East." 

Considerations such as these induced Mao to repeat the strategy 

pursued by Chinese leaders in 1593 against the Japanese invasion led 

by Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Fighting a war with a superpower was a 

daunting proposition; at least two Chinese field marshals refused to 

command the units destined for battle with American forces. Mao 

insisted, and the Chinese surprise attack drove back the American 

deployments from the Yalu River. 

But after the Chinese intervention, what was now the purpos: of 

the war, and which strategy would implement it? These questions 

produced an intense American debate foreshadowing far more bitter 

controversies in later American wars. (The difference was that, in 
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contrast to the opponents of the Vietnam War, the critics of the Korean 

War accused the Truman administration of using not enough force; 

they sought victory, not withdrawal.) 

The public controversy took place between the theater commander 

Douglas MacArthur and the Truman administration backed by the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff. MacArthur argued the traditional case that had 

been the basis of every previous American military involvement: the 

purpose of war was victory to be achieved by whatever means required, 

including aerial attacks on China itself; stalemate was a strategic set

back; Communist aggression had to be defeated where it was occur

ring, which was in Asia; American military capacity needed to be 

used to the extent necessary, not conserved for hypothetical contingen

cies in distant geographic regions, meaning Western Europe. 

The Truman administration responded in two ways: In a demon~ 

stration of civilian control over the American military, on April 11, 

1951, President Truman relieved MacArthur of his military command 

for making statements contradicting the administration's policy. On 

substance, Truman stressed the containment concept: the major threat 

was the Soviet Union, whose strategic goal was the domination of 

Europe. Hence fighting the Korean War to a military conclusion, even 

more extending it into China, was, in the words of the Chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Omar Bradley, a combat leader in 

the war against Germany, "the wrong war, at the wrong place, at the 

wrong time, and with the wrong enemy." 

After some months, the battlefront settled near the 38th parallel in 

June 1951, where the war had started-just as it had half a millen

nium earlier. At that point, the Chinese offered negotiations, which 

the United States accepted. A settlement was reached two years later 

that has, with some intense but short interruptions, lasted more than 

sixty years to this writing. 

In the negotiations, as in the origins of the war, two different ap

proaches to strategy confronted each other. The Truman adminis-
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tration expressed the American view about the relationship of power 

and legitimacy. According to it, war and peace were distinct phases of 

policy; when negotiations started, the application of force ceased, and 

diplomacy took over. Each activity was thought to operate by its own 

rules. Force was needed to produce the negotiation, then it had to 

stand aside; the outcome of the negotiation would depend on an atmo

sphere of goodwill, which would be destroyed by military pressure. In 

that spirit, American forces were ordered to confine themselves to es

sentially defensive measures during the talks and avoid initiating 

large-scale offensive measures. 

The Chinese view was the exact opposite. War and peace were two 

sides of the same coin. Negotiations were an extension of the battle

field. In accordance with China's ancient strategist Sun Tzu in his Art 

of War, the essential contest would be psychological-to affect the 

adversary's calculations and degrade his confidence in success. De

escalation by the adversary was a sign of weakness to be exploited by 

pressing one's own military advantage. The Communist side used the 

stalemate to enhance the discomfort of the American public with an 

inconclusive war. In fact, during the negotiations, America suffered as 

many casualties as it had during the offensive phase of the war. 

In the end, each side achieved its objective: America had upheld the 

doctrine of containment and preserved the territorial integrity of an 

ally that has since evolved into one of the key countries of Asia; China 

vindicated its determination to defend the approaches to its borders, 

and demonstrated its disdain of international rules it had had no voice 

in creating. The outcome was a draw. But it revealed a potential vul

nerability in America's ability to relate strategy to diplomacy, power to 

legitimacy, and to define its essential aims. Korea, in the end, drew a 

line across the century. It was the first war in which America spe~ifi

cally renounced victory as an objective, and in that was an augur of 

things to come. 

The biggest loser, as it turned out, was the Soviet Union. It had 
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encouraged the original decision to invade and sustained its conse

quences by providing large stores of supplies to its allies. But it lost 

their trust. The seeds of the Sino-Soviet split were sown in the Korean 

War because the Soviets insisted on payment for their assistance and 

refused to give combat support. The war also triggered a rapid and 

vast American rearmament, which restored the imbalance in Western 

Europe in a big step toward the situation of strength that the Ameri

can containment doctrine demanded. 

Each side suffered setbacks. Some Chinese historians hold that 

China lost an opportunity to unify Taiwan with the mainland in order 

to sustain an unreliable ally; the United States lost its aura of invinci

bility that had attached to it since World War II and some of its sense 

of direction. Other Asian revolutionaries learned the lesson of draw

ing America into an inconclusive war that might outrun the Ameri

can public's willingness to support it. America was left with the gap 

in its thinking on strategy and international order that was to haunt 

it in the jungles of Vietnam. 

Vietnam and the Breakdown of the National 
Consensus 

Even amidst the hardships of the Korean War, a combination of 

Wilsonian principles and Rooseveltian geostrategy produced an ex

traordinary momentum behind the first decade and a half of Cold 

War policy. Despite the incipient domestic debate, it saw America 

through the 1948-49 American airlift to thwart Soviet ultimatums on 

access to Berlin, the Korean War, and the defeat of the Soviet effort to 

place intermediate-range nuclear ballistic missiles in Cuba in 1962. 

This was followed by the 1963 treaty with the Soviet Union renounc

ing nuclear testing in the atmosphere-a symbol of the need for the 

superpowers to discuss and limit their capability to destroy humanity. 

The containment policy was supported by an essentially bipartisan 
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consensus in Congress. Relations between the policymaking and the 

intellectual communities were professional, assumed to be based on 

shared long-term goals. 

But roughly coincident with the assassination of President John F. 

Kennedy, the national consensus began to break down. Part of the 

reason was the shock of the assassination of a young President who 

had called on America to fulfill its idealistic traditions. Though the 

assailant was a Communist who had sojourned in the Soviet Union, 

among many of the younger generation the loss raised questions about 

the moral validity of the American enterprise. 

The Cold War had begun with a call to support democracy and 

liberty across the world, reinforced by Kennedy at his inauguration. 

Yet over a period of time, the military doctrines that sustained the 

strategy of containment began to have a blighting effect on public per

ceptions. The gap between the destructiveness of the weapons and the 

purposes for which they might be used proved unbridgeable. All theo

ries for the limited use of military nuclear technology proved infeasible. 

The reigning strategy was based on the ability to inflict a level of civil

ian casualties judged unbearable but surely involving tens of millions 

on both sides in a matter of days. This calculus constrained the self

confidence of national leaders and the public's faith in their leadership. 

Besides this, as the containment policy migrated into the fringes of 

Asia, it encountered conditions quite opposite of those in Europe. The 

Marshall Plan and NATO succeeded because a political tradition of 

government remained in Europe, even if impaired. Economic recov

ery could restore political vitality. But in much of the underdeveloped 

world, the political framework was fragile or new, and economic aid 

led to corruption as frequently as to stability. 

These dilemmas came to a head in the Vietnam War. Truman had 
; 

sent civilian advisors to South Vietnam to resist a guerrilla war in 1951; 

Eisenhower had added military advisors in 1954; Kennedy authorized 

combat troops as auxiliaries in 1962; Johnson deployed an expedition-
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ary force in 1965 that eventually rose to more than half a million. The 

Kennedy administration had gone to the edge of participating in the 

war, and the Johnson administration made it its own because it was 

convinced that the North Vietnamese assault into South Vietnam was 

the spearhead of a Sino-Soviet drive for global domination and that it 

needed to be resisted by American forces lest all of Southeast Asia fall 

under Communist control. 

In defending Asia, America proposed to proceed as it had in West

ern Europe. In accord with President Eisenhower's "domino theory," 

in which the fall of one country to Communism would cause others to 

fall, it applied the doctrine of containment to thwart the aggressor (on 

the model of NATO) and economic and political rehabilitation (as in 

the Marshall Plan). At the same time, to avoid "widening the war," the 

United States refrained from targeting sanctuaries in Cambodia and 

Laos from which Hanoi's forces launched attacks to inflict thousands 

of casualties and to which they withdrew to thwart pursuit. 

None of these administrations had vouchsafed a plan for ending 

the war other than preserving the independence of South Vietnam, 

destroying the forces armed and deployed by Hanoi to subvert it, and 

bombing North Vietnam with sufficient force to cause Hanoi to re

consider its policy of conquest and begin negotiations. This had not 

been treated as a remarkable or controversial program until the mid

dle of the Johnson administration. Then a wave of protests and media 

critiques-culminating after the 1968 Tet Offensive, in conventional 

military terms a devastating defeat for North Vietnam but treated in 

the Western press as a stunning victory and evidence of American 

failure-struck a chord with administration officials. 

Lee Kuan Yew, the founder of the Singapore state and perhaps the 

wisest Asian leader of his period, was vocal in his firm belief, main

tained to this writing, that American intervention was indispensable 

to preserve the possibility of an independent Southeast Asia. The anal

ysis of the consequences for the region of a Communist victory in 
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Vietnam was largely correct. But by the time of America's full-scale 

participation in Vietnam, Sino-Soviet unity no longer existed, having 

been in perceptible crisis throughout the 1960s. China, wracked by the 

Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, increasingly re

garded the Soviet Union as a dangerous and threatening adversary. 

The containment principles employed in Europe proved much less 

applicable in Asia. European instability came about when the economic 

crisis caused by the war threatened to undermine traditional domestic 

political institutions. In Southeast ~~ia, after a century of colonization, 

these institutions had yet to be created-especially in South Vietnam, 

which had never existed as a state in history. 

America attempted to close the gap through a campaign of political 

construction side by side with the military effort. While simultaneously 

fighting a conventional war against North Vietnamese divisions and a 

jungle war against Vietcong guerrillas, America threw itself into 

political engineering in a region that had not known self-government 

for centuries or democracy ever. 

After a series of coups (the first of which, in November 1963, was 

actually encouraged by the American Embassy and acquiesced in by 

the White House in the expectation that military rule would produce 

more liberal institutions), General Nguyen Van Thieu emerged as the 

South Vietnamese President. At the outset of the Cold War, the non

Communist orientation of a government had been taken-perhaps 

overly expansively-as proof that it was worth preserving against 

Soviet designs. Now, in the emerging atmosphere of recrimination, 

the inability of South Vietnam to emerge as a fully operational de

mocracy (amidst a bloody civil war) led to bitter denunciation. A war 

initially supported by a considerable majority and raised to its existing 

dimensions by a president citing universal principles of liberty ,and 

human rights was now decried as evidence of a unique American 

moral obtuseness. Charges of immorality and deception were used 
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with abandon; "barbaric" was a favorite adjective. American military 

involvement was described as a form of "insanity" revealing profound 

flaws in the American way of life; accusations of wanton slaughter of 

civilians became routine. 

The domestic debate over the Vietnam War proved to be one of the 

most scarring in American history. The administrations that had in

volved America in Indochina were staffed by, individuals of substantial 

intelligence and probity who suddenly found themselves accused of 

near-criminal folly and deliberate deception. What had started as a 

reasonable debate about feasibility and strategy turned into street dem

onstrations, invective, and violence. 

The critics were right in pointing out that American strategy, par

ticularly in the opening phases of the war, was ill suited to the realities 

of asymmetric conflict. Bombing campaigns alternating with "pauses" 

to test Hanoi's readiness for negotiation tended to produce stalemate

bringing to bear enough power to incur denunciation and resistance, 

but not enough to secure the adversary's readiness for serious negotia

tions. The dilemmas of Vietnam were very much the consequence of 

academic theories regarding graduated escalation that had sustained 

the Cold War; while conceptually coherent in terms of a standoff be

tween nuclear superpowers, they were less applicable to an asymmetric 

conflict fought against an adversary pursuing a guerrilla strategy. 

Some of the expectations for the relationship of economic reform to 

political evolution proved unfeasible in Asia. But these were subjects 

appropriate for serious debate, not vilification and, at the fringes of the 

protest movement, assaults on university and government buildings. 

The collapse of high aspirations shattered the self-confidence with

out which establishments flounder. The leaders who had previously 

sustained American foreign policy were particularly anguished by the 

rage of the students. The insecurity of their elders turned the normal 

grievances of maturing youth into an institutionalized rage and a 
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national trauma. Public demonstrations reached dimensions obliging 

President Johnson-who continued to describe the war in traditional 

terms of defending a free people against the advance of totalitarian

ism-to confine his public appearances in his last year in office largely 

to military bases. 

In the months following the end of Johnson's presidency in 1969, a 

number of the war's key architects renounced their positions publicly 

and called for an end to military operations and an American with

drawal. These themes were elaborated until the Establishment view 

settled on a program to "end the war" by means of a unilateral Amer-'

ican withdrawal in exchange only for the return of prisoners. 

Richard Nixon became President at a time when 500,000 Ameri

can troops were in combat-and the number was still increasing, on a 

schedule established by the Johnson administration-in Vietnam, as 

far from the U.S. borders as the globe allows. From the beginning, 

Nixon was committed to ending the war. But he also thought it his 

responsibility to do so in the context of America's global commitments 

for sustaining the postwar international order. Nixon took office 

five months after the Soviet military occupation of Czechoslovakia, 

while the Soviet Union was building intercontinental missiles at a rate 

threatening-and, some argued, surpassing-America's deterrent 

forces, and China remained adamantly and truculently hostile. Amer

ica could not jettison its security commitments in one part of the world 

without provoking challenges to its resolve in others. The preserva

tion of American credibility in defense of allies and the global system 

of order-a role the United States had performed for two decades

remained an integral part of Nixon's calculations. 

Nixon withdrew American forces at the rate of 150,000 per year 

and ended participation in ground combat in 1971. He authorized 

negotiations subject to one irreducible condition: he never accepted 

Hanoi's demand that the peace process begin with the replacement of 
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the government of South Vietnam-America's ally-by a so-called 

coalition government in effect staffed by figures put forward by Hanoi. 

This was adamantly rejected for four years until after a failed North 

Vietnamese offensive (defeated without American ground forces) in 

1972 finally induced Hanoi to agree to a cease-fire and political settle

ment it had consistently rejected over the years. 

In the United States debate focused on a, widespread desire to end 

the trauma wrought by the war on the populations of Indochina, as 

if America was the cause of their travail. Yet Hanoi had insisted on 

continued battle-not because it was unconvinced of the American 

commitment to peace, but because it counted on it to exhaust Ameri

can willingness to sustain the sacrifices. Fighting a psychological war, 

it ruthlessly exploited America's quest for compromise on behalf of a 

program of domination with which, it turned out, there was no split

ting the difference. 

The military actions that President Nixon ordered, and that as his 

National Security Advisor I supported, together with the policy of 

diplomatic flexibility, brought about a settlement in 1973. The Nixon 

administration was convinced that Saigon would be able to overcome 

ordinary violations of the agreement with its own forces; that the 

United States would assist with air and naval power against an all-out 

attack; and that over time the South Vietnamese government would 

be able, with American economic assistance, to build a functioning 

society and undergo an evolution toward more transparent institutions 

(as would in fact occur in South Korea). 

Whether this process could have been accelerated and whether an

other definition could have been given to American credibility will re

main the subject of heated debate. The chief obstacle was the difficulty 

Americans had understanding Hanoi's way of thinking. The Johnson 

administration overestimated the impact of American military power. 

Contrary to conventional wisdom, the Nixon administration overesti-
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mated the scope for negotiation. For the battle-hardened leadership in 

Hanoi, having spent their lives fighting for victory, compromise was 

the same as defeat, and a pluralistic society near inconceivable. 

A resolution of this debate is beyond the scope of this volume; it was 

a painful process for all involved. Nixon managed a complete with

drawal and a settlement he was convinced gave the South Vietnamese 

a decent opportunity to shape their own fate. However, having tra

versed a decade of controversy and in the highly charged aftermath of 

the Watergate crisis, Congress severely restricted aid in 1973 and cut off 

all aid in 1975. North Vietnam conquered South Vietnam by sending 

almost its entire army across the international border. The interna

tional community remained silent, and Congress ha& proscribed 

American military intervention. The governments of Laos and Cam

bodia fell shortly after to Communist insurgencies, and in the latter the 

Khmer Rouge imposed a reckoning of almost unimaginable brutality. 

America had lost its first war and also the thread to its concept of 

world order. 

Richard Nixon and International Order 
After the carnage of the 1960s with its assassinations, civil riots, 

and inconclusive wars, Richard Nixon inherited in 1969 the task of 

restoring cohesion to the American body politic and coherence to 

American foreign policy. Highly intelligent, with a level of personal 

insecurity unexpected in such an experienced public figure, Nixon 

was not the ideal leader for the restoration of domestic peace. But it 

must also be remembered that the tactics of mass demonstrations, in

timidation, and civil disobedience at the outer limit of peaceful pro

tests had been well established by the time Nixon took his oath of 

office on January 20, 1969. 

Nevertheless, for the task of redefining the substance of American 

foreign policy, Nixon was extraordinarily well prepared. As Senator 
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from California, Vice President under Dwight D. Eisenhower, and 

perennial presidential candidate, he had traveled widely. The foreign 

leaders Nixon encountered would spare him the personal confronta

tions that made him uncomfortable and engage him in substantive 

dialogue at which he excelled. Because his solitary nature gave him 

more free time than ordinary political aspirants, he found extensive 

reading congenial. This combination made him the best prepared in

coming president on foreign policy since Theodore Roosevelt. 

No president since Theodore Roosevelt had addressed international 

order as a global concept in such a systematic and conceptual manner. 

In speaking with the editors of Time in 1971, Nixon articulated such a 

concept. In his vision, five major centers of political and. economic 

power would operate on the basis of an informal commitment by each 

to pursue its interests with restraint. The outcome of their interlocking 

ambitions and inhibitions would be equilibrium: 

We must remember the only time in the history of the world 

that we have had any extended period of peace is when there 

has been balance of power. It is when one nation becomes 

infinitely more powerful in relation to its potential competitor 

that the danger of war arises. So I believe in a world in which 

the United States is powerful. I think it will be a safer world 

and a better world if we have a strong, healthy United States, 

Europe, Soviet Union, China, Japan, each balancing the other, 

not playing one against the other, an even balance. 

What was remarkable in this presentation was that two of the 

countries listed as part of a concert of powers were in fact adversaries: 

the U.S.S.R., with which America was engaged in a cold war, and 

China, with which it had just resumed diplomatic contact after a hia

tus of over two decades and where the United States had no embassy 

or formal diplomatic relations. Theodore Roosevelt had articulated an 
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idea of world order in which the United States was the guardian of the 

global equilibrium. Nixon went further in arguing that the United 

States should be an integral part of an ever-changing, fluid balance, 

not as the balancer, but as a component. 

The passage also displayed Nixon's tactical skill, as when he re

nounced any intention of playing off one of the components of the 

balance against another. A subtle way of warning a potential adversary 

is to renounce a capability he knows one possesses and that will not be 

altered by the renunciation. Nixon made these remarks as he was 

about to leave for Beijing, marking a dramatic improvement in rela

tions and the first time a sitting American president had visited China. 

Balancing China against the Soviet Union from a position in which 

America was closer to each Communist giant than they were to each 

other was, of course, exactly the design of the evolving strategy. In 

February 1971, Nixon's annual foreign policy report referred to China 

as the People's Republic of China-the first time an official American 

document had accorded it that degree of recognition-and stated that 

the United States was "prepared to establish a dialogue with Peking" 

on the basis of national interest. 

Nixon made a related point regarding Chinese domestic policies 

while I was on the way to China on the so-called secret trip in July 

1971. Addressing an audience in Kansas City, Nixon argued that 

"Chinese domestic travail "-that is, the Cultural Revolution-should 

not confer 

any sense of satisfaction that it will always be that way. 

Because when we see the Chinese as people-and I have 

seen them all over the world ... -they are creative, they are 

productive, they are one of the most capable people in • 

the world. And 800 million Chinese are going to be, inevita

bly, an enormous economic power, with all that that means 
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in terms of what they could be in other areas if they move in 

that direction. 

These phrases, commonplace today, were revolutionary at that 

time. Because they were delivered extemporaneously-· and I was out 

of communication with Washington-it was Zhou Enlai who brought 

them to my attention as I started the first-dialogue with Beijing i~ 

more than twenty years. Nixon, inveterate anti-Communist, had de

cided that the imperatives of geopolitical equilibrium overrode the 

demands of ideological purity-as, fortuitously, had his counterparts 

in China. 

In the presidential election campaign of 1972, Nixon's opponent, 

George McGovern, had taunted, "Come home, America!" Nixon re

plied in effect that if America shirked its international responsibility, it 

would surely fail at home .. He declared that "only if we act greatly in 

meeting our responsibilities abroad will we remain a great nation, and 

only if we remain a great nation will we act greatly in meeting our 

challenges at horn~." At the same time, he sought to temper "our in

stinct that we knew what was best for others," which in turn brought 

on "their temptation to lean on our prescriptions." 

To this end, Nixon established a practice of annual reports on the 

state of the world. Like all presidential documents, these were drafted 

by White House associates, in this case the National Security Council 

staff under my direction. But Nixon set the general strategic tone of 

the documents and reviewed them as they were being completed. 

They were used as guidance to the governmental • agencies dealing 

with foreign policy and, more important, as an indication to foreign 

countries of the direction of American strategy. 

Nixon was enough of a realist to stress that the United States 

could not entrust its destiny entirely or even largely to the goodwill of 

others. As his 1970 report underscored, peace required a willingness to 
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negotiate and seek new forms of partnership, but these alone would 

not suffice: "The second element of a durable peace must be America's 

strength. Peace, we have learned, cannot be gained by goodwill alone." 

Peace would be strengthened, not obstructed, he assessed, by contin

ued demonstrations of American power and a proven willingness to 

act globally-which evoked shades of Theodore Roosevelt sending the 

Great White Fleet to circumnavigate the globe in 1907-9. Neither 

could the United States expect other countries to mortgage their future 

by basing their foreign policy primarily on the goodwill of others. The 

guiding principle was the effort to build an international order that 

related power to legitimacy-in the sense that all its key members 

considered the arrangement just: 

All nations, adversaries and friends alike, must have a stake in 

preserving the international system. They must feel that their 

principles are being respected and their national interests 

secured ... If the international environment meets their vital 

concerns, they will work to maintain it. 

It was the vision of such an international order that provided the 

first impetus for the opening to China, which Nixon considered an 

indispensable component of it. One facet of the opening to China was 

the attempt to transcend the domestic strife of the past decade. Nixon 

became President of a nation shaken by a decade of domestic and in

ternational upheaval and an inconclusive war. It was important to con

vey to it a vision of peace and international comity to lift it toward 

visions worthy of its history and its values. Equally significant was a 

redefinition of America's concept of world order. An improved rela

tionship with China would gradually isolate the Soviet Union or impel 

it to seek better relations with the United States. As long as the United 

States took care to remain closer to each of the Communist superpow

ers than they were to each other, the specter of the Sino-Soviet coop-
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erative quest for world hegemony that had haunted American foreign 

policy for two decades would be stifled. (In time, the Soviet Union 

found itself unable to sustain this insoluble, largely self-created di

lemma of facing adversaries in both Europe and Asia, including 

within its own ostensible ideological camp.) 

Nixon's attempt to make American idealism practical and Ameri

can pragmatism long-range was attacked 'by both sides, reflecting 

the· American ambivalence between power and principle. Idealists 

criticized Nixon for conducting foreign policy by geopolitical princi

ples. Conservatives challenged him on the ground that a relaxation of 

tensions with the Soviet Union was a form of abdication vis-a-vis the 

Communist challenge to Western civilization. Both types of critics 

overlooked that Nixon undertook a tenacious defense along the Soviet 

periphery, that he was the first American President to visit Eastern 

Europe (Yugoslavia, Poland, and Romania), symbolically challenging 

Soviet control, and that he saw the United States through several crises 

with the Soviet Union, during two of which (in October 1970 and Oc

tober 1973) he did not flinch from putting American military forces 

on alert. 

Nixon had shown unusual skill in the geopolitical aspect of build

ing a world order. He patiently linked the various components of 

strategy to each other, and he showed extraordinary courage in with

standing crises and great persistence in pursuing long-range aims in 

foreign policy. One of his oft-repeated operating principles was as fol

lows: "You pay the same price for doing something halfway as for 

doing it completely. So you might as well do it completely." As a result, 

in one eighteen-month period, during 1972-73, he brought about the 

end of the Vietnam War, an opening to China, a summit with the 

Soviet Union even while escalating the military effort in response to a 

North Vietnamese offensive, the switch of Egypt from a Soviet ally to 

close cooperation with the United States, two disengagement agree

ments in the Middle East-one between Israel and Egypt, the other 
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with Syria (lasting to this writing, even amidst a brutal civil war)

and the start of the European Security Conference, whose outcome 

over the long term severely weakened Soviet control of Eastern Europe. 

But at the juncture when tactical achievement might have been 

translated into a permanent concept of world order linking inspira

tional vision to a workable equilibrium, tragedy supervened. The Viet

nam War had exhausted energies on all sides. The Watergate debacle, 

foolishly self-inflicted and ruthlessly exploited by Nixon's longtime 

critics, paralyzed executive authority. In a normal period, the various 

strands of Nixon's policy would have been consolidated into a new 

long-term American strategy. Nixon had a glimpse of the promised 

land, where hope and reality conjoined-the end of the Cold War, a 

redefinition of the Atlantic Alliance, a genuine partnership with 

China, a major step toward Middle East peace, the beginning of Rus

sia's reintegration into an international order-but he did not have 

time to merge his geopolitical vision with the occasion. It was left to 

others to undertake that journey. 

The Beginning of Renewal 
After the anguish of the 1960s and the collapse of a presidency, 

America needed above all to restore its cohesion. It was fortunate that 

the man called to this unprecedented task was Gerald Ford. 

Propelled into an office he had not sought, Ford had never been 

involved in the complex gyrations of presidential politics. For that rea

son, freed from obsession with focus groups and public relations, he 

could practice in the presidency the values of goodwill and faith in his 

country on which he had been brought up. His long service in the 

House, where he sat on key defense and intelligence subcommittees, 

gave him an overview of foreign policy challenges. 

Ford's historic service was to overcome America's divisions. In his 

foreign policy, he strove-and largely succeeded-to relate power to 
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principle. His administration witnessed the completion of the first 

agreement between Israel and an Arab state-in this case, Egypt

whose provisions were largely political. The second Sinai disengage

ment agreement marked Egypt's irrevocable turning toward a peace 

agreement. Ford initiated an active diplomacy to bring about majority 

rule in southern Africa--the first American President to do so explic

itly. In the face of strong domestic opposition, he supervised the con

clusion of the European Security Conference. Among its many 

provisions were clauses that enshrined human rights as one of the Eu

ropean security principles. These terms were used by heroic individu

als such as Lech Walesa in Poland and Vaclav Havel in Czechoslovakia 

to bring democracy to their countries and start the downfall of Com

munism. 

I introduced my eulogy at President Ford's funeral with the follow

ing sentences: 

According to an ancient tradition, God preserves humanity 

despite its many transgressions because, at any one period, 

there exist ten just individuals who, without being aware of 

their role, redeem mankind. Gerald Ford was such a rnan. 

Jimmy Carter became President when the impact of America's de

feat in Indochina began to be translated into challenges inconceivable 

while America still had the aura of invincibility. Iran, heretofore a pil

lar of the regional Middle East order, was taken over by a group of 

ayatollahs, who in effect declared political and ideological war on the 

United States, overturning the prevailing balance of power in the Mid

dle East. A symbol of it was the incarceration of the American diplo

matic mission in Tehran for more than four hundred days. Nearly 

concurrently, the Soviet Union felt itself in a position to invade and 

occupy Afghanistan. 

Amidst all this turmoil, Carter had the fortitude to move the Mid-
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dle East peace process toward a signing ceremony at the White House. 

The peace treaty between Israel and Egypt was a historic event. 

Though its origin lay in the elimination of Soviet influence and the 

start of a peace process by previous administrations, its conclusion under 

Carter was the culmination of persistent and determined diplomacy. 

Carter solidified the opening to China by establishing full diplomatic 

relations with it, cementing a bipartisan consensus behind the new 

direction. And he reacted strongly to the Soviet invasion of Afghani

stan by supporting those who resist~d the Soviet takeover. In an an

guished period, Carter reaffirmed values of human dignity essential to 

America's image of itself even while he hesitated before the new stra

tegic challenges-to find the appropriate balance between power and 

legitimacy-toward the end of his term. 

Ronald Reagan and the End of the Cold War 
Rarely has America produced a president so suited to his time and 

so attuned to it as Ronald Reagan. A decade earlier, Reagan had 

seemed too militant to be realistic; a decade later, his convictions might 

have appeared too one-dimensional. But faced with a Soviet Union 

whose economy was stagnating and whose gerontocratic leadership 

was quite literally perishing serially, and supported by an American 

public opinion eager to shed a period of disillusionments, Reagan com

bined America's latent, sometimes seemingly discordant strengths: its 

idealism, its resilience, its creativity, and its economic vitality. 

Sensing potential Soviet weakness and deeply confident in the 

superiority of the American system (he had read more deeply in 

American political philosophy than his domestic critics credited), Rea

gan blended the two elements-power and legitimacy-that had in 

the previous decade produced American ambivalence. He challenged 

the Soviet Union to a race in arms and technology that it could not 
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win, based on programs long stymied in Congress. What came to be 

known as the Strategic Defense Initiative-a defensive shield against 

missile attack-was largely derided in Congress and the media when 

Reagan put it forward. Today it is widely credited with convincing the 

Soviet leadership of the futility of its arms race with the United States. 

At the same time, Reagan generated psychological momentum 

with pronouncements at the outer edge of Wilsonian moralism. Per

haps the most poignant example is his farewell address as he left office 

in 1989, in which he described his vision of America as the shining city 

on a hill: 

I've spoken of the shining city all my political life, but I don't 

know if I ever quite communicated what I saw when I said it. 

But in my mind, it was a tall proud city built on rocks stron

ger than oceans, wind swept, God blessed, and teeming with 

people of all kinds living in harmony and peace~a city with 

free ports that hummed with commerce and creativity, and if 

there had to be city walls, the walls had doors, and the doors 

were open to anyone with the will and the heart to get here. 

That's how I saw it, and see it still. 

America as a shining city on a hill was not a metaphor for Reagan; it 

actually existed for him because he willed it to exist. 

This was the important difference between Ronald Reagan and 

Richard Nixon, whose actual policies were quite parallel and not rarely 

identical. Nixon treated foreign policy as an endeavor with no end, as 

a set of rhythms to be managed. He dealt with its intricacies and con

tradictions like school assignments by an especially demanding teacher. 

He expected America to prevail but in a long, joyless enterprise, per

haps after he left office. Reagan, by contrast, summed up his Cold War 

strategy to an aide in 1977 in a characteristically optimistic epigram: 
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"We win, they lose." The Nixon style of policymaking was important 

to restore fluidity to the diplomacy of the Cold War; the Reagan style 

was indispensable for the diplomacy of ending it. 

On one level, Reagan's rhetoric-including his March 1983 speech 

referring to the Soviet Union as the Evil Empire-might have spelled 

the end of any prospect of East-West diplomacy. On a deeper level, it 

symbolized a period of transition, as the Soviet Union became aware 

of the futility of an arms race while its aging leadership was facing is

sues of succession. Hiding comple~iJy behind a veneer of simplicity, 

Reagan also put forward a vision of reconciliation with the Soviet 

Union beyond what Nixon would ever have been willing to articulate. 

Reagan was convinced that Communist intransigence was based 

more on ignorance than on ill will, more on misunderstanding than 

on hostility. Unlike Nixon, who thought that a calculation of self

interest could bring about accommodation between the United States 

and the Soviet Union, Reagan believed the conflict was likely to end 

with the realization by the adversary of the superiority of American 

principles. In 1984, on the appointment of the Communist Party vet

eran Konstantin Chernenko as top Soviet leader, Reagan confided to 

his diary, "I have a gut feeling I'd like to talk to him about our prob

lems man to man and see if I could convince him there would be a 

material benefit to the Soviets if they'd join the family of nations, etc." 

When Mikhail Gorbachev succeeded Chernenko one year later, 

Reagan's optimism mounted. He told associates of his dream to escort 

the new Soviet leader on a tour of a working-class American neighbor

hood. As a biographer recounted, Reagan envisioned that "the helicop

ter would descend, and Reagan would invite Gorbachev to knock on 

doors and ask the residents 'what they think of our system.' The work

ers would tell him how wonderful it was to live in America." All this 

would persuade the Soviet Union to join the global move toward de

mocracy, and this in turn would produce peace-because "governments 
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which rest upon the consent of the governed do not wage war on their 

neighbors"-a core principle of Wilson's view of international order. 

Applying his vision to the control of nuclear weapons, Reagan, at 

the Reykjavik summit with Gorbachev in 1986, proposed to elimi

nate all nuclear delivery systems while retaining and building up anti

missile systems. Such an outcome would achieve one of Reagan's oft

proclaimed goals to eliminate the prospect, of nuclear war by doing 

away with the offensive capability for it and containing violators of the 

agreement by missile defense systems. The idea went beyond the scope 

of Gorbachev's imagination, which is why he bargained strenuously 

over a niggling reservation about confining missile defense system tests 

"to the laboratory." (The proposal to eliminate nuclear delivery sys

tems was in any event beyond practicality in that it would have been 

bitterly opposed by British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and 

French President Frarn;ois Mitterrand, who were convinced that Eu

rope could not be defended without nuclear weapons and who treated 

their independent deterrents as an ultimate insurance policy.) Years 

later, I asked the Soviet ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin why the Sovi

ets had not offered a compromise on the testing issue. He replied, "Be

cause it never occurred to us that Reagan would simply walk out." 

Gorbachev sought to counter Reagan's vision with a concept of 

Soviet reform. But by the 1980s, the "balance of forces," which Soviet 

leaders had never tired of invoking over the decades of their rule, had 

turned against them. Four decades of imperial expansion in all direc

tions could not be sustained on the basis of an unworkable economic 

model. The United States, despite its divisions and vacillations, had pre

served the essential elements of a situation of strength; over two genera

tions it had built an informal anti-Soviet coalition of every other major 

industrial center and most of the developing world. Gorbachev realized 

that the Soviet Union could not sustain its prevailing course, but he 

underestimated the fragility of the Soviet system. His calls for reform-
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glasnost (publicity) and perestroika (restructuring)-unleashed forces 

too disorganized for genuine reform and too demoralized to continue 

totalitarian leadership, much as Kennan had predicted half a century 

earlier. 

Reagan's idealistic commitment to democracy alone could not have 

produced such an outcome; strong defense and economic policies, a 

shrewd analysis of Soviet weaknesses, and an unusually favorable 

alignment of external circumstances all played a role in the success of 

his policies. Yet without Reagan's iqe:_alism-bordering sometimes on 

a repudiation of history-the end of the Soviet challenge could not 

have occurred amidst such a global affirmation of a democratic future. 

Forty years earlier and for the decades since, it was thought that 

the principal obstacle to a peaceful world order was the Soviet Union. 

The corollary was that the collapse of Communism-imagined, if at 

all, in some distant future-would bring with it an era of stability and 

goodwill. It soon became apparent that history generally operates in 

longer cycles. Before a new international order could be constructed, it 

was necessary to deal with the debris of the Cold War. 

THIS TASK FELL TO GEORGE H. W. BusH, who managed Ameri

ca's predominance with moderation and wisdom. Patrician in upbring

ing in Connecticut, yet choosing to make his fortune in Texas, the more 

elemental, entrepreneurial part of the United States, and with wide 

experience in all levels of government, Bush dealt with great skill with 

a stunning succession of crises testing both the application of America's 

values and the reach of its vast power. Within months of his taking 

office, the Tiananmen upheaval in China challenged America's basic 

values but also the importance for the global equilibrium of preserving 

the U.S.-China relationship. Having been head of the American liai

son office in Beijing (before the establishment of formal relations), 

Bush navigated in a manner that maintained America's principles 
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while retaining the prospect of ultimate cooperation. He managed the 

unification of Germany-heretofore considered a probable cause of 

war-by a skillful diplomacy facilitated by his decision not to exploit 

Soviet embarrassment at the collapse of its empire. In that spirit, when 

the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, Bush rejected all proposals to fly to Berlin 

to celebrate this demonstration of the collapse of Soviet policy. 

The adroit manner in which Bush broug~t the Cold War to a close 

obscured the domestic disputes through which the U.S. effort had 

been sustained and which would characterize the challenges of the 

next stage. As the Cold War receded, the American consensus held 

that the main work of conversion had been achieved. A peaceful world 

order would now unfold, so long as the democracies took care to assist 

in the final wave of democratic transformations in countries still under 

authoritarian rule. The ultimate Wilsonian vision would be fulfilled. 

Free political and economic institutions would spread and eventually 

submerge outdated antagonisms in a broader harmony. 

In that spirit, Bush defeated Iraqi aggression in Kuwait during the 

first Gulf War by forging a coalition of the willing through the UN, 

the first joint action involving great powers since the Korean War; he 

stopped military operations when the limit that had been authorized 

by UN resolutions had been reached (perhaps, as former ambassador 

to the UN, he sought to apply the lesson of General MacArthur's deci

sion to cross the dividing line between the two Koreas after his victory 

at Inchon). 

For a brief period, the global consensus behind the American-led 

defeat of Saddam Hussein's military conquest of Kuwait in 1991 

seemed to vindicate the perennial American hope for a rules-based 

international order. In Prague in November 1990, Bush invoked a 

"commonwealth of freedom," which would be governed by the rule of 

law; it would be "a moral community united in its dedication to free 

ideals." Membership in this commonwealth would be open to all; it 

might someday become universal. As such the "great and growing 
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strength of the commonwealth of freedom" would "forge for all na

tions a new world order far more stable and secure than any we have 

known." The United States and its allies would move "beyond con

tainment and to a policy of active engagement." 

Bush's term was cut short by electoral defeat in 1992, in some sense 

because he ran as a foreign policy president while his opponent, Bill 

Clinton, appealed to a war-weary public, promising to focus on Amer

ica's domestic agenda. Nonetheless, the newly elected President rapidly 

reasserted a foreign policy vocation ~?mparable to that of Bush. Clinton 

expressed the confidence of the era when, in a 1993 address to the UN 

General Assembly, he described his foreign policy concept as not con

tainment but "enlargement." "Our overriding purpose," he announced, 

"must be to expand and strengthen the world's community of market

based democracies." In this view, because the principles of political and 

economic liberty were universal "from Poland to Eritrea, from Guate

mala to South Korea," their spread would require no force. Describing 

an enterprise consisting of enabling an inevitable historical evolution, 

Clinton pledged that American policy would aspire to "a world of 

thriving democracies that cooperate with each other and live in peace." 

When Secretary of State Warren Christopher attempted to apply 

the enlargement theory to the People's Republic of China by making 

economic ties conditional on modifications within the Chinese system, 

he encountered a sharp rebuff. The Chinese leaders insisted that rela

tions with the United States could only be conducted on a geostrategic 

basis, not (as had been proposed) on the basis of China's progress 

toward political liberalization. By the third year of his presidency, the 

Clinton approach to world order reverted to less insistent practice. 

Meanwhile, the enlargement concept encountered a much more 

militant adversary. Jihadism sought to spread its message and assa4-lted 

Western values and institutions, particularly those of the United States, 

as the principal obstacle. A few months before Clinton's General As

sembly speech, an international group of extremists, including one 
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American citizen, bombed the World Trade Center in New York City. 

Their secondary target, had the first been thwarted, was the United 

Nations Secretariat building. The Westphalian concept of the state 

and international law, because it was based on rules not explicitly pre

scribed in the Quran, was an abomination to this movement. Similarly 

objectionable was democracy for its capacity to legislate separately 

from sharia law. America, in the view of the jihadist forces, was an op

pressor of Muslims seeking to implement their own universal mission. 

The challenge broke into the open with the attacks on New York 

and Washington on September 11, 2001. In the Middle East, at least, 

the end of the Cold War ushered in not a hoped-for time of democratic 

consensus but a new age of ideological and military confrontation. 

The Afghanistan and Iraq Wars 
After an anguishing discussion of the "lessons of Vietnam," equally 

intense dilemmas recapitulated themselves three decades later with 

wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Both conflicts had their origins m 

a breakdown of international order. For America, both ended in 

withdrawal. 

AFGHANISTAN 

Al-Qaeda, having issued a fatwa in 1998 calling for the indiscrimi

nate killing of Americans and Jews everywhere, enjoyed a sanctuary 

in Afghanistan, whose governing authorities, the Taliban, refused to 

expel the group's leadership and fighters. An American response to 

the attack on American territory was inevitable and widely so under

stood around the world. 

A new challenge opened up almost immediately: how to establish 

international order when the principal adversaries are non-state orga

nizations that defend no specific territory and reject established prin

ciples of legitimacy. 
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The Afghan war began on a note of national unanimity and inter

national consensus. Prospects for a rules-based international order 

seemed vindicated when NATO, for the first time in its history, ap

plied Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty-stipulating that "an 

armed attack against one or more [NATO ally] in Europe or North 

America shall be considered an attack against them all." Nine days 

after the September 11 attacks, President George W. Bush dispatched 

an ultimatum to the Taliban authorities of Afghanistan, then harbor

ing al-Qaeda: "Deliver to United States authorities all the leaders of al 

Qaeda who hide in your land ... Give the United States full access to 

terrorist training camps, so we can make sure they are no longer oper

ating." When the Taliban failed to comply, the United States and its 

allies launched a war whose aims Bush described, on October 7, in 

similarly limited terms: "These carefully targeted actions are designed 

to disrupt the use of Afghanistan as a terrorist base of operations, and 

to attack the military capability of the Taliban regime." 

Initial warnings about Afghanistan's history as the "graveyard of 

empires" appeared unfounded. After a rapid effort led by American, 

British, and allied Afghan forces, the Taliban were deposed from 

power. In December 2001, an international conference in Bonn, Ger

many, proclaimed a provisional Afghan government with Hamid 

Karzai as its head and set up a process for convening a loya jirga 

(a traditional tribal council) to design and ratify postwar Afghan insti

tutions. The allied war aims seemed achieved. 

The participants in the Bonn negotiations optimistically asserted 

a vast vision: "the establishment of a broad-based, gender-sensitive, 

multi-ethnic and fully representative government." In 2003, a UN 

Security Council resolution authorized the expansion of the NATO 

International Security Assistance Force 

to support the Afghan Transitional Authority and its succes

sors in the maintenance of security in areas of Afghanistan 
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outside of Kabul and its environs, so that the Afghan Au

thorities as well as the personnel of the United Nations ... 

can operate in a secure environment. 

The central premise of the American and allied effort became 

"rebuilding Afghanistan" by means of a democratic, pluralistic, trans

parent Afghan government whose writ ran across the entire country 

and an Afghan national army capable of assuming responsibility for 

security on a national basis. With a striking idealism, these efforts 

were imagined to be comparable to the construction of democracy in 

Germany and Japan after World War II. 

No institutions in the history of Afghanistan or of any part of it 

provided a precedent for such a broad-based effort. Traditionally, 

Afghanistan has been less a state in the conventional sense than a geo

graphic expression for an area never brought under the consistent 

administration of any single authority. For most of recorded history, 

Afghan tribes and sects have been at war with each other, briefly unit

ing to resist invasion or to launch marauding raids against their neigh

bors. Elites in Kabul might undertake periodic experiments with 

parliamentary institutions, but outside the capital an ancient tribal 

code of honor predominated. Unification of Afghanistan has been 

achieved by foreigners only unintentionally, when the tribes and sects 

coalesce in opposition to an invader. 

Thus what American and NATO forces met in the early twenty

first century was not radically different from the scene encountered by 

a young Winston Churchill in 1897: 

Except at harvest-time, when self-preservation enjoins a tem

porary truce, the Pathan [Pashtun] tribes are always engaged 

in private or public war. Every man is a warrior, a politician, 

and a theologian. Every large house is a real feudal fortress ... 

Every village has its defence. Every family cultivates its ven-
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detta; every clan, its feud. The numerous tribes and combina

tions of tribes all have their accounts to settle with one another. 

Nothing is ever forgotten, and very few debts are left unpaid. 

In this context, the proclaimed coalition and UN goals of a trans

parent, democratic Afghan central government operating in a secure 

environment amounted to a radical reinvention of Afghan history. It 

effectively elevated one clan above all others-Hamid Karzai's Pash

tun Popalzai tribe-and required it to establish itself across the coun

try either through force (its own or that of the international coalition) 

or through distribution of the spoils of foreign aid, or both. Inevitably, 

the efforts required to impose such institutions trampled on age-old 

prerogatives, reshuffling the kaleidoscope of tribal alliances in ways 

that were difficult for any outside force to understand or control. 

The American election of 2008 compounded complexity with am

bivalence. The new President, Barack Obama, had campaigned on the 

proposition that he would restore to the "necessary" war in Afghani

stan the forces drained by the "dumb" war in Iraq, which he intended 

to end. But in office, he was determined to bring about a peacetime 

focus on transformational domestic priorities. The outcome was a 

reemergence of the ambivalence that has accompanied American 

military campaigns in the post-World War II period: the dispatch of 

thirty thousand additional troops for a "surge" in Afghanistan coupled, 

in the same announcement, with a public deadline of eighteen months 

for the beginning of their withdrawal. The purpose of the deadline, it 

was argued, was to provide an incentive to the Karzai government to 

accelerate its effort to build a modern central government and army to 

replace Americans. Yet, in essence, the objective of a guerrilla strategy 

like the Taliban's is to outlast the defending forces. For the Kabul lead

ership, the announcement of a fixed date for losing its outside support 

set off a process of factional maneuvering, including with the Taliban. 

The strides made by Afghanistan during this period have been sig-
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nificant and hard-won. The population has adopted electoral institu

tions with no little daring-because the Taliban continues to threaten 

death to those participating in democratic structures. The United 

States also succeeded in its objective of locating and eliminating 

Osama bin Laden, sending a powerful message about the country's 

global reach and determination to avenge atrocities. 

Nevertheless, the regional prospects remain challenging. In the pe

riod following the American withdrawal (imminent as of this writ

ing), the writ of the Afghan government is likely to run in Kabul and 

its environs but not uniformly in the rest of the country. There a con

federation of semiautonomous, feudal regions is likely to prevail on an 

ethnic basis, influenced substantially by competing foreign powers. 

The challenge will return to where it began-the compatibility of an 

independent Afghanistan with a regional political order. 

Afghanistan's neighbors should have at least as much of a national 

interest as the United States-and, in the long run, a far greater one

in defining and bringing about a coherent, non-jihadist outcome in 

Afghanistan. Each of Afghanistan's neighbors would risk turmoil 

within its own borders if Afghanistan returns to its prewar status as a 

base for jihadist non-state organizations or as a state dedicated to ji

hadist policies: Pakistan above all in its entire domestic structure, Rus

sia in its partly Muslim south and west, China with a significantly 

Muslim Xinjiang, and even Shiite Iran from fundamentalist Sunni 

trends. All of them, from a strategic point of view, are more threatened 

by an Afghanistan hospitable to terrorism than the United States is 

(except perhaps Iran, which may calculate, as it has in Syria, Lebanon, 

and Iraq, that a chaotic situation beyond its borders enables it to ma

nipulate the contending factions). 

The ultimate irony may be that Afghanistan, torn by war, may be 

a test case of whether a regional order can be distilled from divergent 

security interests and historical perspectives. Without a sustainable 

international program regarding Afghanistan's security, each major 
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neighbor will support rival factions across ancient ethnic and sectarian 

lines. The likely outcome would be a de facto partition, with Pakistan 

controlling the Pashtun south, and India, Russia, and perhaps China 

favoring the ethnically mixed north. To avoid a vacuum, a major dip

lomatic effort is needed to define a regional order to deal with the 

possible reemergence of Afghanistan as a jihadist center. In the nine

teenth century, the major powers guaranteed Belgian neutrality, a 

guarantee that, in the event, lasted nearly one hundred years. Is an 

equivalent, with appropriate redefinitions, possible? If such a con

cept-or a comparable one-is evaded, Afghanistan is likely to drag 

the world back into its perennial warfare. 

IRAQ 

In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, President George W. Bush articu

lated a global strategy to counter jihadist extremism and to shore up 

the established international order by infusing it with a commitment 

to democratic transformation. The "great struggles of the twentieth 

century," the White House's National Security Strategy of 2002 argued, 

had demonstrated that there was "a single sustainable model for na

tional success: freedom, democracy, and free enterprise." 

The present moment, the National Security Strategy document 

stressed, saw a world shocked by an unprecedented terrorist atrocity 

and the great powers "on the same side-united by common dangers 

of terrorist violence and chaos." The encouragement of free institutions 

and cooperative major-power relations offered "the best chance since 

the rise of the nation-state in the seventeenth century to build a world 

where great powers compete in peace instead of continually prepare 

for war." The centerpiece of what came to be called the Freedom 

Agenda was to be a transformation of Iraq from among the Middle 

East's most repressive states to a multiparty democracy, which would 

in turn inspire a regional democratic transformation: "Iraqi democracy 
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will succeed-and that success will send forth the news, from Damas

cus to Teheran-that freedom can be the future of every nation." 

The Freedom Agenda was not, as was later alleged, the arbitrary 

invention of a single president and his entourage. Its basic premise 

was an elaboration of quintessentially American themes. The 2002 

National Security Strategy docutnent-.-which first announced the 

policy-repeated the arguments ofNSC-68 that, in 1950, had defined 

America's mission in the Cold War, albeit with one decisive difference. 

The 1950 document had enlisted America's values in defense of the 

free world. The 2002 document argued for the ending of tyranny ev

erywhere on behalf of universal values of freedom. 

UN Security Council Resolution 687 of 1991 had required Iraq to 

destroy all stockpiles of its weapons of mass destruction and commit 

never to develop such weapons again. Ten Security Council resolutions 

since then had held Iraq in substantial violation . 

. What was distinctive-and traditionally American-about the 

military effort in Iraq was the decision to cast this, in effect, enforce

ment action as an aspect of a project to spread freedom and democracy. 

America reacted to the mounting tide of radical Islamist universalism 

by reaffirming the universality of its own values and concept of world 

order. 

The basic premise began with significant public support, especially 

extending to the removal of Saddam Hussein. In 1998, the U.S. Con

gress passed the Iraq Liberation Act with overwhelming bipartisan 

support (360-38 in the House and unanimously in the Senate), declar

ing that "it should be the policy of the United States to support efforts 

to remove the regime headed by Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq 

and to promote the emergence of a democratic government to replace 

that regime." Signing the bill into law on October 31, the same day as 

its passage in the Senate, President Clinton expressed the consensus of 

both parties: 
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The United States wants Iraq to rejoin the family of nations 

as a freedom-loving and law-abiding member. This is in our 

interest and that of our allies within the region ... The United 

States is providing support to opposition groups from all sec

tors of the Iraqi community that could lead to a popularly 

supported government. 

Because no political parties were permitted in Iraq except the govern

ing Baath Party, which Saddam Hussein ran with an iron fist, and 

therefore no formal opposition parties existed, the President's phrase 

had to mean that the United States would generate a covert program 

to overthrow the Iraqi dictator. 

After the military intervention in Iraq, Bush elaborated broader 

implications in a November 2003 speech marking the twentieth anni

versary of the National Endowment for Democracy. Bush condemned 

past U.S. policies in the region for having sought stability at the price 

of liberty: 

Sixty years of Western nations excusing and accommodating 

the lack of freedom in the Middle East did nothing to make 

us safe-because in the long run, stability cannot be pur

chased at the expense of liberty. 

In the changed circumstances of the twenty-first century, traditional 

policy approaches posed unacceptable risks. The administration was 

therefore shifting from a policy of stability to "a forward strategy of 

freedom in the Middle East." American experience in Europe and 

Asia demonstrated that "the advance of freedom leads to peace." 

I supported the decision to undertake regime change in Iraq. I 

had doubts, expressed in public and governmental forums, about ex

panding it to nation building and giving it such universal scope. But 

before recording my reservations, I want to express here my continu-
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ing respect and personal affection for President George W. Bush, who 

guided America with courage, dignity, and conviction in an unsteady 

time. His objectives and dedication honored his country even when in 

some cases they proved unattainable within the American political 

cycle. It is a symbol of his devotion to the Freedom Agenda that Bush 

is now pursuing it in his postpresidential life and made it the key 

theme of his presidential library in Dallas. 

Having spent my childhood as a member of a discriminated mi

nority in a totalitarian system and then as an immigrant to the United 

States, I have experienced the liberating aspects of American values. 

Spreading them by example and civil assistance as in the Marshall 

Plan and economic aid programs is an honored and important part of 

the American tradition. But to seek to achieve them by military occu

pation in a part of the world where they had no historical roots, and to 

expect fundamental change in a politically relevant period of time

the standard set by many supporters and critics of the Iraq effort 

alike-proved beyond what the American public would support and 

what Iraqi society could accommodate. 

Given the ethnic divisions in Iraq and the millennial conflict be

tween Sunni and Shia, the dividing line of which ran through the cen

ter of Baghdad, the attempt to reverse historical legacies under combat 

conditions, amidst divisive American domestic debates, imbued the 

American endeavor in Iraq with a Sisyphean quality. The determined 

opposition of neighboring regimes compounded the difficulties. It be

came an endless effort always just short of success. 

Implementing a pluralist democracy in place of Saddam Hussein's 

brutal rule proved infinitely more difficult than the overthrow of the 

dictator. The Shias, long disenfranchised and hardened by decades of 

oppression under Hussein, tended to equate democracy with a ratifica

tion of their numeric dominance. The Sunnis treated democracy as a 

foreign plot to repress them; on this basis, most Sunnis boycotted 

the 2004 elections, instrumental in defining the postwar constitu-
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tional order. The Kurds in the north, with memories of murderous 

onslaughts by Baghdad, enhanced their separate military capabilities 

and strove for control of oil fields to provide themselves with revenue 

not dependent on the national treasury. They defined autonomy in 

terms minutely different, if at all, from national independence. 

Passions, already high in an atmosphere of revolution and foreign 

occupation, were ruthlessly inflamed and exploited after 2003 by out

side forces: Iran, which backed Shia groups subverting the nascent 

government's independence; Syria, which abetted the transfer of arms 

and jihadists through its territory (idtimately with devastating conse

quences for its own cohesion); and al-Qaeda, which began a campaign 

of systematic slaughter against the Shias. Each community increas

ingly treated the postwar order as a zero-sum battle for power, terri

tory, and oil revenues. 

In this atmosphere, Bush's courageous January 2007 decision to 

deploy a "surge" of additional troops to quell violence was met with 

a nonbinding resolution of disapproval supported by 246 members 

of the House; though it failed on procedural grounds in the Senate, 

56 Senators joined in opposition to the surge. The Senate majority 

leader soon declared that "this war is lost and the surge is not accom

plishing anything." The same month, the House and the Senate passed 

bills, vetoed by the President, mandating that American withdrawal 

start within a year. 

Bush, it has been reported, closed a 2007 planning session with the 

question "If we're not there to win, why are we there?" The remark 

embodied the resoluteness of the President's character as well as the 

tragedy of a country whose people have been prepared for more than 

half a century to send its sons and daughters to remote corners of the 

world in defense of freedom but whose political system has not been 

able to muster the same unified and persistent purpose. For while 'the 

surge, daringly ordered by Bush and brilliantly executed by General 
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. David Petraeus, succeeded in wresting an honorable outcome from 

looming collapse, the American mood had shifted by this point. Barack 

Obama won the Democratic nomination in part on the strength of his 

opposition to the Iraq War. On taking office, he continued his public 

critiques of his predecessor, and undertook an "exit strategy" with 

greater emphasis on exit than on strategy. As of this writing, Iraq 

functions as a central battlefield in an unfolding regional sectarian 

contest-its government leaning toward Iran, elements of its Sunni 

population in military opposition to the government, members of both 

sides of its sectarian divide supporting the contending jihadist efforts 

in Syria, and the terrorist group ISIL attempting to build a caliphate 

across half of its territory. 

The issue transcends political debates about its antecedents. The 

consolidation of a jihadist entity at the heart of the Arab world, 

equipped with substantial captured weaponry and a transnational 

fighting force, engaged in religious war with radical Iranian and Iraqi 

Shia groups, calls for a concerted and forceful international response or 

it will metastasize. A sustained strategic effort by America, the other 

permanent members of the Security Council, and potentially its re

gional adversaries will be needed. 

The Purpose and the Possible 
The nature of the international order was at issue when the Soviet 

Union emerged as a challenge to the Westphalian state system. With 

decades of hindsight, one can debate whether the balance sought by 

America was always the optimum. But it is hard to gainsay that the 

United States, in a world of weapons of mass destruction and political 

and social upheaval, preserved the peace, helped restore Europe's vital

ity, and provided crucial economic aid to emerging countries. 

It was in the conduct of its "hot" wars that America found it diffi-
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cult to relate purpose to possibility. In only one of the five wars Amer

ica fought after World War II (Korea, Vietnam, the first Gulf War, 

Iraq, and Afghanistan), the first Gulf War under President George H. 

W. Bush, did America achieve the goals it had put forward for entering 

it without intense domestic division. When the outcomes of the other 

conflicts-ranging from stalemate to unilateral withdrawal-became 

foreordained is a subject for another debate. For present purposes, it is 

sufficient to state that a country that has to play an indispensable role 

in the search for world order needs to begin that task by coming to 

terms with that role and with itsel£' ' 

The essence of historical events is rarely fully apparent to those liv

ing through them. The Iraq War may be seen as a catalyzing event in 

a larger transformation of the region-the fundamental character of 

which is as yet unknown and awaits the long-term outcome of the 

Arab Spring, the Iranian nuclear and geopolitical challenge, and the 

jihadist assault on Iraq and Syria. The advent of electoral politics in 

Iraq in 2004 almost certainly inspired demands for participatory insti

tutions elsewhere in the region; what is yet to be seen is whether they 

can be combined with a spirit of tolerance and peaceful compromise. 

As America examines the lessons of its twenty-first-century wars, 

it is important to remember that no other major power has brought to 

its strategic efforts such deeply felt aspirations for human betterment. 

There is a special character to a nation that proclaims as war aims not 

only to punish its enemies but to improve the lives of their people

that has sought victory not in domination but in sharing the fruits of 

liberty. America would not be true to itself if it abandoned this essen

tial idealism. Nor would it reassure friends (or win over adversaries) by 

setting aside such a core aspect of its national experience. But to be 

effective, these aspirational aspects of policy must be paired with an 

unsentimental analysis of underlying factors, including the cult~ral 

and geopolitical configuration of other regions and the dedication and 

resourcefulness of adversaries opposing American interests and values. 
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America's moral aspirations need to be combined with an approach 

that takes into account the strategic element of policy in terms the 

American people can support and sustain through multiple political 

cycles. 

Former Secretary of State George Shultz has articulated the Amer

ican ambivalence wisely: 

Americans, being a moral people, want their foreign policy to 

reflect the values we espouse as a nation. But Americans, 

being a practical people, also want their foreign policy to be 

effective. 

The American domestic debate is frequently described as a contest 

between idealism and realism. It may turn out-for America and the 

rest of the world-that if America cannot act in both modes, it will 

not be able to fulfill either. 



CHAPTER 9 

Technology, Equilibrium, 
and Human Consciousness 

EVERY AGE HAS ITS LEITMOTIF, a set of beliefs that explains the 

universe, that inspires or consoles the individual by providing an 

explanation for the multiplicity of events impinging on him. In the 

medieval period, it was religion; in the Enlightenment, it was Reason; 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, it was nationalism combined 

with a view of history as a motivating force. Science and technology are 

the governing concepts of our age. They have brought about advances 

in human well-being unprecedented in history. Their evolution tran

scends traditional cultural constraints. Yet they have also produced 

weapons capable of destroying mankind. Technology has brought 

about a means of communication permitting instantaneous contact be

tween individuals or institutions in every part of the globe as well as 

the storage and retrieval of vast quantities of information at the touch 

of a button. Yet by what purposes is this technology informed? What 

happens to international order if technology has become such a part of 

everyday life that it defines its own universe as the sole relevant one? Is 

the destructiveness of modern weapons technology so vast that a com

mon fear may unite mankind in order to eliminate the scourge of war? 

Or will possession of these weapons create a permanent foreboding? 
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Will the rapidity and scope of communication break down barriers 

between societies and individuals and provide transparency of such 

magnitude that the age-old dreams of a human community will come 

into being? Or will the opposite happen: Will mankind, amidst weap

ons of mass destruction, networked transparency, and the absence of 

privacy, propel itself into a world without limits or order, careening 

through crises without comprehending them? 

The author claims no competence in the more advanced forms of 

technology; his concern is with its implications. 

World Order in the Nuclear Age 
Since history began to be recorded, political units-whether 

described as states or not-had at their disposal war as the ultimate 

recourse. Yet the technology that made war possible also limited its 

scope. The most powerful and well-equipped states could only project 

force over limited distances, in certain quantities, and against so many 

targets. Ambitious leaders were constrained, both by convention and 

by the state of communications technology. Radical courses of action 

were inhibited by the pace at which they unfolded. Diplomatic in

structions were obliged to take into account contingencies that might 

occur in the time in which a message could make a round trip. This 

imposed a built-in pause for reflection and acknowledged a distinction 

between what leaders could and could not control. 

Whether a balance of power between states operated as a formal 

principle or was simply practiced without theoretical elaboration, 

equilibrium of some kind was an essential component of any interna

tional order-either at the periphery, as with the Roman and Chinese 

empires, or as a core operating principle, as in Europe. 

With the Industrial Revolution, the pace of change quickened, and 

the power projected by modern militaries grew more devastating. 

When the technological gap was great, even rudimentary technology-
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by present standards-could be genocidal in effect. European technol

ogy and European diseases did much to wipe out existing civilizations 

in the Americas. With the promise of new efficiencies came new po

tentials for destruction, as the impact of mass conscription multiplied 

the compounding effect of technology. 

The advent of nuclear weapons brought this process to a culmina

tion. In World War II, scientists from the major powers labored to 

achieve mastery of the atom and with it the ability to release its energy. 

The American effort, known as the Manhattan Project and drawing 

on the best minds from the United States, Britain, and the European 

diaspora, prevailed. After the first successful atomic test in July 1945 in 

the deserts of New Mexico, J. Robert Oppenheimer, the theoretical 

physicist who headed the secret weapons-development effort, awed by 

his triumph, recalled a verse from the Bhagavad Gita: "Now I am be

come Death, the destroyer of worlds." 

In earlier periods, wars had an implicit calculus: the benefits of vic

tory outweighed its cost, and the weaker fought to impose such costs 

on the stronger as to disturb this equation. Alliances were formed 

to augment power, to leave no doubt about the alignment of forces, to 

define the casus belli (insofar as the removal of doubt about ultimate 

intentions is possible in a society of sovereign states). The penalties of 

military conflict were considered less than the penalties of defeat. By 

contrast, the nuclear age based itself on a weapon whose use would 

impose costs out of proportion to any conceivable benefit. 

The nuclear age posed the dilemma of how to bring the destruc

tiveness of modern weapons into some moral or political relationship 

with the objectives that were being pursued. Prospects for any kind of 

international order-indeed, for human survival-now urgently re

quired the amelioration, if not elimination, of major-power conflict. A 

theoretical limit was sought-short of the point of either superpo~er 

using the entirety of its military capabilities. 

Strategic stability was defined as a balance in which neither side 
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would use its weapons of mass destruction because the adversary was 

always able to inflict an unacceptable level of destruction in retaliation. 

In a series of seminars at Harvard, Caltech, MIT, and the Rand Cor

poration among others in the 1950s and 1960s, a doctrine of "limited 

use" explored confining nuclear weapons to the battlefield or to mili

tary targets. All such theoretical efforts failed; whatever limits were 

imagined, once the threshold to nuclear warfare was crossed, modern 

technology overrode observable limits and always enabled the adver

sary to escalate. Ultimately, strategists on both sides coalesced, at least 

tacitly, on the concept of a mutual assured destruction as the mecha

nism of nuclear peace. Based on the premise that both sides possessed 

a nuclear arsenal capable of surviving an initial assault, the objective 

was to counterbalance threats sufficiently terrifying that neither side 

would conceive of actually invoking them. 

By the end of the 1960s, the prevailing strategic doctrine of each 

superpower relied on the ability to inflict an "unacceptable" level of 

damage on the presumed adversary. What the adversary would con

sider unacceptable was, of course, unknowable; nor was this judgment 

communicated. 

A surreal quality haunted this calculus of deterrence, which relied 

on "logical" equations of scenarios positing a level of the casualties 

exceeding that suffered in four years of world wars and occurring in a 

matter of days or hours. Because there was no prior experience with 

the weapons underpinning these threats, deterrence depended in large 

part on the ability to affect the adversary psychologically. When, in the 

1950s, Mao spoke of China's willingness to accept sacrifices of hun

dreds of millions in a nuclear war, it was widely treated in the West as 

a symptom of emotional or ideological derangement. It was, in fact, 

probably the consequence of a sober calculation that to withstand mil

itary capacities beyond previous human experience, a country needed to 

demonstrate a willingness to sacrifice beyond human comprehension. 

In any case, the shock in Western and Warsaw Pact capitals at these 
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statements ignored that the superpowers' own concepts of deterrence 

rested on apocalyptic risks. Even if more urbanely expressed, the doc

trine of mutual assured destruction relied on the proposition that lead

ers were acting in the interest of peace by deliberately exposing their 

civilian populations to the threat of annihilation. 

Many efforts were undertaken to avoid the dilemma of possessing 

a huge arsenal that could not be used and whose use could not even 

plausibly be threatened. Complicated war scenarios were devised. But 

neither side, to the best of my knowledge-and for some of this period 

I was in a position to know--ever' approached the point of actually 

using nuclear weapons in a specific crisis between the two super

powers. Except for the Cuban missile crisis of 1962, when a Soviet 

combat division was initially authorized to use its nuclear weapons to 

defend itself, neither side approached their use, either against each 

other or in wars against non-nuclear third countries. 

In this manner, the most fearsome weapons, commanding large 

shares of each superpower's defense budget, lost their relevance to the 

actual crises facing leaders. Mutual suicide became the mechanism of 

international order. When, during the Cold War, the two sides, Wash

ington and Moscow, challenged each other, it was through proxy wars. 

At the pinnacle of the nuclear era, it was conventional forces that 

assumed pivotal importance. The military struggles of the time were 

taking place on the far-flung periphery-Inchon, the Mekong River 

delta, Luanda, Iraq, and Afghanistan. The measure of success was 

effectiveness in supporting local allies in the developing world. In 

short, the strategic arsenals of the major powers, incommensurable 

with conceivable political objectives, created an illusion of omnipo

tence belied by the actual evolution of events. 

It was in this context that in 1969 President Nixon started formal 

talks with the Soviets on the limitation of strategic arms (with ,the 

acronym SALT). They resulted in a 1972 agreement that established a 

ceiling for the offensive buildup and limited each superpower's anti-
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ballistic missile sites to one (in effect turning them into training sites 

because a full ABM deployment for the United States under an origi

nal Nixon proposal in 1969 would have required twelve sites). The 

reasoning was that since the U.S. Congress refused to approbate mis

sile defense beyond two sites, deterrence needed to be based on mutual 

assured destruction. For that strategy, the offensive nuclear weapons 

on each side were sufficient-in fact, more than sufficient-to pro

duce an unacceptable level of casualties. The, absence of missile defense 

would remove any uncertainty from that calculation, guaranteeing 

mutual deterrence-but also the destruction of the society, should de

terrence fail. 

At the Reykjavik summit in 1986, Reagan reversed the mutual 

assured destruction approach. He proposed the abolition of all offen

sive weapons by both sides and the scrapping of the Anti-Ballistic Mis

sile Treaty, thereby allowing a defensive system. His intent was to do 

away with the concept of mutual assured destruction by proscribing 

offensive systems and keeping defense systems as a hedge against viola

tions. But Gorbachev, believing-mistakenly-that the U.S. missile 

defense program was well under way while the Soviet Union, lacking 

an equivalent technological-economic base, could not keep up, insisted 

on maintaining the ABM Treaty. The Soviets in effect gave up the 

race in strategic weapons three years later, ending the Cold War. 

Since then, the number of strategic nuclear offensive warheads has 

been reduced, first under President George W. Bush and then under 

President Obama, by agreement with Russia to about fifteen hundred 

warheads for each side-approximately 10 percent of the number of 

warheads that existed at the high point of the mutual assured destruc

tion strategy. (The reduced number is more than enough to imple

ment a mutual assured destruction strategy.) 

The nuclear balance has produced a paradoxical impact on the in

ternational order. The historic balance of power had facilitated the 

Western domination of the then-colonial world; by contrast, the nu-
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clear order-the West's own creation-had the opposite effect. The 

margin of military superiority of advanced countries over the develop

ing countries has been incomparably larger than at any previous pe

riod in history. But because so much of their military effort has been 

devoted to nuclear weapons, whose use in anything but the gravest 

crisis was implicitly discounted, regional powers could redress the 

overall military balance by a strategy geared to prolonging any war 

beyond the willingness of the "advanced" country's public to sustain 

it-as France experienced in Algeria and Vietnam; the United States 

in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan; and the Soviet Union in 

Afghanistan. (All except Korea resulted in, in effect, a unilateral with

drawal by the formally much stronger power after protracted conflict 

with conventional forces.) Asymmetric warfare operated in the inter

stices of traditional doctrines of linear operations against an enemy's 

territory. Guerrilla forces, which defend no territory, could concentrate 

on inflicting casualties and eroding the public's political will to con

tinue the conflict. In this sense, technological supremacy turned into 

geopolitical impotence. 

The Challenge of Nuclear Proliferation 
With the end of the Cold War, the threat of nuclear war between 

the existing nuclear superpowers has essentially disappeared. But the 

spread of technology-especially the technology to produce peaceful 

nuclear energy-has vastly increased the feasibility of acquiring a 

nuclear-weapons capability. The sharpening of ideological dividing 

lines and the persistence of unresolved regional conflicts have magni

fied the incentives to acquire nuclear weapons, including for rogue 

states or non-state actors. The calculations of mutual insecurity that 

produced restraint during the Cold War do not apply with anything 

like the same degree-if at all-to the new entrants in the nuclear 
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field, and even less so to the non-state actors. Proliferation of nuclear 

weapons has become an overarching strategic problem for the contem

porary international order. 

In response to these perils, the United States, the Soviet Union, and 

the United Kingdom negotiated a Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty 

(NPT) and opened it for signature in 1968. It proposed to prevent any 

further spread of nuclear weapons (the United States, the U.S.S.R., 

and the U.K. signed in 1968, and France and China signed in 1992). 

Non-nuclear-weapons states were to be given assistance by the nuclear 

states in the peaceful utilization of nuclear technology provided they 

accepted safeguards to guarantee their nuclear programs remained 

purely nonmilitary endeavors. At this writing, there are 189 signatories 

of the nonproliferation agreement. 

Yet the global nonproliferation regime has had difficulty embed

ding itself as a true international norm. Assailed by some as a form of 

"nuclear apartheid" and treated by many states as a rich-country fixa

tion, the NPT's restrictions have often functioned as a set of aspirations 

that countries must be cajoled to implement rather than as a binding 

legal obligation. Illicit progress toward nuclear weapons has proved 

difficult to discover and resist, for its initial steps are identical with the 

development of peaceful uses of nuclear energy specifically authorized 

by the NPT. The treaty proscribed but did not prevent signatories such 

as Libya, Syria, Iraq, and Iran from maintaining covert nuclear pro

grams in violation of NPT safeguards or, in the case of North Korea, 

withdrawing from the NPT in 2003 and testing and proliferating nu

clear technology without international control. 

Where a state has violated or repudiated the terms of the NPT, 

hovered on the edge of compliance, or simply declined to recognize the 

legitimacy of nonproliferation as an international norm, there exists 

no defined international mechanism for enforcing it. So far preemp

tive action has been taken by the United States only against Iraq-a 
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contributing motive for the war against Saddam Hussein-and by 

Israel against Iraq and Syria; the Soviet Union considered it against 

China in the 1960s, though ultimately refrained. 

The nonproliferation regime has scored a few significant successes 

in bringing about the negotiated dismantlement of nuclear programs. 

South Africa, Brazil, Argentina, and several "post-Soviet" republics 

have abandoned nuclear weapons programs that had either come to 

fruition or made significant technical progress. At the same time, since 

the end of the American monopoly in 1949, nuclear weapons have 

been acquired by the Soviet UnioN/Russia, Britain, France, Israel, 

China, India, Pakistan, North Korea, and at a threshold level by Iran. 

Moreover, Pakistan and North Korea have proliferated their nuclear 

know-how widely. 

Proliferation has had an impact on the nuclear equilibrium in a 

differential way, depending on the perceived willingness of the new 

nuclear country to use its weapons. British and French nuclear capa

bilities add to the NATO arsenal only marginally. They are conceived 

primarily as a last resort, as a safety net in case of abandonment by the 

United States, if some major power were to threaten British and French 

perceptions of their basic national interest, or as a means to stay apart 

from a nuclear war between superpowers--all essentially remote con

tingencies. The Indian and Pakistani nuclear establishments are, in 

the first instance, directed against each other, affecting the strategic 

equilibrium in two ways. The risks of escalation may reduce the likeli

hood of full-scale conventional war on the subcontinent. But because 

the weapon systems are so vulnerable and technically so difficult to 

protect against short-range attack, the temptation for preemption is in

herent in the technology, especially in situations when emotions are 

already running high. In short, proliferation generates the classic nu

clear dilemma: even when nuclear weapons reduce the likelihood of 

war, they would gigantically magnify its ferocity were war to Occur. 
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India's. nuclear relations with China are likely to approximate the 

deterrent posture that existed between the adversaries in the Cold 

War; that is, they will tend toward preventing their use. Pakistan's 

nuclear establishment impinges on wider regional and global issues. 

Abutting the Middle East and with a significant domestic Islamist 

presence at home, Pakistan has occasionally hinted at the role of nu

clear protector or of nuclear armorer. The impact of the proliferation 

of nuclear weapons to Iran would compound all these issues-as dis

cussed in Chapter 4. 

Over time, the continued proliferation of nuclear weapons will 

affect even the overall nuclear balance between the nuclear superpow

ers. Leaders of the established nuclear powers are obliged to prepare 

for the worst contingency. This involves the possibility of nuclear 

threats posed not only by the other superpower but also by proliferat

ing countries. Their arsenals will reflect the conviction that they need, 

beyond deterrence of the principal potential adversary, a residual force 

to cope with the proliferated part of the rest of the world. If each major 

nuclear power calculates in this manner, proliferation will impel a 

proportional increase in these residual forces, straining or exceeding 

existing limits. Further, these overlapping nuclear balances will grow 

more complicated as proliferation proceeds. The relatively stable nu

clear order of the Cold War will be superseded by an international 

order in which projection by a state possessing nuclear weapons of an 

image of a willingness to take apocalyptic decisions may offer it a per

verse advantage over rivals. 

To provide themselves a safety net against nuclear superpowers, 

even countries with nuclear capabilities have an incentive to nestle 

under the tacit or overt support of a superpower (examples are Israel, 

the European nuclear forces, Japan with its threshold nuclear capability, 

other proliferating or near-proliferating states in the Middle East). So 

it may transpire that the proliferation of weapons will lead to alliance 
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systems comparable in their rigidity to the alliances that led to World 

War I, though far exceeding them in global reach and destructive 

power. 

A particularly serious imbalance may arise if a proliferated country 

approaches the military offensive capability of the two nuclear super

powers (a task which for both China and India seems attainable). Any 

major nuclear country, if it succeeds in staying out of a nuclear conflict 

between the others, would emerge as potentially dominant. In a mul

tipolar nuclear world, that too could occur if such a country aligns 

with one of the superpowers because the combined forces might then 

have a strategic advantage. The rough nuclear balance that exists be

tween current superpowers may then tilt away from strategic stability; 

the lower the agreed level of offensive forces between Russia and the 

United States, the more this will be true. 

Any further spread of nuclear weapons multiplies the possibilities 

of nuclear confrontation; it magnifies the danger of diversion, deliber

ate or unauthorized. It will eventually affect the balance between 

nuclear superpowers. And as the development of nuclear weapons 

spreads into Iran and continues in North Korea-in defiance of all 

ongoing negotiations-the incentives for other countries to follow the 

same path could become overwhelming. 

In the face of these trends, the United States needs to constantly 

review its own technology. During the Cold War, nuclear technol

ogy was broadly recognized as the forefront of American .scientific 

achievements-a frontier of knowledge then posing the most impor

tant and strategic challenges. Now the best technical minds are en

couraged to devote efforts instead to projects seen as more publicly 

relevant. Perhaps partly as a result, inhibitions on the elaboration of 

nuclear technology are treated as inexorable even as proliferating coun

tries arm and other countries enhance their technology. The United 

States must remain at the frontier of nuclear technology, even while it 

negotiates about restraint in its use. 
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From the perspective of the past half century's absence of a major

power conflict, it could be argued that nuclear weapons have made the 

world less prone to war. But the decrease in the number of wars has 

been accompanied by a vast increase in violence carried out by non-state 

groups or by states under some label other than war. A combination of 

extraordinary risk and ideological radicalism has opened up the pos

sibilities for asymmetric war and for challenges by non-state groups 

that undermine long-term restraint. 

Perhaps the most important challenge to the established nuclear 

powers is for them to determine their reaction if nuclear weapons were 

actually used by proliferating countries against each other. First, what 

must be done to prevent the use of nuclear weapons beyond existing 

agreements? If they should nonetheless be used, what immediate steps 

must be taken to stop such a war? How can the human and social 

damage be addressed? What can be done to prevent retaliatory escala

tion while still upholding the validity of deterrence and imposing 

appropriate consequences should deterrence fail? The march of tech

nological progress must not obscure the fearsomeness of the capa

bilities humanity has invented and the relative fragility of the balances 

restraining their use. Nuclear weapons must not be permitted to turn 

into conventional arms. At that juncture, international order will re

quire an understanding between the existing major nuclear countries 

to insist on nonproliferation, or order will be imposed by the calamities 

of nuclear war. 

Cyber Technology and World Order 
For most of history, technological change unfolded over decades 

and centuries of incremental advances that refined and combined 

existing technologies. Even radical innovations could over time be 

fitted within previous tactical and strategic doctrines: tanks were 

considered in terms of precedents drawn from centuries of cavalry 
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warfare; airplanes could be conceptualized as another form of artil

lery, battleships as mobile forts, and aircraft carriers as airstrips. For all 

their magnification of destructive power, even nuclear weapons are in 

some respects an extrapolation from previous experience. 

What is new in the present era is the rate of change of computing 

power and the expansion of information technology into every sphere 

of existence. Reflecting in the 1960s on his experiences as an engineer 

at the Intel Corporation, Gordon Moore concluded that the trend he 

had observed would continue at regl!lar intervals to double the capac

ity of computer processing units every two years. "Moore's Law" has 

proved astoundingly prophetic. Computers have shrunk in size, de

clined in cost, and grown exponentially faster to the point where ad

vanced computer processing units can now be embedded in almost 

any object-phones, watches, cars, home appliances, weapons systems, 

unmanned aircraft, and the human body itself. 

The revolution in computing is the first to bring so many individu

als and processes into the same medium of communication and to 

translate and track their actions in a single technological language. 

Cyberspace-a word coined, at that point as an essentially hypotheti

cal concept, only in the 1980s-has colonized physical space and, at 

least in major urban centers, is beginning to merge with it. Communi

cation across it, and between its exponentially proliferating nodes, is 

near instantaneous. As tasks that were primarily manual or paper 

based a generation ago-reading, shopping, education, friendship, in

dustrial and scientific research, political campaigns, finance, govern

ment record keeping, surveillance, military strategy--are filtered 

through the computing realm, human activity becomes increasingly 

"datafied" and part of a single "quantifiable, analyzable" system. 

This is all the more so as, with the number of devices connected to 

the Internet now roughly ten billion and projected to rise to fifty bil

lion by 2020, an "Internet of Things" or an "Internet of Everything" 

looms. Innovators now forecast a world of ubiquitous computing, with 
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miniature data-processing devices embedded in everyday objects

"smart door locks, toothbrushes, wristwatches, fitness trackers, smoke 

detectors, surveillance . cameras, ovens, toys and robots"-or floating 

through the air, surveying and shaping their environment in the form 

of "smart dust." Each object is to be connected to the Internet and 

programmed to communicate with a central server or other networked 

devices. 

The revolution's effects extend to every level of human organiza

tion. Individuals wielding smartphones (and currently an estimated 

one billion people do) now possess information and analytical capa

bilities beyond the range of many intelligence agencies a generation 

ago. Corporations aggregating and monitoring the data exchanged by 

these individuals wield powers of influence and surveillance exceed

ing those of many contemporary states and of even more traditional 

powers. And governments, wary of ceding the new field to rivals, are 

propelled outward into a cyber realm with as yet few guidelines or 

restraints. As with any technological innovation, the temptation will 

be to see this new realm as a field for strategic advantage. 

These changes have occurred so rapidly as to outstrip most attempts 

by those without technological expertise to comprehend their broader 

consequences. They draw humanity into regions hitherto unexplained, 

indeed unconceived. As a result, many of the most revolutionary tech

nologies and techniques are currently limited in their use only by the 

capability and the discretion of the most technologically advanced. 

No government, even the most totalitarian, has been able to arrest 

the flow or to resist the trend to push ever more of its operations into 

the digital domain. Most of the democracies have an ingrained instinct 

that an attempt to curtail the effects of an information revolution 

would be impossible and perhaps also immoral. Most of the countries 

outside the liberal-democratic world have set aside attempts to shut out 

these changes and turned instead to mastering them. Every country, 

company, and individual is now being enlisted in the technological 
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revolution as either a subject or an object. What matters for the pur

pose of this book is the effect on prospects for international order. 

The contemporary world inherits the legacy of nuclear weapons 

capable of destroying civilized life. But as catastrophic as their implica

tions were, their significance and use could still be analyzed in terms 

of separable cycles of war and peace. The new technology of the Inter

net opens up entirely new vistas. Cyberspace challenges all historical 

experience. It is ubiquitous but not threatening in itself; its menace de

pends on its use. The threats emergipg from cyberspace are nebulous 

and undefined and may be difficult to attribute. The pervasiveness of 

networked communications in the social, financial, industrial, and 

military sectors has vast beneficial aspects; it has also revolutionized 

vulnerabilities. Outpacing most rules and regulations (and indeed the 

technical comprehension of many regulators), it has, in some respects, 

created the state of nature about which philosophers have speculated 

and the escape from which, according to Hobbes, provided the moti

vating force for creating a political order. 

Before the cyber age, nations' capabilities could still be assessed 

through an amalgam of manpower, equipment, geography, econom

ics, and morale. There was a clear distinction between periods of peace 

and war. Hostilities were triggered by defined events and carried out 

with strategies for which some intelligible doctrine had been formu

lated. Intelligence services played a role mainly in assessing, and occa

sionally in disrupting, adversaries' capabilities; their activities were 

limited by implicit common standards of conduct or, at a minimum, 

by common experiences evolved over decades. 

Internet technology has outstripped strategy or doctrine-at least 

for the time being. In the new era, capabilities exist for which there is 

as yet no common interpretation-or even understanding. Few ifany 

limits exist among those wielding them to define either explicit or tacit 

restraints. When individuals of ambiguous affiliation are capable of 

undertaking actions of increasing ambition and intrusiveness, the very 
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definition of state authority may turn ambiguous. The complexity is 

compounded by the fact that it is easier to mount cyberattacks than to 

defend against them, possibly encouraging an offensive bias in the 

construction of new capabilities. 

The danger is compounded by the plausible deniability of those 

suspected of such actions and by the lack of international agreements 

for which, even if reached, there is no present system of enforcement. 

A laptop can produce global consequences. A solitary actor with 

enough computing power is able to access the cyber domain to disable 

and potentially destroy critical infrastructure from a position of near

complete anonymity. Electric grids could be surged and power plants 

disabled through actions undertaken exclusively outside a nation's 

physical territory (or at least its territory as traditionally conceived). Al

ready, an underground hacker syndicate has proved capable of pene

trating government networks and disseminating classified information 

on a scale sufficient to affect diplomatic conduct. Stuxnet, an example 

of a state-backed cyberattack, succeeded in disrupting and delaying 

Iranian nuclear efforts, by some accounts to an extent rivaling the ef

fects of a limited military strike. The botnet attack from Russia on 

Estonia in 2007 paralyzed communications for days. 

Such a state of affairs, even if temporarily advantageous to the ad

vanced countries, cannot continue indefinitely. The road to a world 

order may be long and uncertain, but no meaningful progress can be 

made if one of the most pervasive elements of international life is ex

cluded from serious dialogue. It is highly improbable that all parties, 

especially those shaped by different cultural traditions, will arrive in

dependently at the same conclusions about the nature and permissible 

uses of their new intrusive capacities. Some attempt at charting a com

mon perception of our new condition is essential. In its absence, the 

parties will continue to operate on the basis of separate intuitions, mag

nifying the prospects of a chaotic outcome. For actions undertaken in 

the virtual, networked world are capable of generating pressures for 
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countermeasures in physical reality, especially when they have the po

tential to inflict damage of a nature previously associated with armed 

attack. Absent some articulation of limits and agreement on mutual 

rules of restraint, a crisis situation is likely to arise, even unintention

ally; the very concept of international order may be subject to mount

ing strains. 

In other categories of strategic capabilities, governments have come 

to recognize the self-defeating nature of unconstrained national con

duct. The more sustainable course is to pursue, even among potential 

adversaries, a mixture of deterrence and mutual restraint, coupled 

with measures to prevent a crisis arising from misinterpretation or 

miscommunication. 

Cyberspace has become strategically indispensable. At this writing, 

users, whether individuals, corporations, or states, rely on their own 

judgment in conducting their activities. The Commander of U.S. 

Cyber Command has predicted that "the next war will begin in cyber

space." It will not be possible to conceive of international order when 

the region through which states' survival and progress are taking place 

remains without any international standards of conduct and is left to 

unilateral decisions. 

The history of warfare shows that every technological offensive 

capability will eventually be matched and offset by defensive measures, 

although not every country will be equally able to afford them. Does 

this mean that technologically less advanced countries must shelter 

under the protection of high-tech societies? Is the outcome to be a 

plethora of tense power balances? Deterrence, which, in the case of 

nuclear weapons, took the form of balancing destructive powers, 

cannot be applied by direct analogy, because the biggest danger is an 

attack without warning that may not reveal itself until the threat has 

already been implemented. 

Nor is it possible to base deterrence in cyberspace on symmetrical 

retaliation, as is the case with nuclear weapons. If a cyberattack is lim-
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ited to a particular function or extent, a "response in kind" may have 

totally different implications for the United States and for the aggres

sor. For example, if the financial architecture of a major industrialized 

economy is undermined, is the victim entitled only to counterattack 

against the potentially negligible comparable assets of its attacker? Or 

only against the computers engaged in the attack? Because neither of 

these is likely to be a sufficient deterrent, ,the question then turns to 

whether "virtual" aggression warrants "kinetic" force in response

and to what degree and by what equations of equivalence. A new 

world of deterrence theory and strategic doctrine now in its infancy 

requires urgent elaboration. 

In the end, a framework for organizing the global cyber environ

ment will be imperative. It may not keep pace with the technology it

self, but the process of defining it will serve to educate leaders of its 

dangers and the consequences. Even if agreements carry little weight 

in the event of a confrontation, they may at least prevent sliding into an 

irretrievable conflict produced by misunderstanding. 

The dilemma of such technologies is that it is impossible to establish 

rules of conduct unless a common understanding of at least some of the 

key capabilities exists. But these are precisely the capabilities the major 

actors will be reluctant to disclose. The United States has appealed to 

China for restraint in purloining trade secrets via cyber intrusions, ar

guing that the scale of activity is unprecedented. Yet to what extent is 

the United States prepared to disclose its own cyber intelligence efforts? 

In this manner, asymmetry and a kind of congenital world disorder 

are built into relations between cyber powers both in diplomacy and in 

strategy. The emphasis of many strategic rivalries is shifting from the 

physical to the information realm, in the collection and processing of 

data, the penetration of networks, and the manipulation of psychology. 

Absent articulation of some rules of international conduct, a crisis will 

arise from the inner dynamics of the system. 
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The Human Factor 
From the opening of the modern era in the sixteenth century, 

political philosophers have debated the issue of the relationship of the 

human being to the circumstances in which he finds himself. Hobbes, 

Locke, and Rousseau advanced a biological-psychological portrait of 

human consciousness and derived their political positions from this 

starting point. The American Founders, notably Madison in Federal£st 

10, did the same. They traced the evolution of society through factors 

that were "sown in the nature of man": each individual's powerful yet 

fallible faculty of reason and his inherent "self-love," from the interac

tion of which "different opinions will be formed"; and humanity's 

diversity of capabilities, from which "the possession of different degrees 

and kinds of property immediately results" and with them a "division 

of the society into different interests and parties." Though these think

ers differed in their analyses of specific factors and in the conclusions 

they drew, all framed their concepts in terms of a humanity whose 

inherent nature and experience of reality were timeless and unchanging. 

In the contemporary world, human consciousness is shaped through 

an unprecedented filter. Television, computers, and smartphones com

pose a trifecta offering nearly constant interaction with a screen 

throughout the day. Human interactions in the physical world are now 

pushed relentlessly into the virtual world of networked devices. Recent 

studies suggest that adult Americans spend on average roughly half of 

their waking hours in front of a screen, and the figure continues to 

grow. 

What is the impact of this cultural upheaval on relations between 

states? The policymaker undertakes multiple tasks, many of them 

shaped by his society's history and culture. He must first of all make 

an analysis of where his society finds itself. This is inherently where 

the past meets the future; therefore such a judgment cannot be made 
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without an instinct for both of these elements. He must then try to 

understand where that trajectory will take him and his society. He 

must resist the temptation to identify policymaking with projecting 

the familiar into the future, for on that road lies stagnation and then 

decline. Increasingly in a time of technological and political upheaval, 

wisdom counsels that a different path must be chosen. By definition, 

in leading a society from where it is to whe~e it has never been, a new 

course presents advantages and disadvantages that will always seem 

closely balanced. To undertake a journey on a road never before trav

eled requires character and courage: character because the choice is 

not obvious; courage because the road will be lonely at first. And the 

statesman must then inspire his people to persist in the endeavor. Great 

statesmen (Churchill, both Roosevelts, de Gaulle, and Adenauer) had 

these qualities of vision and determination; in today's society, it is in

creasingly difficult to develop them. 

For all the great and indispensable achievements the Internet has 

brought to our era, its emphasis is on the actual more than the contin

gent, on the factual rather than the conceptual, on values shaped by 

consensus rather than by introspection. Knowledge of history and ge

ography is not essential for those who can evoke their data with the 

touch of a button. The mindset for walking lonely political paths may 

not be self-evident to those who seek confirmation by hundreds, some

times thousands of friends on Facebook. 

In the Internet age, world order has often been equated with the 

proposition that if people have the ability to freely know and exchange 

the world's information, the natural human drive toward freedom will 

take root and fulfill itself, and history will run on autopilot, as it were. 

But philosophers and poets have long separated the mind's purview 

into three components: information, knowledge, and wisdom. The In

ternet focuses on the realm of information, whose spread it facilitates 

exponentially. Ever-more-complex functions are devised, particularly 
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capable of responding to questions of fact, which are not themselves 

altered by the passage of time. Search engines are able to handle in

creasingly complex questions with increasing speed. Yet a surfeit of 

information may paradoxically inhibit the acquisition of knowledge 

and push wisdom even further away than it was before. 

The poet T. S. Eliot captured this in his "Choruses from 'The 

Rock'": 

Where is the Life we have lost in living? 

Where is the wisdom we have f~st in knowledge? 

Where is the knowledge we have lost in information? 

Facts are rarely self-explanatory; their significance, analysis, and 

interpretation-at least in the foreign policy world-depend on con

text and relevance. As ever more issues are treated as if of a factual 

nature, the premise becomes established that for every question there 

must be a researchable answer, that problems and solutions are not so 

much to be thought through as to be "looked up." But in the relations 

between states-and in many other fields-information, to be truly 

useful, must be placed within a broader context of history and experi

ence to emerge as actual knowledge. And a society is fortunate if its 

leaders can occasionally rise to the level of wisdom. 

The acquisition of knowledge from books provides an experience 

different from the Internet. Reading is relatively time-consuming; to 

ease the process, style is important. Because it is not possible to read all 

books on a given subject, much less the totality of all books, or to orga

nize easily everything one has read, learning from books places a pre

mium on conceptual thinking-the ability to recognize comparable 

data and events and project patterns into the future. And style propels 

the reader into a relationship with the author, or with the subject 

matter, by fusing substance and aesthetics. 
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Traditionally, another way of acquiring knowledge has been 

through personal conversations. The discussion and exchange of ideas 

has for millennia provided an emotional and psychological dimen

sion in addition to the factual content of the information exchanged. It 

supplies intangibles of conviction and personality. Now the culture of 

texting produces a curious reluctance to engage in face-to-face interac

tion, especially on a one-to-one basis. 

The computer has, to a considerable extent, solved the problem of 

acquiring, preserving, and retrieving information. Data can be stored 

in effectively unlimited quantities and in manageable form. The com

puter makes available a range of data unattainable in the age of books. 

It packages it effectively; style is no longer needed to make it accessible, 

nor is memorization. In dealing with a single decision separated from 

its context, the computer supplies tools unimaginable even a decade 

ago. But it also shrinks perspective. Because information is so accessi

ble and communication instantaneous, there is a diminution of focus 

on its significance, or even on the definition of what is significant. 

This dynamic may encourage policymakers to wait for an issue to arise 

rather than anticipate it, and to regard moments of decision as a series 

of isolated events rather than part of a historical continuum. When 

this happens, manipulation of information replaces reflection as the 

principal policy tool. 

In the same way, the Internet has a tendency to diminish historical 

memory. The phenomenon has been described as follows: "People for

get items they think will be available externally and remember items 

they think will not be available." By moving so many items into the 

realm of the available, the Internet reduces the impulse to remember 

them. Communications technology threatens to diminish the individ

ual's capacity for an inward quest by increasing his reliance on tech

nology as a facilitator and mediator of thought. Information at one's 

fingertips encourages the mindset of a researcher but may diminish 
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the mindset of a leader. A shift in human consciousness may change 

the character of individuals and the nature of their interactions, and so 

begin to alter the human condition itself. Did people in the age of 

printing see the same world as their medieval forefathers? Is the opti

cal perception of the world altered in the age of the computer? 

Western history and psychology have heretofore treated truth as 

independent of the personality and prior experience of the observer. 

Yet our age is on the verge of a changed conception of the nature 

of truth. Nearly every website contains some kind of customization 

function based on Internet tracing codes designed to ascertain a user's 

background and preferences. These methods are intended to encour

age users "to consume more content" and, in so doing, be exposed to 

more advertising, which ultimately drives the Internet economy. These 

subtle directions are in accordance with a broader trend to manage the 

traditional understanding of human choice. Goods are sorted and pri

oritized to present those "which you would like," and online news is 

presented as "news which will best suit you." Two different people ap

pealing to a search engine with the same question do not necessarily 

receive the same answers. The concept of truth is being relativized and 

individualized-losing its universal character. Information is pre

sented as being free. In fact, the recipient pays for it by supplying data 

to be exploited by persons unknown to him, in ways that further shape 

the information being offered to him. 

Whatever the utility of this approach in the realm of consumption, 

its effect on policymaking may prove transformative. The difficult 

choices of policymaking are always close. Where, in a world of ubiqui

tous social networks, does the individual find the space to develop the 

fortitude to make decisions that, by definition, cannot be based on a 

consensus? The adage that prophets are not recognized in their o,wn 

time is true in that they operate beyond conventional conception--that 

is what made them prophets. In our era, the lead time for prophets might 
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have disappeared altogether. The pursuit of transparency and connec

tivity in all aspects of existence, by destroying privacy, inhibits the devel

opment of personalities with the strength to take lonely decisions. 

American elections-especially presidential elections-represent 

another aspect of this evolution. It has been reported that in 2012 the 

election campaigns had files on some tens of millions of potentially 

independent voters. Drawn from research in social networks, open 

public files, and medical records, these files amounted to a profile for 

each, probably more precise than the target person would have been 

capable of doing from his own memory. This permitted the campaigns 

to choose the technology of their appeals-whether to rely on personal 

visits by committed friends (also discovered via the Internet), personal

ized letters (drawn from social network research), or group meetings. 

Presidential campaigns are on the verge of turning into media con

tests between master operators of the Internet. What once had been 

substantive debates about the content of governance will reduce candi

dates to being spokesmen for a marketing effort pursued by methods 

whose intrusiveness would have been considered only a generation ago 

the stuff of science fiction. The candidates' main role may become 

fund-raising rather than the elaboration of issues. Is the marketing 

effort designed to convey the candidate's convictions, or are the convic

tions expressed by the candidate the reflections of a ''big data" research 

effort into individuals' likely preferences and prejudices? Can democ

racy avoid an evolution toward a demagogic outcome based on emo

tional mass appeal rather than the reasoned process the Founding 

Fathers imagined? If the gap between the qualities required for elec

tion and those essential for the conduct of office becomes too wide, the 

conceptual grasp and sense of history that should be part of foreign 

policy may be lost-or else the cultivation of these qualities may take 

so much of a president's first term in office as to inhibit a leading role 

for the United States. 
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Foreign Policy in the Digital Era 
Thoughtful observers have viewed the globalizing transformations 

ushered in by the rise of the Internet and advanced computing tech

nology as the beginning of a new era of popular empowerment and 

progress toward peace. They hail the ability of new technologies to 

enable the individual and to propel transparency-whether through 

the publicizing of abuses by authorities or the erosion of cultural 

barriers of misunderstanding. Optimists point, with some justifica

tion, to the startling new powers of communication gained through 

instantaneous global networks. They stress the ability of computer 

networks and "smart" devices to create new social, economic, and 

environmental efficiencies. They look forward to unlocking previ

ously insoluble technical problems by harnessing the brainpower of 

networked multitudes. 

One line of thinking holds that similar principles of networked 

communication, if applied correctly to the realm of international 

affairs, could help solve age-old problems of violent conflict. Tradi

tional ethnic and sectarian rivalries may be muted in the Internet age, 

this theory posits, because "people who try to perpetuate myths about 

religion, culture, ethnicity or anything else will struggle to keep their 

narratives afloat amid a sea of newly informed listeners. With more 

data, everyone gains a better frame of reference." It will be possible 

to temper national rivalries and resolve historical disputes because 

"with the technological devices, platforms and databases we have 

today, it will be much more difficult for governments in the future to 

argue over claims like these, not just because of permanent evidence 

but because everyone else will have access to the same source material." 

In this view, the spread of networked digital devices will become a 

positive engine of history: new networks of communication will curtail 

abuses, soften social and political contradictions, and help heretofore

disunited parts cohere into a more harmonious global system. 
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The optimism of this perspective replicates the best aspects of 

Woodrow Wilson's prophecy of a world united by democracy, open 

diplomacy, and common rules. As a blueprint for political or social 

order, it also raises some of the same questions as Wilson's original 

vision about the distinction between the practical and the aspirational. 

Conflicts within and between societies have occurred since the 

dawn of civilization. The causes of these conflicts have not been lim

ited to an absence of information or an insufficient ability to share it. 

They have arisen not only between societies that do not understand 

each other but between those that understand each other only too well. 

Even with the same source material to examine, individuals have 

disagreed about its meaning or the subjective value of what it depicts. 

Where values, ideals, or strategic objectives are in fundamental contra

diction, exposure and connectivity may on occasion fuel confrontations 

as much as assuage them. 

New social and information networks spur growth and creativity. 

They allow individuals to express views and report injustices that 

might otherwise go unheeded. In crisis situations, they offer a crucial 

ability to communicate quickly and to publicize events and policies 

reliably-potentially preventing the outbreak of a conflict through 

misunderstanding. 

Yet they also bring conflicting, occasionally incompatible value sys

tems into ever closer contact. The advent of Internet news and com

mentary and data-driven election strategies has not noticeably softened 

the partisan aspect of American politics; if anything, it has provided a 

larger audience to the extremes. Internationally, some expressions that 

once passed unknown and unremarked are now publicized world

wide and used as pretexts for violent agitation-as occurred in parts 

of the Muslim world in reaction to an inflammatory fringe cartoon in 

a Danish newspaper or a marginal American homemade movie. 

Meanwhile, in conflict situations, social networking may serve as a 

platform to reinforce traditional social fissures as much as it dispels 
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them. The widespread sharing of videotaped atrocities in the Syrian 

civil war appears to have done more to harden the resolve of the war

ring parties than to stop the killing, while the notorious ISIL has used 

social media to declare a caliphate and exhort holy war. 

Some authoritarian structures may fall as a result of information 

spread online or protests convened via social networking; they may in 

time be replaced by more open and participatory systems elaborating 

humane and inclusive values. Elsewhere other authorities will gain ex

ponentially more powerful means of repression. The proliferation of 

ubiquitous sensors tracking and analyzing individuals, recording and 

transmitting their every experience (in some cases now, essentially from 

birth), and (at the forefront of computing) anticipating their thoughts 

opens up repressive as well as liberating possibilities. In this respect, 

among the new technology's most radical aspects may be the power it 

vests in small groups, at the pinnacle of political and economic struc

tures, to process and monitor information, shape debate, and to some 

extent define truth. 

The West lauded the "Facebook" and "Twitter" aspects of the Arab 

Spring revolutions. Yet where the digitally equipped crowd succeeds in 

its initial demonstrations, the use of new technology does not guaran

tee that the values that prevail will be those of the devices' inventors, or 

even those of the majority of the crowd. Moreover, the same technolo

gies used to convene demonstrations can also be used to track and sup

press them. Today most public squares in any major city are subject to 

constant video surveillance, and any smartphone owner can be tracked 

electronically in real time. As one recent survey concluded, "The Inter

net has made tracking easier, cheaper, and more useful." 

The global scope and speed of communication erode the distinction 

between domestic and international upheavals, and between leaders 

and the immediate demands of the most vocal groups. Events whose 

effects once would have taken months to unfold ricochet globally 
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within seconds. Policymakers are expected to have formulated a posi

tion within several hours and to interject it into the course of events

where its effects will be broadcast globally by the same instantaneous 

networks. The temptation to cater to the demands of the digitally re

flected multitude may override the judgment required to chart a com

plex course in harmony with long-term purposes. The distinction 

between information, knowledge, and wisdom is weakened. 

The new diplomacy asserts that if a sufficiently large number of 

people gather to publicly call for the resignation of a government and 

broadcast their demands digitally, they constitute a democratic expres

sion obliging Western moral and even material support. This approach 

calls on Western leaders (and particularly American ones) to commu

nicate their endorsement immediately and in unambiguous terms by 

the same social-networking methods so that their rejection of the gov

errtment will be rebroadcast on the Internet and achieve further prom

ulgation and affirmation. 

If the old diplomacy sometimes failed to extend support to morally 

deserving political forces, the new diplomacy risks indiscriminate in

tervention disconnected from strategy. It declares moral absolutes to a 

global audience before it has become possible to assess the long-term 

intentions of the central actors, their prospects for success, or the abil

ity to carry out a long-term policy. The motives of the principal groups, 

their capacity for concerted leadership, the underlying strategic and 

political factors in the country, and their relation to other strategic pri

orities are treated as secondary to the overriding imperative of endors

ing a mood of the moment. 

Order should not have priority over freedom. But the affirmation 

of freedom should be elevated from a mood to a strategy. In the quest 

for humane values, the .expression of elevated principles is a first step; 

they must then be carried through the inherent ambiguities and con

tradictions of all human affairs, which is the task of policy. In this 
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process, the sharing of information and the public support of free in

stitutions are important new aspects of our era. On their own, absent 

attention to underlying strategic and political factors, they will have 

difficulty fulfilling their promise. 

Great statesmen, however different as personalities, almo~~ invari

ably had an instinctive feeling for the history of their societies. As 

Edmund Burke wrote, "People will not look forward to posterity, who 

never look backward to their ancestors." What will be the attitudes of 

those who aspire to be great statesmen in the Internet age? A combina

tion of chronic insecurity and insistent self-assertion threatens both 

leaders and the public in the Internet age. Leaders, because they are 

less and less the originators of their programs, seek to dominate by 

willpower or charisma. The general public's access to the intangibles of 

the public debate is ever more constrained. Major pieces of legislation 

in the United States, Europe, and elsewhere often contain thousands 

of pages of text whose precise meaning is elusive even to those legisla

tors who voted for them. 

Previous generations of Western leaders performed their democratic 

role while recognizing that leadership did not consist of simply execut

ing the results of public polls on a day-to-day basis. Tomorrow's gen

erations may prove reluctant to exercise leadership independent of 

data-mining techniques-even as their mastery of the information 

environment may reward them with reelection for pursuing cleverly 

targeted, short-term policies. 

In such an environment, the participants in the public debate risk 

being driven less by reasoned arguments than by what catches the 

mood of the moment. The immediate focus is pounded daily into 

the public consciousness by advocates whose status is generated by the 

ability to dramatize. Participants at public demonstrations are rarely 

assembled around a specific program. Rather, many seek the uplift of 

a moment of exaltation, treating their role in the event primarily as 

participation in an emotional experience. 
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These attitudes reflect in part the complexity of defining an iden

tity in the age of social media. Hailed as a breakthrough in human 

relations, social media encourage the sharing of the maximum amount 

of information, personal or political. People are encouraged-and 

solicited-to post their most intimate acts and thoughts on public 

websites run by companies whose internal policies are, even when 

public, largely incomprehensible to the ordinary user. The most sensi

tive of this information is to be made available only to "friends" who, 

in practice, can run into the thousands. Approbation is the goal; were 

it not the objective, the sharing of personal information would not be 

so widespread and sometimes so jarring. Only very strong personali

ties are able to resist the digitally aggregated and magnified unfavor

able judgments of their peers. The quest is for consensus, less by the 

exchange of ideas than by a sharing of emotions. Nor can participants 

fail to be affected by the exaltation of fulfillment by membership in a 

crowd of ostensibly like-minded people. And are these networks going 

to be the first institutions in human history liberated from occasional 

abuse and therefore relieved of the traditional checks and balances? 

Side by side with the limitless possibilities opened up by the new 

technologies, reflection about international order must include the in

ternal dangers of societies driven by mass consensus, deprived of the 

context and foresight needed on terms compatible with their historical 

character. In every other era, this has been considered the essence of 

leadership; in our own, it risks being reduced to a series of slogans de

signed to capture immediate short-term approbation. Foreign policy is 

in danger of turning into a subdivision of domestic politics instead of an 

exercise in shaping the future. If the major countries conduct their pol

icies in this manner internally, their relations on the international stage 

will suffer concomitant distortions. The search for perspective may well 

be replaced by a hardening of differences, statesmanship by posturing. 

As diplomacy is transformed into gestures geared toward passions, the 

search for equilibrium risks giving way to a testing of limits. 
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Wisdom and foresight will be needed to avoid these hazards and 

ensure that the technological era fulfills its vast promise. It needs to 

deepen its preoccupation with the immediate through a better under

standing of history and geography. That task is not only-or even 

primarily-an issue for technology. Society needs to adapt its educa

tion policy to ultimate imperatives in the long-term direction of the 

country and in the cultivation of its values. The inventors of the de

vices that have so revolutionized the collection and sharing of informa

tion can make an equal if not greater contribution by devising means 

to deepen its conceptual foundation. On the way to the first truly 

global world order, the great human achievements of technology must 

be fused with enhanced powers of humane, transcendent, and moral 

judgment. 



CONCLUSION 

World Order in Our Time? 

I N THE DECADES FOLLOWING WoRLD WAR II, a sense of world 

community seemed on the verge of arising. The industrially ad

vanced regions of the world were exhausted from war; the underdevel

oped parts were beginning their process of decolonization and 

redefining their identities. All needed cooperation rather than con

frontation. And the United States, preserved from the ravages of 

war-indeed, strengthened by the conflict in its economy and national 

confidence--launched itself on implementing ideals and practices it 

considered applicable to the entire world. 

When the United States began to take up the torch of international 

leadership, it added a new dimension to the quest for world order. A 

nation founded explicitly on an idea of free and representative gover

nance, it identified its own rise with the spread of liberty and democ

racy and credited these forces with an ability to achieve the just and 

lasting peace that had thus far eluded the world. The traditional 

European approach to order had viewed peoples and states as inher

ently competitive; to constrain the effects of their clashing ambitions, it 

relied on a balance of power and a concert of enlightened statesmen. 
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The prevalent American view considered people inherently reasonable 

and inclined toward peaceful compromise, common sense, and fair 

dealing; the spread of democracy was therefore the overarching goal 

for international order. Free markets would uplift individuals, enrich 

societies, and substitute economic interdependence for traditional 

international rivalries. In this view, the Cold War was caused by the 

aberrations of Communism; sooner or later, the Soviet Union would 

return to the community of nations. Then a new world order would 

encompass all regions of the globe; shared values and goals would ren

der conditions within states more humane and conflicts between states 

less likely. 

The multigenerational enterprise of world ordering has in marry 

ways come to fruition. Its success finds expression in the plethora of 

independent sovereign states governing most of the world's territory. 

The spread of democracy and participatory governance has become a 

shared aspiration, if not a universal reality; global communications 

and financial networks operate in real time, making possible a scale of 

human interactions beyond the imagination of previous generations; 

common efforts on environmental problems, or at least an impetus to 

undertake them, exist; and an international scientific, medical, and 

philanthropic community focuses its attention on diseases and health 

scourges once assumed to be the intractable ravages of fate. 

The United States has made a significant contribution to this 

evolution. American military power provided a security shield for the 

rest of the world, whether its beneficiaries asked for it or not. Under 

the umbrella of an essentially unilateral American military guarantee, 

much of the developed world rallied into a system of alliances; the 

developing countries were protected against a threat they sometimes 

did not recognize, even less admit. A global economy developed to 

which America contributed financing, markets, and a profusion of 

innovations. From perhaps 1948 to the turn of the century marked a 

brief moment in human history when one could speak of an incipient 
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global world order composed of an amalgam of American idealism 

and traditional concepts of balance of power. 

Yet its very success made it inevitable that the entire enterprise 

would eventually be challenged, sometimes in the name of world order 

itsel£ The universal relevance of the Westphalian system derived from 

its procedural-that is, value-neutral-nature. Its rules were accessible 

to any country: noninterference in domestic affairs of other states; 

inviolability of borders; sovereignty of states; encouragements of inter

national law. The weakness of the Westphalian system has been the 

reverse side of its strength. Designed as it was by states exhausted 

from their bloodletting, it did not supply a sense of direction. It dealt 

with methods of allocating and preserving power; it gave no answer to 

the problem of how to generate legitimacy. 

In building a world order, a key question inevitably concerns the 

substance of its unifying principles-in which resides a cardinal dis

tinction between Western and non-Western approaches to order. 

Since the Renaissance the West has been deeply committed to the no

tion that the real world is external to the observer, that knowledge 

consists of recording and classifying data-the more accurately the 

better-and that foreign policy success depends on assessing existing 

realities and trends. The Westphalian peace represented a judgment 

of reality-particularly realities of power and territory-as a tempo

ral ordering concept over the demands of religion. 

In the other great contemporary civilizations, reality was conceived 

as internal to the observer, defined by psychological, philosophical, or 

religious convictions .. Confucianism ordered the world into tributaries 

in a hierarchy defined by approximations of Chinese culture. Islam 

divided the world order into a world of peace, that of Islam, and a 

world of war, inhabited by unbelievers. Thus China felt no need to 

go abroad to discover a world it considered already ordered, or best 

ordered by the cultivation of morality internally, while Islam could 

achieve the theoretical fulfillment of world order only by conquest 
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or global proselytization, for which the objective conditions did not 

exist. Hinduism, which perceived cycles of history and metaphysical 

reality transcending temporal experience, treated its world of faith 

as a complete system not open to new entrants by either conquest or 

conversion. 

That same distinction governed the attitude toward science and 

technology. The West, which saw fulfillment in mastering empirical 

reality, explored the far reaches of the world and fostered science and 

technology. The other traditional civilizations, each of which had con

sidered itself the center of a world order in its own right, did not have 

the same impetus and fell behind technologically. 

That period has now ended. The rest of the world is pursuing sci

ence and technology and, because unencumbered by established pat

terns, with perhaps more energy and flexibility than the West, at least 

in countries like China and the "Asian Tigers." 

In the world of geopolitics, the order established and proclaimed 

as universal by the Western countries stands at a turning point. Its 

nostrums are understood globally, but there is no consensus about their 

application; indeed, concepts such as democracy, human rights, and 

international law are given such divergent interpretations that warring 

parties regularly invoke them against each other as battle cries. The 

system's rules have been promulgated but have proven ineffective ab

sent active enforcement. The pledge of partnership and community 

has in some regions been replaced, or at least accompanied, by a 

harder-edged testing of limits. 

A quarter century of political and economic crises perceived as 

produced, or at least abetted, by Western admonitions and practices

along with imploding regional orders, sectarian bloodbaths, terrorism, 

and wars ended on terms short of victory-has thrown into question 

the optimistic assumptions of the immediate post-Cold War era: that 

the spread of democracy and free markets would automatically create 

a just, peaceful, and inclusive world. 
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A countervailing impetus has arisen in several parts of the world to 

construct bulwarks against what are seen as the crisis-inducing policies 

of the developed West, including aspects of globalization. Security 

commitments that have stood as bedrock assumptions are being ques

tioned, sometimes by the country whose defense they seek to foster. As 

the Western countries sharply reduce their nuclear arsenals or down

grade the role of nuclear weapons in their strategic doctrine, countries 

in the so-called developing world pursu'e them with great energy. 

Governments that once embraced (even while occasionally being per

plexed by) the American commitment to its version of world order 

have begun to ask whether it leads to enterprises that the United States 

is in the end not sufficiently patient to see to their conclusion. In this 

view, acceptance of the Western "rules" of world order is laced with 

elements of unpredictable liability-an interpretation driving the con

spicuous dissociation of some traditional allies from the United States. 

Indeed, in some quarters, the flouting of universal norms (such as 

human rights, due process, or equality for women) as distinctly North 

Atlantic preferences is treated as a positive virtue and the heart of al

ternative value systems. More elemental forms of identity are celebrated 

as the basis for exclusionary spheres of interest. 

The result is not simply a multipolarity of power but a world of 

increasingly contradictory realities. It must not be assumed that, left 

unattended, these trends will at some point reconcile automatically to 

a world of balance and cooperation-or even any order at all. 

The Evolution of International Order 
Every international order must sooner or later face the impact of 

two tendencies challenging its cohesion: either a redefinition of legiti

macy or a significant shift in the balance of power. The first tendency 

occurs when the values underlying international arrangements are 

fundamentally altered-abandoned by those charged with maintain-
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ing them or overturned by revolutionary imposition of an alternative 

concept of legitimacy. This was the impact of the ascendant West on 

many traditional orders in the non-Western world; oflslam in its ini

tial wave of expansion in the seventh and eighth centuries; of the 

French Revolution on European diplomacy in the eighteenth century; 

of Communist and fascist totalitarianism in the twentieth; and of the 

Islamist assaults on the fragile state structure of the Middle East in 

our time. 

The essence of such upheavals is that while they are usually under

pinned by force, their overriding thrust is psychological. Those under 

assault are challenged to defend not only their territory but the basic 

assumptions of their way of life, their moral right to exist and to act in 

a manner that, until the challenge, had been treated as beyond ques

tion. The natural inclination, particularly of leaders from pluralistic 

societies, is to engage with the representatives of the revolution, expect

ing that what they really want is to negotiate in good faith on the 

premises of the existing order and arrive at a reasonable solution. The 

order is submerged not primarily from military defeat or an imbal

ance in resources (though this often follows) but from a failure to un

derstand the nature and scope of the challenge arrayed against it. In 

this sense, the ultimate test of the Iranian nuclear negotiations is 

whether the Iranian professions of a willingness to resolve the issue 

through talks are a strategic shift or a tactical device-in pursuit of 

long-prevailing policy-and whether the West deals with the tactical 

as if it were a strategic change of direction. 

The second cause of an international order's crisis is when it proves 

unable to accommodate a major change in power relations. In some 

cases, the order collapses because one of its major components ceases 

to play its role or ceases to exist-as happened to the Communist 

international order near the end of the twentieth century when the 

Soviet Union dissolved. Or else a rising power may reject the role allot

ted to it by a system it did not design, and the established powers may 
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prove unable to adapt the system's equilibrium to incorporate its rise. 

Germany's emergence posed such a challenge to the system in the 

twentieth century in Europe, triggering two catastrophic wars from 

which Europe has never fully recovered. The emergence of China 

poses a comparable structural challenge in the twenty-first century. 

The presidents of the major twenty-first-century competitors-the 

United States and China-have vowed t? avoid repeating Europe's 

tragedy through a "new type of great power relations." The concept 

awaits joint elaboration. It might have been put forward by either or 

both of these powers as a tactical maneuver. Nevertheless, it remains 

the only road to avoid a repetition of previous tragedies. 

To strike a balance between the two aspects of order-power and 

legitimacy-is the essence of statesmanship. Calculations of power 

without a moral dimension will turn every disagreement into a test of 

strength; ambition will know no resting place; countries will be 

propelled into unsustainable tours de force of elusive calculations re

garding the shifting configuration of power. Moral proscriptions with

out concern for equilibrium, on the other hand, tend toward either 

crusades or an impotent policy tempting challenges; either extreme 

risks endangering the coherence of the international order itself. 

In our time-in part for the technological reasons discussed in 

Chapter 9-power is in unprecedented flux, while claims to legitimacy 

every decade multiply their scope in hitherto-inconceivable ways. 

When weapons have become capable of obliterating civilization and 

the interactions between value systems are rendered instantaneous and 

unprecedentedly intrusive, the established calculations for maintaining 

the balance of power or a community of values may become obsolete. 

As these imbalances have grown, the structure of the twenty-first

century world order has been revealed as lacking in four important 

dimensions. 

First, the nature of the state itself--the basic formal unit of interna

tional life-has been subjected to a multitude of pressures: attacked 
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and dismantled by design, in some regions corroded from neglect, 

often submerged by the sheer rush of events. Europe has set out to tran

scend the state and to craft a foreign policy based principally on soft 

power and humanitarian values. But it is doubtful that claims to legiti

macy separated from any concept of strategy can sustain a world order. 

And Europe has not yet given itself attributes of statehood, tempting a 

vacuum of authority internally and an imbalance of power along its 

borders. Parts of the Middle East have dissolved into sectarian and eth

nic components in conflict with each other; religious militias and the 

powers backing them violate borders and sovereignty at will. The chal

lenge in Asia is the opposite of Europe's. Westphalian balance-of-power 

principles prevail unrelated to an agreed concept of legitimacy. 

And in several parts of the world we have witnessed, since the end 

of the Cold War, the phenomenon of "failed states," of "ungoverned 

spaces," or of states that hardly merit the term, having no monopoly on 

the use of force or effective central authority. If the major powers come 

to practice foreign policies of manipulating a multiplicity of subsover

eign units observing ambiguous and often violent rules of conduct, 

many based on extreme articulations of divergent cultural experiences, 

anarchy is certain. 

Second, the political and the economic organizations of the world 

are at variance with each other. The international economic system 

has become global, while the political structure of the world has re

mained based on the nation-state. The global economic impetus is on 

removing obstacles to the flow of goods and capital. The international 

political system is still largely based on contrasting ideas of world order 

and the reconciliation of concepts of national interest. Economic glo

balization, in its essence, ignores national frontiers. International pol

icy emphasizes the importance of frontiers even as it seeks to reconcile 

conflicting national aims. 

This dynamic has produced decades of sustained economic growth 

punctuated by periodic financial crises of seemingly escalating inten-
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sity: in Latin America in the 1980s; in Asia in 1997; in Russia in 1998; 

in the United States in 2001 and then again starting in 2007; in Europe 

after 2010. The winners-those who can weather the storm within a 

reasonable period and go forward-have few reservations about the 

system. But the losers-such as those stuck in structural misdesigns, as 

has been the case with the European Union's southern tier-seek 

their remedies by solutions that negate, or at least obstruct, the func

tioning of the global economic system. 

While each of those crises has had a different cause, their common 

feature has been profligate speculation and systemic underapprecia

tion of risk. Financial instruments have been invented that obscure the 

nature of the relevant transactions. Lenders have found it difficult to 

estimate the extent of their commitments and borrowers, including 

major nations, to understand the implications of their indebtedness. 

The international order thus faces a paradox: its prosperity is 

dependent on the success of globalization, but the process produces a 

political reaction that often works counter to its aspirations. The eco

nomic managers of globalization have few occasions to engage with its 

political processes. The managers of the political processes have few 

incentives to risk their domestic support on anticipating economic or 

financial problems whose complexity eludes the understanding of all 

but experts. 

In these conditions, the challenge becomes governance itsel( 

Governments are subjected to pressures seeking to tip the process of 

globalization in the direction of national advantage or mercantilism. 

In the West, the issues of globalization thus merge with the issues of 

the conduct of democratic foreign policy. Harmonizing political and 

economic international orders challenges vested views: the quest for 

world order because it .requires an enlargement of the national frame

work; the disciplining of globalization because sustainable practices 

imply a modification of the conventional patterns. 

Third is the absence of an effective mechanism for the great powers 
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to consult and possibly cooperate on the most consequential issues. 

This may seem an odd criticism in light of the plethora of multilat

eral forums that exist-more by far than at any other time in history. 

The UN Security Council-of compelling formal authority but dead

locked on the most important issues-is joined by regular summits for 

Atlantic leaders in NATO and the European Union, for Asia-Pacific 

leaders in APEC and the East Asia Summit, for developed countries 

in the G7 or G8, and for major economies in the G20. The United 

States is a key participant in all of these forums. Yet the nature and 

frequency of these meetings work 'against elaboration of long-range 

strategy. Discussions of schedules and negotiations over formal agen

das arrogate the majority of preparation time; some forums effectively 

co-orbit on the calendars of leaders because of the difficulty of gather

ing principals in any one place on a regular basis. Participant heads of 

state, by the nature of their positions, focus on the public impact of 

their actions at the meeting; they are tempted to emphasize the tactical 

implications or the public relations aspect. This process permits little 

beyond designing a formal communique-at best, a discussion of 

pending tactical issues, and, at worst, a new form of summitry as 

"social media" event. A contemporary structure of international rules 

and norms, if it is to prove relevant, cannot merely be affirmed by joint 

declarations; it must be fostered as a matter of common conviction. 

Throughout, American leadership has been indispensable, even 

when it has been exercised ambivalently. It has sought a balance be

tween stability and advocacy of universal principles not always recon

cilable with principles of sovereign noninterference or other nations' 

historical experience. The quest for that balance, between the unique

ness of the American experience and the idealistic confidence in its 

universality, between the poles of overconfidence and introspection, is 

inherently unending. What it does not permit is withdrawal. 
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Where Do We Go from Here? 
A reconstruction of the international system is the ultimate chal

lenge to statesmanship in our time. The penalty for failing will be not 

so much a major war between states (though in some regions this is not 

foreclosed) as an evolution into spheres of influence identified with 

particular domestic structures and forms of governance-for example, 

the Westphalian model as against the radical Islamist version. At its 

edges each sphere would be tempted to test its strength against other 

entities of orders deemed illegitimate. They would be networked for 

instantaneous communication and impinging on one another con

stantly. In time the tensions of this process would degenerate into ma

neuvers for status or advantage on a continental scale or even worldwide. 

A struggle between regions could be even more debilitating than the 

struggle between nations has been. 

The contemporary quest for world order will require a coherent 

strategy to establish a concept of order within the various regions, and 

to relate these regional orders to one another. These goals are not nec

essarily identical or self-reconciling: the triumph of a radical move

ment might bring order to one region while setting the stage for 

turmoil in and with all others. The domination of a region by one 

country militarily, even if it brings the appearance of order, could pro

duce a crisis for the rest of the world. 

A reassessment of the concept of balance of power is in order. In 

theory, the balance of power should be quite calculable; in practice, it 

has proved extremely difficult to harmonize a country's calculations 

with those of other states and achieve a common recognition of limits. 

The conjectural element of foreign policy-the need to gear actions to 

an assessment that cannot be proved when it is made-is never more 

true than in a period of upheaval. Then, the old order is in flux while 

the shape of the replacement is highly uncertain. Everything depends, 
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therefore, on some conception of the future. But varying internal 

structures can produce different assessments of the significance of ex

isting trends and, more important, clashing criteria for resolving these 

differences. This is the dilemma of our time. 

A world order of states affirming individual dignity and participa

tory governance, and cooperating internationally in accordance with 

agreed-upon rules, can be our hope and should be our inspiration. But 

progress toward it will need to be sustained through a series of inter

mediary stages. At any given interval, we will usually be better served, 

as Edmund Burke once wrote, "to acquiesce in some qualified plan 

that does not come up to the full perfection of the abstract idea, than 

to push for the more perfect," and risk crisis or disillusionment by in

sisting on the ultimate immediately. The United States needs a strat

egy and diplomacy that allow for the complexity of the journey-the 

loftiness of the goal, as well as the inherent incompleteness of the 

human endeavors through which it will be approached. 

To play a responsible role in the evolution of a twenty-first-century 

world order, the United States must be prepared to answer a number 

of questions for itself: 

What do we seek to prevent, no matter how it happens, and if 

necessary alone? The answer defines the minimum condition of the 

survival of the society. 

What do we seek to achieve, even if not supported by any multilat

eral effort? These goals define the minimum objectives of the national 

strategy. 

What do we seek to achieve, or prevent, only if supported by an 

alliance? This defines the outer limits of the country's strategic aspira

tions as part of a global system. 

What should we not engage in, even if urged by a multilateral 

group or an alliance? This defines the limiting condition of the Amer

ican participation in world order. 
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Above all, what is the nature of the values that we seek to advance? 

What applications depend in part on circumstance? 

The same questions apply in principle to other societies. 

For the United States, the quest for world order functions on two 

levels: the celebration of universal principles needs to be paired with a 

recognition of the reality of other regions' histories and cultures. Even 

as the lessons of challenging decades are examined, the affirmation of 

America's exceptional nature must be sustained. History offers no re

spite to countries that set aside their commitments or sense of identity 

in favor of a seemingly less arduous course. America-as the modern 

world's decisive articulation of the human quest for freedom, and an 

indispensable geopolitical force for the vindication of humane val

ues-must retain its sense of direction. 

A purposeful American role will be philosophically and geo

politically imperative for the challenges of our period. Yet world 

order cannot be achieved by any one country acting alone. To achieve 

a genuine world order, its components, while maintaining their own 

values, need to acquire a second culture that is global, structural, and 

juridical-a concept of order that transcends the perspective and 

ideals of any one region or nation. At this moment in history, this 

would be a modernization of the Westphalian system informed by 

contemporary realities. 

Is it possible to translate divergent cultures into a common system? 

The Westphalian system was drafted by some two hundred delegates, 

none of whom has entered the annals of history as a major figure, 

who met in two provincial German towns forty miles apart (a signifi

cant distance in the seventeenth century) in two separate groups. They 

overcame their obstacles because they shared the devastating experi

ence of the Thirty Years' War, and they were determined to prevent its 

recurrence. Our time, facing even graver prospects, needs to act on its 

necessities before it is engulfed by them. 
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Cryptic fragments from remote antiquity reveal a view of the 

human condition as irremediably marked by change and strife. 

"World-order" was fire-like, "kindling in measure and going out in 

measure," with war "the Father and King of all" creating change in 

the world. But "the unity of things lies beneath the surface; it depends 

upon a balanced reaction between opposites." The goal of our era must 

be to achieve that equilibrium while restraining the dogs of war. And 

we have to do so among the rushing stream of history. The well

known metaphor for this is in the fragment conveying that "one can

not step twice in the same river." Hi~~ory may be thought of as a river, 

but its waters will be ever changing. 

Long ago, in youth, I was brash enough to think myself able to 

pronounce on "The Meaning of History." I now know that history's 

meaning is a matter to be discovered, not declared. It is a question we 

must attempt to answer as best we can in recognition that it will re

main open to debate; that each generation will be judged by whether 

the greatest, most consequential issues of the human condition have 

been faced, and that decisions to meet these challenges must be taken 

by statesmen before it is possible to know what the outcome may be. 
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